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S U M M A RY

This thesis investigates the simultaneous demographic and evolutionary dynamics of biological populations, primarily in the context of infectious diseases. Here, the problems of
resistance to drug treatments and escape from immune recognition call for a deeper understanding of pathogen adaptation. The work presented in this thesis deals with both biological
insights gained from mathematical models and novel methodology for model analysis and
parameter estimation.
In Chapter 1, I provide a general introduction to the central themes of the thesis: the intertwined processes of demographic and genetic change in populations; the role of stochasticity
in these dynamics; and the significance of the life history of organisms, especially viral and
bacterial pathogens.
In Chapter 2, I extend a widely used two-strain viral dynamics model for investigating the
within-host emergence of drug resistance. In doing so, I relax some of the standard assumptions to examine the consequences of resistance costs, drug inhibition, and mutation that act
at various steps of the viral replication cycle. Furthermore, I capture the stochastic population dynamics through accurate analytical approximations for the probability that resistance
arises. This approach yields novel conclusions regarding the roles of resistance mutations
that pre-exist before treatment begins and those that arise de novo during treatment.
Chapter 3 continues on the topic of drug resistance, now shifting the focus to bacteria
and the role of temporal drug dynamics with an explicit model of the pharmacokinetics
induced by drug dosing and the pharmacodynamic effects on the bacteria. I investigate how
the dosing schedule affects the chance that a bacterial strain establishes when rare and its
long-term average growth rate, and how a conflict may arise in minimizing both quantities.
The outcome is moreover sensitive to the way in which resistance mutations alter the doseresponse curve.
Chapter 4 puts the emergence of drug resistance into a broader context by linking it to
the general concept of “evolutionary rescue”, the scenario in which evolutionary adaptation
prevents extinction of a population confronted with severe environmental change. In particular, this theme arises in conservation biology, where researchers are concerned with the
survival of species in the face of global habitat and climate changes. Despite this common
concept, theoretical work motivated by medical versus conservation applications has proceeded largely separately. I review the mathematical modelling approaches used on each
side, identify similarities and differences, and suggest common directions for future work.
Chapter 5 deals with another situation in which pathogens evolve in response to their
environment, in this case the immune response of their host. Specifically, I investigate how
HIV evolves to escape immune recognition, with a focus on the role that recombination may
play in accelerating the acquisition of multiple mutations to adapt to the particular, multiepitope response mounted by a given host.
Chapters 6 and 7 turn to the problem of estimating demographic parameters of a population from data. Specifically, the inference relies on phylogenetic trees that record the evolutionary relationships among individuals in the population. I develop new methodology for
maximum likelihood estimation of demographic rates when the death rate is age-dependent.
Chapter 6 presents the mathematical derivation of the likelihood of an observed tree under a model where individuals are sampled continually through time, with applications to
epidemiology. Chapter 7 presents a computational framework for inference under a model
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where all sampling occurs at the present, as in trees on extant species, with applications to
macroevolution.
Finally, in Chapter 8, I put the results of the preceding chapters back into the context of
the central themes of this thesis and suggest directions for future research.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Diese Dissertation untersucht die demographische und evolutionäre Dynamik von biologischen Populationen, insbesondere im Zusammenhang mit Infektionskrankheiten. Die Probleme der Medikamentenresistenz und der Immunevasion fordern ein vertieftes Verständnis der
Anpassung von Krankheitserregern. Die in dieser Dissertation präsentierte Forschung befasst
sich sowohl mit biologischen Erkenntnissen welche durch mathematische Modelle erreicht
werden, sowie auch mit neuen Methoden der Modellanalyse und der Parameterschätzung.
In Kapitel 1 gebe ich eine allgemeine Einführung in die zentralen Themen der Dissertation: die verwickelten Prozesse der demographischen und genetischen Veränderung in Populationen, die Rolle von Stochastizität in einer solcher Dynamik, und die Bedeutung der
Lebensgeschichte von Organismen, vor allem krankheitserregenden Viren und Bakterien.
In Kapitel 2 erweitere ich ein weitverbreitetes Modell für die Dynamik zweier Virenstämme, um die Entstehung von Medikamentenresistenz innerhalb eines Wirtes zu untersuchen.
Dabei verallgemeinere ich einige häufige Annahmen, um die Konsequenzen der Kosten der
Resistenz, der Unterdrückung durch Medikamente und des Mutationsprozesses, die verschiedene Schritte des viralen Replikationszyklus beeinflussen, zu untersuchen. Ausserdem
beschreibe ich die stochastische Populationsdynamik durch präzise analytische Approximationen der Wahrscheinlichkeit des Auftretens von Resistenz. Damit ergeben sich einige neue
Schlüsse über die verschiedenen Rollen einerseits derjenigen Mutationen, die schon vor Therapieanfang existierten, und andererseits derjenigen, die erst während der Therapie auftauchen.
Kapitel 3 bleibt auf dem Thema der Medikamentenresistenz, konzentriert sich aber auf
Bakterien und auf die Rolle der zeitlichen Dynamik der Medikamentenkonzentration. Dies
erfolgt durch ein Modell der Pharmakokinetik, welche die Dosierung von Medikamenten einbezieht, sowie der pharmakodynamische Wirkung des Medikaments auf die Bakterien. Damit untersuche ich wie die Dosierung einerseits die Chance eines seltenen Bakterienstamms
sich zu etablieren, andererseits dessen durchschnittliche Wachstumsrate, beeinflusst, und wie
ein Konflikt in der Minimierung beider Quantitäten entstehen kann. Weiterhin spielt auch
die Beziehung zwischen Dosis und Wirkung, die von Resistenzmutationen beeinflusst wird,
eine Rolle in den Resultaten.
Kapitel 4 stellt die Entstehung der Medikamentenresistenz in einem breiteren Zusammenhang, in dem ich sie mit dem allgemeinen Konzept der “evolutionären Rettung” verbinde.
Dieses Konzept beschreibt die evolutionäre Anpassung einer Population an eine starke Veränderung der Umwelt, damit die Population vom aussterben bewahrt wird. Dieses Thema
ist insbesondere für den Schutz der biologischen Vielfalt in Betrachtung des globalen Klimawandels und sonstigen Veränderungen des Lebensraums von Arten wichtig. Obwohl das
Konzept in der Resistenzentstehung und im Artenschutz gleich ist, hat sich die theoretische
Forschung in den zwei Gebieten getrennt entwickelt. Ich gebe einen Überblick über die mathematischen Modelle, die in jedem Bereich benutzt werden, identifiziere Ähnlichkeiten und
Unterschiede, und schlage gemeinsame Forschungsrichtungen und -ziele vor.
Kapitel 5 behandelt noch eine weitere Situation, in welcher Krankheitserreger sich an ihre
Umwelt anpassen, in diesem Fall an die Immunreaktion des Wirtes. Ich untersuche die Evolution von Immunevasion in HIV, mit Fokus auf die mögliche Beschleunigung der Akkumulation von Mutationen durch Rekombination, wenn sich HIV an die spezifische Immunreaktion
eines Wirtes an mehreren Epitopen anpasst.
3
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zusammenfassung

Kapitel 6 und 7 konzentrieren sich auf die Schätzung von demographischen Parametern
in einer Population auf der Basis von Daten. Die Inferenz ist auf phylogenetische Bäume
angewiesen, welche die evolutionären Beziehungen zwischen Individuen darstellen. Ich entwickele neue Methoden des Maximum-Likelihood-Schätzverfahrens von demographischen
Raten, wenn die Sterberate vom Alter abhängt. Kapitel 6 beschreibt die mathematische Herleitung der Wahrscheinlichkeit eines Baumes, wenn der Erhebungsprozess kontinuierlich
abläuft, mit Anwendungen in Epidemiologie. Kapitel 7 präsentiert eine Berechnungsmethode für die Inferenz, wenn die Erhebung zu einem einzigen Zeitpunkt stattfindet, wie zum
Beispiel in Bäumen von lebenden Spezien, mit Anwendungen in der Makroevolution.
Zum Schluss stelle ich in Kapitel 8 die Resultate der vorgängigen Kapitel wieder in den
Kontext der zentralen Themen der Dissertation und schlage ich zukünftige Forschungsfragen
vor.

1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Populations can be found at all levels of biological organization: from a population of cells
forming an organ (or malignant cells forming a tumour); to a population of organisms, ranging from bacteria seen only under a microscope to the familiar animals that provide poster
children for wildlife protection; to a population of species forming a taxon on the tree of life.
Population biology concerns itself less with the characteristics of any particular individual, as
with a description of the collection of individuals: for instance, the size of the population
and the distribution of traits within it. Populations live in an environment including both
abiotic (physical and chemical) factors and biotic factors (other living things). The interaction between a population and its environment can drive changes in the characteristics of the
population over time – and indeed, changes in the environment.
A particularly fascinating arena to study populations is in the context of infectious diseases,
which are ubiquitous and crucial drivers of the world we live in. Wildlife diseases affect
biodiversity and ecosystem function, while diseases of crop plants and domestic animals
affect our food supply. Nonetheless, the most obvious setting that comes to mind – and
indeed the focus of this thesis – is that of human health. From outbreaks of new epidemics
and campaigns for vaccination, to trials and marketing of new drugs, infectious diseases of
humans are never far from the headlines.
From an ecological and evolutionary perspective, the interactions between the two biological players in an infectious disease context – the pathogen and the host it infects – set the
stage for an array of interesting questions. The effects of pathogens are obvious to us in
the disease symptoms they induce. In return, the host creates the environment in which the
pathogen population lives. The host provides the resources (nutrients, space, etc.) that the
pathogen requires for reproduction. At the same time, the host mounts a strong and dynamically changing immune response in defense, and in the case of humans, may take medication
according to a prescribed schedule. The host environment is thus characterized by particularly fast temporal changes and strong selection pressures. The large population sizes, rapid
turnover, and in many cases frequent genetic changes characteristic of microbial pathogens
allow them to respond by evolutionary adaptation on a readily observable timescale. This
evolution has important consequences for us as hosts, for example in the form of drug resistance that compromises treatment options and escape of immune recognition that challenges
the development of effective vaccines.
This thesis provides a diversity of examples of evolutionary population dynamics, primarily in the context of infectious diseases. The following sections will introduce the key
concepts and methods underlying these investigations into population biology.
1.1
1.1.1

concepts
Demographic and genetic change in populations

Fundamentally, this thesis deals with population biology in two intertwined facets: the temporal dynamics of demography (number of population members) and genetic composition (frequency of genetic variants among population members). Any population exists in and interacts with its environment, and the role of environmental change in driving demographic and
genetic change is a further theme in several chapters.
5
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The change of genetic composition of a population is called evolution (or more specifically, microevolution). Evolution is driven by four fundamental processes (Barton et al., 2007,
p. 323): New genetic variants arise in a focal population by (1) mutation or (2) gene flow. Mutation is spontaneous change in the genetic material, due for instance to unrepaired damage
or a copying error during replication . This process generates alleles (variants at a particular genetic locus) de novo. In addition, in many organisms, recombination (crossing over
between two parental genomes) and reassortment (incorporating a different set of genome
segments or chromosomes into the offspring, by drawing one from each homologous pair)
create new variants on the genome scale by shuffling, across all loci, alleles that originated in
different lineages. Gene flow brings new alleles into the focal population from another population, when individuals carrying these alleles migrate. Once genetic variants are present
in a population, their frequencies in that population can change due to (3) genetic drift and
(4) selection. Genetic drift refers to the fluctuations introduced by random variation in the
number of surviving descendants of each population member, analogous to a sampling process. Meanwhile, selection drives directional change in frequencies of genetic variants due to
differences in the fitness conferred by these variants in the population’s environment. The
environment, which may vary in space and time, thus determines selection pressure.
The mathematical study of how these fundamental processes shape evolutionary change is
the domain of population genetics. Traditionally, “population genetic” models have focused
on allele frequencies and ignored any potential feedbacks from changes in the population size
(Day, 2005). Meanwhile, “population dynamic” models in ecology (including epidemiology)
fundamentally deal with demographic change. Ecology is concerned with the interactions
among population members and between a population and its environment, both abiotic
and biotic, and how these interactions in turn affect abundance. Consideration of genetic
variation within a population represents a secondary extension to basic population dynamic
models.
Genetic and demographic change were traditionally studied separately both for tractability
and because of a belief that these processes play out on different timescales (Ferrière et al.,
2004b). However, a growing body of empirical evidence belies the assumption that ecological
processes equilibrate much faster than evolution can act (Ferrière et al., 2004b; Gonzalez
et al., 2013), perhaps nowhere more clearly than in pathogens. In reality, relevant genetic and
demographic change can occur simultaneously, and indeed exert bidirectional influences
on one another. The genetic composition of a population affects demography insofar as
different genetic variants are associated with different capacities to survive and reproduce,
i.e. different fitness, in the environment(s) faced by the population. The growth rate and/or
eventual size of the total population then depends on the number of population members
of each genotype. In the most dramatic case, certain genotypes confer the ability to grow
in a given environment, while others die out, and hence survival of the population as a
whole hinges on the presence of members carrying the former genotypes. Demography, in
turn, affects both the generation and the maintenance or spread of genetic variants. Firstly,
the total rate at which new mutations appear in the population depends on the population
size. The chance of acquiring novel genetic variants through horizontal gene transfer (the
physical transfer of genetic material from one individual to another, a common process in
many bacteria) also depends on the number of population members available to interact with
other individuals. Secondly, the size of a population determines the degree to which genetic
drift influences genotype frequencies. The smaller the population, the greater the chance that
a genetic variant (at a given frequency) is lost by chance in the “sampling” procedure induced
by reproduction and survival within the population. To put it simply, a population of size ten
obviously cannot harbour eleven different alleles at a locus, and a population of size twenty is
unlikely to maintain eleven different alleles for long, because some individuals will by chance
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fail to have surviving offspring and thus their genotypes will disappear from the population.
The larger the population, the weaker the role of drift and the more potently selection can act
(Willi et al., 2006). Finally, interactions among individuals within and between populations,
clearly a function of their abundances, can shape selection pressures. This recognition is
implicit in population dynamic models extended to multiple genetic variants (e.g. Nowak
and May, 2000), and has also been particularly emphasized in so-called evolutionary ecology
and epidemiology (e.g. Ferrière et al., 2004a; Gandon and Day, 2009).
A unifying theme in this thesis is the incorporation of both genetic and demographic dynamics in population biological models. A substantial part of the thesis deals with what
is arguably the most striking case of the genetic-demographic linkage, where evolutionary
adaptation is required for population survival. This extreme case can arise when a population faces a new environment to which it is not well-suited. Such a scenario occurs when a
small founder population enters a radically new habitat, for instance when a pathogen first
infects a new type of host population (Antia et al., 2003; Gandon et al., 2013). It also occurs
when the environment undergoes drastic change over time in the current habitat, so that the
population declines in abundance, and new or rare genetic variants must arise and outgrow
in order to save the population from local extinction. The theoretical approaches to studying
the latter scenario, known as evolutionary rescue, are reviewed in Chapter 4. One particularly
relevant example of this scenario in the context of infectious diseases is the emergence of
drug resistance in a pathogen population exposed to a drug in a treated host. This example
is considered in Chapters 2 (for viral pathogens) and 3 (for bacterial pathogens). Environmental changes may also be biotic: a good example is the response of the host’s immune
system to infection by a pathogen. Adaptation in the pathogen to avoid immune recognition
– so-called immune escape – is treated in Chapter 5 in the case of HIV. The approach in these
chapters is to use an evolutionary population dynamic model, which describes the abundances of multiple distinct genetic variants. These variants coexist and generally interact
with one another, for instance by competing for host resources, in an ecological context.
A somewhat different approach is used in Chapters 6 and 7, where only the demography
of a population is explicitly modelled. However, these models track not only the number
of individuals in the population, but also their relationships by descent (genealogy). These
relationships are represented by a phylogenetic tree, linking individuals (at tips of the tree)
by branches that extend to their common ancestors (internal nodes in the tree), just like a
family tree. Due to the evolutionary processes described above, genetic changes accumulate
through time in lineages of the population (on the branches of the phylogenetic tree), such
that more closely related individuals tend to have a greater degree of genetic similarity, while
those sharing more distant common ancestors tend to have accumulated greater genetic divergence. Modern approaches to reconstructing phylogenetic trees from genetic sequence
data take advantage of this principle (Yang, 2006). Given such reconstructed trees, phylodynamics deals with how biological processes give rise to phylogenies with observed structure
(Grenfell et al., 2004). One approach to phylodynamics is based on coalescent theory, a
branch of population genetics (Wakeley, 2009). Reflecting the traditional population genetic
approach, coalescent models in their basic form assume constant population size. Extensions
allow varying population size, but most nonetheless share the quality that a deterministic
total size is extrinsically imposed, rather than an emergent property of demographic processes in the population (Boskova et al., 2014). Another approach to phylodynamics is based
on birth-death models, presented in greater detail below, which explicitly treat stochastic
demographic events (Nee et al., 1994b; Morlon, 2014). Further differences between these two
approaches are discussed by Boskova et al. (2014). In keeping with the theme of linking
demography and genetics, Chapters 6 and 7 use the latter approach.

7
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1.1.2 Stochasticity
Most of the work in this thesis will make use of stochastic models, which describe circumstances or events probabilistically. Even if events are driven by underlying mechanisms that
act deterministically, these drivers may be sufficiently many, complex, and/or unpredictable
within the scope of the model, that a probabilistic description of the phenomenon of interest
is appropriate. For instance, in a population of bacterial cells, each individual cell may divide
according to strictly regulated intracellular signals. However, if we look at the population as
a whole, without examining each individual cell’s state, it is appropriate to view divisions
in the population as a stochastic process. To take another example, a mutation may occur in
a bacterial cell when its DNA is damaged by UV radiation and its cellular enzymes do not
repair the damage correctly. Without modelling when radiation strikes, which cell it hits, or
how the cell’s enzymes act, we can describe the occurrence of mutations in the population of
cells as a stochastic process.
Stochasticity comes in many forms. Two important types of stochasticity in the context
of population biology are environmental and demographic (Haccou et al., 2005, pp. 5-6). The
former refers to random variation in the environmental conditions faced by a population. In
the case of pathogens, this variation could for instance be due to the host randomly missing
doses in a drug therapy. Such variation in the environment can feed through to variation in
the expected rates of demographic events (reproduction and death). Demographic stochasticity, on the other hand, refers to the variation in population size that occurs even at fixed
expected rates of demographic events, due to the inherent component of chance in their
actual occurrence. This latter form of stochasticity is the focus in this thesis. Whereas a
deterministic population dynamic model generates one definite trajectory of population size
over time, a stochastic one essentially generates a probability distribution on population size,
which filters through to a probability of occurrence of demographic outcomes of interest,
such as extinction of the population.
In a population that is sufficiently large given the frequency of the event of interest, it can
be reasonable to model the event, on the population level, to be occurring deterministically at
its expected rate. However, when the event is rare given the size of the population, stochastic
effects can play a crucial role in determining qualitative as well as quantitative outcomes. An
important example from demographic dynamics is whether, or how long, a small population
avoids extinction. Stochasticity also plays well-recognized roles in evolutionary dynamics.
When mutations are rare, if or when a mutation occurs can be highly variable. When a
new allele appears, often initially in a single copy, there is a chance it will be lost (because
its carrier fails to leave surviving descendants), even if it confers, in expectation, a selective
advantage. The probability that a novel allele will spread in a population is a classic problem
in population genetics, with investigations spanning a century (reviewed by Patwa and Wahl,
2008). In small populations, as mentioned above, genetic drift continues to play a strong
role in the maintenance or loss of alleles even if they have not newly arisen. Combining
demography and genetics raises particularly interesting possibilities for stochastic effects in
determining the fate of populations, as in the aforementioned “evolutionary rescue” scenario.
Chapters 2 and 3 develop and analyze stochastic models that deal with this interplay
of demographic and genetic effects specifically in the emergence of drug resistance, while
Chapter 4 reviews approaches to modelling evolutionary rescue in general. Chapter 5, while
ultimately making use of a deterministic model, applies a stochastic perspective to determine
the waiting time until novel genetic variants should appear. Viewing observed data as realizations of a stochastic process also lies at the heart of statistics. Statistical inference under
stochastic population dynamic models generating phylogenetic trees is taken up in Chapters
6 and 7.

1.1 concepts

1.1.3

Life history

Life history refers to an individual’s growth, reproduction events, and eventual death. Specifically, life history traits include the individual’s size over its lifetime, timing of reproduction,
reproductive output (number, size and sex of offspring), and life span, including how reproduction and mortality depend on age and size (Stearns, 1992, p. 10). These traits are most
readily envisioned in plants and animals, cf. the introductory examples provided in Roff
(1992) and Stearns (1992), and theory has primarily been developed in this context (Keen,
2014). Though less readily observed, microbes and viruses nonetheless also have life histories.
The life cycle of a bacterium consists of growth in size, replication of its genetic material,
and division into two daughter cells. An increase in cell length between divisions can be
observed by time-lapse microscopy, with variation in the rate of elongation introduced by
factors such as stochasticity in cellular metabolism (Kiviet et al., 2014). Cell growth rate and
time until division can also be influenced by the external environment, including for instance
nutrient availability (Wang and Levin, 2009). These traits can obviously also be affected
by genetic changes, as shown for instance by assaying the overall fitness of mutant strains
(Ostrowski et al., 2005). Finally, bacterial cells die, perhaps due to harsh environmental
conditions such as the presence of antibiotics (Kohanski et al., 2010), but also in internally
controlled processes that fulfill roles in a bacterial community (Rice and Bayles, 2008).
Viruses as replicating entities no doubt have at least the analogue of a life history, and thus
for the present purpose we will also refer to the “life” of viruses, regardless of their lack of
own metabolism. The replication cycle of a virus consists of two basic phases, inside and
outside a host cell. A free viral particle must attach to and infect a host cell; within the cell, it
relies on host resources to replicate both genetic and structural components to assemble viral
progeny. At the intracellular stage, viruses exhibit a vast diversity of replication strategies
(Ball, 2001; DiMaio and Coen, 2001). The progeny are then released from the cell to complete
the cycle. Life history traits of viruses thus include their rate of attachment to host cells, the
duration of time spent inside the host cell, the number of viral progeny released (known as
“burst size”), and the rate of degradation in the extracellular environment (Keen, 2014). Investigations demonstrating variability in these life history traits began in the early twentieth
century, for instance with the study of burst size distribution in bacteriophages (Delbrück,
1945), and continue to date (Keen, 2014).
Of particular relevance in a medical context, drug treatments can alter a pathogen’s life history in various ways. In the case of bacterial pathogens, antibiotics can have “bacteriostatic”
effects (arresting cell division, thus reducing offspring production) and/or “bactericidal” effects (shortening cell lifespan) (Pankey and Sabath, 2004). In the case of viral pathogens,
direct-acting antivirals block the virus’s replication cycle at various points. For instance,
there are currently over 20 FDA-approved drugs for treatment of HIV (compiled online at
the “AIDSinfo” website of the U. S. National Institute of Health, http://aidsinfo.nih.gov/
drugs/search/searchterm/0/1, accessed 5 Nov. 2014), which act on virtually every stage of
replication, from entry into the host cell, to genome replication, to release of progeny virions.
Several chapters of this thesis explore how life history affects the production and spread of
novel genetic variants. This point is strikingly demonstrated in viruses, where the generation
and accumulation of mutations proceeds through a diversity of replication strategies within
the host cell. The mode of viral genome replication falls on a spectrum between so-called
“stamping machine” and “binary” modes, affecting how a replication error will propagate
through rounds of genome replication to the progeny (Sanjuán et al., 2010), with potential
evolutionary consequences in the emergence of new mutants (Loverdo et al., 2012). Depending on viral structure, genetic variation may also be generated through recombination (cross-
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ing over during genome replication in viruses that carry two strands of genetic material).
This process generates novel variants only if the two strands differ, which can occur when
the parent virion was generated from a multiply-infected host cell. Life history parameters,
including infection rate, in turn affect the level of multiple infection. Two chapters of this
thesis deal with life cycle effects on the appearance of new genetic variants in viral populations: Chapter 2 considers the impact of the point in the life cycle at which mutations occur,
while Chapter 5 explores the role of recombination in bringing together multiple mutations
in HIV. Life history is is also known to affect the probability that new beneficial mutations
escape loss by demographic stochasticity (Patwa and Wahl, 2008). That is, the life history
trait(s) affected by a mutation, not only the magnitude of overall fitness increase, affects the
chance that the new variant establishes in the population. This aspect of evolutionary change
is explored in Chapters 2 and 3.
The above discussion has so far focused on the life history of individual organisms. However, the concept of life history can be extended to other levels of biological organization.
For example, in an epidemiological context (Chapter 6), the unit is an infected host, and
“life history” translates to the course of a host’s infection, from contracting the disease until death or recovery. On a macroevolutionary level (Chapter 7), the unit is a species, with
its “life” extending from speciation to extinction. It is in these contexts that another keystone of life history theory, namely the dependence of life events on the age of the individual, is investigated. In the case of infectious diseases, it is clear that chances of disease
transmission (“reproduction” of infected hosts) and recovery or death (“mortality” of infected hosts) depend on how long the host has been infected. For example, HIV has a
higher chance of sexual transmission in the early phase of infection (Wawer et al., 2005).
Similarly, infections end not at a uniform rate, but rather concentrated within a typical
range, for instance several days for influenza (U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, http://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/disease/symptoms.htm, accessed 3 Feb. 2015). In
the macroevolutionary context, it has been postulated that both speciation rate (Mooers et al.,
2007; Hagen et al., 2014) and extinction rate (Pearson, 1995; Doran et al., 2006; Johnson et al.,
2011a) could be correlated with species age, through a variety of proposed mechanisms.
Nonetheless, for reasons of mathematical tractability, standard models across biological contexts, both stochastic and deterministic, have assumed that rates of reproduction and mortality events are constant throughout the lifetime of an individual (Anderson and May, 1991;
Nowak and May, 2000; Stadler, 2013b). Chapters 6 and 7 present methodological advances
for incorporating age-dependent mortality into phylogenetic inference.
1.2

methodology

1.2.1 Types of models
1.2.1.1 Deterministic: differential equations
Differential equations are a widely used mathematical tool for modelling population dynamics. They provide a deterministic description of the temporal dynamics, with population size
treated as a continuous variable. This approach provides a reasonable description of large
populations (cf. Section 1.1.2) and can take advantage of a large set of available analytical
and numerical tools.
In particular, differential equations have a rich history of use in modelling the spread of
infectious diseases, dating back at least to Ross (1911) and Kermack and McKendrick (1927),
and have become a standard tool in modern mathematical epidemiology (Anderson and
May, 1991). Similar techniques have been used to model the population dynamics of viruses
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within a host’s body, which has been described as “micro-epidemiology” (Nowak and May,
2000, p. 8): here the transmission is simply considered between host cells rather than host
organisms. An important feature of these models is the inclusion of multiple populations,
or “compartments”, through which population members “flow” when they are born, die,
or change state. Compartments can interact with one another, in the sense that rates of
events generally depend on the size of each compartment: for example, the abundance of
susceptible hosts limits the extent to which new infections can occur. These models thus
naturally incorporate ecological aspects such as competition.
Two chapters in this thesis make use of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to model
viral dynamics within a host. These models include multiple subpopulations of free virions
and infected cells structured by viral genotype (cf. Ch. 9-14 of Nowak and May, 2000). Chapter 2 starts from an ODE model for drug-sensitive and drug-resistant viral strains. Chapter 5
models dynamics of host immune cells that target virus-infected cells, where viral genotypes
are defined by mutations affecting immune recognition.
1.2.1.2

Stochastic: birth-death processes

A type of stochastic model that is widely used to describe population size dynamics, and
figures prominently in this thesis, is the birth-death process. A description and standard mathematical results can be found in virtually any general book on stochastic processes (e.g. Ross,
2007); some key features are summarized here. Technically, this process is a special case of
an infinite-state, continuous-time Markov chain, where two events can occur: the population
size increases by one when a “birth” occurs and decreases by one when a “death” occurs.
(The biological interpretations of “birth” and “death” depend, of course, on the population
under consideration.) These events occur stochastically at rates generally taken as functions
of population size, N. The simplest and most commonly used case is a linear birth-death
process, in which total birth and death rates in the population are directly proportional to
N. Another simple example is the linear birth-death-immigration (BDI) model, in which the
total rate of “birth” events is given by a constant immigration rate independent of population size plus a rate of within-population births proportional to N. The BDI model makes
an appearance in Chapter 2, while all other examples in this thesis use linear birth-death
models, which are thus described here in further detail. In the linear case, the process can be
described by per capita birth and death rates, say B and D respectively, that are independent
of population size. These quantities have the interpretation of the expected number of events
per unit time per population member.
The linear birth-death process is a particularly simple example of a branching process
(Harris, 1963). In particular, it inherits the fundamental branching process assumption of
independence among individuals: that is, births and deaths in any individual’s lineage occur
independently of those in any other lineage, and in particular independently of the total
population size. Thus, ecological interactions among individuals within the focal population
are neglected. This is often a reasonable assumption when the population size is sufficiently
small, in the regime where demographic stochasticity plays an important role. Densitydependent processes may nonetheless be important in the longer-term population dynamics,
provided the population avoids stochastic extinction while small. In this case, another type
of model may provide a better description of dynamics in a larger population.
While independent of population density, the per capita birth and death rates B and D
can nonetheless depend on other variables. As one example, these rates can depend on
some characteristic of the individuals, such as sex, spatial location, or the allele carried at
a particular locus. As another example, which will be prominent in this thesis, B and D
can be taken as functions of time, t, yielding a so-called time-inhomogeneous birth-death process
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(Kendall, 1948; Parzen, 1999). Time-inhomogeneity can arise from a variety of underlying
mechanisms, a description of which can be used to derive functional forms of B(t) and
D(t). In Chapter 3, the population of interest is bacterial cells, and their birth (cell division)
and death rates depend on a temporally varying antibiotic concentration. Chapter 2 deals
with viral pathogens, which have a more complicated replication cycle requiring infection
of host cells. There it is shown how it is nonetheless possible to obtain a good description
of dynamics by considering infected cells as the focal population, and deriving effective
birth and death rates through consideration of free virus as an intermediate step. Timedependence arises through the dynamics of host cells available for infections (representing
“births”). In terms of application, these chapters follow a number of other studies using
branching processes to model the emergence of drug resistance in bacteria, viruses, and
cancerous cells (Iwasa et al., 2003, 2004; Komarova and Wodarz, 2005; Iwasa et al., 2006;
Haeno and Iwasa, 2007; Foo and Michor, 2009, 2010; Colijn et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2013).
The novelty lies in the investigation of particular biological influences and analysis of the
specific model.
Birth-death processes have been used to describe not only population size, but also, by
tracking relationship by descent, the generation of phylogenetic trees (Nee et al., 1994b).
Again, per capita birth and death rates may be constant or depend on variables such as
trait or time (recently reviewed by Pyron and Burbrink, 2013; Stadler, 2013b; Morlon, 2014).
When the goal is to infer birth and death rates given an observed tree, a limitation to model
complexity is the need to understand the statistical properties of the realized trees. Chapters
6 and 7 present the development of phylodynamic inference methods in the novel case where
death rate depends on age. The model is then a so-called Crump-Mode-Jagers process, which
presents particular mathematical challenges because events no longer follow the Markovian
(“memoryless”) property (Lambert, 2010).
1.2.2 Using models: prediction and inference
Generally speaking, a model can be seen as a map from inputs (parameters) to outputs (some
outcome of interest). For example, in the context of this thesis, the output generally describes
the temporal dynamics of population size (and possibly genealogy), while the inputs are
rates of demographic and genetic events. Considering a model as a mapping, it can be used
in two ways: “forwards”, to understand how given inputs map to outputs (prediction); or
“backwards”, to inform which inputs gave rise to observed outputs (inference). While these
uses naturally go hand in hand, the end goal of a given study typically focuses on one or the
other.
A predictive approach seeks to understand how an outcome of interest varies as a function
of the parameter values. Chapters 2-5 use models in this way, with interest primarily in a
qualitative understanding of parameter effects. For some applied questions, interest may lie
in a more precise quantification, which raises the additional issue of determining realistic
parameter values to use in generating the prediction (discussed briefly in Chapter 4).
An inferential approach is essentially a reverse-engineering problem: given observations
(data), and supposing they arose from the chosen model, what were the input parameter
values? This question could be considered in the context of a purely deterministic model,
where a given set of parameter values definitively leads to the observed outcome and the
rest definitively do not – though identifying this set presents an inverse problem of variable
mathematical complexity. Taking one step further and recognizing that random error is
inherent to the observation process immediately leads one into the realm of statistics. While
parameter estimation (model fitting) is also widely applied to models where measurement is
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considered the only source of randomness, the work presented here focuses on population
dynamic models where, in addition, demographic stochasticity is inherent to the system
being observed. In a statistical model, any input parameter value gives rise to the observed
outcome with a certain probability, and we seek to quantify support for given parameter
values based on the observations. The appropriate approach to this problem has raised
philosophical debates between “frequentist” and “Bayesian” views, though both are today
widely used and accepted (Yang, 2006, pp. 145-6). The former considers a parameter to
have a definite but unknown value, and typically seeks a point estimate of the parameter
value that “best” fits the data. The latter works with a distribution of supported parameter
values and uses data to adjust from a “prior” to a “posterior” distribution. The inference
problem stands at the forefront of Chapter 6, which focuses on deriving the likelihood of
the observed data as a function of the input parameters, and Chapter 7, which implements
a parameter estimation process with a frequentist approach (for reasons of simplicity rather
than philosophy).
1.2.3

Mathematical and computational techniques

The results presented in this thesis draw on a variety of mathematical and computational
techniques. The primary interest is to shed light on biological questions, and the guiding
principle is thus to choose the best tools for the problem at hand. Often a combination of
techniques are used, in a complementary fashion, to approach various steps of the problem.
When possible, explicit analytical solutions for quantities of interest (or approximations
thereof) are derived. The analysis is often of a stochastic model, and the quantity of interest
is then, for instance, the probability of a drug-resistant genotype appearing and spreading
in the population (Chapters 2-4). An expression for the likelihood function of a phylogenetic
tree is also derived analytically in Chapter 6. The availability of analytical expressions can
be helpful in identifying key parameters and, if the expressions are not too complex, readily
indicating the behaviour of the outcome of interest across parameter space. From a practical
perspective, they also offer a potentially large advantage in computational efficiency, in that
one can simply evaluate the expression rather than simulating the entire model. Where
closed-form analytical solutions are not available, standard numerical methods are used to
solve a system of differential equations (Chapter 5) or evaluate an inverse Laplace transform
(Chapter 7).
Stochastic simulation methods nonetheless also play several important roles. Generally,
simulations are used to “empirically” generate statistical properties of the outcome of interest by simulating many realizations of a given process. These methods are necessary when
the model is too complex to derive analytical solutions, and results thus rely entirely on
simulations. On the flip side, simulations can provide a check on analytical solutions or a
test of the quality of approximations when these are available. Moreover, conducting simulations can aid the development of intuition for the behaviour of a system and reasonable
approximations, which in turn can inspire analytical approaches. This complementarity of
methodology drives the results of Chapter 2, where a version of the Gillespie tau-leaping
algorithm (Gillespie, 2001) is implemented. This algorithm, which is commonly used for
population dynamic models, simulates events occurring in the system at rates that generally
depend on current population sizes and are thus dynamically updated. Lastly, stochastic
simulations are useful for generating “mock” observations to test an inference method: since
the inputs are known in the simulation, one can test whether the inference method, given
only the data, can accurately recover the input parameter values. Such a simulation study is
conducted in Chapter 7.
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Finally, the maximum likelihood method is used for statistical inference (Chapter 7). This
standard approach defines the best estimate of a parameter as that which maximizes the
likelihood, i.e. probability (density) of generating the observed data under a given model
as a function of the parameters (Larsen and Marx, 2001, pp. 310-316). This optimization is
taken jointly over all model parameters, using numerical methods here, as for all but the
simplest models. Note that the likelihood could also be used as an ingredient (along with
a prior distribution on the model parameters) in Bayesian inference approaches, though this
technique is not pursued here.
1.3

overview of chapters

The thesis proceeds with six research chapters, investigating a variety of topics in population
biology, before concluding with a general discussion in Chapter 8. Chapters 2-5 explore
how environmental changes in the form of drug treatment or the host’s immune response
drive pathogen evolution and survival, while Chapters 6-7 develop novel methodology for
inferring demographic rates from phylogenetic trees in diverse biological settings.
In Chapter 2 I extend a widely used two-strain viral dynamics model to investigate how
the emergence of drug resistance depends on details of the life cycle that are expected to vary
among viral pathogens of interest. Specifically, I investigate the effects of altering the step at
which (i) cost of resistance is incurred; (ii) mutations occur; and (iii) the antiviral drug acts.
Moreover, I consider this model primarily in a fully stochastic form and develop accurate analytical approximations for the probability that resistance arises. Resistance emergence can
be attributed to drug-resistant mutants that are either pre-existing (part of the standing genetic variation) before treatment begins, or arise de novo during treatment. The key question
is how altering standard model assumptions concerning the viral life cycle, as well as taking
stochasticity into account, may alter earlier conclusions regarding the balance between these
two sources of resistance mutants.
Chapter 3 considers the emergence of drug resistance, now in a population of bacteria,
when taking into account the temporal dynamics of drug concentration due to a dosing
schedule and drug decay. The demographic rates of the bacteria depend on drug concentration according to a dose-response curve that can vary via multiple parameters. Unusually
for such “pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic” models, I propose a fully stochastic model
of bacterial population dynamics to investigate the establishment of initially rare resistant
strains. I use this framework to investigate optimal dosing strategies, which depend in particular on how resistance mutations affect the dose-response curve.
Chapter 4 takes a step back to the broader concept of evolutionary rescue, where adaptation is required to prevent extinction in a population faced with severe environmental change.
Drug resistance arising in a treated infection provides a prime example from the medical context, where the goal is to drive a population extinct. Conservation biology, on the other hand,
is concerned with the survival of populations experiencing environmental change on a global
scale. I find that the theoretical literature motivated by these two applications has developed
quite separately, despite the shared concept. This chapter aims to integrate the findings of
both sides and suggest ways that the two communities could benefit from greater exchange.
Chapter 5 shifts gears to another selection pressure faced by pathogens in a host environment, namely an immune response. Transmission from one host to the next presents an
interesting adaptive challenge for a pathogen: since each host generally recognizes a different set of epitopes (due to different alleles in the host’s major histocompatibility complex
genes), the pathogen is under selection to simultaneously gain mutations for immune escape
at newly recognized epitopes and revert costly mutations associated with escape at epitopes
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that are no longer recognized. Specifically considering HIV, I investigate whether recombination can accelerate this adaptive process. Since recombination can either bring together
or break apart adaptive combinations of mutations, its overall effect on multi-locus adaptation is not immediately clear, particularly in the context of a dynamically changing fitness
landscape.
Chapters 6 and 7 turn to a methodological problem with applications to biological populations at diverse levels of organization. Given a phylogenetic tree reconstructed from sampled individuals, how can we infer demographic rates in the population? Specifically, I make
contributions to inference frameworks for the novel case where death is modelled as an agedependent process. The two chapters deal with different steps of the overall framework and
use different models of the sampling process. Chapter 6 is concerned with deriving the likelihood of an observed tree under continual sampling through time, which is motivated by
the case of sampling pathogens from infected hosts over the course of an epidemic. Chapter 7 considers sampling at a fixed time point, for which a likelihood expression is already
available, and develops a computational implementation of maximum likelihood estimation
under this model. This framework is applied to macroevolutionary questions using phylogenetic trees on extant species.
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abstract
Understanding the source of drug resistance emerging within a treated patient is an important problem, from both clinical and basic evolutionary perspectives. Resistant mutants may
arise de novo either before or after treatment is initiated, with different implications for prevention. Here we investigate this problem in the context of chronic viral diseases, such as
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and Hepatitis B and C Viruses (HBV and HCV). We
present a unified model of viral population dynamics within a host, which can capture a
variety of viral life cycles. This allows us to identify which results generalize across various
viral diseases, and which are sensitive to the particular virus’s life cycle. Accurate analytical
approximations are derived that allow for a solid understanding of the parameter dependencies in the system. We find that the mutation-selection balance attained prior to treatment
depends on the step at which mutations occur and the viral trait that incurs the cost of resistance. Life cycle effects and key parameters, including mutation rate, infected cell death
rate, cost of resistance, and drug efficacy, play a role in determining when mutations arising
during treatment are important relative to those pre-existing.
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2.1

introduction

Over the past two decades, the advent of highly effective antiviral drugs has revolutionized
the treatment of chronic viral diseases, including Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and
Hepatitis B and C Viruses (HBV and HCV). These drugs have been successful in substantially
reducing morbidity, mortality and transmission, but unfortunately they also impose a strong
selection pressure, which has led to observations of drug resistance and associated treatment
failure (Hirsch et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2011b). The emergence of drug resistance can be
attributed to the remarkable potential of these viruses for rapid adaptation, due to characteristics such as a large population size, fast replication and a high mutation rate. The rapid
accumulation of genetic diversity has the important consequence that many drug-resistant
mutants are likely to exist already by the time treatment begins (Coffin, 1995). More generally, it has been pointed out that drug resistance may emerge from two sources: mutants
pre-existing when treatment starts, or those generated de novo during residual replication
under treatment (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000). Distinguishing between these two sources
of resistance has implications for treatment strategies. Treatment failure due to de novo
mutants could be curtailed by a higher drug dose, minimizing ongoing replication of the
drug-sensitive strain. The selection of pre-existing mutants, on the other hand, could be
better avoided by combination therapy to which fewer mutants are resistant (Ribeiro and
Bonhoeffer, 2000).
The source of resistance is, however, difficult to infer clinically. The detection of minority
variants is limited by the extent of sampling and by the sensitivity of assays, making it challenging to detect rare variants and pinpoint when mutants first arise. Thus, mathematical
models play an important role in understanding the problem. Several previous studies have
investigated the contributions of pre-existence and/or production during treatment to the
emergence of intra-host drug resistance, with varying degrees of theoretical development
and quantification of specific scenarios. These have primarily dealt with HIV (Bonhoeffer
and Nowak, 1997; Bonhoeffer et al., 1997b; Ribeiro et al., 1998; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 1999;
Ribeiro, 1999; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Roberts and Ribeiro, 2001; Gadhamsetty and
Dixit, 2010; Shiri and Welte, 2011; Pennings, 2012), while the issue of pre-existing resistant
variants has been analyzed only to a limited extent in HCV models (Rong et al., 2010; Adiwijaya et al., 2010). Relatively few of these studies (Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997; Bonhoeffer
et al., 1997b; Ribeiro, 1999; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Pennings, 2012) consider both preexistence and production during treatment together. The most systematic theoretical comparison to date (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000) concluded in the case of HIV that, over wide
ranges of parameter space, pre-existence of resistant mutants is more likely than production
after treatment begins. Exceptions occurred only when drug efficacy was low or the cost of
resistance was moderate to high (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000).
Although questions regarding the source of resistance have primarily been addressed in
the context of HIV, this issue is also relevant to other chronic viral pathogens, such as HBV
and HCV. Although these viral infections share many similar features, there are also a number of qualitative and quantitative differences among the viruses’ life cycles. For instance, the
error-prone replication step giving rise to most mutations occurs in the production of virions
for HBV and HCV, versus the integration of the provirus in HIV (Ganem and Schneider,
2001; Lindenbach and Rice, 2001; Mansky and Temin, 1995). Furthermore, infected cells are
much longer-lived in HBV than in HIV (Nowak et al., 1996; Ribeiro et al., 2002a; Soriano et al.,
2008). We are therefore interested in determining whether the results obtained for HIV can
be extended to viruses with different life cycles and drugs with different modes of action.
Despite differences in viral life cycles, models describing the the dynamics of HIV, HBV
and HCV have a similar structure (Nowak and May, 2000; Perelson, 2002; Ribeiro et al., 2002a).
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It is thus a natural step to develop a single model that attempts to account for different viral
life cycles in a more general framework. We focus on a stochastic model, capturing the effects
of rare mutations and small population sizes. Earlier work on pre-existence and emergence
was initially limited to deterministic models (Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997; Bonhoeffer et al.,
1997b; Ribeiro et al., 1998). Later stochastic models of the treatment phase did not analyze
the role of stochastic loss of beneficial mutants (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Roberts and
Ribeiro, 2001), or investigated this factor only to a limited extent (Pennings, 2012). Here we
develop robust analytical approximations for a stochastic model, which allow us to identify
key parameter dependencies and readily explore parameter space, thus investigating the
generality of our findings.
In the following section, we present a unified viral dynamics model. We then develop
analytical approximations to the probability of resistance emerging from mutants arising
before or after treatment begins. In this framework, we can explore the impact of various
parameters as well as structural differences in life cycles, including the mechanisms of mutation, cost of resistance, and drug action. We investigate the situations in which mutants
pre-existing and/or arising during treatment make a substantial contribution, and also consider the speed with which resistance rises during treatment. We conclude with a discussion
of these findings in light of the differences among HIV, HCV, and HBV, as well as the more
general problem of drug resistance in pathogens.
2.2

model

We expand upon a model of intra-host viral dynamics which has been used widely in the
literature (see e.g. Nowak and May, 2000; Perelson, 2002), including in previous studies of
pre-existence and emergence in HIV (Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997; Bonhoeffer et al., 1997b;
Ribeiro et al., 1998; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 1999; Ribeiro, 1999; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000;
Roberts and Ribeiro, 2001) and HCV (Rong et al., 2010; Adiwijaya et al., 2010). Besides facilitating comparison with much previous work, this population dynamics framework provides
a convenient and natural representation to capture life cycle details. Nonetheless, alternative
approaches could also be used to describe such a system; for instance, a few previous studies of drug resistance in HIV have modelled populations in discrete time steps with given
fitness values (Gadhamsetty and Dixit, 2010; Pennings, 2012) and made use of results from
population genetics (Pennings, 2012).
For two strains of virus, we model five populations: uninfected target cells (x), cells infected by the drug-sensitive (wild type) strain (yS ), cells infected by the drug-resistant (mutant) strain (yR ), drug-sensitive free virions (vS ) and drug-resistant free virions (vR ). We
generalize from previous work to allow any virus-related parameters to be strain-specific,
and for mutations to happen at either the cell infection step or the virion production step.
We suppose that the drug(s) work by blocking these same steps. For completeness, we also
include the loss of free virions during infection events. Then the ODE form of the model is:
ẋ = λ − dx − βS (1 − I )xvS − βR xvR

(2.1a)

y˙S = βS (1 − I )(1 − uI )xvS + βR uI xvR − aS yS

(2.1b)

y˙R = βS (1 − I )uI xvS + βR (1 − uI )xvR − aR yR

(2.1c)

v˙S = −βS xvS + kS (1 − P )(1 − uP )yS + kR uP yR − cS vS

(2.1d)

v˙R = −βR xvR + kS (1 − P )uP yS + kR (1 − uP )yR − cR vR

(2.1e)

The parameters of this model are the target cell production rate, λ; the target cell natural
death rate, d; the strain-specific infectivities, βS and βR ; the infected cell death rates, aS and
aR ; the virion production rates, kS and kR ; and the free virion clearance rates, cS and cR . For
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simplicity, we assume in the following that λ is a constant. More generally, λ can be taken
as a function of (x, yS , yR ), as has been done for example in hepatitis where the homeostatic
proliferation of hepatocytes can be significant (Dahari et al., 2007; Guedj et al., 2010; Rong
et al., 2010).
We model mutation according to a “stamping machine” mode of replication (Loverdo
et al., 2012), in which the mutation rates are uI at the infection step and uP at the virion
production step. Depending on the life cycle of a particular virus, setting either uI = 0 or
uP = 0 may be more appropriate. For instance, for a retrovirus such as HIV the major source
of mutations is reverse transcription of viral RNA into proviral DNA, prior to integration into
the host genome, by an error-prone viral enzyme (Goff, 2001; Mansky and Temin, 1995). This
would be represented by uI > 0, accounting for mutations in the formation of an infected
cell, and uP ≈ 0 since transcription of RNA for progeny virions uses a host enzyme (Goff,
2001), which is of higher fidelity. Indeed, HIV-specific multi-strain models that explicitly
include free virions, including Bonhoeffer et al. (1997b), typically include mutation only at
the cell infection step. On the other hand, for Hepatitis C, the error-prone steps using viral
polymerases occur in the production of individual progeny virions (Lindenbach and Rice,
2001). Although the life cycle includes in part binary (not only stamping machine) replication
(Sanjuán et al., 2010), taking uP > 0 and uI = 0 in our framework seems a reasonable first
approximation, which has been used previously in multi-strain HCV models (Rong et al.,
2010; Adiwijaya et al., 2010; Guedj and Neumann, 2010).
By modelling only two strains of virus, we suppose that the overall mutation rate, u ≡ uI
or uP , is an effective rate accounting for whatever underlying genetic change confers drug
resistance. For instance, if n site changes are required, taking u = ũn , where ũ is the
per-site mutation rate, is a good approximation if all intermediate strains have low fitness
(which would typically be the case under combination drug treatment). If any of n single
site changes from the wild type confer resistance, with all resistant strains having similar
properties, then u ≈ nũ. More generally, an appropriate re-scaling of mutation rate should
be able to capture the mean rate of mutational flow from wild type to fully resistant; however,
we do not expect to capture higher moments. Details of the mutational pathway(s) to full
resistance may indeed be important, but also add many parameters to the system. As a first
approach, we thus make the approximation of two strains with an effective mutation rate.
Treatment is modelled by drug action at two possible steps of the replication cycle. A
drug that blocks infection of target cells, such as an entry, reverse transcriptase or integrase
inhibitor for HIV, reduces the successful infection rate of the sensitive strain by a factor I ,
called the efficacy. We assume that the free virion is always lost in an “attempted” infection,
whether or not blocked by drug. A drug that blocks production of viable virions, such as
a protease inhibitor for HIV or HCV, reduces the rate at which drug-sensitive infected cells
produce (viable) virions by the efficacy P . Some drugs, such as lamivudine for HBV, may
exert effects at both steps (Nowak et al., 1996; Ribeiro et al., 2002a). If a drug is not present,
the corresponding efficacy is set to zero, while the maximal efficacy is one. We assume here
that the resistant strain is fully resistant, and thus the factors of (1 − ) are applied only to
the sensitive strain.
We quantify fitness of a strain by its basic reproductive number, R0 , in the corresponding
single strain model. For an intra-host viral disease, R0 can be defined as the expected number
of new infected cells produced in one cycle of replication from a single infected cell introduced to an uninfected population (Nowak and May, 2000). The basic reproductive number
of the sensitive strain in the absence of drug is thus R00 = (λβS kS )/(daS cS ), if we neglect
loss of free virions when infecting cells (this approximation is discussed below). In practice,
0
we take drug efficacies under treatment sufficiently high such that RS
0 = R0 (1 − I )(1 − P )
is less than one. The resistant strain is assumed to have some cost of resistance, s, defined
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0
such that the basic reproductive number of the resistant strain is RR
0 = R0 (1 − s). We assume the same cost applies to the resistant strain whether or not drug is used. Previous
multi-strain population dynamic models (e.g. Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Gadhamsetty and Dixit, 2010; Rong et al., 2010; Adiwijaya et al., 2010), have
typically assumed costs through one particular trait. This assumption may be realistic; for
instance, there is biological evidence to suggest that the cost of protease inhibitor resistance
in HCV should be borne by the virion production rate (Adiwijaya et al., 2010). Furthermore,
for HIV, known drug resistance mutations typically occur in the drug target (Goldberg et al.,
2012; Johnson et al., 2011b), suggesting that the cost is also likely to be incurred through the
function of the target protein. However, one could argue that general metabolic costs, as well
as pleiotropic effects (e.g. a mutation in the HIV envelope gene making virions more visible
to the immune system), could give rise to costs via other traits. Indeed, there is currently limited understanding of the exact mechanisms of fitness costs. Experimental fitness assays to
date generally do not allow one to pinpoint the affected trait or measure genetic differences
in more than one trait (Rong et al., 2007; Gadhamsetty and Dixit, 2010). This motivates us to
consider a more general model where the resistant strain may differ in any viral trait (β, a, k,
or c). For illustration in numerical results, we will take a cost in only one trait at a time, such
that βR = (1 − s)βS , kR = (1 − s)kS , aR = aS /(1 − s), or cR = cS /(1 − s). However, the model
and analysis still apply when the cost manifests itself through multiple traits, in which case
the extent of the cost to each individual trait must be specified. In principle, s may take on
any value between 0 and 1, and there is evidence that the cost of resistance indeed varies
widely (see Supplementary Material). Here we show results under treatment with s chosen
such that RR
0 > 1; otherwise, the resistant strain could not persist in the presence of drug.
For analytical approaches, the model can be simplified by making two assumptions that
are widely used in the literature and can be justified for parameter estimates in diseases
of interest; see Supplementary Material for details. Firstly, we assume that the loss rate of
virions through infection is negligible relative to clearance, which is valid when the burst size
(k/a) is considerably larger than the basic reproductive number (R00 ). Secondly, we assume
that the dynamics of free virions are much faster than those of infected cells, which is valid
when virion production (k) and clearance (c) rates are large (Lloyd, 2001). We then have the
quasi-equilibrium relationships,

vS ≈

kS
kR
(1 − P )(1 − uP )yS +
u P yR
cS
cS

and vR ≈

kS
kR
(1 − P )uP yS +
(1 − uP )yR
cR
cR
(2.2)

and the following approximation of System 2.1:


β R kS
β S kS
ẋ = λ − dx −
(1 − I )(1 − P )(1 − uP ) +
(1 − P )uP xyS
cS
cR


β S kR
β R kR
−
(1 − I )uP +
(1 − uP ) xyR
cS
cR


β S kS
β R kS
y˙S =
(1 − I )(1 − P )(1 − uI )(1 − uP ) +
(1 − P )uI uP xyS
cS
cR


β S kR
β R kR
+
(1 − I )(1 − uI )uP +
uI (1 − uP ) xyR − aS yS
cS
cR


β S kS
β R kS
y˙R =
(1 − I )(1 − P )uI (1 − uP ) +
(1 − P )(1 − uI )uP xyS
cS
cR


β S kR
β R kR
+
(1 − I )uI uP +
(1 − uI )(1 − uP ) xyR − aR yR
cS
cR

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

(2.3c)
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In the majority of this manuscript we focus on the corresponding stochastic version of the
model, which is a continuous-time Markov process with transition rates according to the
rates of the ODE model. (Note however that the given system of ODEs does not exactly describe the means in this stochastic model, due to correlations between population sizes: see
Heffernan and Wahl, 2005.) We use the simplified system 2.3 to derive analytical approximations. Importantly, however, we conduct simulations of the full system 2.1, which provides a
check that the results are robust to the model simplifications. Figures use a standard set of
parameter values unless otherwise specified. Details of simulation methods and parameter
values are provided in the Supplementary Material.
2.3

results

2.3.1 Life cycle effects on the mutation-selection balance
Before treatment begins, the resistant strain has a selective disadvantage relative to the sensitive strain, and is thus observed in a mutation-selection balance. In the deterministic model,
the observed mutant frequency depends on features of the life cycle.
Taking I = P = 0 to represent the absence of drug, we can solve for the approximate
pre-treatment infected equilibrium (x∗ , y∗S , y∗R ) in the simplified ODE model:
a S cS
= x0 /R00
β S kS
λ
dcS
y∗S =
−
aS β S k S
(aS /aR )(uI + (βR cS )/(βS cR )uP ) ∗
y∗R =
yS
s
x∗ =

(2.4a)
(2.4b)
(2.4c)

where x0 = λ/d is the uninfected equilibrium level of target cells. (See Supplementary
Material for derivation.) In particular, we can consider the special cases where the cost
manifests itself through a single trait:

uI +(1−s)uP


, for a cost through β or c

s

∗
∗
yR /yS = (1−s)(uI +uP ) , for a cost through a
s



 uI +uP
, for a cost through k
s

(2.5)

Note that these expressions do not always coincide with the classical mutation-selection
balance of u/s (with u ≡ uI + uP the total mutation rate), although in all cases they do
approach this ratio for small s. Rather, the frequencies depend on the life history trait through
which the cost manifests itself and the step of the life cycle at which mutation acts, with
strongest effect when the cost (s) is large. To gain an intuitive understanding, consider the
limiting case of large cost (s → 1, such that RR
0 → 0). This means that a mutant is unable
to complete a full life cycle. However, the observed frequency of mutants depends on the
particular step(s) of the life cycle affected. We can distinguish between costs to persistence
and costs to productivity. By “persistence”, we mean any trait that affects the ability of a
mutant to survive from de novo production through to and including the infected cell stage;
that is, a in any case, and additionally β and c if the mutant first arises in virion production.
By “productivity”, we mean any trait that affects the rate at which a mutant infected cell
generates new infected cells: that is, k in any case, and additionally β and c if the mutant
first arises in cell infection. If a mutant is defective in persistence, in the limit it will die so
quickly that it will never be present (as an infected cell). However, if a mutant is defective
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only in productivity, it will still be present at non-zero frequency, since it is continually
generated by de novo mutation from the wild type and has no deficiency in survival once
generated.
We also observe that the mutant frequency is not necessarily the same among free virions
as it is among infected cells, although interchanging the corresponding parameters for mutation, production and loss rates gives parallel results (Supplementary Material). The effects
of β and c are identical in our model framework, because these are parameters related to
free virions, wrapped into one step by the quasi-equilibrium approximation. The grouping
of parameter effects switches if we look at the frequency among free virions (Supplementary
Material). If uP = 0 (resp. uI = 0), the differences among parameters further collapse, since
there is no possibility of a mutant first arising in the free virion (resp. infected cell) stage.
2.3.2

Distribution of mutant population size

In the pre-treatment phase, a mutant strain with a cost will be rare, maintained only by
continual mutation from the wild type, and thus subject to significant stochasticity. The
population size is not well captured by its average or deterministic prediction alone, but can
be better described through its entire probabilistic distribution. At “equilibrium”, i.e. once
the population size distributions have stabilized, this distribution can be well approximated
by the steady state of a birth-death-immigration (BDI) process with constant parameters.
Specifically, the mutant population (yR ) follows a BDI process where “birth” represents
replication of a mutant infected cell, by generating infection in another target cell; “death”
is death of a mutant infected cell; and “immigration” represents de novo mutation from
the wild type. The key to this approximation is to suppose that target cells and wild type
infected cells (x and yS , respectively) are effectively at their deterministic equilibrium population sizes, yielding constant rates for each of the aforementioned events. Although the
populations do show stochastic fluctuations, these variations are small relative to the means,
and have minimal effect on the mutant infected cell population.
In the Supplementary Material, we identify the rates of these events and apply standard
results (Kendall, 1949) to obtain the following probability generating function (PGF) for the
distribution of mutant population size at the pre-treatment equilibrium:

ψ(z) =

s
1 − (1 − s)z



aS
aR (1−s)



β c
uI + βRc S uP y∗S
S R

(2.6)

(The variable z here is a placeholder in the generating function, see e.g. Wilf, 1994; it is not
associated with a particular quantity in the model.) The function is particularly simple for
costs through single traits:

uI
( 1−s
+uP )y∗S


s

, for a cost through β or c


 1−(1−s)z (u +u )y∗
I
P
S
s
ψ(z) =
(2.7)
, for a cost through a
1−(1−s)z


u
+u

( I1−s P )y∗S


s

, for a cost through k
1−(1−s)z
Hence the distribution of the number of pre-existing mutants depends on the wild type infected cell population size, as well as the probability of mutation and the cost of the mutation
at each step of the life cycle. It does not, however, depend on the precise parameter values
associated with the virus, so long as we know the costs relative to the wild type.
In a more specialized model, the same approach has previously been used to approximate the distribution of mutant population size at equilibrium (Ribeiro, 1999). However, the
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method was used only to find the probability of having zero mutants, the mean and the variance of the distribution. Here we investigate the entire distribution, as well as generalizing
to various viral life cycles.
The analytical approximation generally shows an excellent fit to simulation results: see
Figure 2.1. The left column shows costs through β; the right column, through a. Substantial differences arise only when s is sufficiently large. Specifically, when comparing two
costly traits with a given mutational step, the proportional reduction in the mean number
of mutants is either 0 or s (see Equation 2.5). Correspondingly, life cycle differences have
only a small effect on the entire distribution when s is small (top row). However, when s is
larger, the distributions may differ substantially, as illustrated in the middle and bottom rows.
Comparing left to right panels, we see how cost via different traits can affect the number of
mutants present, while comparing middle to bottom panels, we see the impact of mutation
mechanism. Depending on the costly trait, the step at which mutations occur may or may not
affect the distribution, and vice versa. Overall, these results show the potentially large effect
of life cycle when costs are not small, while highlighting the point that it is the interaction
between mutational step and costly step that matters.
As s → 0, all parameters collapse to the wild-type values. However, it is not surprising that
the dependence on the particular mechanism of the cost increases with the magnitude of the
cost. We can consider the limiting case analytically by taking the limit as s → 1 in the PGF
(Equation 2.6). It turns out that for any single-trait cost, the limiting distribution is Poisson,
with mean given by the deterministic y∗R evaluated at s = 1. Thus, the results agree with the
intuition developed in Section 2.3.1: in particular, for mutants defective in persistence, the
distribution approaches a point mass at zero, while for mutants defective in productivity, the
distribution has a non-zero mean. In a stochastic setting, we can understand the form of the
limiting distribution by noting that if a mutant cannot complete its replication cycle, every
mutant present must be generated de novo from the wild type. These events occur according
to a pure Poisson process with immigration rate I, and the mean number of mutant infected
cells present is then given by the immigration rate times the average lifespan of a mutant
infected cell (I × 1/aR ). In general, for s < 1, the distribution of mutant population size is not
simply Poisson, since de novo mutation (immigration) events are compounded by mutant
self-replication. Nonetheless, it is possible through the BDI steady state to capture the full
distribution analytically with high accuracy.
2.3.3 Target cell rebound and stochastic extinctions during treatment
Although the mutant strain is assumed to have fitness RR
0 > 1, and likely a substantial fitness
advantage over the wild type during treatment, there is no guarantee that it will escape
stochastic extinction when initially rare. That is, the persistence of mutants – not only their
appearance – is a potentially significant component in evaluating risks, but one that has
previously been considered only to a limited extent (Ribeiro, 1999; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer,
2000; Roberts and Ribeiro, 2001; Pennings, 2012).
The chance that a mutant persists critically depends on the availability of target cells for
new infections. When treatment begins, target cells are at the equilibrium set by the previously dominant wild type; under the assumption that the mutant carries a cost, this level
is necessarily too low to support self-sustained growth of the mutant population. However,
once a (sufficiently effective) drug blocks wild type infections, the target cell population gradually rebounds from pre-treatment levels towards the uninfected equilibrium, conferring an
ever-increasing infection rate on the mutant population. This implies that mutants arising
later are predicted to have a better chance at escaping extinction, and in particular, any mu-
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Figure 2.1: The distribution of the number of mutant infected cells (yR ) at pre-treatment equilibrium,
for various life cycles and costs. Grey bars show the frequency (probability) of a given
population size among 5000 simulations, and points show the BDI approximation of the
probability. Top two rows: mutation upon infection (uI > 0); bottom row: mutation upon
virion production (uP > 0). Left column: cost through β; right column: cost through
a. Costs are s = 0.1 (top row) or s = 0.9 (bottom two rows). In the top row, results are
grouped by 10’s for easier visualization; the vertical axis then shows the total probability
of being within this range.
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tant that arises before the target cell population has rebounded to the infected equilibrium
level set by the mutant strain must persist until this point in order to have a non-zero chance
at escaping extinction.
We have derived an analytical approximation for the probability that a single mutant existing at a given time after treatment initiation escapes early stochastic extinction and thus
has long-term descendants. Details can be found in the Supplementary Material. Briefly,
we model the population descending from one progenitor with a time-inhomogeneous birthdeath process. Births (i.e. new infections) and deaths occur very similarly to the pre-treatment
phase; the key difference is that the target cell population (and hence the birth rate) are now
time-dependent. We find that a mutant existing at time t after treatment starts ultimately has
no surviving descendants with probability:

0
pext (t) = 1 − 1 + γR exp(g1 (γR e−dt , R00 , s))(g1 (γR e−dt , R00 , s))−g2 (γR ,R0 ,s)
−1
· Γ (g2 (γR , R00 , s), 0, g1 (γR e−dt , R00 , s))
(2.8)
where γR = aR /d represents the relative infected cell death rate (as per the definition in
Ribeiro, 1999; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000), and we define for convenience the functions
g
R0 , ξ) = γ(R0 − 1)(1 − ξ) and g2 (γ, R0 , ξ) = γ(R0 (1 − ξ) − 1). Furthermore, Γ (z, c1 , c2 ) :=
Rc12(γ,z−1
e−x dx is the generalized incomplete gamma function.
c1 x
Importantly, this probability is a function of the time at which the mutant arises. This
time is scaled relative to the uninfected cell death rate, d, which defines the rate at which
target cells rebound. Since target cell availability is increasing, the total birth rate is also
increasing and hence the chance of extinction is decreasing over time, as illustrated in Figure
2.2 (left). Equation 2.8 shows that the probability of extinction depends on three further key
parameters: the selective disadvantage, s; the death rate of mutant infected cells, relative to
uninfected cells (γR ); and the baseline reproductive number, R00 . As expected, the probability
of extinction increases with s, as shown in Figure 2.2 (right). The intuition that the probability
of extinction increases with infected cell death rate is also supported numerically. This means
that a mutant with a cost through higher death rate (a) will always have a smaller chance
of escaping extinction than a mutant with the same fitness cost but through lower “birth”
rate (i.e. through any parameter affecting the rate at which infected cells are generated: β,
k, or c). Finally, it can be shown that the “birth” rate of infected cells is increasing with the
baseline reproductive number R00 , and hence the probability of extinction decreases with R00 .
That is, the increased per-target-cell replicative capacity outweighs the greater pre-treatment
depletion of target cells. The drug efficacy  does not appear in the analytical expression
for the probability of extinction, since we assume that target cells rebound as if no further
infections occur. However, we expect the approximation to be an underestimate of extinction
for lower values of , since a drug that allows more ongoing replication of the wild type
will lead to more competition for target cells than predicted. Nonetheless, simulation results
using various drug efficacies (points in Figure 2.2) show that the approximation (solid line)
is fairly robust to this assumption.
2.3.4 Contributions of pre-existence and rescue
As described in the Introduction, there has been considerable interest in comparing the contributions to the emergence of resistance made by “pre-existing” versus “rescue” mutants.
The term pre-existence is used widely in the literature (e.g. Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997;
Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Rong et al., 2010) and refers to mutants arising de novo before
treatment begins and present when treatment starts. Rescue mutants are defined here as mutants that are generated de novo after treatment starts and that have long-term descendants.
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Figure 2.2: The probability of extinction of a single mutant’s lineage during the treatment phase. The
solid line shows the analytical approximation given by Equation 2.8 and the points show
simulation results with various drug efficacies (black:  = 1, grey:  = 0.8, unfilled:
 = 0.55). Drug is assumed to act by blocking cell infection (I ≡ ; P = 0) and the
cost of resistance is taken through infectivity (β). Left: A single mutant exists at the time
treatment starts (t = 0) and probability of extinction is plotted as a function of cost, s.
Right: A single mutant is introduced at time t after treatment starts, with a cost of s = 0.3.

The term rescue is borrowed from the conservation biology and population genetics literature (Orr and Unckless, 2008; Bell and Gonzalez, 2009) and there refers to the outgrowth of
any mutant, while here we reserve the term only for mutants that arise during the treatment
phase.
Our general approach to calculating the probability of emergence of resistance (i.e. viral
population survival under treatment) is first to consider how mutants arise, thus determining
the number and timing of incipient lineages. The viral population fails to persist if and only
if all these lineages die out; we can approximate this probability by treating each lineage
independently. We apply this approach separately to mutants arising either before or after
treatment initiation, in order to isolate each contribution.
2.3.4.1

Pre-existence

Assuming treatment begins after the system has equilibrated, the total number of pre-existing
mutants, N, has a distribution approximated by the birth-death-immigration steady state
distribution, with PGF ψ(z) given by Equation 2.6. Thus, the probability of survival due to
pre-existence, under independence, is:
Ppre = 1 −

∞
X

Pr(N = n)pext (0)n

n=0

= 1 − ψ(pext (0))

(2.9)

This probability depends on two components: the number of mutants pre-existing (investigated in Section 2.3.2) and each one’s chance of survival once treatment starts (Section
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Figure 2.3: The total probability of survival due to pre-existing mutants, as a function of the cost
of resistance s (incurred through infectivity β here, with mutations at the cell infection
step). The solid line shows the analytical approximation given by Equation 2.9 and the
points show the proportion of simulations (1000 per point) surviving to the end of the run
(various drug efficacies – black: I = 1, grey: I = 0.8; unfilled: I = 0.55; all with P = 0).

2.3.3). The first component is affected by cost of resistance, mutation probabilities, and pretreatment wild type infected cell population size; and the second component, by relative
infected cell death rate, baseline reproductive number, and again cost.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the dual disadvantage incurred by the cost of resistance: (1) there are
fewer mutants to begin with, and (2) each mutant is less likely to survive, due to inefficient
replication, which requires a greater extent of target cell rebound to sustain growth. Thus, as
s increases, the probability of survival drops off sharply. The analytical approximation again
shows very good agreement to simulation results and robustness to varying drug efficacy.
2.3.4.2 Rescue
We model the appearance of rescue mutants with a time-inhomogeneous Poisson process.
The rate at which mutants arise during treatment depends on the level of residual replication
of the wild type and the probability of mutation. The total rate of de novo mutation thus
declines with the wild type population over time. Furthermore, a mutant is only counted
as a rescue mutant if its lineage ultimately escapes extinction. Thus the rate of appearance
is weighted by the time-dependent probability of escaping extinction considered in Section
2.3.3. These factors together give the rate of events in the Poisson process over time. Applying
results for time-inhomogeneous Poisson processes (Parzen, 1999), we have the following
expression for the probability that rescue occurs:
Presc = 1 − e−

R∞
0

(1/d)ν(t/d)dt

(2.10)

where ν(t) is the rate of appearance of rescue mutants (i.e. those that ultimately have surviving descendants) at time t after treatment begins:



β R cS
∗ 0
ν(t) = dyS R0 γS (1 − P ) (1 − I )uI +
uP 1 − (1 − 1/R00 )e−dt
β S cR

0
−dt
exp g1 (γS , R0 , )(e
− 1) + g2 (γS , R00 , )dt (1 − pext (t))
(2.11)
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(for derivation see Supplementary Material). Here  := 1 − (1 − P )(1 − I ), γS := aS /d, and
the functions g1 and g2 are defined as for Equation 2.8.
The total contribution of rescue mutation depends on the combined effects of the de novo
mutant production rate and the chance that each mutant survives. The impacts of drug efficacies and mutation rates come in only through production; in particular, Presc can be made
arbitrarily low by taking sufficiently low mutation rate or, for certain life cycle and drug combinations (see below), sufficiently high drug efficacy. Note that the expression here for the
rate of mutant appearance is not always independent of the cost of resistance; this is because
we track the appearance of infected cells, and mutants that arise at the virion production
stage must first avoid clearance and infect a target cell in order to be counted. Thus the
βR cS
“conversion factor” β
appears for mutants arising at the virion stage (via uP ). However,
S cR
in a biological sense, properties of the mutant itself, including cost s and relative resistant
infected cell death rate γR , only affect its survival and not its appearance. Uninfected cell
death rate, d, does not affect Presc separately from its contributions to R00 and the relative infected cell death rates. Mathematically, this is because d only appears in the product dt, and
we integrate over all time to obtain the probability of eventual extinction. Thus, d gives an
intrinsic rescaling of time, affecting the speed of the dynamics but not the eventual outcome.
The quasi-equilibrium proportionality between free virus and infected cells is reached only
after a full replication cycle under treatment. This necessitates a small correction to Presc accounting for the contribution of new infections by pre-existing sensitive free virions. Adding
the resistant infected cells produced by these sensitive virions yields the modified approximation
R∞

0
Presc
= 1 − e−m1 (1−pext (0))−

0

(1/d)ν(t/d)dt

(2.12)

where m1 , the approximate expected number of mutant infected cells produced in the first
cycle, is given by
m1 =

(1 − I )uI y∗S
cS /aS

(see Supplementary Material for details).
Figure 2.4 illustrates the dependence of the probability of rescue on cost of resistance and
drug efficacy. We here use an HIV-like life cycle (mutations and cost at cell infection) with
either a reverse transcriptase inhibitor or a protease inhibitor (drug acting at cell infection
or virion production, respectively). The results are compared to three analytical approxima0
tions: our Presc and Presc
derived above, and the probability of producing at least one de novo
mutant during treatment (excluding the first cycle of infection by free virions), without taking into account stochastic extinctions. The latter approximation is comparable to that used
in some previous studies (Ribeiro, 1999; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000). Simulation results
0 , although the deviation from P
generally align best with Presc
resc may be small. The probability of producing a mutant is independent of its cost s (for this life cycle). However, a mutant
with a higher cost of resistance is less likely to escape extinction, such that the probability of
survival declines with s, as shown in the top two rows. Thus, failing to account for stochastic
extinctions yields the largest inaccuracies when the cost of resistance is high. On the other
hand, to a good approximation, the drug efficacy plays no role in the persistence of a resistant
mutant once produced. However, the higher the efficacy, the less residual replication of the
sensitive strain, and thus the fewer de novo mutations occur. Therefore, both the probability
of production and the total probability of survival decline with  (bottom row).
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Figure 2.4: The total probability of survival due to rescue mutation. The lines show analytical ap0
proximations – solid: Presc
given by Equation 2.12; dotted: Presc given by Equation 2.10
(excluding the first cycle of infections by free virions); dashed: probability of producing a
mutant (excluding the first cycle and ignoring the chance of extinction). The points show
simulation results (1000 runs per point). In all cases, we use a life cycle with mutation at
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cell infection (I ≡ ); on the right, the drug blocks virion production (P ≡ ). Top row:
probabilities as a function of cost of resistance s, for drug efficacy  = 0.8. Middle row:
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the four life cycles under consideration. Arrows indicate production,
and crosses indicate inhibition of this production by the drug.

2.3.4.3

Life cycle effects on pre-existence and rescue

A key point of interest is to investigate the impact of life cycle on the emergence of drug
resistance. To this end, we consider the four life cycles illustrated in Figure 2.5, taking each
possible combination of mutation step and drug action step in our model framework. That
is, we assume mutation occurs with probability u at either cell infection (uI ≡ u) or virion
production (uP ≡ u), and that the drug acts with efficacy  at either cell infection (I ≡ ) or
virion production (P ≡ ). Of course, mutation or drug action could also occur at both steps,
but we can view these four cases as the extremes. We suppose a cost may arise at any single
step of the life cycle. At first, this appears to give rise to an inconveniently large number of
possibilities to consider. However, through our analytical understanding of the probability
of emergence, it turns out that the number of distinct cases collapses considerably.
First consider Ppre , which depends on the number of pre-existing mutants (captured by
ψ(z)) and each one’s chance of stochastic extinction (captured by pext (0)). The distribution
of pre-existing population size depends on mechanisms of cost and mutation, but not on the
drug. This distribution separates into two distinct cases: (1) when mutation occurs at cell
infection and cost is via β, c, or k, or mutation occurs at virion production and cost is via k;
and (2) when mutation occurs at cell infection and cost is via a, or mutation occurs at virion
production and cost is via β, c, or a. In particular, the mean of the distribution is higher in
the first case. The chance of extinction depends on neither mechanism of mutation nor drug,
but does depend on the mechanism of cost. Recall, however, that pext (t) is identical for β,
c, or k costs, and higher for a cost via a. In summary, we see that Ppre collapses into three
cases, as illustrated in Supplementary Figure 2.10. Note that, in the case of mutation at cell
infection, increased infected cell death confers the dual disadvantage of a smaller pre-existing
population size and a lower chance of escaping stochastic extinction.
0 , which can be characterized by the rate of rescue mutations, ν(t),
Next we consider Presc
and the expected number of “first round” mutants, m1 . We can write


β R cS
ν(t) = C(t)(1 − P ) (1 − I )uI +
uP (1 − pext (t))
β S cR
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drug at cell inf.

drug at virion prod.

mut. at cell inf.,

ν(t) = C(t)(1 − )u(1 − pext (t))

ν(t) = C(t)(1 − )u(1 − pext (t))

any cost mech.

m1 = A(1 − )u

m1 = Au

mut. at virion prod.,

ν(t) = C(t)u(1 − pext (t))

ν(t) = C(t)(1 − )u(1 − pext (t))

k or a cost

m1 = 0

m1 = 0

mut. at virion prod.,

ν(t) = C(t)(1 − s)u(1 − pext (t))

ν(t) = C(t)(1 − s)(1 − )u(1 − pext (t))

β or c cost

m1 = 0

m1 = 0

Table 2.1: Summary of rescue rates in the various life cycles. The factors C(t) and A, defined in the
main text, do not depend on life cycle.

where the factor


C(t) := dy∗S R00 γS 1 − (1 − 1/R00 )e−dt exp (e−dt − 1)g1 (γS , R00 , ) + g2 (γS , R00 , )dt ,
declining over time with the wild type population, does not vary according to life cycle.
Similarly, m1 = A(1 − I )uI where A := y∗S /(cS /aS ) is independent of life cycle. Thus, the
0
components of Presc
in the various life cycles can be summarized as in Table 2.1.
Consider first the interaction between the mechanisms of mutation and cost. If mutation
occurs at cell infection, any cost mechanism affecting the production rate of new infected
cells (β, c, or k) is equivalent, while a cost affecting the loss rate of infected cells (a) yields a
lower probability of survival. If mutation occurs at virion production, the situation is more
complicated. Mutants first appear at the free virion stage, so a cost via c or β will reduce the
chance that a mutant infected cell is subsequently produced. On the other hand, a cost via a
0
will reduce the chance that a mutant infected cell has long-term descendants. Thus, Presc
is
highest if the cost is incurred via k.
Next we consider the interaction between the mechanisms of mutation and drug action. We
refer to scenarios where the drug blocks the step at which mutation occurs as “synchronous”.
0
In these cases, a perfectly effective drug with  = 1 leads to Presc
= 0, since there is no
possibility to generate de novo mutants. On the other hand, if the drug effect and mutation
step are “asynchronous”, the drug is not directly blocking the generation of resistant mutants.
0
In these cases,  = 1 does not lead to Presc
= 0 because the pre-existing sensitive populations
can still generate resistant mutants in the replication step uninhibited by drug. The difference
between these two scenarios is most apparent when drug efficacy is high. A particularly
high probability of rescue arises when mutations occur upon virion production and the drug
blocks cell infection, since mutants are directly generated by relatively long-lived infected
cells rather than short-lived free virions. Supplementary Figure 2.11 illustrates the possible
distinct cases.
2.3.4.4 When is rescue important?
0
We now have substantial analytical understanding of Ppre and Presc
individually; however,
it is not obvious how these quantities compare. Having demonstrated the accuracy of our
approximations for these probabilities (preceding sections and Supplementary Material), we
now investigate parameter effects using only analytical results. Since the question of which
source contributes more to the emergence of resistance has been the topic of earlier studies,
it is useful to delineate exactly how our work differs, particularly from previous work on an
intra-host viral dynamics model taken in the single-locus case (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000).
To this end, there are two key differences in the model itself: we generalize across life cycles,
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and we take into account stochastic extinctions of rare mutants during the treatment phase.
Moreover, there is a question of how to measure contributions of pre-existence and rescue.
Relative contributions have previously been quantified using expected numbers of mutants
from each phase: specifically, the ratio E[# mutants during treatment]/E[# pre-ex. mutants],
denoted Θ1 (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000). For direct comparison, we can define the corresponding ratio Θ̃1 , which is valid for more general life cycles but otherwise differs only
by taking stochastic extinction into account and by the (typically small) correction made for
first-round replication of free virions (m1 ). An analytical expression for Θ̃1 , which elucidates
parameter dependencies, is provided in the Supplementary Material. First, Θ̃1 depends on
the life cycle-specific parameters s, , and u. Second, it depends on the composite parameters γS , R00 and cS /aS (which affects only the correction factor m1 ). The population size y∗S
cancels out. Furthermore, if mutation occurs in only one step (uP = 0 or uI = 0), the nonzero mutation rate also cancels, as found previously for a particular life cycle (Ribeiro and
Bonhoeffer, 2000). We also find that taking survival of mutant lineages into account always
increases this measure of the relative contribution of mutants arising after treatment begins
(see Supplementary Material). Intuitively, this is because mutants arising de novo during
treatment encounter a higher level of target cells and thus a lower probability of extinction.
Although the above analysis is useful for direct comparison with previous work, we argue
that a more relevant measure of contributions is the probability of having at least one survivor, rather than the expected number of survivors. The long-term outcome under treatment
is the same regardless of how many founders of resistant lineages there are, so long as there
is at least one. Furthermore, since pre-existence chronologically occurs first, we re-frame the
question of relative contributions to ask, “When does rescue make an important contribution
to the emergence of resistance?” That is, if pre-existence is virtually guaranteed to result in
emergence, we have little interest in how many more rescue mutations subsequently occur.
However in any case, for rescue to be significant, its probability must be sufficiently high.
We therefore use the measure
0
PR\P := (1 − Ppre )Presc

which is, to a good approximation, the probability that no pre-existing mutants survive but at
least one rescue mutant survives. This measure reflects when rescue is important in changing
the outcome of a treated infection.
The measure PR\P depends on the life cycle-specific parameters s,  and u · y∗S and the
composite parameters γS , R00 and cS /aS . In contrast to Θ̃1 , the parameters y∗S and uI or uP
no longer cancel out, but only ever appear as products (uI y∗S and uP y∗S ) representing the
total mutational influx. This is not surprising, since the population of sensitive infected cells
is homogeneous and thus it does not matter from which particular cell a de novo mutant
arises.
Since cS /aS typically has a minor effect (only via m1 ), we focus on the effects of s, , γS ,
0
R0 , and u (with the understanding that y∗S has an equivalent effect). For illustration, we select
two life cycles, which we found in the previous section to have highly divergent behaviour
0 . Both have mutation at virion production and a cost through k, but Life Cycle A
in Presc
(synchronous) has the drug acting at virion production, while Life Cycle B (asynchronous)
has the drug acting at cell infection. These two life cycles are chosen because they differ only
in rate of rescue mutation ν(t) (both having m1 = 0 and identical Ppre ) and thus allow a
more straightforward comparison.
We can visualize parameter effects through density plots of PR\P (Figures 2.6-2.8), here
illustrated in the (u, s) plane. Darker shading represents higher values of PR\P , that is,
greater importance of rescue. Two unequivocal effects are apparent. Firstly, asynchronicity
between drug action and mutation always results in a larger contribution of rescue, as we
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Figure 2.6: Effect of drug efficacy  on the relative importance of rescue, as measured by PR\P . Darker
shading on the density plots corresponds to a larger value of PR\P (white = 0, black = 1),
and contour lines (red) indicate values of 0.1 - 0.9 in increments of 0.2. Top panels: Life
Cycle A; bottom panels: Life Cycle B. The parameters R00 = 2 and γ = 10 are fixed at their
standard values, while u and s vary as indicated on the axes. We select values of  = 0.55,
0.7 and 0.9, from left to right panels.
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Figure 2.7: Parameter effects on the relative importance of rescue, as measured by PR\P , in Life Cycle
A. Shading and contours are the same as in Figure 2.6. Drug efficacy  is fixed for each
R00 such that RS
0 under treatment is an intermediate value of 0.6, while mutation rate u
and cost s vary as indicated on the axes. s is normalized as a proportion of the maximum
possible cost, smax = 1 − 1/R00 , allowed for a given R00 . Relative infected cell death rate γ
varies across each row over values (left to right) 2, 10, and 25. R00 varies down each column
over values (top to bottom) 2, 6, and 10.
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Figure 2.8: Parameter effects on the relative importance of rescue, as measured by PR\P , in Life Cycle
B. Shading and contours are the same as in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, with parameter settings
the same as in Figure 2.7.
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would expect from the previous section. Visually, this is evident from a comparison of the
top and bottom panels in Figure 2.6, or of Figures 2.7 and 2.8, showing corresponding results
for Life Cycles A and B respectively. Secondly, the impact of drug efficacy  is also obvious:
0
without changing Ppre , and thus rescue is more important
increasing  always decreases Presc
at low  (Figure 2.6).
The remaining parameter effects are less clear. In particular, R00 affects the number and
timing of de novo mutants during treatment in inconsistent directions, and the sensitivity of
pext (t) to R00 across time is not straightforward. This feeds through to complicated effects on
PR\P . We thus show plots across various R00 values only to demonstrate robustness of other
effects, without focussing on the impact of R00 itself.
0
in the same direction,
The other key parameters (u, s, and γ) each affect both Ppre and Presc
yielding counteracting effects on PR\P . As a result, varying these parameters can have nonmonotonic effects on PR\P . For instance, PR\P will be zero at both very low mutation rates
0
0
≈ 1),
≈ 0) and very high mutation rates (such that Ppre ≈ Presc
(such that Ppre ≈ Presc
but generally non-zero in between. That is, as Figures 2.7 and 2.8 indicate, rescue can be
significant at some intermediate range of u.
The role of γ is more complicated. The probability of survival decreases at all times
as γ increases, but this dependence is stronger at earlier times. (Note that the asymptotic
value of pext (t) is independent of γ.) This incurs a relative disadvantage to mutants arising
earlier, particularly those pre-existing. On the other hand, while increasing γ (with other
parameters fixed) does not affect the number of pre-existing mutants, it reduces the number
of mutants produced under treatment and tends to push this production earlier, incurring a
relative disadvantage to rescue. Overall, then, increasing γ may either favour or disfavour
rescue, depending on other parameter settings. Although increasing γ increases PR\P in
the parameter region of Figures 2.7 and 2.8, non-monotonic effects can be observed in other
regions, as illustrated by density plots in the (u, γ) plane (Supplementary Figures 2.12 and
2.13).
An overall study of the plots in Figures 2.7 and 2.8, as well as Supplementary Figures
2.12 and 2.13, suggests that rescue tends to make the most significant contribution when the
cost of resistance is fairly high. This can be understood through the aforementioned dual
disadvantage of cost incurred by pre-existing mutants. Whereas s does not affect the appearance of de novo mutants (for the life cycles under consideration), it decreases the number of
pre-existing mutants, which have already faced selection in the pre-treatment environment.
Furthermore, costly mutants face the greatest extinction risk early in treatment, when target
cell levels are lowest. Nonetheless, PR\P must necessarily drop off to zero at extremely high
costs, for which survival is not possible (RR
0 drops below 1). The aforementioned factors sug0 , allowing an interval of relatively
gest that, as s increases, it is Ppre that drops off before Presc
high cost at which rescue can make the major contribution to survival.
It is apparent that the key parameters show complex interaction effects. That is, for no
parameter besides  can we identify a directional effect on PR\P that holds independently
of other parameter settings. It is thus important to keep in mind that, although we have
investigated the role of each parameter separately, there are likely to be correlations between
their true values. For instance, relative infected cell death rate (γ) cannot increase indefinitely without reducing R00 . Certain interaction effects can be delineated. For instance, as u
increases, the value of s maximizing PR\P also increases (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). This is because
0
a larger numbers of mutants implies that both Ppre and Presc
remain close to one over a larger
range of s. That is, when the mutational influx is high, rescue only makes a difference for
very costly mutants, but when mutations are rare, rescue can be significant even for lower
cost mutants.
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The increased complexity of parameter effects on the contribution of rescue in our model,
compared to previous work (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000), can in part be attributed to
the measure of contribution we use. Since probabilities (unlike expected numbers) are constrained between 0 and 1, certain parameter effects saturate. That is, once there are so many
mutants that survival is extremely likely (or so few that survival is extremely unlikely), pushing parameters further in the same direction makes a negligible difference. Furthermore, our
consideration of stochastic extinctions during treatment impacts the findings. Since the cost
of mutants affects their pre-treatment prevalence through selection, but does not affect their
de novo appearance, neglecting cost-dependent extinctions during treatment gives a clear disadvantage to pre-existence, explaining the consistent directional effect of s found previously
in the single-locus case (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000). Stochastic losses also explain why we
no longer find that increasing γ always favours pre-existence (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000).
2.3.5 Waiting time for the emergence of resistance
For clinical reasons, we may be interested not only in the probability of resistance eventually
emerging in a patient, but also in the time until this occurs. We may even anticipate being
able to identify the source of resistance (pre-existence or rescue) based on the time at which
resistance or viral rebound is detected. Analytically, we can derive the waiting time distribution for the first rescue mutant to appear (Supplementary Material), and this can indeed
give some insight into one component of the overall waiting time. However, clinically, it is
more relevant to consider the time until the total viral load rebounds to a detectable level.
This is most easily investigated by simulation, since the analysis is complicated by multiple
founders of mutant lineages and competition for target cells as the mutant population grows.
We use a mock detection limit of 105 virions, which is 0.1% of the pre-treatment equilibrium
number of virions, for illustration. (For comparison, the detection limit of a standard HIV
assay is 50 copies per mL of plasma (Dornadula et al., 1999), whereas set-point viral loads
mostly fall within the range of 103.5 to 105.5 copies per mL in peripheral blood (Fraser et al.,
2007).)
By comparing simulated time courses of viral load dynamics under treatment (Supplementary Figure 2.14), it turns out that there is not a large difference in the waiting time
to detection, whether mutants are pre-existing or arise during treatment. Figure 2.9 clearly
shows the substantial overlap in the waiting time distributions for these two cases. This
similarity can be explained by the relatively short waiting time for the first rescue mutant
to appear (see Supplementary Material), combined with an initial decline in the pre-existing
mutant population size as influx from wild type mutations is reduced while target cells have
not yet rebounded sufficiently to support self-sustained mutant growth. That is, the time for
mutant lineages to grow, rather than the time until lineages are founded, seems to dominate
the overall waiting time until detection.
Nonetheless, we expect the degree of overlap of the waiting time distributions to be sensitive to parameter values. We thus investigate how the mean time of detection, provided
resistance emerges, depends on drug efficacy , cost of resistance s, and mutation rate u
(Supplementary Figure 2.15). The waiting time turns out to be insensitive to , and shows
little differentiation between pre-existence and rescue. Both these effects can be explained by
the dominance of the mutant population growth phase – which is, to a good approximation,
independent of the drug – in the overall waiting time. An observed increase in waiting time
with s can primarily be explained by noting that a strain that replicates less efficiently takes
a longer time to reach a given population size. The differentiation between pre-existence
and rescue increases at low s because of the large difference in starting population size: for
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Figure 2.9: Histogram of time on treatment until total viral load reaches the detection limit of 105 .
The distribution is derived from 390 simulation runs showing viral rebound in each case.
Hatched: pre-existing mutants; grey: rescue mutants. We see the overlap in the darker
regions. Simulations were performed for a life cycle with mutation at cell infection, cost
at infectivity (β) of s = 0.3, and drug blocking cell infection with efficacy I = 0.8. (The
simulations are the same as those in Supplementary Figure 2.14.)

instance, at s = 0.05, there are on average 600 pre-existing mutants at the time treatment
starts, versus zero rescue mutants. A similar effect occurs at high mutation rate. The waiting
time under the rescue scenario declines slightly, due to the larger influx of de novo mutants;
however, this is not as large as the decline of waiting time under the pre-existence scenario,
in which the starting number of mutants increases substantially.
Overall, these results suggest that it may be difficult to infer whether outgrowth of resistance is due to pre-existing or rescue mutants. We expect the best possibility for differentiation to occur when the mutation rate is high and the cost of resistance is low: in this case, the
large head start in population size gained by pre-existing mutants implies that the waiting
time until reaching a detectable viral load tends to be lower. Although in some systems it
may be possible to infer the source of resistance from the time at which viral load rebounds
(Adiwijaya et al., 2010), in general we would proceed with caution in assuming that resistance
that arises quickly is due to pre-existence.
2.4

discussion

Resistance has repeatedly been observed to arise in patients infected with fast-evolving
pathogens subjected to the strong selective pressure of drug treatment. The source of resistance – whether from genetic variation pre-existing in the pathogen population before
drug treatment begins, or arising during ongoing replication under treatment – is an important line of investigation, both as a basic evolutionary problem and as an issue with clinical
relevance for the optimal approach to treatment. Mathematical models play a key role in
understanding the intra-host dynamics of the pathogen.
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In this study, we have expanded the investigation of the sources of intra-host resistance to
consider chronic viral pathogens with differing life cycles. Our aim was to better understand
how we may or may not be able to generalize our understanding across diseases. We find that
life cycle matters in a number of ways. Firstly, the mutational and cost mechanisms affect the
mutation-selection balance reached before drug treatment begins. Mutants with defects in
persisting once generated will be present at lower frequencies than those with defects in producing offspring. Secondly, the mechanism of cost affects the chance that a mutant lineage
survives, i.e. escapes stochastic extinction. In a scenario of increasing resources, corresponding to target cell rebound once the wild type is suppressed by drug treatment, we find that a
mutant with a survival cost (i.e. increased death rate) is less likely to have descendants than
a mutant with a productivity cost (i.e. decreased offspring production rate). This effect can
be understood intuitively as an advantage to mutants that can “wait for better times ahead”
to reproduce. We conjecture that, when resource availability affects “birth” rate, this may be
a fairly general feature of stochastic demographic processes in an environment of increasing
resources, whereas we would expect the opposite when resources are declining. (Note that
our definition of cost across mechanisms implies that all mutants with a given magnitude
0
of cost, s, have the same probability of stochastic extinction, namely 1/RR
0 = 1/(R0 (1 − s)),
in a constant resource environment.) Thirdly, we find that the interaction between the step
at which mutants are generated and the step at which the drug acts can have a major effect
on the generation of rescue mutants once treatment begins. “Asynchronous” drugs, which
block the opposite step to which mutations occur, leave a window of opportunity for existing sensitive-strain virus to undergo the mutant-generating step of its life cycle uninhibited,
potentially producing virus which is subsequently resistant to the drug. This suggests that
it is important to target the primary mutant-generating step of a virus’s life cycle directly.
We expect the precise effect of asynchronicity between drug action and mutation to be sensitive to model details, such as pharmacokinetics, outside our present scope. Nonetheless,
asynchronicity can be relevant in real systems: for instance, there are sources of HIV virions
(e.g. those associated with follicular dendritic cells) that do not clear fast (Blankson et al.,
2002), and may thus represent a significant source of rescue mutations if drug treatment
targets only virion production and not cell infection.
These findings join an emerging body of literature making the point that life cycle details
matter. For instance, recent studies have explored how the mechanism of replication with
mutation (Loverdo et al., 2012) and the timing of virion release over an infected cell’s lifetime (Pearson et al., 2011) affect the fate of lineages. A common theme is that such details
matter when stochastic effects are significant, as for an initially small population of a drugresistant pathogen. Although already more general than previous modelling efforts in this
area, our model is still restricted to “stamping machine” replication (Sanjuán et al., 2010),
budding release of virions, and exponentially distributed infected cell lifetimes. Relaxing
such assumptions is known to affect population dynamics (Lloyd, 2001; Heffernan and Wahl,
2005; Pearson et al., 2011). Indeed, the intricacies of viral life cycles and drug action may call
for a yet more detailed examination on the intracellular level, with links to the intercellular
level. Incorporating an intracellular description of HCV has already yielded novel insights
into population dynamics (Guedj and Neumann, 2010). We expect further investigations
along these lines, in directions of both greater generality and greater disease-specific detail,
to continue painting a more nuanced picture of how life cycle details affect the emergence of
resistance.
Through substantial analytical understanding of parameter dependencies, we were also
able to identify regimes in which rescue plays a particularly important role in our system.
Rescue tends to be most significant when drug efficacy is low and the cost of resistance is
fairly high, mainly in agreement with previous findings specific to HIV (Ribeiro and Bon-
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hoeffer, 2000), though with the caveat that neither rescue nor survival from pre-existence is
possible once cost is too high. Since empirical observations suggest costs of resistance may
indeed be high (see Supplementary Material), we would not downplay the importance of
this parameter range. Furthermore, by explicitly considering probabilities of emergence instead of the proxy of expected numbers of mutants, the relative contribution of rescue may
be considered largest at some intermediate range of total mutational influx, rather than independent of mutation rate (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000). Our consideration of stochastic
extinctions also enables us to say that rescue may be more important than previously thought,
since mutants arising later during the course of target cell rebound have a better chance of
survival. In particular, in contrast to earlier work (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000), we predict
that higher infected cell death rate does not always favour pre-existence. Indeed, there can
be complex interaction effects among parameters.
With our understanding of parameter dependencies, we can compare three important
chronic viral diseases: HIV, HBV, and HCV. Table 2.2 summarizes how parameters vary
across these diseases; see Supplementary Material for quantitative details and references.
Interestingly, different factors act in different directions, such that no disease consistently
appears more vulnerable to the emergence of resistance or more prone to a particular source.
For instance, HCV has a larger infected cell population size than HIV, but also a higher relative infected cell death rate. We can also say that some of the differences observed among
these diseases are unlikely to play a large role. For example, free virus clears more quickly in
HIV than in HCV; however, independently of effects on R00 , we expect this distinction to be
unimportant. Furthermore, large differences in infected cell death rate among the diseases
are moderated by the fact that uninfected cell death rates follow a similar pattern. Of course,
the speed with which resistance emerges in real time does depend on the absolute turnover
rates, as measured by d. The intertwined influences of mutation rate and cost are more difficult to interpret. Available evidence indicates that the per-base pair mutation rate is fairly
similar across these viruses. However, for any particular drug, the genetic basis of resistance (e.g. number of base changes required and number of possibilities yielding a resistant
phenotype) and its phenotypic effects give rise to a particular effective mutation rate to the
resistance allele and a particular cost. Furthermore, mutations may have pleiotropic effects,
particularly when genes are encoded by overlapping reading frames, as in HBV, which may
thus face more stringent constraints (Soriano et al., 2008). This could give rise to a lower
effective (viable) mutation rate to resistance and/or higher costs. Finally, we note that some
parameters, including viral set-point (pre-treatment population size) for HIV and infected
cell lifetime for HBV, are known to vary widely across patients. This suggests that different
patients with the same disease will be at varying risk for the emergence of resistance and the
relative importance of rescue.
The source of drug resistance is difficult to investigate empirically, particularly in vivo,
which is why mathematical modelling has played such an important role in developing an
understanding of this problem. Accordingly, it is difficult to test many of the detailed model
results empirically. Nonetheless, our theoretical work suggests a few possibilities. One key
prediction is that drug efficacy has very little effect on the probability or timing at which
pre-existing drug-resistant mutants arise (in absolute numbers). This idea could perhaps be
tested in an animal model by viral infection followed by treatment at varying drug dosages. If
the emergence of resistance is independent of dose, it can likely be attributed to pre-existence.
Conversely, however, an observed dependence may be explained not only by a predominant
contribution of rescue, but also by mutants being only partially resistant. Another insight
from our model relates to the time on treatment until resistance is detected. Our analysis
of waiting times suggests that fast-emerging resistance cannot necessarily be attributed to
pre-existence. We note, however, that our model assumes an idealized situation in which
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PARAMETER

COMPARISON OF DISEASES

virion clearance rate, c

HIV > HCV > HBV

uninfected cell death rate, d

HIV > HBV, HCV

infected cell death rate, a

HIV > HCV > HBV

relative infected cell death rate, γ

HCV > HIV, HBV

basic reproductive number, R00

HCV > HIV, HBV (?)

pre-treatment infected cell population, y∗S

HBV, HCV  HIV

drug efficacy, 

depends on the drug(s)

mutation rate, u

depends on the per-base pair mutation rate, drug(s),

and cost, s

genetic constraints, and mechanism of resistance

Table 2.2: Comparison of parameter values across three important chronic viral diseases: human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B virus (HBV), and hepatitis C virus (HCV). Parameter estimates justifying these comparisons are provided in the Supplementary Material.

the drug(s) are effective at all times, in all anatomical compartments and cell types. Patient
data at sufficient time resolution could indicate whether resistance actually emerges on a
completely different time scale than our models predicts, which would indicate that other
mechanisms, such as patient adherence issues or reservoirs of infected cells not responsive
to drug, are important. Other infected cell populations could in principle also be analyzed
by our model, so long as they are declining, even if slowly. Indeed, we expect that such
populations could make a disproportionate contribution to rescue, since mutants arising
later face a more favourable level of target cells. Naturally, we would also expect factors
such as the activation of latently infected cells in HIV to add an ongoing source of rescue at
a low rate. In a complementary approach, another recent study considered these long-term
sources but neglected the dynamic short-term decline phase of the drug-sensitive population
(Pennings, 2012).
Our results also have significance for researchers interested in using theory to develop
more accurate quantifications, and suggests directions for further empirical work in vitro.
Our model elucidates which parameters are most important to measure in order to better
predict the emergence of drug resistance. We also point out when a detailed understanding
of life cycle is significant. For instance, it is important to identify the step(s) of the life cycle
affected by costly resistance, not only their impact on an overall measure of fitness. This is
particularly significant if estimated fitness costs are high. We also caution that mutation rate
estimates obtained from frequency measurements at the mutation-selection balance may be
affected by the mechanism of cost; specifically, the mutation rate may be underestimated if
costs are borne in part by reduced survival instead of productivity.
Returning to a more general theoretical context, understanding the source of intra-host
emergence of resistance remains an important question across diseases, not only chronic viral
infections. Interestingly, there have been a few convergent results in very different models,
besides those presented here and previously for viral pathogens. A study of resistance to
targeted chemotherapy in cancerous tumours concluded that pre-existence was more likely
than rescue, except in the unrealistic case of a single, very ineffective drug (Komarova and
Wodarz, 2005); no cost of resistance was incorporated here. A more generic model (Orr and
Unckless, 2008) described a population declining in size following an environmental change
that reduces the fitness of the wild type, with the possibility of rescue through outgrowth
of a variant more fit in the new environment. “Standing genetic variation” (analogous to
pre-existing mutants) was the more likely source of rescue than mutants arising after the
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environmental change, provided the deleterious effect of this mutation before the change
was sufficiently small (Orr and Unckless, 2008). These parallel conclusions motivate further
investigation into their generality and possible exceptions.
To this end, the mathematical machinery developed here for analytical approximations
could be more broadly useful in exploring various life cycles and even different diseases,
as the general techniques are widely transferable. Some extensions, such as incorporating
partial resistance or differing costs in the presence or absence of drug, would be straightforward to incorporate into our model. Others, such as time-varying drug efficacy (due to
pharmacokinetics and therapy adherence patterns) and multiple mutational steps (including
primary resistance to multiple drugs, as well as compensatory mutations), will require larger
extensions. Incorporating non-equilibrium dynamics, as in acute infections or slow-turnover
cellular compartments, remains challenging. Acute infections, such as influenza, have the
further complication that the time varying nature of the immune response, which ultimately
leads to clearance even without drug treatment, cannot be neglected. However, we expect our
mathematical approach to transfer readily to other diseases in which dynamics have equilibrated before treatment begins, and in which resistance subsequently emerges stochastically
in an environment of possibly changing resource availability. In this way we can gain some
analytical understanding of parameter dependencies in the system, and hence insight into
the important factors driving the emergence of drug resistance.
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2.a
2.a.1

supplementary material
Parameter estimates

Here we provide sources of parameter estimates in HIV (specifically, HIV-1), HBV, and HCV.
Our goal is not necessarily to use the most realistic values in our simulations, nor to obtain
precise quantitative estimates. Rather, we are interested in ballpark values to justify the
approximations made in the simplified model, and to provide a rough comparison among
the diseases.
Uninfected cell death rate, d: Both HBV and HCV infect hepatocytes, which are known
to turn over slowly (Neumann et al., 1998; Rong et al., 2010). Specifically, the half life is
6-12 months or even longer (Seeger and Mason, 2000), which results in an estimate of d =
0.002 − 0.004 or less. For HIV, the appropriate uninfected cell death rate to use depends on
the precise population taken as target cells. On the basis that HIV infects activated CD4+
T cells most readily, a model accounting for activation and infection estimated the median
death rate of uninfected, activated T cells to be 0.07-0.11 per day, depending on treatment
status of the patients (Ribeiro et al., 2002b). From these estimates we can say that d is at least
an order of magnitude larger in HIV than in HBV and HCV.
Infected cell death rate, a: Estimates for the death rate of HBV-infected cells are highly
variable, both within and between studies. Across five treatment studies, half-life estimates
ranged from 7 to more than 120 days (corresponding to a < 0.006 to a = 0.1 per day), as
reviewed in Ribeiro et al. (2002a). For instance, one of these studies (Nowak et al., 1996) found
means of a = 0.043 d−1 and a = 0.053 d−1 in two different datasets, but with large variability
among patients. An acute infection study (Whalley et al., 2001) gave general agreement with
the treatment studies (Ribeiro et al., 2002a) and a similarly broad range; patients for whom
the model could be well fit had an average a = 0.057 d−1 (Whalley et al., 2001). It has been
suggested that the large variability is due to between-patient differences in immune response
(Nowak et al., 1996; Ribeiro et al., 2002a), rather than a methodological limitation. Estimates
in HCV have often been similarly variable (Neumann et al., 1998; Zeuzem et al., 2001). One
study with 23 patients reported a mean infected cell death rate of 0.14 d−1 , but a range of
0 − 0.4 d−1 ; however, it has been suggested that the slow decline exhibited by patients on the
lower end of this range could be explained by target cell proliferation instead of extremely
long half lives (Dahari et al., 2007). Another study found a tighter range of 0.32 − 0.52 d−1
(mean 0.44 d−1 ), but with a limited sample of only 4 patients (Rong et al., 2010). In contrast,
the estimates for HIV are less variable and better established, with recent estimates around
1.0 d−1 (Markowitz et al., 2003; Murray et al., 2011). Comparing diseases, it seems that the
infected cell death rate is significantly larger for HIV, perhaps double that of HCV and at
least an order of magnitude that of HBV, but there can be substantial inter-patient variability
in hepatitis B and C.
Relative infected cell death rate, γ = a/d: Putting together the above estimates, we can get a
rough idea of the rate of infected cell relative to uninfected cell death. For HIV, we can say
with some confidence that γ is on the order of 10. Uncertainties and inter-patient variability
make the estimate less secure for HBV and HCV. For HBV the ratio could range from little
more than 1, up to 25 or even higher; for HCV, the ratio is roughly between 25 and 200.
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Free virus clearance rate, c: The estimates of free virus clearance rate are fairly well established in HCV and HBV. Three different studies using different methods, as reviewed in
Perelson et al. (2005), support an estimate of c = 6.2 – 7.6 d−1 for HCV. Meanwhile, five treatment initiation studies, reviewed in Ribeiro et al. (2002a), find c = 0.23 – 0.69 d−1 for HBV.
An acute phase study (Whalley et al., 2001) found a similar value (c = 0.58 d−1 ), but it has
been noted that the true value tends to be underestimated due to low sampling frequency
(Ribeiro et al., 2002a; Whalley et al., 2001). The estimate in HIV is much wider-ranging. An
often-used value of c = 23 d−1 comes from a plasma apheresis study, which interestingly
also directly found a higher clearance rate of HIV virions than HCV virions, though with a
small sample size (Ramratnam et al., 1999). This value is also supported by a normalized
clearance rate from the lymph nodes estimated from SIV data of c = 21 d−1 (De Boer et al.,
2010). However, some earlier estimates were much lower (e.g. c = 3.1 d−1 ; Perelson et al.,
1996), while other estimates have been much higher (e.g. c = 198 d−1 ; Murray et al., 2011).
In any case, it seems fair to say that the virion decay rate, c, is at least an order of magnitude higher than the infected cell decay rate, a, in all three diseases. This supports our
quasi-equilibrium approximation in the simplified model.
Basic reproductive number, R00 : The basic reproductive number is difficult to estimate, and
estimated values are known to be sensitive to model details (Lloyd, 2001); we therefore have
somewhat limited confidence in the available estimates. Acute infection studies have estimated a median R00 of 8.0 (range 2.3-26) in HIV (Ribeiro et al., 2010) and a mean R00 of 5.0
(range 3.1-7.5, from only three patients) in HBV (Whalley et al., 2001). However, R00 for
HIV has been estimated to be substantially lower in the chronic phase of infection, with a
mean value of approximately 2.5 among patients initiating treatment (Funk et al., 2001) or
4.3 among treated patients exhibiting viral load rebound (Ioannidis et al., 2000). A treatment
study of HCV patients found a median R00 of 45.7, but with a huge range of 8.51-2692 (Adiwijaya et al., 2010). We can therefore tentatively say that R00 is similar in HIV and HBV, and
higher in HCV, but the estimates are derived using different methods and sometimes small
sample size.
Pre-treatment infected cell population, y∗S : In HCV it has been estimated that approximately
7-20% of a total 2 × 1011 hepatocytes are infected (Rodriguez-Inigo et al., 2005; Liang et al.,
2009; Rong et al., 2010). The most recent of these studies (Rong et al., 2010) obtains estimates from fitting a model to patient data, yielding an average of 15% infected hepatocytes,
which corresponds to y∗S ≈ 3 × 1010 . In HBV, there is not good agreement on the percentage of infected hepatocytes, as reviewed in Ribeiro et al. (2002a); a range of 5-40% is often
used (yielding y∗S = 1 − 8 × 1010 ) but some sources suggest virtually all hepatocytes are infected. For HIV, the infected cell population size has been estimated on the basis of total
viral production and per-cell burst size to be on the order of 108 (Perelson and Ribeiro, 2008);
however, more recently it has been suggested that an estimate of 2 × 106 is more accurate
(Goldberg et al., 2012). In any case, we can say that the infected cell population size is orders
of magnitude higher in HBV and HCV as compared to HIV.
Virion production rate, k, and/or burst size, k/a: In HBV, peak viral production rate during
acute infection has been estimated as k = 200 − 1000 virions/cell/day (Whalley et al., 2001).
It is difficult to provide a steady-state estimate, as total viral production per day has a wide
estimated range of 1010 − 1012 (Ribeiro et al., 2002a; Nowak et al., 1996). Combined with the
uncertainty in infected cell death rate (a), it is also difficult to suggest a burst size. In HCV,
one study found an average total production rate of 1.3 × 1012 and suggested this could be
explained by a “large fraction” of infected cells and a burst size of 10-100 per cell (Neumann
et al., 1998); however, if we suppose only 15% of cells are infected, we would calculate
k = 43 d−1 and, using the average death rate from the same study (Neumann et al., 1998),
a burst size of k/a ≈ 300. However, given the wide inter-patient variability, these estimates
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could range quite broadly. Another HCV study estimated a mean k = 47.1 d−1 , with again
a large range of 6.2 − 131.1 among four patients (Rong et al., 2010). Using the patient-bypatient estimates of k and a (Rong et al., 2010), we can calculate an average burst size of 109
(range 13.2-319.8). For HIV, using an estimate of a = 1.0 d−1 , burst size and daily virion
production are approximately equal. Estimates of this value are on the order of thousands
(Hockett et al., 1999; Vaidya et al., 2010; Perelson et al., 1996) or even ten thousands (Chen
et al., 2007). Overall, we can say that k is likely high in all three diseases (supporting our
quasi-equilibrium approximation), and burst size tends to be much larger than R00 (justifying
the neglect of free virion loss to infections), although we can make these assumptions with
greater confidence for HIV than for HBV and HCV.
Cost of resistance, s: Viral fitness, and specifically the cost of a mutation, is notoriously
difficult to measure and indeed there is no single standardized way to do so (QuiñonesMateu and Arts, 2002, 2006; Martinez-Picado and Martínez, 2008). Furthermore, many studies give only a qualitative comparison of strains (more fit, less fit, or approximately neutral).
However, the evidence generally suggests that the cost of resistance can vary widely. Of
those experimental studies giving quantitative estimates, some identify HIV drug resistance
mutations with costs of a few percent or less (Goudsmit et al., 1996; Eastman et al., 1998),
while others have found costs of 10-37% (Harrigan et al., 1996; Sharma and Crumpacker,
1997; Martinez-Picado et al., 1999). A study of several mutations associated with reverse
transcriptase resistance in HIV found a huge range of fitness costs, ranging from 0.4- to 29fold reduction relative to wild type fitness (Cong et al., 2007). Meanwhile, a study fitting a
multi-strain HIV model to patient data estimated that strains carrying particular resistance
mutations have an average cost of 17% (Vaidya et al., 2010). Model-fitting methods applied
to HCV yielded cost estimates ranging from 3-30% (mean 17%, over four patients) (Rong
et al., 2010) and from 32-99% in various viral strains (Adiwijaya et al., 2010). A study of
four lamivudine-resistant mutants in HBV found production of replication intermediates in
the absence of drug ranging from 12-87% of the wild type level (Yeh et al., 2000), i.e. costs
of 13-88% if we take replication as a measure of fitness. Furthermore, a systematic study of
the mutational spectrum of vesicular stomatitis virus (an RNA virus) found that non-lethal
deleterious mutations came with an average cost of approximately 20% (Sanjuán et al., 2004).
Taken together, the available evidence for the fitness cost of mutations in various viruses
suggests that it is realistic to consider the full range of possible s values.
Mutation rate, u: The mutation rate of HIV reverse transcriptase has been estimated as
3.4 × 10−5 mutations per base pair per replication cycle, of which a rate of 2.4 × 10−5 is
contributed specifically by base substitutions (Mansky and Temin, 1995). The mutation rate
of HCV has been estimated as 1.2 × 10−4 substitutions per site per replication cycle; however,
due to several sources of bias, this may be an overestimate (Cuevas et al., 2009; Sanjuán
et al., 2010). A more recent study fitting models to in vivo data estimated a mutation rate
on the order of 10−5 , in line with HIV (Ribeiro et al., 2012). Generally, most RNA- and
retroviruses for which estimates are available have mutation rates on the order of 10−6 to
10−4 substitutions per site per replication cycle (Sanjuán et al., 2010). Thus, the viruses we
consider here are not expected to have widely divergent per-site mutation rates. However,
the relevant mutation rate in our model (uI or uP ) is the overall rate of generating a genetic
change to resistance. This change may involve only specific base substitutions and/or more
than one site change, requiring a rescaling of the total per-site mutation rate. Furthermore,
more than one possible genetic change may confer a resistant phenotype, though to this end
the viable possibilities may be more constrained for HBV, as overlapping reading frames in
the genome imply that some mutations will have pleiotropic effects (Ganem and Schneider,
2001; Soriano et al., 2008). The issue of interpreting mutation rate arises generally in multistrain models, and some authors have estimated an effective mutation rate to the strain(s) of
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interest using a best model fit. For instance, an HIV model estimated the rate of mutation to
enfuvirtide resistance as 2.2 × 10−5 (Vaidya et al., 2010), while a mutation rate of 1.2 × 10−4
provided a better fit than 10-fold higher or lower rates for mutation to telaprevir resistance
in an HCV model (Adiwijaya et al., 2010), and an average effective mutation rate (including
changes to both single and double mutants) of 6.1 × 10−6 was estimated in another model
of telaprevir resistance in HCV (Rong et al., 2010). Generally, the relevant mutation rate to
use in our model is expected to vary according to the particular virus and drug(s) used for
treatment, so we consider a wide range of possibilities.
2.a.2 Methods
2.a.2.1 Stochastic simulations
We run simulations of the full model (i.e. all populations and events described in the corresponding ODE system 2.1) in C++ with an R interface, using Gillespie’s tau-leaping method
(Gillespie, 2001). The number of each type of event occurring in a time step ∆t is drawn from
a Poisson distribution with mean (event rate × ∆t). We use a step size of 0.001 time units,
but record population sizes only every 1 time unit.
For simulations investigating the contribution of pre-existing mutants, initial conditions
are target cells (x) at the uninfected equilibrium and a small initial inoculum (100) of sensitive infected cells (yS ), with all other population sizes zero. The simulation is run with
zero drug efficacies to simulate the pre-treatment phase, allowing mutations at the specified
rate, for a sufficiently long time such that population sizes (both sensitive and resistant) have
stabilized. To investigate the pre-treatment distribution of mutant population size, the number of mutant infected cells at this final pre-treatment time point is recorded; repeated over
many simulations, this yields an “empirical” distribution. To investigate the probability of
survival, simulations are run over the pre-treatment phase as just described, followed by a
treatment phase in which the specified drug efficacy is applied. Furthermore, mutation rates
during treatment are set to zero to prevent further de novo mutation events and thus isolate
the contribution of pre-existing mutants. After a sufficiently long time such that the resistant
population has almost always either gone extinct or grown very large, we record whether the
simulation run led to survival (non-zero mutant population). The proportion of surviving
runs gives the simulated estimate of Ppre .
For simulations investigating the contribution of rescue mutants, we initially set target cells,
sensitive-infected cells, and sensitive free virions to their deterministic pre-treatment infected
equilibrium levels (rounded to the nearest integer), and resistant infected cells and virions
to zero, thus isolating the contribution by de novo mutation. The treatment phase is then
simulated by applying the specified drug efficacy. For simulations testing the probability of
extinction of one mutant as a function of time, we set uI and uP to zero and “extrinsically”
add a single mutant infected cell at the specified time. Otherwise, we allow “intrinsic” mutations by setting uI and uP to specified values. Again, the result is counted as survival if,
after a sufficiently long time, the mutant population is non-zero.
2.a.2.2 Computations of analytical expressions
Numerical evaluation of analytical expressions was primarily performed with Mathematica
software.
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2.a.2.3

Standard parameter values

Our standard parameter set, used to generate figures unless otherwise noted, is as follows.
λ = 106 , d = 0.05, β = 5 × 10−10 , k = 1000, c = 10, a = 0.5, u = 3 × 10−5
These parameter values yield b := βk/c = 5 × 10−8 , R00 = 2, and y∗S = 106 . The units of
time are days. These are precisely the values used in an earlier study of pre-existence and
emergence in HIV (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000), except that the breakdown of b into β, k,
and c gives us two more free parameters. Our choice of c is between estimated values for
HIV and HCV, while our choice of k is on the low end of HIV estimates but probably higher
than HBV and HCV estimates; see Section 2.A.1. Thus, all together the parameter values
we use are not unreasonable for the viral diseases of interest, and facilitate comparison with
previous work. Importantly however, we can gain an analytical understanding of parameter
dependence via our approximations. Furthermore, in Section 2.A.5 we demonstrate the
robustness of these approximations in providing close agreement with simulation results
across a range of parameter values.
Additional deterministic results

2.a.3

The pre-treatment infected equilibrium (x∗ , y∗S , y∗R ) is obtained using the following approximations. We first solve for (x∗ , y∗S ) by neglecting mutation, which is reasonable so long
as uI , uP are of order u  s and hence yR is rare. We then substitute these solutions to
solve for y∗R , again using the assumption u  s 6 1 to drop terms of order u2 and simplify
1 − uI , 1 − uP ≈ 1, which amounts to neglecting back mutations and double mutations. These
approximations result in the pre-treatment equilibrium solution given in Equation 2.4 of the
main text.
The approximate frequency of mutant infected cells at equilibrium, for a cost via any single
trait, is given by Equation 2.5 in the main text. Combining main text Equations 2.5 and 2.2, we
can also derive the following approximate deterministic frequencies of mutant free virions:

(1−s)uI +uP


, for a cost through a or k

s

v∗R /v∗S = uI +uP , for a cost through β
s



 (1−s)(uI +uP )
, for a cost through c
s

(2.13)

In contrast to the frequencies of mutant infected cells, we now see a distinction between the
two free virion parameters (β and c), while the two parameters associated with infected cells
(a and k) group together. However, if we interchange the corresponding production rates (β
and k), loss rates (a and c), and mutation rates (uI and uP ), the frequency results exactly
parallel each other.
2.a.4
2.a.4.1

Derivations of analytical approximations to the stochastic process
Pre-treatment equilibrium distribution

We approximate the pre-treatment equilibrium mutant population size by the steady-state
distribution of a birth-death-immigration (BDI) process, with the following (constant) parameters:
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1. Birth represents a replication of a mutant infected cell, by generating infection in another target cell. This occurs with per capita rate


β S kR
β R kR
B=
uI uP +
(1 − uI )(1 − uP ) x∗
cS
cR
Provided that uI uP  1 − s (ensuring that double mutations in a single replication
cycle are negligible), and neglecting back mutations, we can simplify to a good approximation,
B=

β R kR ∗
x = aR (1 − s)
cR

where we have substituted x∗ = x0 /R00 (main text Equation 2.4).
2. Death of mutant infected cell occurs with per capita rate
D = aR
3. Immigration represents an extrinsic source of arrivals to the population, specifically de
novo mutation from the wild type in our case. In the absence of drugs, this occurs with
total rate


β S kS
β R kS
I=
uI (1 − uP ) +
(1 − uI )uP x∗ y∗S
cS
cR
or approximately, by neglecting double mutations and substituting the solution for x∗ ,


β R cS
uP y∗S
I = aS uI +
β S cR
An analytical solution for the probability generating function (PGF) of the population size
in this process is available for any constant birth, death, and immigration rates, and for any
time (Kendall, 1949). We are specifically interested in the steady state distribution (i.e. as
t → ∞) when B < D (equivalent to s > 0). In this case, the PGF is given by (Kendall, 1949)


B − D I/B
ψ(z) =
Bz − D
Substituting the rates of our process yields Equation 2.6 in the main text. Explicit analytical
expressions are also available for the probability Pn of having a population size n at steady
state. From the PGF, P0 = ψ(0) = (1 − B/D)I/B . The solutions for n > 1 follow immediately
from Karlin and Taylor (1975), pp. 135-8:
Qn−1
j=0 (jB + I)
Pn =
P0
n!Dn
This can also be written in recursive form
P0 = (1 − B/D)I/B
(n − 1)B + I
Pn−1 ,
n>1
nD
We can readily identify the mean of the distribution, i.e. the expected number of preexisting mutants (see also Ribeiro, 1999):


I
aS
βR cS
0
ψ (1) =
=
uI +
uP y∗S
D−B
aR s
β S cR
Pn =

This expected value agrees with the deterministic population size predicted from the ODE
model (main text Equation 2.4).
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2.a.4.2

Probability of extinction for a single progenitor

This approximation uses a time-inhomogeneous birth-death process to model the population of mutant infected cells descending from one progenitor. Births occur, to a good approximation (under the same conditions as in the pre-treatment case), at per capita rate
B(t) = (βR kR /cR )x(t), while deaths occur at per capita rate D(t) = aR .
We first obtain an analytical expression for the birth rate based on an approximation of
x(t), which assumes that target cells rebound as if no further infections were occurring. This
yields the ODE
ẋ = λ − dx
with initial condition given by the approximate pre-treatment infected equilibrium,
x(0) = x∗ =

x0
R00

with x0 = λ/d the uninfected equilibrium level of target cells. From this IVP we (see also Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997; Ribeiro, 1999; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000) obtain the analytical
solution,

x(t) = x0 1 − (1 − 1/R00 )e−dt
(2.14)
An explicit expression for the probability of extinction in the birth-death process is available; see Section 7.5 of Parzen (1999). If the progenitor arises by mutation (or, more generally,
exists, since death is modelled as a memoryless process) at time t after treatment starts, and
YR (t + T ) is the mutant population time T later, then
Rt+T

Pr(YR (t + T ) = 0|YR (t) = 1) =

D(τ)eR(τ) dτ
Rt+T
1 + t D(τ)eR(τ) dτ
t

(2.15)

where D(τ) (resp. RB(τ)) is the per capita death (resp. birth) rate at time τ after treatment
τ
starts, and R(τ) = t (D(t̃) − B(t̃))dt̃. We are interested in the probability that the lineage of
a progenitor existing at time t eventually becomes extinct, that is,
pext (t) := lim Pr(YR (t + T ) = 0|YR (t) = 1)
T →∞

In our case, analytical integration is possible. We use the approximation for x(t) to rewrite

the expression for the per capita birth rate as B(t) = aR R00 (1 − s) 1 − (1 − 1/R00 )e−dt . Substituting into Equation 2.15, integrating with T → ∞, and simplifying yields Equation 2.8 in
the main text.
2.a.4.3

Total probability of survival from rescue mutations

The production of mutants during treatment can be modelled as a time-inhomogeneous
Poisson process; see Section 4.2 of Parzen (1999). This is comparable to the “immigration”
process considered previously for pre-treatment, but now occurring at a time-varying rate
as the population sizes of target cells and wild type infected cells change. Furthermore, we
are interested not only in the appearance of mutants, but also in the long-term persistence of
their lineages. We thus count appearances only of mutants that ultimately escape extinction.
Determining this fate relies on the birth-death model outlined in the previous section, applied
independently to each progenitor initiated by an immigration (de novo mutation) event at a
given time. De novo mutation during treatment fails to rescue the population if and only if
the lineage of every progenitor goes extinct, or equivalently, that no “rescue” mutants appear.
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We thus seek an expression for the rate of events, i.e. appearances of rescue mutants, in the
Poisson process, from which we can determine the probability distribution of number of
rescue events.
We denote the intensity function (rate) of the Poisson process by ν(t) at time t after treatment starts. This rate is approximately given by:


β S kS
β R kS
ν(t) =
(1 − I )(1 − P )uI +
(1 − P )uP x(t)yS (t)(1 − pext (t))
(2.16)
cS
cR
(cf. the pre-treatment immigration rate I). We then approximate the time-variant factors as
follows. The number of target cells, x(t), is given as before by Equation 2.14. The number
of wild type infected cells, yS (t), is approximated by substituting this analytical solution
for x(t) into the ODE for yS (t) during treatment, which, by neglecting mutation, is given
approximately by


β S kS
y˙S =
(1 − )x(t) − aS yS (t)
cS
using the short-hand notation 1 −  := (1 − I )(1 − P ). The initial condition is yS (0) =
y∗S = λ/aS − dcS /(βS kS ), the approximate pre-treatment infected equilibrium. The analytical
solution for this IVP is (Ribeiro, 1999; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000)
yS (t) = y∗S exp((aS /d)(1 − )(R00 − 1)(e−dt − 1) − aS (1 − (1 − )R00 )t)
= y∗S exp(g1 (γS , R00 , )(e−dt − 1) + g2 (γS , R00 , )dt)

(2.17)

with γS = aS /d and the functions g1 and g2 defined as in the main text for Equation 2.8.
Finally, pext (t) is given by Equation 2.8 in the main text. Combining these factors in Equation
2.16 and simplifying yields the expression for ν(t) given in Equation 2.11 of the main text.
The probability generating function for the number of events in the process (i.e. the number
of rescue mutants that have appeared) by time t is (Parzen, 1999):
Rt

f(z, t) = e(z−1) 0 ν(τ)dτ
Rt
(Note that 0 ν(τ)dτ represents the expected number of events by time t.) We are interested
in the total probability of survival, which is one minus the probability that no rescue mutants
are ever produced. Thus,
Presc = 1 − lim f(0, t)
t→∞

We note that t only ever appears in ν(t) in the combination dt; a change of variables dt → t
thus simplifies the integral, yielding Equation 2.10 in the main text.
0 , taking into account the first round of infection by preThe modified approximation Presc
existing sensitive free virions, is derived as follows. Denote the number of resistant infected
cells produced in the first round by Y1 . By assuming that each virion acts independently,
Y1 follows a Binomial distribution with number of “trials” given by the number of sensitive
free virions present at the initiation of drug treatment, i.e. v∗S ≈ (kS /cS )y∗S . Each trial is “successful” with the probability that a virion infects a cell before it is cleared and furthermore
(1−I )x∗ uI
mutates upon infection, that is, ββSS(1−
. Since v∗S is large and the probability of mutant
∗
I )x +cS
infection is small, the distribution is approximately Poisson with mean given by the product:
βS (1 − I )uI (x0 /R00 )(kS /cS )y∗S
βS (1 − I )(x0 /R00 ) + cS
(1 − I )uI y∗S
=
cS /aS (1 + (1 − I )/(kS /aS ))

E[Y1 ] =
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Note that kS /aS is the expected number of virions produced by one infected cell (burst
size), which we expect to be large for many viruses of interest (see Section 2.A.1), and thus
(1 − I )/(kS /aS )  1. We therefore approximate E[Y1 ] by
m1 =

(1 − I )uI y∗S
cS /aS

where cS /aS gives a measure of how fast virions clear relative to infected cells: the more
slowly virions clear, the larger their contribution to rescue mutations. Finally, the PGF for Y1
is then
f1 (z) = e−m1 (1−z)
By approximating all first round infections as occurring at time zero, we can take pext (0)
as the probability of lineage extinction for each of the Y1 infected cells. Under the usual
independence assumption, we then have,
0
Presc
= 1 − f1 (pext (0)) lim f(0, t)
t→∞

where f(z, t), as before, is the PGF for the number of rescue mutants produced in subsequent
rounds of infection. Substituting the above expressions yields Equation 2.12 in the main text.
2.a.4.4 Ratio of expected numbers of surviving mutants
We define Θ̃1 as the ratio of the expected number of rescue mutants to the expected number
of surviving pre-existing mutants. Under the usual independence assumptions:
R∞
m1 (1 − pext (0)) + 0 (1/d)ν(t/d)dt
Θ̃1 =
(1 − pext (0))ψ 0 (1)
Using the expressions derived previously, this ratio simplifies as:
Z∞

 1 − pext (t/d)
dt
Θ̃1 = C1 + C2
1 − (1 − 1/R00 )e−t exp g1 (γS , R00 , )(e−t − 1) + tg2 (γS , R00 , )
1 − pext (0)
0
where
C1 :=

(1 − I )uI s

(cS /aS )(aS /aR ) uI +

βR cS
βS cR uP

,



βR cS
u
sγS R00 (1 − P ) (1 − I )uI + β
P
c

S R
C2 :=
βR cS
(aS /aR ) uI + βS cR uP

Besides the generalization across life cycles, we find that Θ̃1 differs from a previous measure
of the ratio of expected numbers (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000) in two ways, both of which
increase the ratio, i.e. the relative contribution of rescue: (1) the correction C1 > 0 to include
ext (t/d)
first round free virus replication, and (2) the factor 1−p
1−pext (0) in the integrand, which arises
because we take stochastic extinction into account. Since pext is decreasing over time, this factor monotonically increases from a value of one at t = 0, reflecting the survival advantage of
mutants that arise later. As the integrand is non-negative, including this factor thus increases
the value of the integrand relative to the expression neglecting stochastic extinction.
2.a.4.5

Waiting time for the first rescue mutant

We can analytically investigate not only the probability of rescue, but also the waiting time
under treatment until the first appearance of a rescue mutant. For clarity, we do not include
mutants produced in the first round of replication by pre-existing sensitive virions, but this
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contribution could approximately be considered as a point mass at zero in the waiting time
distribution. Otherwise, we can say that the waiting time T for a rescue mutant is the time
until the first event in a non-homogeneous Poisson process with rate ν(t) given by Equation
2.11 in the main text. The following analytical results are then fairly standard; see also Parzen
(1999). If X(t) is the number of events that have occurred in the process by time t, we can
express the distribution of T in the form of a cumulative density function (CDF) by writing,
FT (t) := Pr(T 6 t)
= 1 − Pr(X(t) = 0)
= 1 − e−

Rt

0

ν(τ)dτ

(We can also consider the appearance of any mutant by removing the weighting by probability of survival in ν(t).) Note that the timing of events, unlike the eventual outcome, depends
on the average lifetime of target cells (1/d); however, we could also re-scale time to represent
number of target cell generations.
Since appearance of a (rescue) mutant is not guaranteed, i.e. T may not be finite, it is also
of interest to look at the distribution conditioned on at least one event occurring, provided
the probability of at least one event is non-zero. The CDF in this case is,
F̃T (t) := Pr(T 6 t|T < ∞)
=

1 − e−
1 − e−

Rt

0

ν(τ)dτ

0

ν(τ)dτ

R∞

That is, the CDF is simply rescaled by the constant Presc in the denominator.
From the above CDFs, one can obtain, by differentiation, the corresponding unconditioned
and conditioned probability density functions (PDFs):
fT (t) = ν(t)e−

Rt
0

ν(τ)dτ

and
f̃T (t) =

ν(t)e−
1 − e−

Rt
0

R∞
0

ν(τ)dτ
ν(τ)dτ

One can then obtain moments of the waiting time distribution, conditioned on eventual
appearance, by integrating numerically over the PDF f̃T (t). One can also evaluate quantiles
of the distribution by applying numerical root-finding methods to the CDF.
The rate of appearance of rescue mutants is the product of a factor that decreases over time
(rate of wild type infection events generating de novo mutants) and a factor that increases
over time, while constrained between 0 and 1 (probability that a mutant lineage escapes
extinction). We thus find two qualitative cases: the rate of rescue mutation can either be
monotonically decreasing or can have an intermediate maximum. The probability density
function (PDF) of the waiting time for the first rescue mutant shows similar behaviour. An
intermediate maximum tends to occur when R00 is high, such that target cells are initially at a
low level relative to the uninfected equilibrium, and/or s is high, such that a large extent of
target cell rebound is required in order to support sustained mutant replication. Both these
effects imply that the probability of escaping extinction shows a large increase over time.
Figure 2.16 shows an example of the PDFs of waiting time for the first appearance of any
mutant and of a rescue mutant, both conditional on eventual appearance. We take a large
value of R00 = 10 together with a range of s values to illustrate the aforementioned qualitative
outcomes. For the chosen life cycle, appearance of mutant infected cells is independent of
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cost. However, appearance of rescue mutants does depend on cost, via the chance of survival.
Even conditioned on eventual appearance, the waiting time tends to be longer for more costly
mutants, as also seen in Figure 2.17. Generally, the waiting time depends on parameter values
– particularly u, s, and  – in a rather complex way, with interaction effects among parameters.
For instance, Figure 2.17 illustrates how the mean waiting time for the first rescue mutant,
conditional on appearance, may either increase or decrease with , depending on the value
of s. We also see a clear difference in mean waiting time between the first mutant and the
first rescue mutant. This indicates that many mutants do not have long-term descendants,
even in an environment where they are beneficial. However, note in general that waiting
times even for the first rescue mutant are typically small relative to the simulated waiting
times until detection seen in Section 3.5 of the main text.
2.a.5

Verification of the accuracy of approximations

To confirm the accuracy of the analytical approximations over a range of parameter values
and life cycles, we run through a systematic selection of parameter values on a hypercube,
and compare the results of simulations to the corresponding analytical predictions for Ppre
0 . Since parameter space is large, we fix certain parameters and vary those that affect
and Presc
the analytical result or to which the approximation is expected to be sensitive. Specifically,
we set parameters as follows:
• Fix: d = 0.05, k/c = 100, y∗S = 106 .
• Choose the following parameters from the given sets of values, in every possible combination unless otherwise specified:
– a ∈ {0.05, 0.25, 1}
– c/a ∈ {2, 10, 100}
– R00 ∈ {1.5, 4, 10}
– u ∈ {10−6 , 10−5 , 10−4 }
– s ∈ {0.05 (only with u = 10−6 ), 0.20, 0.45 (only with R00 = 4 or 10), 0.85 (only with
R00 = 10)}
–  ∈ {0.60 (only with R00 = 1.5), 0.85, 0.91 (only with R00 = 10), 0.98}
These choices were made in order to test our approximations over a wide range, includS
ing near their limits, while maintaining the conditions that RR
0 > 1 and R0 < 1 under
0
treatment (thus restricting possible combinations of R0 , s, and ).
• Assign a life cycle randomly by choosing each of the following traits uniformly at
random for a given parameter set: costly trait (β, k, c, or a); mutation step (cell infection,
uI , or virion production, uP ); drug action step (cell infection, I , or virion production,
P ).
From these settings, a complete set of model parameters is uniquely determined. We then ran
500 simulations per parameter set (as described previously in Section 2.A.2.1) and estimated
0
the simulation-based Ppre and Presc
based on the number of runs in which the resistant strain
was not extinct at the end of the defined simulation time (i.e. yR and/or vR > 0). The
run time was chosen heuristically based on preliminary simulations, and differed among
parameter sets due to differing times required to equilibrate. On this basis we excluded for
computational reasons two parameter sets which take exceptionally long times to equilibrate:
pre-existence simulations with R00 = 1.5, a = 0.05, and s = 0.20; and rescue simulations with
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a = 0.05, R00 = 10, and  = 0.91. Otherwise, we confirmed that simulations had been run
long enough to stabilize by making a few checks: in the pre-existence case, that the mean
yR population right before treatment was close to the deterministic prediction; in the rescue
case, that the yS population was very small (usually, zero) in runs counted as extinct; and in
both cases, that the proportion of extinct runs changed little if at all in the last 50 time units
of the simulation.
Figure 2.18 shows how the proportion of simulation runs showing survival compares to
0
(bottom panels) over this range
the analytical approximations of Ppre (top panels) and Presc
of parameter values. Each point represents one parameter set, with the one-to-one line
indicated for reference. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval on the simulation
estimate. When free virions do not clear fast relative to infected cells (c/a = 2), breaking an
assumption required for the quasi-equilibrium approximation of the system, our analytical
estimates are poor, as expected. We see (left panels) that we tend to underestimate the actual
probability of survival; this can be explained by virions sometimes persisting longer than
accounted for by the QE approximation, with the possibility of re-generating a small or even
extinct pool of infected cells. However, as long as the condition of fast virion clearance is met
(c/a = 10 or 100), we see good agreement of simulation and analytical results (right panels).
Furthermore, there does not appear to be any bias in the direction of discrepancies.
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Figure 2.10: Probability of survival due to pre-existing mutations, Ppre , for the three distinct cases of
life cycles, as a function of the magnitude of the cost, s. Blue: mutation at cell infection
with cost via β, c, or k, or mutation at virion production with cost via k. Green: mutation at virion production with cost via β or c. Red: mutation at cell infection or virion
production, with cost via a.
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Figure 2.11: Effect of life cycle on the probability of rescue, Presc
fixed at 0.9; right: as a function of drug efficacy, , with s fixed at 0.3. Blue: mutation and
drug at cell infection; green: mutation at cell infection, drug at virion production; red:
mutation at virion production, drug at cell infection; yellow: mutation and drug at virion
production. Solid: β, c, or k cost if mutation at cell infection or k cost only if mutation at
virion production. Dashed: β or c cost if mutation at virion production. Dotted: a cost.
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Figure 2.12: Parameter effects on the relative importance of rescue, as measured by PR\P , in Life Cycle
A. Darker shading on the density plots corresponds to a larger value of PR\P (white = 0,
black = 1), and contour lines (red) indicate values of 0.1 - 0.9 in increments of 0.2. Drug
efficacy  is fixed for each R00 such that RS
0 under treatment is an intermediate value of
0.6, while mutation rate u and relative infected cell death rate γ vary as indicated on the
axes. Cost s (normalized as a proportion of the maximum possible cost, smax = 1 − 1/R00 ,
allowed for a given R00 ) varies across each row over values (left to right) 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, and
0.95. R00 varies down each column over values (top to bottom) 2, 6, and 10.
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Figure 2.13: Parameter effects on the relative importance of rescue, as measured by PR\P , in Life Cycle
B. Shading and contours, as well as parameter settings, are the same as in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.14: Viral load (plotted as log base 10) over time on treatment. Left: case of pre-existing
mutants; right: case of rescue mutants. Blue: sensitive free virus; red: resistant free virus;
black: total free virus. The solid lines show the median of 390 non-extinct simulation
runs and the dashed lines show the 5% and 95% quantiles. The horizontal line indicates
our “detection limit”. Simulations were performed for a life cycle with mutation at cell
infection, cost at infectivity (β) of s = 0.3, and drug blocking cell infection with efficacy
I = 0.8.
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Figure 2.15: Mean waiting time until detection, under pre-existence (green) and rescue (purple) scenarios. Simulations used a life cycle with cost, mutation, and drug action all at cell infection.
For each parameter combination we take 100 non-extinct simulations for each of the two
cases, and plot the mean time after the onset of treatment at which the total viral load
reaches the detection limit (105 virions) among those simulation runs in which it initially
drops below the detection limit. Note that it is possible, in fact common for sufficiently
low , low s, and /or high u, that the viral load never drops below the detection limit.
Missing points thus correspond to parameter sets for which all runs remained above the
detection limit at all times. Parameters not varying in a given plot are fixed to be  = 0.8,
u = 3 × 10−5 , and s = 0.2 (bottom right panel only) or s = 0.4 (other panels).
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Figure 2.16: The probability density function of the waiting time distribution for the first event, conditioned on at least one event eventually occurring. Black: events are de novo mutations;
other colours: events are de novo mutations that subsequently persist (i.e. rescue mutants), with varying costs (green: s = 0.2, yellow: s = 0.5, red: s = 0.8). R00 is taken to
be 10 here, and  = 0.95, while all other parameters are at their standard values. The
horizontal axis indicates time since treatment began. Cost, mutations, and drug action
are all at the cell infection step.
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Figure 2.17: The conditional mean waiting time until first appearance of a rescue mutant, as a function
of cost s. Again, R00 = 10 while other parameters are set to their standard values. Various
values of drug efficacy are illustrated:  = 0.91 (green),  = 0.95 (yellow), and  = 0.99
(red). Cost, mutations, and drug action are all at the cell infection step. For comparison,
the mean waiting time for the first mutant (which is independent of s) is 0.82, 1.48, or
2.55 for  = 0.91, 0.95, or 0.99, respectively.
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of simulated probability of survival to analytical approximations for pre0 ; bottom panels), with paexisting mutants (Ppre ; top panels) and rescue mutants (Presc
rameters sampled on a hypercube. Each point corresponds to 500 simulation runs with a
given parameter set, with the 95% confidence interval on the simulation estimate shown
by the error bars. The one-to-one line is shown for reference. Left: c/a low; right: c/a
sufficiently high.
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THE EFFECTS OF PHARMACOKINETICS AND -DYNAMICS ON THE
S T O C H A S T I C E M E R G E N C E O F A N T I B I O T I C R E S I S TA N C E

abstract
Antibiotic treatments of bacterial infections face the challenge of avoiding the emergence of
resistant bacterial strains that can compromise treatment success. An important question is
thus how one can best design an antibiotic regimen, given constraints due for instance to
patient side effects. Ideally, this regimen should both (1) prevent a newly appearing resistant
mutant from establishing in the population, and (2) minimize the growth rate of resistant
strains that may already be present. An initially rare antibiotic-resistant subpopulation is
subject to significant demographic stochasticity, which has been taken into only limited account by previous studies. I propose a fully stochastic model of bacterial population growth
that incorporates pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of the antibiotic; mathematically,
this is formulated as a time-inhomogeneous birth-death process. I derive analytical results
for the probability of avoiding stochastic extinction when rare (relating to the aforementioned
goal 1) and the long-term average net growth rate (relating to goal 2) under regular dosing.
I use this model to investigate the optimal dosing interval under a total dose constraint and
find that, while long-term growth rate is minimized by an intermediate dosing interval, establishment probability can be better reduced by large infrequent doses. Finally, I illustrate
how resistance mutations that alter different pharmacodynamic parameters would be predicted to show different emergence patterns, and discuss the availability of empirical data
on the pharmacodynamics of resistant strains.
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3.1

introduction

Treating a patient suffering from a bacterial infection has the goal, first and foremost, of
curing the patient as quickly as possible. Antibiotic resistance however poses a significant
threat to treatment success (World Health Organization, 2014), both for the individual patient
and for others to whom resistant bacteria may be transmitted. Within the realm of treatments
that lead to acceptable health outcomes for the individual patient, there may be considerable
scope for optimizing treatment in order to minimize the risk of resistance (Kouyos et al.,
2014). In this sense, designing a treatment strategy has the additional goals of preventing
de novo appearance of resistant strains and/or minimizing the outgrowth of resistant strains
if already present. These goals may be in conflict: for instance, treatment with the highest
clinically tolerable volume of drugs may result in fastest clearance of the drug-sensitive strain
and minimize opportunities for de novo mutation to resistance, but also creates the strongest
selection pressure favouring the spread of resistance if present (Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997;
Read et al., 2011; Kouyos et al., 2014). Taking into account the dosing schedule (i.e. dose size
and interval between doses), even with a fixed total volume of drug, opens up further scope
for optimizing the treatment strategy. (Drusano et al., 1993; Lipsitch and Levin, 1997).
Understanding the effects of dosing schedule on bacterial population dynamics requires a
consideration of pharmacokinetics (PK), i.e. the temporally varying drug concentration profile,
and pharmacodynamics (PD), i.e. how the drug across a concentration range affects bacterial
growth. The complex question of how these drug dynamics play out has been addressed by
mathematical modelling and simulation (Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Jumbe et al., 2003; Regoes
et al., 2004; Torella et al., 2010; Ankomah and Levin, 2012; Ankomah et al., 2013; Pena-Miller
et al., 2013; Engelstädter, 2014; Wu et al., 2014). These so-called “PK-PD” models are primarily deterministic, describing population dynamics with ordinary differential equations.
However, since de novo mutation to resistance may be a rare event and resistant subpopulations are initially small (in patients to whom a drug-sensitive strain was transmitted),
stochasticity should play an important role in determining whether resistance arises and outgrows. Some models have treated mutations as stochastic events in otherwise deterministic
simulations (Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Ankomah and Levin, 2012; Ankomah et al., 2013), but
neglected the chance that an initially rare resistant population dies out due to demographic
stochasticity, and thus the impact of the traits of the resistance strain on its establishment.
Other fully stochastic models have been investigated only by simulation (Rosenbloom et al.,
2012; Wu et al., 2014). An analytical understanding of stochasticity, which would simplify understanding of parameter effects, is thus largely lacking from PK/PD models. On the other
hand, several fully stochastic models have analytically investigated the probability of antibiotic resistance emerging, but under the assumption of a constant drug effect (e.g. Martin
et al., 2013). Few fully stochastic models of the emergence of drug resistance, or more generally “evolutionary rescue” under severe environmental change, have dealt with temporal
variation in the novel stressful environment (Alexander et al., 2014).
Incorporating temporally varying drug concentration into a multi-strain bacterial population dynamics model requires knowledge, or assumption, of the pharmacodynamic properties of each strain. That is, generally speaking, we require a dose-response curve for each
strain of interest. Models dealing with a drug-sensitive and a drug-resistant strain have often
skirted this issue by assuming resistance is “complete”; that is, the drug has no effect at all
on the resistant strain (Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Ankomah and Levin, 2012; Ankomah et al.,
2013). However, even so-called resistant strains can be suppressed at sufficiently high drug
concentrations (although these may be above clinically achievable concentrations). Empirically, this phenomenon is typically quantified by measuring the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of a strain, i.e. the lowest antibiotic concentration that prevents visible bacterial
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growth after a fixed incubation time, with “resistant” strains defined by increased MICs
(Gehring and Riviere, 2013). Occasionally, models have also described resistant strains with
an increased MIC (e.g. Torella et al., 2010). However, it has been pointed out that MIC alone
fails to capture a complete picture of pharmacodynamics (Regoes et al., 2004; Gehring and
Riviere, 2013). Predicting the emergence of resistance under various dosing regimes requires
accounting for the full dose-response curves of both sensitive and resistant strains. While obtaining such dose-response curves is an empirical matter (see Discussion), the consequences
of varying PD properties can be investigated within a mathematical model.
I propose to investigate the consequences of varying antibiotic dosage regimes on the emergence of resistance using a fully stochastic PK/PD model. Specifically, I propose a birth-death
model where birth and/or death rate of a given bacterial strain is a function of time, depending on the temporally varying drug concentration (PK) and its effects on the demographic
parameters of the strain (PD) via the dose-response curve. This model describes the population dynamics of a single, initially rare, emerging resistant strain. I obtain novel analytical
results under a fairly general family of PK/PD functions. I then investigate the implications
for emergence of antibiotic resistance in the context of the treatment goals outlined above.
Future work will combine the dynamics of multiple strains simultaneously, including the de
novo generation of resistant individuals by mutation from the sensitive strain either before or
during treatment.
3.2
3.2.1

mathematical model
Incorporating PK/PD into a birth-death process

The birth-death process is a widely used stochastic model of a population’s size (Kendall,
1948; Ross, 2007). In the context of a population of cells, “birth” corresponds to cell division.
Both constant-rate and time-inhomogeneous birth-death processes have been used previously
to model stochastic population dynamics of rare drug-resistant strains during the emergence
phase (Iwasa et al., 2006; Foo and Michor, 2009, 2010; Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012; Martin
et al., 2013). Here I propose to define functional forms of the time-dependent birth and death
rates by considering commonly used classes of pharmacokinetic patterns and pharmacodynamic dose-response curves, and use the defined time-inhomogeneous birth-death process
to investigate the dynamics of resistance emergence in an environment of varying drug concentration. This general approach has also been proposed in the context of drug resistance
in cancer (Foo and Michor, 2009, 2010). Foo and Michor (2009) investigated optimal dosing
strategies, but under the limited PK/PD scenario of pulsed (on/off) drug treatment. The following paper (Foo and Michor, 2010) outlined the modelling framework for arbitrary PK/PD
profiles, presented standard general results for time-inhomogeneous birth-death processes,
and applied these to toy examples of drug dynamics. In subsequent work, the model was
applied to analyzing proposed drug dosing regimes with realistic PK/PD parameterization
from clinical data (Chmielecki et al., 2011; Foo et al., 2012). To the best of my knowledge,
this framework has not been used for a systematic exploration of how dose-response curve
properties generally affect outcomes, nor has it been applied to bacteria.
Our most general results allow an arbitrary form of cyclic PK, as long as the same profile of
drug concentration repeats with a fixed period. However, to derive more explicit expressions
and illustrate numerical results, we focus on a widely used PK model of regular dosing
and first-order decay. That is, drug concentration decays exponentially from an initial level,
until after a fixed amount of time it jumps instantaneously back to the initial concentration
(Figure 3.1a). This is the simplest PK model commonly used for within-host descriptions
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and is also appropriate for a chemostat with a constant washout rate. In Appendix 3.A.3, we
additionally derive analytical results for a PK profile consisting of an arbitrary number of
step changes in drug concentration, assumed to be of equal duration, repeated with a fixed
period. This form of PK is more feasible to implement in a batch culture without a chemostat
(Alex Hall, personal communication). This case is expected to approach exponential decay
as the number of steps increases, with appropriately chosen concentrations at each step.
We suppose that the dose-response curve (PD profile) follows a Hill functional form (see
Figure 3.1b), which describes a sigmoidal dose-response curve characterized by four parameters. This form (or special cases thereof) has been widely used in previous modelling studies
(Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Regoes et al., 2004; Torella et al., 2010; Ankomah and Levin, 2012;
Rosenbloom et al., 2012; Ankomah et al., 2013; Engelstädter, 2014), and moreover describes
empirically obtained dose-response measurements of bacteria exposed to antibiotics (Regoes
et al., 2004; Ankomah and Levin, 2012; Ankomah et al., 2013). “Response” here has been
measured as net population growth rate (r), obtained from the slope of time-kill curves.
However, in the stochastic birth-death process, an effect on net growth rate (r = B − D) could
be attained by reducing birth rate (B) and/or increasing death rate (D), and as we will see,
these turn out to have distinct effects (Kendall, 1949, p. 236). We thus consider extreme two
cases, where the drug either decreases the birth (cell division) rate only, or increases the
death rate only. As shown in Section 3.2.3, taking either birth or death rate according to a
Hill function implies that net growth rate also follows a Hill function, in agreement with the
aforementioned empirical evidence. Due to the large number of parameters involved and
complications in functional form, we do not consider a drug that simultaneously changes
birth and death rates.1
The families of PK and PD functions described above are made mathematically precise
in the following sections. First we define basic quantities of interest for investigating the
emergence of resistance.
3.2.2 Quantifying strain demography: net growth rate and establishment probability
We quantify demographic dynamics of a given bacterial strain using two measures. Firstly,
its average net (Malthusian) growth rate, r̄, is the long-term time-average of its instantaneous
net growth rate, r(t) = B(t) − D(t). Assuming PK follows some cyclic pattern with period T ,
we have
Z
1 T
r̄ =
r(t)dt
(3.1)
T 0
Secondly, we define the establishment probability of a strain, p, as the complement of the
probability of eventual extinction in the birth-death process starting from a single individual.
That is, establishment probability indicates a strain’s chance of escaping loss by demographic
stochasticity when rare and thus establishing a long-term surviving lineage. Due to the timeinhomogeneities in the demographic rates, p is a function of the time t0 at which the lineage
arises. Given cyclical PK with period T , without loss of generality we can take t0 ∈ [0, T ).
According to standard results for time-inhomogeneous birth-death processes (Parzen, 1999),
we have:
1
t→∞ 1 + G(t0 , t)

p = lim

(3.2)

1 If both birth and death are affected according to Hill functions with generally distinct parameters, the net growth
rate generally does not follow a Hill function, making an appropriate basis of comparison unclear. Empirical
data should indicate what the case actually is.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Pharmacokinetic and (b) pharmacodynamic functions used here. PK defines concentration as a function of time, here exponentially decaying at rate γ from an initial concentration c0 over each period T . PD defines demographic rates as a function of concentration,
here taken as a Hill functional form. Net growth (birth minus death) rate takes a maximal value r0 at zero concentration and an asymptotic minimal value of r∞ in the limit of
high concentration, with a difference of . Half-maximal effect is achieved at the EC50 , by
which we scale concentration. κ controls the slope at the EC50 .

where
Zt
D(τ)e−R(t0 ,τ) dτ

G(t0 , t) :=

(3.3)

t0

and R(t0 , τ) is the cumulative net growth up to time τ of a lineage initiated at time t0 ; that
is, the time integral of the instantaneous net growth rate r(·):
Zτ
R(t0 , τ) :=
r(t 0 )dt 0
t
Z τ0

=
B(t 0 ) − D(t 0 ) dt 0
(3.4)
t0

Note that the average net growth rate r̄ is equivalent to R(0, T )/T .
If B(t) ≡ B and D(t) ≡ D (thus r̄ = r = B − D), one can check that the formulae reduce to well-known results for a constant-rate birth-death process (Kendall, 1949; Ross, 2007).
−r(t−t0 ) , which diverges in the limit as t → ∞ if r < 0,
Namely, we have G(t0 , t) = D
r 1−e
or converges to D/r if r > 0. Thus,

0
if r 6 0
pconst =
(3.5)

r/(r + D) = 1 − D/B if r > 0
3.2.3

Pharmacodynamic parameterization

We describe the dose-response curve (PD profile) of a bacterial strain by a Hill functional
form (Figure 3.1b). We suppose that per capita birth (division) rate, λ(c), and death rate,
δ(c), are functions of drug concentration c, in units of EC50 (concentration achieving half the
maximal effect). When drug is absent, we have the baseline rates λ(0) ≡ λ0 and δ(0) ≡ δ0 ,
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yielding net growth rate ρ(0) ≡ r0 = λ0 − δ0 . The maximal effect of the drug, i.e. the
magnitude of the difference between the rate at zero drug concentration and the limiting rate
at high drug concentration, is denoted . The Hill slope parameter is denoted κ, where larger
κ corresponds to a steeper slope at the EC50 . We focus on two cases, where the drug exerts
its effect either entirely by a reduction in birth rate or entirely by an increase in death rate.
Drug affects birth rate: We take δ(c) ≡ δ0 while
λ(c) = λ0 − 

cκ

= λ∞ +
κ
1+c
1 + cκ

(3.6)

where λ∞ := limc→∞ λ(c) = λ0 − .
Drug affects death rate: We take λ(c) ≡ λ0 while
δ(c) = δ0 + 

cκ

= δ∞ −
κ
1+c
1 + cκ

(3.7)

where δ∞ := limc→∞ δ(c) = δ0 + .
In both cases, the net growth rate as a function of drug concentration is given by
ρ(c) := λ(c) − δ(c) = r∞ +


1 + cκ

(3.8)

where r∞ = λ∞ − δ∞ = λ0 − δ0 − . Thus, with this parameterization, we can compare drugs
affecting birth versus death rate but conferring the same net growth rate at any given drug
concentration.
PK and PD are incorporated into the time-inhomogeneous birth-death process by defining
the rates B(t) ≡ λ(c(t)) and D(t) ≡ δ(c(t)), i.e. by composing the PK and PD functions
(cf. Foo and Michor, 2010).
From the analytical expressions introduced in the previous section, we can already observe a general result concerning establishment probability. Consider the key quantity from
Equation 3.3:
Zt
D(τ)e−R(t0 ,τ) dτ

G(t0 , t) =
t0

Zt
=

δ(c(τ))e

−

Rτ
t0

ρ(c(t 0 ))dt 0

dτ

t0

Note that for any PK profile c(·), ρ(c(t 0 )) is identical whenever the baseline rate λ0 − δ0 is
fixed and the same Hill function parameters ( and κ) are assumed, regardless of whether
the drug affects birth or death. Only the factor δ(c(τ)) differs. Thus, G(t0 , t) will generally
be larger, and thus the establishment probability lower: (a) for a strain with higher baseline
turnover, i.e. higher λ0 and δ0 for fixed λ0 − δ0 ; or (b) under a drug affecting death rather
than birth, assuming an equivalent reduction in net growth rate. This result is most obvious
r
clearly decreases with D for fixed r.
in the constant-rate case, where pconst = r+D
3.2.4 Net growth rate and establishment probability under PK/PD profiles
We now derive the explicit forms of average net growth rate (Equation 3.1) and establishment
probability (Equation 3.2) under cyclic pharmacokinetics and Hill function pharmacodynamics.

3.3 results

First proceeding only with the assumption that the PK is cyclic with period T , we can
derive (see Appendix 3.A.1):

∞
if r̄ 6 0
lim G(t0 , t) =
(3.9)
t→∞

exp(−R(t0 ,T ))G(0,T )
G(t0 , T ) +
if
r̄
>
0
−
r̄T
1−e
which shows that the establishment probability p (given by Equation 3.2) will be zero if r̄ 6 0
and generally non-zero otherwise, as we would intuitively expect. If t0 = 0 (or t0 = T , as
expected from the periodic PK), the result when r̄ > 0 simplifies to:
lim G(0, t) =

t→∞

G(0, T )
1 − e−r̄T

We can derive more explicit expressions by making further assumptions on the form of PK
and PD. The case where the drug concentration follows step changes is treated in Appendix
3.A.3. Here we focus on the case where the drug concentration follows exponential decay.
Specifically, suppose concentration starts at some value c(0) ≡ c0 and decays at rate γ until
jumping instantaneously back to the initial level after a period T (Figure 3.1, left). Details of
the derivations can be found in Appendix 3.A.2. Briefly, assuming a Hill functional form of
PD as described above, the average net growth is given by



C 1 + eC 2 T
r̄ = r∞ +
log
(3.10)
C2 T
C1 + 1
where r∞ = r0 − , C1 := cκ
0 and C2 := γκ. The establishment probability depends on
whether the drug affects birth or death rate. In both cases, we have:


C1 + eC2 τ

log
(3.11)
R(t0 , τ) = (τ − t0 )r∞ +
C2
C1 + eC2 t0
Assuming the drug acts only by reducing birth rate, we obtain:



r∞
1
δ0

,1−
,
G(t0 , T ) =
2 F1 1,
r∞
C2
C2 1 + C1 e−C2 t0



r∞
1
−R(t0 ,T )
−e
,1−
,
2 F1 1,
C2
C2 1 + C1 e−C2 T

(3.12)

where 2 F1 is the ordinary hypergeometric function. Assuming the drug acts only by increasing death rate, we obtain:




r∞
1
λ0
,1−
,
G(t0 , T ) =
2 F1 1,
r∞
C2
C2 1 + C1 e−C2 t0


r∞
1

−e−R(t0 ,T ) 2 F1 1,
,1−
,
+ e−R(t0 ,T ) − 1 (3.13)
C2
C2 1 + C1 e−C2 T
Establishment probability is then obtained by substituting the above results into Equations
3.9 and 3.2 in turn.
3.3
3.3.1

results
Basic parameter effects in the absence of constraints

We first outline the directional effect of each model parameter on the quantities of interest,
average net growth rate and establishment probability, when taking the parameters independent of one another.
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Consider first the instantaneous net growth rate,
r(t) = r0 −  +


1 + C1 e−C2 t

(3.14)


Note that r(t) ranges from r0 −  + 1+C
at t = 0 to r0 as t → ∞, and thus time-averaged net
1
growth rate r̄ must also fall in this range.
Since r(t) increases with r0 = λ0 − δ0 for all t, r̄ must also increase with r0 (i.e. increase
with λ0 and decrease with δ0 ). Similarly, we see that r̄ must decrease with , decrease with
C1 and thus with c0 , and increase with C2 and thus with γ, since these trends apply to r(t)
for all t. Moreover, since r(t) increases with t, r̄ must increase with the length of the dosing
period T . These effects are all intuitive: the higher the baseline growth rate, the lower the
maximal effect of the drug, the lower the initial dose, and the faster or the longer the drug is
allowed to decay, the higher the average growth rate will be.
The only unambiguous effect is via the Hill function slope parameter, κ, which decreases
r̄ via C1 but increases it via C2 . This dual role is expected from the form of the Hill function:
a steeper curve (higher κ) results in higher net growth rate whenever the drug concentration
is below the EC50 , but lower net growth rate whenever the drug concentration is above the
EC50 , as compared to a shallower curve (lower κ). Thus, we expect that r̄ will decrease with κ
when the PK regime is such that the drug concentration spends most of the time above EC50 ,
and increase with κ in the opposite case. The drug concentration tends to remain above EC50
when the initial dose (c0 ) is high, the dosing interval (T ) is short, and the drug decays slowly
(γ is small).2
Parameter effects on establishment probability p are easiest to see via the original expressions, Equations 3.2 and 3.3. Any parameter effect that increases birth rate or decreases death
rate will increase p. Thus, the same intuitive directional effects noted above with regards to
r̄ also generally hold for p. However, the magnitude of the effects will generally not be the
same. Furthermore, additional parameter dependencies arise in p. Firstly, as noted previously, p decreases with baseline death rate δ0 for fixed baseline net growth rate r0 , and for
fixed Hill function parameters, p is lower for a drug exerting its effect via death rate. We also
see that p depends on t0 , the time point in the drug cycle at which a lineage first arises. p
is of course equal for t0 = 0 or t0 = T , due to the periodic nature of the drug concentration.
Both intuition and numerical results suggest that p will be maximized at intermediate t0 : in
this case, the incipient lineage avoids facing the highest drug concentrations early on when
it is most vulnerable to stochastic extinction.
Thus, in summary, average net growth rate and establishment probability mainly follow
the same intuitive patterns with respect to PK and PD parameters. However, since the magnitude of these effects will differ, these two quantities are not generally expected to follow the
same patterns when multiple parameters change simultaneously, as we will see below. Moreover, due to additional parameter dependencies, establishment probability can vary while
average net growth rate stays constant. The reason for this discrepancy arises from the importance of short-term effects in stochastic population dynamics. Whereas r̄ weights effects
equally over the entire PK cycle, p puts more weight on times shortly after appearance of a
lineage, when population size is smallest and it is most vulnerable to extinction.

3.3.2 Optimizing dose schedule under constrained total daily dose
Given the assumed form of the dose-response curve, resistance is not “complete”, and given
a high enough drug concentration, any strain can be driven to negative growth rate and
2 Specifically: ∂r/∂κ is positive whenever c(t) = c0 e−γt < 1, i.e. the concentration is below the EC50 . The
expression for ∂r̄/∂κ is complicated and does not lead to much further insight.
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extinction in this model. Thus, in the absence of any constraints, as the previous section
clarified, the best treatment strategy is trivial: simply use an arbitrarily large amount of
drug and all bacterial strains will be cleared. In reality, of course, this approach is not
applied, due to toxic side effects for the patient and possibly economic considerations. The
more interesting question is thus to determine the optimal strategy under given constraints
that imply the model parameters do not all vary freely. This limit would reflect an upper
bound on acceptable cost or toxicity, and could be derived from clinical data (cf. Foo and
Michor, 2009; Mumenthaler et al., 2011; Foo et al., 2012). For example, the total daily dose
(say, micrograms of drug per day) or the area under the concentration curve (AUC) could
be constrained to remain below an upper limit. Given the previous arguments, it is clear
that the best strategy from the perspective of reducing/eliminating bacterial growth is to use
the maximal allowed amount of drug, i.e. remain on the upper boundary. These constraints
nonetheless leave scope to optimize the strategy by varying the dose schedule, even under
the simple model we consider where the dosing interval is regular and each dose amount is
fixed.
Here we focus on the first proposed constraint, where total dose per time unit is fixed to a
given amount, say X (cf. Lipsitch and Levin, 1997). We take X in units of drug concentration
achieved; that is, X = c0 /T where c0 is the initial concentration at the time of dosing and
T is the time interval between doses. Constraining concentration achieved rather than mass
of drug administered makes sense if we focus on toxicity rather than economic costs. The
relationship between the administered mass and achieved concentration at the infection site
may be complex in vivo, but these quantities can reasonably be taken as directly proportional
in vitro.
We can then investigate the measures r̄X and pX , defined by r̄ and p where c0 = XT . The
other parameters (λ0 , δ0 , , κ, γ, t0 ) still vary freely and have the same general directional
effects outlined in the previous section, while r̄X and pX obviously decrease with X. The
dosing interval, T , now takes on a more complex role and is the parameter over which the
dosing schedule can be optimized: what is the best interval at which to administer regular,
fixed doses? Figure 3.2 illustrates examples of how r̄X and pX vary as a function of dosing
interval, T . We investigate each quantity in turn.
3.3.2.1

Minimizing average net growth rate

The constrained average net growth rate is given by:

r̄X = r0 −  +
log
γκT



(XT )κ + eγκT
(XT )κ + 1


(3.15)

It can be shown analytically (assuming any fixed positive values for the other parameters)
that r̄X approaches its maximal possible value, r0 , as T → 0 (the limit of increasingly frequent
dosing of vanishing amounts) or as T → ∞ (the limit of increasingly long dosing intervals,
such that the dose has decayed to arbitrarily low levels for arbitrarily long). Thus, we generally expect an intermediate optimum T ∗ minimizing r̄X , as also seen in Figure 3.2. Of course,
if we set some reasonable upper limit to T (or equivalently, an upper limit to c0 , say the
maximum tolerable dose), r̄X may be minimized on this upper boundary.
We also obtain intuitive limits on r̄X considered as a function of total drug amount, X. As
X → 0, r̄X → r0 , the baseline (drug-free) value. In this case, the derivative ∂r̄X /∂T (full
expression given in Appendix 3.A.4), for fixed positive values of the other parameters, also
approaches zero. That is, if we have very little drug to use, it does not matter how we
distribute it (r̄X becomes insensitive to T ). Note that since concentration is scaled by EC50 ,
taking X → 0 is equivalent to taking EC50 → ∞, i.e. increasingly high levels of drug resistance
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Figure 3.2: Average net growth rate, r̄X (blue) and establishment probability from a single individual,
pX (red), as a function of dosing interval T , under the dose constraint c0 = XT . Establishment probability assumes that the individual is present at the beginning of the drug cycle
(t0 = 0) and the drug acts by increasing death rate. The Hill slope parameter κ = 2 is fixed
in all plots. Panel (a): X = 1.25 and γ = 1; (b): X = 0.25 and γ = 1; (c): X = 1.25 and
γ = 2. Note, the numerically close alignment of r̄X and pX at small T is a coincidence of
the parameter settings and not a general rule.

in the usual sense. The limit corresponds to “complete resistance” in the sense often used in
mathematical models, where the drug dosing has no effect on the resistant strain. Conversely,
in the limit of high total drug amount relative to EC50 (X → ∞), r̄X approaches its minimal
value r∞ = r0 −  for any fixed positive values of the other parameters, in agreement with
the understanding developed in the unconstrained case.
Furthermore, we immediately see that ∂r̄X /∂T is independent of r0 and directly proportional to . Thus, although r0 and  affect the optimized value, which we denote r̄∗X (important for determining whether a dosing schedule exists that will clear a strain), they do not
change the value of T at which the optimum occurs (denoted T ∗ ). We therefore focus on the
effects of the remaining parameters (γ, κ, and X) in determining T ∗ . We investigate these
effects primarily numerically; however, analytical solutions are possible in the limit of a very
steep dose-response curve, i.e. κ → ∞ (see Appendix 3.A.5; cf. the analysis in Engelstädter,
2014). We observe the following key effects, illustrated in Figure 3.3.
a shorter dosing interval is preferred in the case of faster drug decay.
When γ = 0, the drug concentration remains fixed at its initial value, c0 = XT . Since the
drug does not decay, the best strategy is obviously to give the maximal possible dose just once.
Thus, as γ → 0, T ∗ becomes arbitrarily large. As γ increases, we see that T ∗ monotonically
decreases, eventually approaching a non-zero asymptotic value (Figure 3.3a,c). That is, the
faster the drug decays, the more frequently it should be dosed. However, even if the drug
decays extremely fast, there is a lower bound to the optimal dosing interval, such that each
individual dose consists of enough drug.
the greater the total amount of drug allowed, the more frequent dosing
should be. We see that T ∗ decreases with X, the constraint on total drug amount (Figure
3.3b, c). This occurs because larger X allows the same dose to be given more frequently. At
small γ (slow drug decay), T ∗ is less sensitive to X (Figure 3.3c).
steeper dose-response curves yield greater sensitivity to total drug amount.
Optimal T ∗ varies over a larger range, and thus changes more rapidly with respect to X, when
κ is larger, i.e. the dose-response curve is steeper (Figure 3.3b,c).
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Figure 3.3: Optimal dosing interval, T ∗ . Panel (a): T ∗ versus drug decay rate, γ, with X = 2 fixed;
(b): T ∗ versus total amount of drug, X, with γ = 0.5 fixed. In (a) and (b), the Hill slope
parameter κ varies among curves: red, κ = 0.6; orange, κ = 1; yellow, κ = 2; green,
κ = 5; blue, κ = 10; black dashed, analytical solution for κ → ∞. The two branches of
the analytical solution correspond to the upper and lower bounds of a range of T values
yielding the same minimal value of r̄X . Panel (c): T ∗ versus γ with κ fixed to 1 (solid lines)
or 5 (dashed lines) and X varying: red, X = 0.5; orange, X = 1; green, X = 1.5; blue, X = 2.

3.3.2.2

Minimizing establishment probability

We now turn to the constrained establishment probability, pX . Recall that p = 0 whenever
r̄ 6 0. Thus, any dosing strategy that reduces r̄X of a given strain below zero is equally good
from the perspective of minimizing its establishment probability. If such a dosing strategy
exists for given X, then we can simply minimize r̄X and simultaneously achieve the minimal
value of pX = 0. There is thus no conflict in optimizing both quantities in this scenario.
The more interesting case arises when a strain is sufficiently “resistant” that no dosing
strategy is able to achieve r̄X 6 0 within the total dose constraint X. Then pX is bounded
between a lower limit of max(0, 1 − δ∞ /λ∞ ) (the result for constant birth and death rates
determined by the asymptotic high concentration limit) and an upper limit of 1 − δ0 /λ0 (the
result for constant birth and death rates in the absence of drug). If t0 = 0, i.e. the strain is
present at the start of the drug cycle, then it can be shown analytically that pX approaches
its lower bound when T → ∞. This result arises because, under the constraint c0 = XT , the
bacteria initially experience arbitrarily high drug concentration. Intuitively, this result should
also hold for any fixed t0 (i.e. not scaled with T ). Thus, if T is allowed to be arbitrarily high,
this strategy will always be best for reducing pX . (When t0 is taken proportional to T , i.e. the
strain arises at some fixed relative timing in the cycle, intuition and numerics suggest an
intermediate optimal T minimizing pX . This scenario however seems less realistic.)
If we limit T (and thus c0 ) to some reasonable upper bound, the situation may become
more complex. Numerically, we find that two qualitative patterns arise for t0 = 0 (Figure
3.2). For sufficiently high total dose constraint X and small drug decay rate γ (panel a), there
is an intermediate local minimum in pX with respect to T . Thus, within the allowed range,
the optimal T may either be intermediate or on the upper bound. For smaller X and/or larger
γ (panels b and c, respectively), pX is monotonically decreasing with T . Thus, the optimal T
always falls on the upper bound. Further insight can again be gained via analytical solutions
for the limiting case of large κ (Appendix 3.A.5). Figure 3.4 compares pX for various κ with
the limiting solution, for two fixed values of t0 . When t0 is larger, the intermediate local
optimum in pX is more pronounced, such that the intermediate T would remain preferred
for an increasingly large range of allowed T .
The dosing schedule minimizing pX thus does not generally agree with that minimizing
r̄X . Even if both quantities have intermediate optima (when T is constrained to a reasonable
range), the optima nonetheless generally have some quantitative discrepancy. In the most
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Figure 3.4: Establishment probability, pX , versus dosing interval T , for various κ values: red, κ = 0.6;
orange, κ = 1; yellow, κ = 2; green, κ = 5; blue, κ = 10 (some numerical error appearing);
black dashed, analytical solution for κ → ∞. X = 1.25 and γ = 1.5 are fixed. The
appearance time t0 is taken to be (a) 0, i.e. the beginning of the drug cycle, or (b) 1 time
unit; note that only T > t0 makes sense.

extreme cases, the optimum for pX falls on the upper bound, while the optimum for r̄X can
be much smaller.
3.3.3 The impact of dose-response curve: comparing hypothetical resistant strains
Given the predicted sensitivity of outcomes to pharmacodynamic parameters, an obvious
question is how dose-response curves actually look. In the context of our model, we need
to know demographic rates, i.e. expected number of divisions and deaths per unit time per
bacterial cell. We are not aware of measurements distinguishing bacterial cell division and
death rates across drug concentrations, but a few studies have quantified net growth rate
using time-kill curves (Regoes et al., 2004; Ankomah and Levin, 2012; Ankomah et al., 2013).
These measurements were made for drug-sensitive strains; very few studies have quantified
the effect of known drug-resistance mutations on dose-response curves (Gehring and Riviere,
2013; see discussion in Section 3.4.3). To illustrate possible effects, we construct hypothetical
resistant strains that alter the dose-response curve relative to a known sensitive strain in
various ways.
Our starting point is the empirical dose-response curves reported by Regoes et al. (2004),
who exposed E. coli O18:K1:H7 to various antibiotics and, for each one, fit a Hill function
through the estimated net growth rate as a function of antibiotic concentration. To take one
illustrative example, we use the results in ciprofloxacin (Figure 3A in Regoes et al., 2004).
Taking the Hill function parameters estimated by these authors, rescaling where necessary
to appropriate units for our model, we have r0 = 2.0/hr, r∞ = −15.0/hr (hence  = 17.0/hr),
EC50 = 0.106 µg/mL, and κ = 1.1. Since birth and death play separate roles in our model,
we require additional assumptions to define birth and death rates given only the net growth
rate. We suppose that background death rate is low in the absence of drug and thus take
λ0 = 2.1/hr and δ0 = 0.1/hr. Since the birth rate cannot be reduced below zero, and the
estimated minimal net growth rate is -15.0/hr, it is reasonable to assume that the antibiotic
has a strong effect on death. We suppose the drug has purely bactericidal effects, i.e. acts
only by reducing death rate. We then imagine three possible mutant strains with altered
dose-response curves (Figure 3.5a): “Strain A” has reduced maximal drug killing, with r∞ =
−3.0/hr; “Strain B” has a four-fold increase in EC50 to 0.424µg/mL; and “Strain C” has a
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steeper dose-response curve with κ increased to 4. All other parameters are taken identical
to the “wild type” (measured sensitive strain) in each case.
We then examine the effect of various dosing schedules on average net growth rate and
establishment probability. As a baseline, we take the dosing regime also used by Regoes et al.
(2004) for simulations: five times the wild-type MIC (corresponding to 0.085 µg/mL) dosed
three times per day (dosing interval T = 8hr), where the antibiotic decays to a concentration
of half the wild-type MIC at the end of each interval (allowing us to calculate γ = 0.29/hr).
Fixing the total daily dose at 0.085 × 3 = 0.255 µg/day, or X = 2.41/day in units of wild-type
EC50 , we then vary the dosing interval T . The effects on average net growth rate, r̄X , and
establishment probability of a resistant lineage starting from a single cell, pX , are illustrated
in Figure 3.5b and c respectively.
Firstly, we see that growth rate itself, as well as its sensitivity to the dosing schedule,
depend on the strain’s PD properties. Strain C, which has a steep dose-response curve, shows
the highest sensitivity to dose timing, with the highest average net growth rate among strains
under frequent dosing, but the lowest under infrequent dosing. With roughly one dose per
day, it is even possible to push Strain C’s average net growth rate below zero. Strains A
and B are much less sensitive and show similar net growth rates across the range of dosing
schedules shown. All three strains exhibit an intermediate minimum in r̄X with respect to
T as predicted analytically (that of Strain C is just beyond the range of the plot at T ≈ 26.5
hours).
Secondly, we also observe differences among strains with respect to establishment probability, with Strain C again the most sensitive to dose timing. For all three strains, we are in
the parameter regime where establishment probability decreases monotonically with dosing
interval: that is, a single large dose is better at eliminating an initially rare strain by stochastic
extinction than frequent small doses. We see that varying the dosing schedule can thus have
qualitatively different effects on establishment probability and on long-term growth once
established.
Finally, comparing patterns in average net growth rate and establishment probability exemplifies several general points. The strain with the highest growth rate is not necessarily the
most likely to establish: for instance, at the baseline schedule of three doses per day, Strain C
has the highest average net growth rate but the lowest establishment probability. The “fittest”
strain, however – in terms of either average net growth rate or establishment probability –
depends on the dosing schedule.
3.4
3.4.1

discussion
Summary and relation to previous studies

Here we have developed an analytical framework for understanding the stochastic population dynamics of a bacterial strain exposed to a drug concentration that varies in time due to
dosing and decay. Specifically, we derived the probability that a lineage starting from a single bacterial cell survives and the average net growth rate, assuming that the dose-response
curve of the bacteria follows a four-parameter Hill function. Both pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic parameters affect the aforementioned demographic outcomes.
In the absence of constraints among parameters, most parameter effects are monotonic and
intuitive. A slightly more complex relationship emerges for κ, which controls the steepness of
the dose-response curve. We predict that, provided drug concentration remains sufficiently
high over the dosing interval (achieved by high initial dose, slow drug decay, and/or frequent
dosing), a steep dose-response curve (high κ) is favourable for suppressing bacterial growth,
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Figure 3.5: (a) Dose-response curves in ciprofloxacin, i.e. net growth rate as a function of ciprofloxacin
concentration, for the “wild-type” strain quantified by Regoes et al. (2004) (black) and the
three hypothetical mutant strains described in the text (strain A, green; strain B, blue;
strain C, red). (b) Average net growth rate, r̄X , as a function of dosing interval T , for the
three mutant strains. (The wild type has negative average net growth rate below the range
of the figure.) (c) Establishment probability, pX , as a function of dosing interval T , for the
three mutant strains. (The wild type has zero establishment probability for all T .) In (b)
and (c), the total daily dose is fixed to 0.255 µg, or X = 2.41 times the wild-type EC50 , and
the drug decays at rate γ = 0.29/hr.

since highest κ corresponds to lowest net growth rate for concentrations above the EC50 . This
case agrees with the finding of Regoes et al. (2004) that, for fixed MIC, larger κ leads to faster
decline of bacteria. However, this result was derived under one particular dosing regime.
On the other hand, we predict that the opposite case arises, i.e. lower κ best minimizes
growth, for dosing regimes in which the drug concentration is below the EC50 for too long.
This agrees with the results of a recent study of HIV, where the basic reproductive number
was similarly modelled as a Hill function of drug concentration (Rosenbloom et al., 2012).
Using empirically parameterized pharmacokinetics and -dynamics, these authors explained
the clinical observation of treatment failure with protease inhibitors, without appearance of
resistance mutations in the HIV protease gene, by a steep dose-response curve combined with
fast drug decay that allowed outgrowth of the drug-sensitive strain. Our results additionally
suggest that resistance mutations conferring a substantially increased EC50 together with a
large κ value are particularly problematic.
We then investigated the optimal dosing interval under the constraint that total dose per
unit time is fixed. This approach corresponds to the “dose fractionation” studies described
by Lipsitch and Levin (1997). They referred to previous studies in vitro (Blaser et al., 1987)
and in an animal model (Drusano et al., 1993) that found benefits of high peak concentration
to MIC ratios (roughly corresponding to our initial dose parameter, c0 ). Lipsitch and Levin
(1997) explored a wider range of parameter space using a mathematical model and suggested
that the benefit of large infrequent doses depends on characteristics of the bacterial strain,
envisioned as a “low-level resistance” strain with somewhat higher MIC than the wild type.
Their model assumes the same PK profile as that used here (first-order decay) and a Hill
function PD profile specialized to κ = 1, and similarly describes density-independent growth
or decline of the bacterial population, but deterministically. They found that if the MIC is
low enough, all schedules yield net decline of the population (r̄ < 0 in my notation); then
fastest decline is achieved by a more continuous dosing strategy. But if the MIC is high
enough such that no schedule yields net decline (r̄ > 0), they suggest there is a benefit
to using large infrequent doses, since these produce the lowest minimum population size,
and thus the best chance of eradication. With our stochastic model, we can quantify this
probability of eradication, and similarly find that large infrequent doses maximize extinction
probability (i.e. minimize establishment probability, the complement), insofar as this regime
is not capped by a maximal tolerable dose.

3.4 discussion

Foo and Michor (2009), like us, investigate dosing optimization in a stochastic setting using
a birth-death model, though motivated by applications to cancer treatment. They likewise
make the point that the schedule minimizing the probability of resistance establishing does
not generally coincide with that minimizing the outgrowth of a resistant population if it survives. However, more detailed comparisons of results are difficult, since these authors model
the rather different PK profile of a pulsed treatment (drug applied at fixed concentration for
a given amount of time, then removed for the remainder of the treatment cycle). While the
PD effects (a step change) would correspond to the limiting case κ → ∞ in our Hill function model, they consider the timing at which this “step” occurs to be the control variable,
whereas for us it is a function of initial dose and drug decay rate. Interestingly, the authors
consider a constraint determined by the maximal tolerable concentration for any given pulse
duration, defining a so-called “toxicity curve”. The shape of this curve provides a more complex scope for investigating the impact of the constraint on optimal dose schedule than our
simple total daily dose (X). Nonetheless, one qualitatively similar result arises: the higher
the allowed dose for a short pulse, the shorter/higher the pulse minimizing establishment
probability becomes, though the actual minimized value changes little. Similarly, we find
that establishment probability decreases toward an asymptotic minimum as doses become
larger and less frequent, provided a sufficiently high single dose is allowed.
3.4.2

Theoretical outlook

A number of analyses and extensions to the model remain to be pursued. Firstly, within the
current model, it would be interesting to investigate not only the optimal dosing schedule,
but also how sensitive the outcome (r̄X or pX ) is to deviations from the optimum. This
could be investigated numerically, for instance by calculating the width of the range of dose
intervals (T ) that yield outcomes within a given deviation from the optimal outcome, or
approximately judged by the curvature (second derivative) of the measure (r̄X or pX ) at the
optimum. Since it may not be practical to use a dosing schedule that exacly matches the
optimum, this analysis would be of interest to identify parameter ranges where the outcome
is sensitive or robust to deviations from the optimum.
Secondly, we could consider constraints other than the total daily dose used here, for
instance the area under the concentration-time curve (AUC), two or more such constraints
simultaneously, or an entire “toxicity curve” as used by Foo and Michor (2009). We expect
broadly similar qualitative outcomes whenever there is some tradeoff between dose size and
frequency, but the precise parameter effects remain to be seen.
An important next step is then to extend the model to two strains, an “antibiotic-sensitive”
strain that shows net decline under the dosing regimes under consideration (r̄ < 0), but can
by mutation give rise to an “antibiotic-resistant” strain with an altered dose-response curve,
such that, in expectation, it grows under at least some of the dosing regimes. The need to
suppress both strains adds another layer of complexity to treatment goals. Previous studies
have also considered this scenario (e.g. Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Foo and Michor, 2009, 2010),
but again, a systematic analysis of the effects of the shape of the dose-response curve in a
stochastic setting is lacking. Furthermore, this approach would allow us to consider the
relative contributions of pre-existing and de novo resistance mutations (cf. Lipsitch and Levin,
1997; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Komarova and Wodarz, 2005; Alexander and Bonhoeffer,
2012; Martin et al., 2013), with the novel effects of multi-parameter dose-response curves and
time-varying drug concentration. This analysis could potentially be extended not only to a
single resistant strain with specified parameters, but to a distribution of mutational effects,
cf. Martin et al. (2013).
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Finally, a number of longer-term goals/potential future directions arise. One is to investigate the impact of imperfect adherence to a dosing schedule. The adherence pattern could
take various forms, including deterministic (e.g. “thermostat non-adherence”, where doses
are taken only when bacterial load is above a given threshold) or stochastic (e.g. doses missed
uniformly at random) (Lipsitch and Levin, 1997). Secondly, any number of realistic factors
influencing growth and response to antibiotic in a complex, heterogeneous, structured bacterial community have so far been ignored in this model, including inoculum-size-dependent
antibiotic efficacy, post-antibiotic effects, and bacterial persister cells (Levin and Udekwu,
2010). An idea of particular interest is to investigate the role of density-dependent population dynamics, which might be analyzed similarly to Alexander and Bonhoeffer (2012). In
particular, competition among bacterial strains may fundamentally alter the optimal dosing
strategy, with a maximal total drug volume no longer necessarily preferred (Read et al., 2011;
Kouyos et al., 2014).
3.4.3 Empirical Outlook
Given the predicted sensitivity of outcomes to the pharmacodynamic properties of bacterial strains, an obvious question is what “drug resistance” mutations actually do to doseresponse curves. A few studies have experimentally derived dose-response curves reporting
net growth rate (derived from time-kill curves) as a function of drug concentration for a
single, drug-sensitive bacterial strain (e.g. Regoes et al., 2004; Ankomah and Levin, 2012;
Ankomah et al., 2013). However, it is unclear how resistance may alter the dose-response
curve. This point has also been raised for HIV, where a systematic empirical investigation
found that resistance can have diverse effects on both IC50 and the slope of the curve (Sampah
et al., 2011). To my knowledge, there has been no comparable study systematically investigating this question for bacteria; a limited amount of relevant data is scattered through the literature (Gehring and Riviere, 2013). Some additional studies have quantified dose-response
curves of resistant strains, but only as far as the concentration at which the strain reaches
zero net growth, since the assay measures growth from a small inoculum according to optical density (e.g. MacLean and Buckling, 2009; Lindsey et al., 2013). While already yielding
some interesting insights, these measurements do not allow prediction of how higher doses
of antibiotic may also inhibit a “resistant” strain.
A first step would clearly be to measure time-kill curves for mutant strains, yielding net
growth rate as a function of concentration. However, a particularly interesting prediction of
our stochastic model is that antibiotics reducing the cell division rate and those increasing
the death rate have fundamentally different implications for the emergence of resistance. It
would thus be extremely interesting to quantify drug effects on both of these demographic
rates. Traditionally, antibiotics that inhibit cell division are known as “bacteriostatic” while
those that kill cells are called “bactericidal”. However, it is recognized that the distinction is
not clear-cut, and any given antibiotic can potentially show both effects (Pankey and Sabath,
2004).
Techniques to separate cell division and death rates, though more labour-intensive than
standard assays, indeed exist. On the population level, one can use live-dead stains to label
cells, followed by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to quantify both the total cell
population and the dead cell population, from which division and death rates can be estimated (Berney et al., 2007). A problem with this approach is that only intact cells can be
seen and thus results are compromised by the uncertainty in how long dead cells remain intact (Martin Ackermann, personal communication). An alternative approach is to look at the
single-cell level, by growing cells in microfluidic devices and observing them with time-lapse
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microscopy. This method allows direct observation of the effects of antibiotics on the cells
(Ocampo et al., 2014).
The long-term ideal would thus be to quantify dose-response curves – where “response”
includes both cell division rate and cell death rate – from single-cell-level data across a range
of concentration, for several antibiotics, for both wild type and various mutant strains with
reduced antibiotic sensitivity. Such a rich data set would give an unparalleled insight into
the mechanistic and quantitative effects of antibiotics on bacteria, no doubt yielding not only
a model parameterization but also insights into processes outside the realm of the model.
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APPENDIX

3.a

mathematical derivations

3.a.1

Derivation of establishment probability for general cyclical PK

We first proceed assuming only that the PK is cyclic with period T . We suppose that t =
NT where N ∈ N; the restriction to complete cycles is unproblematic as we are ultimately
interested in the limit as t → ∞ (or N → ∞). Without loss of generality we take t0 ∈ [0, T ).
Then G takes the form:
G(t0 , t) = G(t0 , T ) +

N−1
X

G(nT , (n + 1)T )

n=1

ZT
=

D(τ)e

−R(t0 ,τ)

dτ +

N−1
X Z (n+1)T

t0

D(τ)e−R(t0 ,τ) dτ

(3.16)

n=1 nT

For τ < T , we have
Zτ
R(t0 , τ) =
r(t 0 )dt 0
t0

while for τ ∈ [nT , (n + 1)T ) with n > 1, R takes the form:
ZT
Zτ
n−1
X Z (m+1)T
0
0
0
0
R(t0 , τ) =
r(t )dt +
r(t )dt +
r(t 0 )dt 0
t0

m=1 mT

ZT

r(t 0 )dt 0 + (n − 1)T r̄ +

=

nT

Zτ

r(t 0 )dt 0

(3.17)

nT

t0

(Empty sums should be interpreted as zero throughout.) Substituting R into the nth term of
the sum in Equation 3.16 and using the fact that PK is cyclic with period T then yields:
Z (n+1)T

−R(t0 ,τ)

D(τ)e

ZT

! Z
 Zτ

(n+1)T
r(t )dt − (n − 1)T r̄ ·
D(τ) exp −
r(t 0 )dt 0 dτ
0

dτ = exp −

nT

t0

ZT
= exp −

0

nT

nT

! Z
 Zτ

T
0
0
0
0
r(t )dt − (n − 1)T r̄ ·
D(τ) exp − r(t )dt dτ

t0

0

0

= exp(−R(t0 , T )) · exp(−(n − 1)T r̄) · G(0, T )

Thus,
G(t0 , t) = G(t0 , T ) + exp(−R(t0 , T )) · G(0, T ) ·

N−1
X

exp(−(n − 1)T r̄)

n=1

Now in the limit as t → ∞, or N → ∞, the sum becomes:
lim

N→∞

N−1
X

exp(−(n − 1)T r̄) = lim

N→∞

n=1

=


∞


N−2
X

(e−r̄T )n

n=0

1
1−e−r̄T

if r̄ 6 0
if r̄ > 0

This leads to Equation 3.9 in the main text.
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3.a.2 PK: exponential decay
Suppose drug concentration starts at some value c(0) ≡ c0 and decays exponentially at rate
γ until jumping instantaneously back to the initial level after a period T . That is,
c(t) = c0 e−γ(t mod T )
We assume a Hill functional form of PD as described in Section 3.2.3, but do not yet specify
whether the drug acts on birth or death. Defining for convenience the non-negative constants
C1 := cκ
0 and C2 := γκ, we have:
r(t) = ρ(c(t)) = r∞ +


1 + C1

e−C2 (t mod T )

Thus, for 0 6 t0 6 τ 6 T , we have:

Zτ 

R(t0 , τ) =
r∞ +
dt 0
−C2 t 0
1
+
C
e
1
t0
Analytical integration using Mathematica yields Equation 3.11 of the main text, which in
turn immediately yields r̄ as given in Equation 3.10.
We can then express G as follows:
ZT
δ(c(τ))e−R(t0 ,τ) dτ

G(t0 , T ) =
t0

ZT

−γτ

δ(c0 e

=
t0

)e

−(τ−t0 )r∞



C 1 + eC 2 τ
C1 + eC2 t0

−/C2
dτ

(3.18)

One can check that in the limit as γ → 0 (no drug decay), the expressions reduce to the case
with constant rates fixed at those values determined by the initial concentration c0 . At this
point, we need to specify whether the drug acts on birth or death in order to make explicit
analytical progress.
Assuming the drug acts only by reducing birth rate, we substitute δ(c(τ)) ≡ δ0 into Equation 3.18. Analytical integration with Mathematica, followed by further simplification by applying a transform (formula 15.3.5 in Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, p. 559), yields Equation
3.12 in the main text. Assuming the drug acts only by increasing death rate, we substitute
δ(c(τ)) = δ∞ − 1+C e−C2 τ . A similar analytical approach yields Equation 3.13 in the main
1
text.
3.a.3 PK: step changes
Suppose drug concentration steps repeatedly through m values, each step of equal duration.
j
That is, c(t) = cj when t mod T ∈ [ j−1
m T , m T ), for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} (Figure 3.6). Further
i
suppose that a lineage is initiated when the drug concentration is ci ; that is, t0 ∈ [ i−1
m T, mT)
where 1 6 i 6 m.
i
When t0 6 τ < m
T , we have:
R(t0 , τ) = (τ − t0 )ρ(ci )
k
while for τ ∈ [ k−1
m T , m T ) with i + 1 6 k 6 m,


R(t0 , τ) =




k−1
iT
T X
kT
− t0 ρ(ci ) +
ρ(cj ) +
− τ ρ(ck )
m
m
m
j=i+1

concentration, c(t)
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Figure 3.6: Pharmacokinetic profile: step changes in drug concentration.

It follows immediately that

R(t0 , T ) =


m
iT
T X
− t0 ρ(ci ) +
ρ(cj )
m
m

(3.19)

j=i+1

and
1 X
ρ(cj )
m
m

r̄ =

(3.20)

j=1

Furthermore,
Z iT/m
G(t0 , T ) = δ(ci )

exp (−(τ − t0 )ρ(ci )) dτ






Z kT/m
m
k−1
X
X
iT
T
kT
exp −
δ(ck )
+
− t0 ρ(ci ) −
ρ(cj ) −
− τ ρ(ck ) dτ
m
m
m
(k−1)T/m
k=i+1
j=i+1

 


δ(ci )
iT
=
1 − exp −
− t0 ρ(ci )
ρ(ci )
m


 

 X



m
k−1
X
iT
δ(ck )
T
T
+ exp −
− t0 ρ(ci ) ·
exp −
ρ(cj ) 1 − exp − ρ(ck )
m
ρ(ck )
m
m
t0

k=i+1

j=i+1

(3.21)

In particular,





m
k−1
X
X
δ(ck )
T
T
G(0, T ) =
exp −
ρ(cj ) 1 − exp − ρ(ck )
ρ(ck )
m
m
k=1

(3.22)

j=i+1

We thus have all the ingredients to compute p, substituting δ(·) and ρ(·) as appropriate based
on the choice of pharmacodynamics. It can readily be checked that the result reduces to the
constant-rate case when we take m = 1.
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3.a.4 Constrained average net growth rate, r̄X , as a function of dosing interval, T
Consider the constrained average net growth rate r̄X as given by Equation 3.15 in the main
text. The derivative of r̄X with respect to T is:



∂r̄X
κ
(XT )κ + eγκT

κ(γT − 1)eγκT
− log
(3.23)
=
+
∂T
γκT 2 (XT )κ + 1
(XT )κ + eγκT
(XT )κ + 1
This leads to the insights mentioned in the main text, that r0 and  do not affect the value
T ∗ minimizing r̄X . If an internal optimum T ∗ exists, it should be a zero of the second factor,
indicating that the value of T ∗ will be affected by γ, κ, and X. However, we do not have an
analytical solution for T ∗ and the directions of the parameter effects are not obvious in the
general case.
3.a.5 Analytical solutions in the large-κ limit
We can gain analytical insight into the behaviour of r̄ and p in the limit as κ → ∞, where the
dose-response curve (Hill function) becomes a step function. We generally describe the birth
and death rates by:

(λ , δ )
for c < 1
0 0
(λ(c), δ(c)) =
(3.24)

(λ∞ , δ∞ ) for c > 1
(recalling that concentration c is scaled in units of EC50 ). If the drug acts solely on birth
rate, λ∞ = λ0 −  and δ∞ = δ0 , while if the drug acts solely on death rate, λ∞ = λ0 and
δ∞ = δ0 + . Generally we could allow both λ∞ 6= λ0 and δ∞ 6= δ0 , but under the constraint
that both must show a step change at the same EC50 . In any case, we have net growth rate
ρ(c) := λ(c) − δ(c) given by:

λ − δ = r
for c < 1
0
0
0
ρ(c) =
(3.25)

λ∞ − δ∞ = r∞ = r0 −  for c > 1
We first assume only that PK is cyclic with period T and that drug concentration is monotonically decreasing over time within each drug cycle. We then define tc := min{T , inf{t :
c(t) < 1}}, i.e. the first time that concentration drops below the EC50 and the rates thus step
to the high-growth part of the dose-response curve. If initial concentration c(0) 6 1, then
we have tc = 0, and if c(t) never falls below 1, then we take tc = T for convenience. We
can determine tc explicitly given the form of PK. For example, under exponentially decaying
drug concentration, c(t) = c0 e−γt and thus tc = log(c0 )/γ, provided 1 6 c0 6 eγT .
We first derive r̄ and p for arbitrary tc . The birth and death rates expressed as functions
of time are:

(λ , δ ) for t mod T < t
∞ ∞
c
(B(t), D(t)) =
(3.26)

(λ0 , δ0 )
for t mod T > tc
Clearly, average net growth rate is then given by:
r̄ =

tc
T − tc
r∞ +
r0 = r0 − (tc /T )
T
T

Minimizing r̄ is thus equivalent to maximizing tc /T .
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For establishment probability, we substitute these forms of B(t) and D(t) into the general
derivation for cyclic PK presented in Section 3.A.1. We obtain:




0 T −er0 tc
 δ∞ + δ0 − δ∞ er∞ t0 r eTr+r
if 0 6 t0 6 tc
∞ tc −er0 tc
r∞
r0
r∞
e 0
lim G(t0 , t) =
(3.27)


t→∞

 δ0 − δ0 − δ∞ er0 t0 r T e+rr∞∞ttcc−1 r tc
if
t
<
t
<
T
c
0
r0
r0
r∞
e 0
−e 0
Establishment probability p is then given by substituting these expressions into Equation 3.2.
We can use these results to consider the problem of finding the optimal T under the total
dose constraint, i.e. where c0 = XT , assuming exponentially decaying drug concentration.
We remain on the low-growth part of the dose-response curve at all times t, i.e. tc = T , if and
only if eγT < XT . The curve eγT lies above XT for all T if X is too small. As X increases, the
line XT becomes steeper until it touches the curve eγT and then intersects it at two points,
between which the condition eγT < XT is satisfied. The critical point, where the curves just
touch at one point, satisfies both eγT = XT (the curves meet) and γeγT = X (the curves are
tangent to each other). Solving the equations simultaneously, we find that this occurs at the
point T = 1/γ when the parameters satisfy X = γe. We thus have two parameter regimes
divided by the critical value, and analyze r̄X and pX as functions of T in each case.
case 1: X > γe. Then there exist points T 1 , T 2 such that 1/X 6 T 1 6 T 2 (with T 1 = 1/X
only when γ = 0, and T 1 = T 2 only in the critical case X = γe), satisfying e γT = XT .
(i) For 0 < T 6 1/X: We have c 0 = XT 6 1, thus t c = 0 (we already start on the highgrowth part of the dose-response curve). Then r̄ X = r 0 and p X = max(0, 1 − δ 0 /λ 0 ).
(ii) For 1/X < T < T 1 : We have t c = log(XT )/γ < T . Then r̄ X takes some intermediate value between r ∞ and r 0 , and p X some intermediate value between max(0, 1 −
δ ∞ /λ ∞ ) and max(0, 1 − δ 0 /λ 0 ).
(iii) For T 1 6 T 6 T 2 : We have t c = T , thus r̄ X = r ∞ and p X = max(0, 1 − δ ∞ /λ ∞ ).
(iv) For T > T 2 : We again have t c = log(XT )/γ < T .
Thus, in this case we can achieve minima of r̄ ∗X = r ∞ and p ∗X = max(0, 1 − δ ∞ /λ ∞ ),
occurring for any T ∗ ∈ [T 1 , T 2 ].
case 2: X < γe. Then there is no T satisfying e γT = XT ; that is, for any choice of T ,
t c < T (we move to the high-growth part of the dose-response curve at some point).
(i) For 0 < T 6 1/X: Again, the initial concentration is c 0 = XT 6 1, yielding r̄ X = ρ 0
and p X = max(0, 1 − δ 0 /λ 0 ).
(ii) For T > 1/X: We have 0 < t c = log(XT )/γ < T , thus r̄ X and p X again take
intermediate values.

Specifically, when T > 1/X, we have r̄ X = r 0 − γT
log(XT ). It is then easy to show that
X
∗
∗
the minimal value is r̄ X = r 0 − eγ occurring at T = e/X.

These analytical solutions clarify the numerical results for optimal T as described in the
main text. If X is small, we are in Case 2 and T ∗ is inversely proportional to X. This explains
the sharp initial decrease in T ∗ with respect to X. When γ is large, we are also in Case 2, and
T ∗ is independent of γ, explaining the asymptote seen numerically. As X becomes larger
or γ becomes smaller, we move to Case 1, with the bounds T 1 and T 2 moving further and
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further apart. Then the behaviour of the precise value of T ∗ for finite κ cannot be seen from
the analytical solutions. However, we can predict that r̄ X is not highly sensitive to T in this
regime, i.e. will increase only slowly as we move away from T ∗ .
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abstract
Evolutionary responses that rescue populations from extinction when drastic environmental changes occur can be friend or foe. The field of conservation biology is concerned with
the survival of species in deteriorating global habitats. In medicine, in contrast, infected
patients are treated with chemotherapeutic interventions, but drug resistance can compromise eradication of pathogens. These contrasting biological systems and goals have created
two quite separate research communities, despite addressing the same central question of
whether populations will decline to extinction or be rescued through evolution. We argue
that closer integration of the two fields, especially of theoretical understanding, would yield
new insights and accelerate progress on these applied problems. Here we overview and link
mathematical modelling approaches in these fields, suggest specific areas with potential for
fruitful exchange, and discuss common ideas and issues for empirical testing and prediction.
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4.1

introduction

Anthropogenic effects – including climate change, expanding land use, and pollution (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment Board, 2005) – are rapidly altering species’ habitats. Loss
of species unable to survive these changes could affect ecosystem services both directly
through their individual contributions and indirectly via their role in ecosystem functioning (Chapin III et al., 2000). In particular, biodiversity is thought to have a stabilizing effect on ecosystem services (Chapin III et al., 2000; Hooper et al., 2005), evident on both
between-species and within-species levels, such that even local extinctions of populations
could threaten services such as fisheries (Schindler et al., 2010). Understanding how and why
populations either persist or decline towards extinction is crucial to conservation efforts.
A superficially different, but likewise pressing, challenge arises in medicine. In chemotherapy, the desired outcome is eradication of a population of pathogens or cancerous cells. However, evolutionary responses frequently lead to drug resistance, compromising treatment of
infectious diseases (Goldberg et al., 2012) and cancer (Bock and Lengauer, 2012). Infections
with antibiotic-resistant bacteria, for instance, are associated with higher morbidity and economic costs than those with antibiotic-sensitive strains (World Health Organization, 2014).
A common thread links these problems: evolutionary adaptation occurring on the same
timescale as demographic dynamics determines whether populations survive severe environmental change. In this scenario, prevention of extinction through genetic adaptation has
been dubbed “evolutionary rescue” (Gonzalez et al., 2013). (Definitions are collected in the
Glossary, Appendix 4.A.) Although the term originates in conservation biology, it is equally
applicable to scenarios where the goal of intervention is eradication. The latter case, the
evolution of resistance to pesticides or drugs, is an important problem in agriculture as well
as human health (REX Consortium, 2007, 2010; Hendry et al., 2011; REX Consortium, 2013),
but to maintain a manageable scope, we focus on viral and bacterial pathogens and cancer,
on the individual patient scale (though there are strong parallels to be found on the epidemiological scale). While restricting our focus within this field, we will make a novel connection
between drug resistance and rescue in the conservation context.
Conservation biology focuses on small populations, often of obligately sexual, multiploid
organisms with long generation times. Asexual unicellular organisms performing key ecosystem functions, such as marine phytoplankton performing calcification (Lohbeck et al., 2012),
also face pressure to adapt to changing conditions but not a comparable threat of extinction.
Small populations face particular problems with genetic variance and individual fitness, including inbreeding in sexual populations (Willi et al., 2006; Bijlsma and Loeschke, 2012). De
novo mutations are rare (roughly averaging on the order 10−8 per base pair per generation
for plants and animals, though with variation among taxa; Lynch, 2010), but recombination
and segregation can generate genetic diversity by shuffling existing alleles to create new haplotypes. Meanwhile, multiploidy implies that expression of alleles is affected by dominance.
Many organisms of conservation concern have complex life histories and considerable scope
for adaptive plasticity and dispersal. Global environmental change, even when rapid relative
to historical levels, remains slow on the timescale of human observation, and challenging to
predict.
Medical treatments, in contrast, deal with large populations of organisms that replicate
rapidly and primarily asexually. Mutation rates are high in many populations of interest, notably cancer cells, which are characterized by genetic instability (Hanahan and Weinberg,
2000), and RNA viruses (Sanjuán et al., 2010). To take human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) for example, a mutation rate of 3 × 10−5 per base pair per replication (Mansky and
Temin, 1995), combined with estimates of population size and generation time, imply that
any single-point mutation – often sufficient for single-drug resistance – is expected to arise
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in an untreated patient many times daily (Coffin, 1995). Recurrent de novo mutation is thus
an important source of genetic diversity, though many bacteria engage in horizontal gene
transfer (both intra- and inter-specific), and certain viruses, within multiply-infected cells,
can recombine, reassort, or complement one another (akin to dominance in polyploids). Plasticity and dispersal, though relevant to disease (Levin and Rozen, 2006), are considered less
central than genetic change. Environmental change is directly controlled, and molecular
mechanisms of drug action and resistance are often known.
We briefly note that agricultural applications provide in many features a middle ground
of biological systems. Akin to conservation, the target organisms are behaviourally plastic,
actively dispersing, multiploid eukaryotes with sexual reproduction, including both multicellular and unicellular species. Akin to medical applications, their demography approaches
that of microbial human pathogens, with relatively large populations and short generation
times. Furthermore, a targeted chemotherapy is applied with the goal of eradication, and
the genetic basis of resistance is often clear. Linking agronomy to the study of evolutionary
rescue thus has considerable potential, though we do not delve into the subject in detail here.
Connections between agricultural and medical models have been discussed elsewhere (REX
Consortium, 2007; van den Bosch and Gilligan, 2008; REX Consortium, 2010, 2013).
With such contrasting systems and goals, it is perhaps unsurprising that the fields of conservation and medicine have largely led separate existences. Mathematical modelling has
been a key tool for developing understanding on both sides. However, despite awareness
that resistance to chemotherapy is an example of evolutionary rescue (Bell and Collins, 2008;
Gonzalez et al., 2013; Lindsey et al., 2013; Martin et al., 2013; Ramsayer et al., 2013; Carlson et al., 2014; Orr and Unckless, 2014; Uecker et al., 2014), mathematical approaches in
conservation versus medical contexts are de facto rather disconnected. In the theoretical literature, cross-citations remain rare (informally illustrated in Figure 4.1) despite conceptual
similarities and common findings. Furthermore, we are not aware of any review integrating
models from both sides. Nonetheless, several fundamental questions are relevant in both
applied fields and could be better understood through cross-community discussion. In this
article we aim to raise awareness of this potential by reviewing modelling approaches in each
field, delineating links between them, and suggesting specific areas that could benefit from
transferring ideas and techniques.
4.2

a common conceptual basis

Consider the scenario where a population faces an environmental change sufficiently severe
that the population will decline and face extinction unless it responds. There are several, not
mutually exclusive possibilities to promote survival, including dispersal to more favourable
environments or plastic responses (Levin and Rozen, 2006; Barrett and Hendry, 2012), as
well as adaptation through genetic change. These mechanisms can interact in determining
the fate of a population (Chevin et al., 2010; Reed et al., 2011; Schiffers et al., 2013; Merilä and
Hendry, 2014). Here, however, we focus on the contribution of evolution to local adaptation.
The importance of evolution in rescuing populations is unequivocal in medical settings,
but remains unclear in conservation settings (Barrett and Hendry, 2012). Evolution is argued to be relevant for some vertebrates in the wild (Vander Wal et al., 2013) and indeed
there are examples of rapid evolution in natural populations (Ferrière et al., 2004a; Gonzalez
et al., 2013). However, practical challenges in collecting and interpreting data (Gomulkiewicz
and Shaw, 2013), including the difficulty of ascertaining whether phenotypic change has a
genetic basis (Merilä and Hendry, 2014), have resulted in few clear-cut empirical examples.
Nonetheless, long-term survival of populations facing severe environmental change is ex-
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Figure 4.1: Citation network. We first selected eight highly cited and influential theoretical papers on
each side – conservation (Pease et al., 1989; Lynch and Lande, 1993; Bürger and Lynch, 1995;
Gomulkiewicz and Holt, 1995; Boulding and Hay, 2001; Bell and Collins, 2008; Orr and
Unckless, 2008; Gomulkiewicz and Houle, 2009) and drug resistance (Goldie and Coldman,
1979; McLean et al., 1991; Bonhoeffer et al., 1997b; Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Ribeiro and
Bonhoeffer, 2000; Jumbe et al., 2003; Komarova and Wodarz, 2005; Gatenby et al., 2009)
– reflecting a diversity of sub-topics, approaches, and authors. These 16 key papers are
labelled at their locations in the citation network. The network also includes as nodes those
papers that cite at least one of these 16 starting papers, according to Web of Knowledge
indexing as of September 2013. Two nodes are connected by an edge if one cites the
other. Any nodes with a single link are removed, firstly for visual clarity and secondly
to avoid including studies only peripherally connected to the topic. A node and its edges
are coloured blue if the paper is included due to citation of key paper(s) on the drug
resistance side only; green if on the conservation side only; or red if citing at least one
key paper on each side. The graph is arranged by applying the Fruchterman-Reingold
algorithm available in the R package igraph (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006). The network is
thus an illustration of connections, or lack thereof, among primarily theoretical literature.
Subfields within the drug resistance side (cancer, viruses, bacteria) are substantially better
connected with one another than the drug resistance and conservation sides are connected
to each other.

4.3 mathematical modelling in two fields

pected to require evolution, due to limits of plasticity and barriers to dispersal (Frankham
and Kingsolver, 2004; Visser, 2008; Chevin et al., 2010; Barrett and Hendry, 2012; Schiffers
et al., 2013). Furthermore, a growing body of theoretical work deals with the possibility of
evolutionary rescue.
Declining populations face a “race” between adaptation and extinction (Gomulkiewicz and
Holt, 1995; Orr and Unckless, 2008). Moreover, in comparison to a population remaining stable at the initial size, fewer new genetic variants are generated and beneficial mutations with
a given selection coefficient are more likely to be lost in a declining population (Otto and
Whitlock, 1997). Thus, unlike in classical population genetic approaches, the possible extent
of evolution is limited by demography (Gomulkiewicz and Houle, 2009). Conservation biology and medicine both aim to understand these dynamical processes, ultimately to predict
whether rescue will occur and intervene effectively. A mutual goal is to identify factors affecting the outcome. Though sometimes couched in different terms, essentially equivalent
parameters are highlighted, including severity of environmental change (e.g. drug dosage or
rate of temperature increase), population size, and genetic variance or mutation rate.
A natural follow-up is to identify the source of rescue. Since the predominant ancestral genetic variant (wild type) has low fitness in the new environment, rescue requires outgrowth
of some “resistant/viable” variant(s) having sufficiently high fitness. (We will use the term
“resistant/viable” throughout the article as shorthand for a genotype having positive expected growth rate in the novel environment.) One can then ask whether resistant/viable
lineages rescuing the population tend to pre-exist, i.e. come from the standing genetic variation (SGV) before the environment changed; or arise de novo after the environmental change.
This question has been raised and has applied implications in both conservation (Orr and
Unckless, 2008; Barrett and Hendry, 2012) and chemotherapy (Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997;
Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Komarova and Wodarz, 2005; Read
et al., 2011).
Although the mathematical study of evolutionary adaptation has a rich history, ecological
and evolutionary timescales were traditionally separated (Ferrière et al., 2004b; Bell, 2013),
resulting in a relative dearth of models incorporating simultaneous change and bidirectional
feedback between demography and genetics. Theoreticians motivated by applications in conservation versus medicine have often taken different approaches to address evolutionary rescue, reflecting biological differences in systems of interest, but also historical developments.
Within each field, substantial differences among organisms have not prevented development
of generic models on the conservation side, or fruitful exchange of questions and techniques
on the more organism-specific medical side (e.g. Goldie and Coldman, 1979; Komarova and
Wodarz, 2005). We argue that exchange within the theoretical community could usefully be
extended across fields. Below, we briefly review the most widespread and influential modelling approaches on each side, then illustrate through detailed comparison of two models
how connecting divergent fields is promising.
4.3

mathematical modelling in two fields

An “evolutionary rescue” model has three essential ingredients: (1) it incorporates a (severe)
change in the extrinsic environment; (2) it describes the temporal dynamics of both genetics
and demography, including how they affect each other; and (3) it addresses extinction risk.
Different schools of modelling have incorporated these ingredients in different ways.
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4.3.1 Conservation
Models motivated by conservation scenarios often extend population genetics approaches,
fundamentally concerned with allele frequencies, to add demographic change determined
by absolute fitness, as opposed to extrinsically imposing a total population size. Fitness is
usually taken to be density-independent in analytical approaches (but see Uecker et al., 2014),
an assumption sometimes relaxed in simulations (Bürger and Lynch, 1995; Boulding and Hay,
2001; Orr and Unckless, 2008). Population dynamics are formulated either in discrete, nonoverlapping generations or in continuous time. Models can be subdivided according to the
supposed genetic basis of adaptation: continuous (quantitative) or discrete.
Quantitative genetic models suppose that many co-segregating alleles contribute to a
continuous-valued trait. These models typically describe sexual organisms with many biallelic loci segregating independently (free recombination), but can also apply to asexual organisms with a high mutation rate (hence many alleles at one “locus”). Analytical approaches
usually assume a Gaussian distribution of trait values in the population, described by its
mean and phenotypic variance (Lynch and Lande, 1993; Gomulkiewicz and Holt, 1995), while
simulations determine individuals’ trait values from a finite number of loci contributing specified effect sizes (Bürger and Lynch, 1995; Boulding and Hay, 2001). A portion of phenotypic
variance is due to additive genetic variance, on which selection can act. The dynamics of genetic variance, particularly its connection to demography, has been treated in various ways:
assumed constant (Lynch and Lande, 1993; Gomulkiewicz and Holt, 1995); modelled by
mutation-selection-drift equilibrium (Bürger and Lynch, 1995); or directly determined from
genetic composition in simulated populations (Bürger and Lynch, 1995). Meanwhile, fitness
is taken as a function of trait value, decreasing with distance from an optimum. Environmental change has been treated in two ways: continual or abrupt. The former is modelled
by shifting the optimal trait value at a constant rate (Lynch and Lande, 1993). Response
to selection allows the population mean trait value to track the moving optimum, asymptotically establishing a constant lag distance. However, if environmental change exceeds a
critical rate (determined by factors including available genetic variance and width of the fitness function), the population’s mean fitness at this lag is negative and it faces deterministic
extinction. Demographic, genetic, and environmental stochasticity can further contribute
synergistically to population demise even when the rate of environmental change is below
the deterministic extinction threshold (Bürger and Lynch, 1995). In the treatment of abrupt
environmental change, populations adapt toward a novel but fixed optimum (Gomulkiewicz
and Holt, 1995; Boulding and Hay, 2001). Critical population size has been used in deterministic analytical treatments to set a heuristic threshold criterion for extinction vulnerability
(Gomulkiewicz and Holt, 1995), while by simulation of a finite population, extinction can
be observed directly (Boulding and Hay, 2001). Analytical approaches have been extended
to multivariate traits, characterized by a matrix of genetic covariances, with environmental
change (continual or abrupt) implemented as a shift of optimum in multidimensional trait
space (Gomulkiewicz and Houle, 2009). For further details on quantitative genetic models of
adaptation (not exclusive to rescue), including recent extensions to the basic framework, we
refer the reader to a recent review (Kopp and Matuszewski, 2014).
Discrete genetic models classify population members into a small set of genotypes (determined by one or few loci) with specified fitness values. These models typically consider a
single, abrupt environmental change. One deterministic approach (Gomulkiewicz and Holt,
1995) considers a diploid genetic system where one biallelic locus determines fitness. The
well-adapted allele in the novel environment starts at non-zero frequency, so selection acts
on standing genetic variation (SGV), resulting in allele frequency change described by standard population genetics results. As in the aforementioned models, demographic change is
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determined by population mean fitness and critical population size is used to indicate extinction risk. Other discrete models have treated population dynamics stochastically, focusing
on the probability of rescue from SGV and/or de novo mutations (Bell and Collins, 2008; Orr
and Unckless, 2008; Martin et al., 2013; Uecker et al., 2014), though demographic trajectories
through time can also be described (Orr and Unckless, 2014). SGV is typically captured by a
mutation-selection(-drift) equilibrium, while occurrence of de novo mutations is proportional
to wild type population size, which declines at a fixed rate. The spread of beneficial alleles
is then modelled as a branching process.
Besides continuous versus discrete genetics, these two classes differ on the level at which
adaptation is modelled (Orr, 2005). The first considers a continuous phenotype under stabilizing selection, and sets mutation rates and effects on phenotype, the population’s distance from the optimum, and a phenotype-to-fitness mapping. The second approach directly
sets mutational rates and effects on fitness, or components thereof (demographic parameters under directional selection), in each environment. This association is historical but not
necessary: one could model a continuum of alleles directly affecting fitness, or a discrete
phenotypic landscape.
We finally mention another school of modelling more closely linked to the conservation
side, broadly known as evolutionary ecology. Despite the common interest in linking population genetics and dynamics, the techniques developed here have so far hardly been used
to address the evolutionary rescue scenario, i.e. incorporate the possibility of extinction due
to extrinsic environmental change. Evolutionary ecology recognizes that the “environment”
is not only an extrinsic factor, but also shaped by ecological feedbacks (Day, 2005; Ferrière
and Legendre, 2013). In particular, the fitness landscape is not fixed, but can depend on
total population density and/or genotype frequencies (Day, 2005; Waxman and Gavrilets,
2005). This concept has been incorporated into various, typically deterministic, mathematical frameworks rooted in population genetics and game theory (Day, 2005). Particularly
prominent among these is adaptive dynamics (AD), which has made great strides in gaining analytical insights, though under rather strong assumptions (rare mutations of small effect; Waxman and Gavrilets, 2005). The extension of AD to evolutionary rescue has recently
been discussed (Ferrière and Legendre, 2013) and implemented in one model (Osmond and
de Mazancourt, 2013). However, the separation of ecological and evolutionary timescales
inherent to AD (Day, 2005) necessitates a heuristic consideration of extinction on the fast
demographic timescale. Another approach to evolutionary ecology, which does not separate
timescales, has been developed in a series of papers coupling quantitative or discrete population genetic approaches, including Price equation formulations, to demographic models
that generally include ecological feedbacks (Day and Proulx, 2004; Day and Gandon, 2006,
2007; Gandon and Day, 2009; Day and Gandon, 2012). Though the framework is quite general, these papers are particularly interesting in the context of connecting fields, as they have
drawn examples from classical “compartmental” epidemiological models (see next subsection), and the approach has also explicitly been applied to within-host pathogen evolution
(Alizon, 2009). Though not yet linked to evolutionary rescue, these and similar approaches
could presumably be extended to consider extrinsic environmental change and extinction
risk in the same way as the aforementioned population genetics-based models.
4.3.2

Drug resistance

Most models dealing with drug resistance can be described as “population dynamics” approaches, fundamentally concerned with demography, and extended to consider genetic heterogeneity by subdividing the relevant population into drug-sensitive and -resistant variants
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with distinct demographic parameters. These models typically work in continuous time, and
nearly always consider an abrupt environmental change (absence to presence of drugs).
One popular approach starts from a “compartmental” description of flow in and out of
(possibly several) populations, often taking into account the organism’s life cycle and including density-dependent processes. The mathematical formulation is a system of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs). With close connections to epidemiological-scale modelling
(Anderson and May, 1991), this approach is most common for pathogens within an infected
host, such as viruses (McLean et al., 1991; Bonhoeffer et al., 1997b; Nowak and May, 2000)
or bacteria (Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Jumbe et al., 2003), but also used for cancer (Michor
et al., 2005). Stochasticity is typically considered by simulating the demographic events described by the ODEs (e.g. Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000), using variations of the Gillespie
algorithm (Gillespie, 1977). Rarely, approximating the dynamics of the mutant population by
simpler stochastic processes has allowed analytical results (Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012;
Tomasetti, 2012).
Another approach describes population dynamics directly by stochastic processes. Specifically, most models use branching processes, assuming density-independent growth (but see
Sorace and Komarova, 2012). This body of work is rooted in early laboratory studies seeking
to understand the process of bacterial mutation (Luria and Delbrück, 1943; Lea and Coulson,
1949). The “Luria-Delbrück” distribution describing the number of mutants appearing in a
growing population before screening is widely applied in estimating mutation rates from
fluctuation assays (see Section 4.6), including long-standing consideration of drug resistance
mutations (David, 1970). Mutations are often assumed to be cost-free, though this assumption can be relaxed (Zheng, 1999). In parallel, the mathematical derivation has been adopted
and extended for purely theoretical investigations into the emergence of drug resistance. Applications have primarily been to cancer, beginning with the pioneering work of Goldie and
Coldman (1979; Coldman and Goldie 1983; 1986) and remaining an active topic (Komarova
and Wodarz, 2005; Iwasa et al., 2006); see Foo and Michor (2014) for a recent review. Less
commonly, the approach has been applied to viral infections (Haeno and Iwasa, 2007) and
bacterial infections (Colijn et al., 2011). These models have retained a focus on deriving the
number of mutants in a population growing to a given size before treatment, thus fundamentally dealing with SGV, though occasionally also considering de novo production of mutants
during treatment (Komarova and Wodarz, 2005; Colijn et al., 2011).
The two aforementioned approaches differ in their typical treatment of stochasticity, inclusion of density dependence, and assumption of demographics prior to the onset of drug
treatment (equilibrium versus exponential growth; cost of resistance). Nonetheless, by taking a discrete set of strains and directly specifying fitness or demographic parameters, both
categories of drug resistance models align closely with discrete population genetics models
on the conservation side. We make this connection more concrete in the next section.
We briefly remark that models used to investigate emergence of resistance in agricultural
settings share a number of similarities with those used in medical settings. In particular,
resistance is rarely considered as a quantitative trait (REX Consortium, 2010). The parallels
between models of fungicide and of antibiotic resistance have been emphasized by van den
Bosch and Gilligan (2008). Nonetheless, the medical and agronomic modelling communities
are rather separate (REX Consortium, 2007) and several biological and technical features have
been considered to significantly different extents for different organisms (REX Consortium,
2010).
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4.4

linking models

The modelling literature reviewed above has developed rather independently in the two
fields, building on previous contributions motivated by similar applications and rarely crossing over (Figure 4.1). We propose, however, that rescue models on this level of simplification
are more generic than the context in which they have thus far been placed, and that the
divide is more reflective of history and application than fundamental differences in biology
or mathematical structure.
We illustrate this point by examining parallels between two recent rescue models (Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012; Martin et al., 2013). Despite being rare examples touching on the
interface between fields, each clearly shows a closer association to a different body of literature. These studies are amenable to comparison because they share a number of similar
structural features: both deal with stochastic population dynamics in a scenario of abrupt
environmental change and discrete adaptive steps. However, their contrasting approaches
make it non-trivial to elucidate what turn out to be equivalent results.
The model by Martin et al. (2013) exemplifies the “discrete genetics” approach within the
conservation-based school of modelling. Although it is applied to experimental populations
of microbes, its theoretical references are drawn primarily from the conservation-motivated
literature. It tracks a single population with generic life history rather than specifying particular biological interactions, and describes density-independent dynamics (mathematically, a
branching process). A single mutational step from the wild type is sufficient to confer resistance/viability in the novel environment, but this step can land on an arbitrary set of distinct
variants, characterized by a distribution of growth rate, reproductive variance, and selective
disadvantage in the original environment.
The model by Alexander and Bonhoeffer (2012) is based on the “compartmental” approach
to drug resistance models, generalizing a widely used within-host viral dynamics model
(Nowak and May, 2000). The system can be described deterministically by ODEs or translated to stochastic events, the latter being our focus here. The replication cycle involves two
steps: free virus infects target cells, and infected cells in turn produce free virus. There
are two specified strains, drug-sensitive and -resistant, and mutation to the resistant strain
can occur at either step of the cycle. Fitness is a composite of replication cycle parameters,
and fitness differences between strains (due to drug action and cost of resistance) can arise
through various traits. Furthermore, between-strain competition for target cells, and thus
density dependence, emerges in this model. Though the focus on stochasticity is unusual for
compartmental-based drug resistance models, it typifies the model formulation in this class.
Both studies address the probability that rescue occurs from SGV existing in the original,
“permissive” (no drug) environment, or from de novo mutations occurring in the new, “stressful” (drug) environment. Each study derives analytical approximations of these probabilities
from simplified stochastic processes. It turns out that both sets of results fit into a general
expression to which each model makes a different simplification (see Appendix 4.B). This
encompassing framework leads to several insights.
Firstly, this explicitly shows that models with different starting points lead to the same key
determinants of rescue: population size, mutation rate, and characteristics of resistant/viable
variant(s) in both permissive and stressful environments. A comparison of equations even
yields the stronger statement in this case that the parameter dependencies are the same, to
the order of the given approximations. This link is actually more general than the two studies
presented above: particular results derived by Bell and Collins (2008) and Orr and Unckless
(2008) arise as special cases of the equations in Martin et al. (2013). Furthermore, the HIV
model of Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer (2000), when restricted to a single locus, represents a special
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case of the model of Alexander and Bonhoeffer (2012), while the Hepatitis C Virus model of
Rong et al. (2010) differs only in the dynamics of target cells.
Secondly, this suggests how simplifications made by each model could be extended using analytical tools from the other. For example, a single resistant variant (Alexander and
Bonhoeffer, 2012) can be reinterpreted as an “effective” resistant variant averaged over a
distribution of mutational effects (Martin et al., 2013). Mutation rates can differ under permissive versus stressful conditions (Martin et al., 2013) and total mutational influx can be
derived from particular population dynamics (Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012). The assumption of density-independent fitness (Martin et al., 2013) can be relaxed to incorporate
ecological feedbacks through parameters that vary deterministically through time according
to the population dynamics of dominant strain(s) (Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012).
Nonetheless, this analysis also highlights where limitations of common modelling choices
consistently arise (see also Section 4.7). Both models assume simplistic population history
generating SGV and step changes in environment. We expect that the latter could be extended using the analytical framework of Uecker and Hermisson (2011), which derives the
fixation probability of beneficial alleles for arbitrary time-varying population size and selection coefficients (see their Appendix for the rescue scenario). Perhaps more crucially,
resistance/viability in both models is achieved by single mutations. However, both empirical
(e.g. Marcusson et al., 2009) and theoretical (G. Martin, unpublished) results suggest that
multi-step rescue might be important, especially when the environmental change is severe.
Making links between further categories of models is less straightforward, due to fundamental differences in model structure: the assumption of quantitative genetics and a traitbased landscape, versus discrete genetics and direct specification of fitness. The different
nature of outputs from deterministic versus stochastic models also prevents a direct comparison of equations. However, similar qualitative features – including large population size,
high standing genetic variance and/or mutation rate, and less severe environmental change
– have been noted to promote rescue in different mathematical frameworks (Gomulkiewicz
and Holt, 1995; Bell and Collins, 2008; Osmond and de Mazancourt, 2013), though more biologically complex models, for instance incorporating ecological feedbacks, can sometimes
alter predictions (see the discussion in Ferrière and Legendre, 2013 and Section 4.7.3 below).
Several of these features have also been tested experimentally (see Section 4.6).
4.5

forecasting from models

All evolutionary models face a challenge in prediction: they rely on the demographic parameters and rate of appearance of yet-to-appear genotypes. In the rescue setting, these
parameters are required both before and after the environmental change, to predict the contributions from SGV and de novo mutations, respectively. Put generally, the joint distribution
of mutational rates and effects across genotypes and environments is required (Martin et al.,
2013), expanding to many environments in models with spatial structure or continual temporal change. Context-dependence of mutational fitness effects is notoriously pervasive and
complex (Fry and Heinsohn, 2002; Agrawal and Whitlock, 2010), making it difficult to extrapolate from a few measurements.
One option to tackle model parameterization is direct measurement of the entire required
distribution of mutational rates and effects, a tedious but increasingly feasible possibility for
species that can be studied in the lab at high throughput (see Section 4.6). Alternatively, one
can try to predict the distribution using fewer measurements. Prediction from a mechanistic
model (e.g. a metabolic model; Papp et al., 2011) is occasionally an option, but with limited
extensibility to non-standard conditions. Alternatively, one can use a model relating fitness
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effects across environments, e.g. phenotype-fitness landscape models, which provide the
required prediction so long as different environments simply reflect shifts in optima with
limited change in the shape of the landscape (Martin and Lenormand, 2006). The category of
quantitative genetic rescue models described above happens to rely on such an underlying
landscape. Measurements required to parameterize such models are reduced to mutational
rates and effects in one baseline environment, and the decay rate of the wild type in each
environment. Nevertheless, whether the prediction is accurate remains an open question for
empirical testing.
4.6

empirical approaches

Our focus has been on the insights to be gained through theoretical studies. Nonetheless,
empirical work is crucial to test whether model assumptions are valid, predictions hold up,
or extensions are necessary, as well as to parameterize models for forecasting.
Experimental evolution is a powerful tool for testing models in a controlled setting, delineating parameter effects more clearly than in field or clinical settings. Despite abundant
studies documenting trajectories of evolutionary adaptation and its underlying mechanisms,
fewer experiments explicitly focus on evolutionary rescue, in particular where the wild type
is expected to decline in the novel environment and population extinction is allowed. The
shared set of laboratory model systems (usually using microbes) and concerns for experimental design again yield common ground between conservation and medical fields.
Rescue experiments can provide various information, including the proportion of replicates surviving stress, yielding estimates of rescue probability (Bell and Gonzalez, 2009,
2011; Lachapelle and Bell, 2012; Lindsey et al., 2013); population dynamics over time, allowing model fitting and parameter estimation (Martin et al., 2013; Ramsayer et al., 2013);
and/or genetic characterization (Lindsey et al., 2013), hinting at underlying mechanisms. Recent studies have demonstrated key determinants of rescue (see also Carlson et al., 2014 for
a review): inoculum size (Bell and Gonzalez, 2009; Samani and Bell, 2010; Ramsayer et al.,
2013), initial diversity (Lachapelle and Bell, 2012; Ramsayer et al., 2013), evolutionary history
in sub-lethal stress (Samani and Bell, 2010; Lachapelle and Bell, 2012; Gonzalez and Bell, 2013;
Lindsey et al., 2013), rate or extent of environmental change (Perron et al., 2008; Collins and
de Meaux, 2009; Toprak et al., 2012; Lindsey et al., 2013), sexual versus asexual reproduction
(Lachapelle and Bell, 2012), and population connectivity (Perron et al., 2007, 2008; Bell and
Gonzalez, 2011).
The following methodologies provide examples of insights gained from analysis of experimental data. We focus on pointing out which data are crucial to collect in order to compare
experimental results to theory and to gain general insights into the rescue process.
fluctuation assay: Several populations are grown in permissive medium, then plated
independently on selective medium. The resulting distribution of colony counts per plate
allows estimating the rate and cost (in permissive medium) of mutations conferring growth
in the selective medium (Luria and Delbrück, 1943; Hamon and Ycart, 2012). This allows
parameterizing and testing models of adaptation from SGV.
genetic sequencing and strain construction: Sequencing resistant/viable lines
(recovered from fluctuation assays, long-term evolution experiments, or clinical samples)
allows identification of the genetic basis of adaptation, including whether sites of genetic
change are consistent or diverse, and whether single or several mutations are involved
(Toprak et al., 2012; Lindsey et al., 2013). Where possible, constructing and testing strains
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containing only particular mutations on a wild type background can confirm these mutations’ role in adaptation (e.g. Marcusson et al., 2009), or alternatively suggest that other,
unidentified mutations also contributed.
demographic parameters across environments: Net growth rate of an experimental population can be estimated from measurements of population size over time, obtained from standard assays (e.g. optical density in a cell culture well). Novel techniques (e.g.
fluorescent stains that differentially mark live and dead cells; Berney et al., 2007) also allow
the separate estimation of replication and death rates, which according to models can play
distinct roles in determining mutational influx and rescue dynamics. Furthermore, these
measurements can be made for populations exposed to various environments, generating
a “reaction norm” or “dose-response curve” as a function of a continuous environmental
parameter. In a drug resistance context, this parameter would be drug concentration, with
measurements yielding pharmacodynamic functions (Regoes et al., 2004).
quantifying stress: In both clinical studies and experimental evolution, “stress” is
frequently quantified as some physical measure of the environmental parameter (e.g. drug
concentration or temperature), and “rate of environmental change” by the rate of change in
this physical measure. However, the effect of these stresses on rescue depends on how they
affect (i) fitness or demographic parameters (birth and death rates) and (ii) rate of adaptive
mutation. None of these need be linearly related to the physical measures typically considered. Comparing results of experiments using different systems and comparing experimental
results to models would thus be simplified by documenting the impact of the environmental
conditions on key rescue parameters (Martin et al., 2013).
dynamics of rescue trajectories: Relatively few studies have recorded time series
of demographic changes in populations exposed to stress (Perron et al., 2007, 2008; Bell and
Gonzalez, 2009; Samani and Bell, 2010; Bell and Gonzalez, 2011; Ramsayer et al., 2013), with
only a subset linking these data to a model to quantify the rescue process. Population size
trajectories can be used to quantify decay and rebound rates as well as rescue probabilities, to
test whether population dynamics are density-dependent, to suggest whether rescue is due
to single or multiple mutations, and to indicate the repeatability of these processes across
replicates. Such approaches have recently been applied to in vitro experiments with microbes
(Martin et al., 2013; Ramsayer et al., 2013). Figure 4.2 illustrates examples of typical demographic trajectories leading to extinction or rescue in a bacterial population exposed to an
antibiotic in vitro. In closer connection to the conservation field, a few studies have conducted
experiments on Drosophila exposed to high temperature, salinity or ethanol (Frankham et al.,
1999; Bijlsma et al., 2000). Though not directly dealing with evolutionary rescue, these studies
take the important step of allowing extinction in experimental populations, while demonstrating the potential to expand laboratory studies beyond microbes. Future such studies could
be strengthened by reporting population sizes over time, not only the endpoint of extinction.
Demographic trajectories are also sometimes available for rescue in natural settings, namely
the emergence of drug resistance in treated patients. An early example studying multiple
myeloma patients receiving chemotherapy fit a simple population dynamics model (one-step
rescue) to estimate the decline rate of the sensitive population, the growth rate of the resistant population, and the pre-existing proportion of resistant cells (Hokanson et al., 1977). A
more recent example estimated parameters by fitting a viral dynamics model to viral load
measurements taken in a clinical trial of a new Hepatitis C antiviral (Rong et al., 2010). These
approaches could be improved by accounting for the inherent stochasticity in rescue: probabilistic model predictions can be fit to data using maximum likelihood or Bayesian methods.

Log density (log CFU/ml)
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(A) Exponential decay

(B) One step rescue

(C) Two step rescue

Time (h)
Figure 4.2: Alternative dynamics of Pseudomonas fluorescens populations facing streptomycin
stress. The plots present three illustrative examples of demographic trajectories in bacterial populations exposed to an antibiotic, showing characteristic decline with possible
rebound (rescue). Dots show measurements (data from Ramsayer et al., 2013) and lines
indicate model fits (G. Martin, unpublished). Solid lines show the best-fitting model (red:
best fit; orange: 95% confidence limits) while dashed blue lines show the alternative simpler model, where appropriate. (A) Density-independent, i.e. log-linear, decline with extinction; (B) rescue involving one mutational step; (C) rescue involving two successive
mutational steps. As the initial sharp drop in population size (red dot) indicates, real
dynamics are slightly more complex than the simple model scenarios.

Nevertheless, these cases exemplify the feasibility of data collection and interpretation in
clinical settings. Furthermore, datasets tracking both demographic and genetic trajectories
(e.g. Sarrazin et al., 2007) are becoming increasingly available with the expansion of sequencing technologies. On the other hand, wild populations of macro-organisms present greater
challenges, regarding both accurate census-taking and even identifying potential rescue situations (Gomulkiewicz and Shaw, 2013). Thus, very few datasets suggesting evolutionary
rescue, especially with demographic trajectories, are yet available (reviewed in Carlson et al.,
2014). Nonetheless, practical steps to address empirical challenges in natural populations
have recently been proposed (Gomulkiewicz and Shaw, 2013).
4.7

areas for exchange and future work

We have illustrated that the conservation and medical communities studying rescue are quite
separate. Researchers approach adaptation and extinction with different perspectives and
sometimes hold divergent views on key concepts. Different motivating biological systems
are surely in part responsible, but isolated historical development has also had an influence.
Indeed, the basic modelling approaches used on both sides lend themselves to a more generic
context than that in which they have been placed. Similarly, in experimental work, both sides
rely on the same set of model systems that are amenable to study in the lab. Integrating
conservation and medical views could yield deeper insight into several key questions that
are common to both sides, though in part emphasized to different degrees. We identify the
following four themes as important topics (though not a comprehensive list) requiring further
development: genetic basis of rescue, standing versus de novo genetic variation, optimal
selection strength, and spatiotemporal heterogeneity.
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4.7.1 Genetic basis of rescue
Determining the genetic basis of rescue – that is, the number and effect size of genetic changes
– is essentially an empirical question, and has been identified as a priority for experimental
work (Gonzalez et al., 2013). Among natural populations of macro-organisms, there are
examples of adaptation both via many small-effect changes and via few large-effect changes,
arguably with an observation bias favouring the latter, but general tendencies are unclear
(Hendry et al., 2011; Barrett and Hendry, 2012). Drug resistance tends to be attributed to few
large-effect loci, for instance mutations repeatedly seen to arise in clinical settings (Johnson
et al., 2011b), and it can sometimes be confirmed experimentally that a particular mutation
is sufficient to confer resistance (see Section 4.6). Generally, the rescue setting could favour
adaptation via fewer, larger-effect genetic changes (and thus more parallel evolution) than in
a stable population, because drift in declining populations tends to eliminate a larger set of
mildly beneficial alleles (Otto and Whitlock, 1997).
Rescue models have so far dealt with two extremes in genetic bases. Discrete genetic models start from a single large-effect locus; despite some progress in extensions to multi-step
adaptation (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Komarova and Wodarz, 2005; Martin et al., 2013),
they become increasingly cumbersome with added loci, and rarely include recombination.
Quantitative genetic models, in contrast, assume that many alleles co-segregate. These models typically require free recombination and/or high mutation rates, although evolutionary
dynamics at intermediate recombination rates have recently been analyzed (Weissman and
Barton, 2012) and might be transferred to rescue models. There is a need for models bridging
the gap between these extremes; simulation techniques specifying finite, but possibly many,
loci with specified effects (Bürger and Lynch, 1995; Boulding and Hay, 2001) could be useful
here. Recent simulation studies have indeed relaxed the assumption of free recombination,
with the initial finding that linkage can impede rescue in spatially structured, locally adapted
populations (Schiffers et al., 2013; Bourne et al., 2014). Few studies have yet addressed the
impact of the assumed number and effect size of loci on rescue dynamics, though one model
has suggested that the chance of rescue from SGV tends to decrease as a fixed total benefit
is divided among more loci (Gomulkiewicz et al., 2010). Finally, rescue models have largely
neglected certain genetic features, including epistatic interactions among loci and the role of
horizontal gene transfer in bringing new genetic material into a population.
Even if one or few loci are sufficient to confer drug resistance, genetic changes at other loci
– such as compensatory mutations – could modify fitness and thus rescue probability. Furthermore, while beneficial mutations are usually considered in disconnect from concurrent
deleterious mutations at other sites, the latter also affect the chance of survival, and even become decisive in proposed therapies employing “lethal mutagenesis” (Anderson et al., 2004).
Note that this spectrum of mutational effects is intrinsic to quantitative genetic models via
the phenotypic landscape, though in a constrained manner. Overall, models using more complex genetic bases may also be relevant in drug resistance contexts. Indeed, the medical field
could adopt tools from the conservation field to investigate these effects.
4.7.2 Standing versus de novo genetic variation
The contribution of standing versus de novo genetic variation is a major question in evolutionary rescue settings (Barrett and Hendry, 2012) with applied implications in both fields. The
conservation strategy of genetic rescue, i.e. introducing genetically distinct individuals into
a population at risk (Hedrick and Fredrickson, 2009), is essentially a manipulation of SGV. In
medicine, the extent of pre-existing resistance has implications for determining the optimal
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dose or combination of drugs (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Read et al., 2011) and timing of
treatment initiation (Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 1999).
The two communities appear to have independently reached similar conclusions: SGV is
argued to make the predominant contribution to rescue over wide ranges of relevant parameter space (Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997; Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Komarova and
Wodarz, 2005; Barrett and Hendry, 2012), especially when cost of mutations in the ancestral
environment is low and/or the wild type decays rapidly in the new environment (Ribeiro
and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Orr and Unckless, 2008; Martin et al., 2013; Orr and Unckless, 2014).
However, fitness values in different environments are typically treated as independent parameters, thus ignoring potential correlations between degree of adaptation and cost (Orr
and Unckless, 2008). Furthermore, conclusions to date are based on a limited set of analyzed
scenarios and generally lack empirical testing.
Rescue models in both fields separating the contributions of SGV and de novo mutation
share a number of common assumptions. Firstly, they have treated only one or few largeeffect loci, mainly in haploid organisms (but see Orr and Unckless, 2008). Quantitative genetic or many-locus models have not made an explicit comparison of contributions, although
simulations sometimes include de novo mutation. Nonetheless, a many-locus genetic basis
could alter the chance of acquiring the necessary genetic variation, and genetic architecture
and epistasis will affect maintenance of alleles (Willi et al., 2006). Secondly, models have
assumed simplistic demographic history: at the time the environment changes, the population is either at mutation-selection(-drift) balance, or has grown exponentially from a small
clone, with mutations arising stochastically. More complex population history (demography,
selection, gene flow, and population structure) could clearly affect the SGV available. Finally,
models have assumed a single stepwise change in environment and often neglect density
dependence. Continual environmental change or ecological feedbacks can yield ongoing
temporal changes in fitness, differentiating the fixation probability of alleles from the SGV or
arising de novo (Uecker and Hermisson, 2011; Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012).
At this point, it is unclear whether standing and de novo genetic variation play different
roles across biological systems. A number of qualitative differences among organisms could
be influential, e.g. erosion of SGV through inbreeding (Bijlsma and Loeschke, 2012) is only
relevant in sexually reproducing species, and effects of dominance on maintenance and fixation of alleles (Barrett and Schluter, 2008) only in polyploids. Furthermore, magnitudes of
key rates (those of reproduction, mutation, and environmental change) vary widely, resulting in dramatically different timescales on which genetic variation is generated. For example,
verbal arguments emphasizing the importance of SGV often point to the delay for new mutations (Barrett and Hendry, 2012), critical in a rescue situation. However, for organisms with
rapid turnover and mutation (e.g. RNA viruses), the magnitude of this effect may be small
(Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012). The suggestion that de novo mutation gains importance
under temporally gradual environmental change and/or short generation times (Barrett and
Hendry, 2012) also remains to be tested with models.
4.7.3

Optimal selection strength

A natural applied question is how we can best manage selection pressures to promote a
desired outcome in a population. The primary environmental change is under direct control
in drug treatment, where the design of treatment regimes (dose, timing, combination of
drugs) is a major concern. While control is less direct in conservation settings, interventions
nonetheless manipulate selection pressures, for instance by altering spatial features of the
habitat (e.g. designating protected areas or corridors).
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Under environmental change, strong selection has two opposing effects: it induces greater
demographic cost but faster adaptive response (Bürger and Lynch, 1995; Bonhoeffer and
Nowak, 1997; Osmond and de Mazancourt, 2013). Though both fields recognize this dual
role, differing model structures and usage of similar terms for subtly different concepts appear to have led to divergent conclusions regarding optimal selection strength.
Quantitative genetic trait-based models deal with strength of stabilizing selection about
an optimal trait value, indicated by the inverse of the width of the fitness function. A narrower fitness function exacts a larger demographic cost, and thus if adaptation is towards
a fixed novel optimum, “stronger selection” is always detrimental to rescue (Gomulkiewicz
and Holt, 1995). With a continually moving optimum, however, weak selection can make
adaptation too slow to track the optimum, implying that intermediate “selection strength”
best promotes rescue in some parameter ranges (Bürger and Lynch, 1995; Kopp and Matuszewski, 2014). In any case, more severe environmental change (larger distance or rate at
which the optimum moves) is disadvantageous to rescue in these models (Lynch and Lande,
1993; Bürger and Lynch, 1995; Gomulkiewicz and Holt, 1995; Gomulkiewicz and Houle, 2009;
Kopp and Matuszewski, 2014).
Models directly specifying fitness do not have a corresponding measure of stabilizing selection strength via the trait-to-fitness mapping. Instead, selection strength is an emergent
property of specified demographic parameters in a given environment, and can change over
time due to ecological effects, if these are modelled. Severity of environmental change is
indicated by wild type fitness in the novel environment, which depends on dose and efficacy
of drugs in medical settings. Thus, “strength of selection”, i.e. relative fitness advantage,
of resistance is closely tied to severity of environmental change. Conventional medical wisdom holds that severe treatment best promotes eradication, by maximizing decline of the
predominant drug-sensitive population and minimizing de novo mutation (Read et al., 2011).
However, this idea has recently been challenged on the grounds of “competitive release”:
when the drug-sensitive population declines, diminished competition for host resources can
enhance rescue by drug-resistant strains (de Roode et al., 2004; Gatenby et al., 2009; Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012; Huijben et al., 2013). In some cases, this effect is strong enough
to imply that an intermediate treatment severity is optimal for eradication (Read et al., 2011).
Though primarily highlighted in disease contexts, this effect has also been found in a more
generic rescue model (Uecker and Hermisson, 2011; Uecker et al., 2014).
Thus, apparently contradictory conclusions – namely that intermediate selection strength
is optimal for rescue versus for eradication – arise from modelling different factors. An
intermediate level of stabilizing selection can promote rescue in trait landscape-based models with continual environmental change. On the other hand, intermediate relative fitness
differences between genotypes, arising directly from intermediate severity of abrupt environmental change, can promote eradication when competition significantly limits growth of
resistant/viable populations, an effect that can only arise in models incorporating density
dependence. Our understanding of optimal selection strength thus remains to be integrated
across scenarios.
Finally, we note that selection can vary not only in intensity, but also in timing within
an organism’s life cycle and in “dimensionality” (number of stressors; Hendry et al., 2011).
Multiple simultaneous stressors are common in natural settings (e.g. alteration of a suite
of climatic features; exposure to multiple drugs or pollutants), but have only infrequently
been addressed by rescue models and experiments. Quantitative genetics often deals with
selection on multivariate traits, and this theory has been placed in the rescue setting (Gomulkiewicz and Houle, 2009). However, the fitness landscape in multi-dimensional trait
space is still characterized by a single peak, with fitness simply determined by distance from
the optimum. On the drug resistance side, several authors have modelled combination ther-
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apy (e.g. Ribeiro and Bonhoeffer, 2000; Komarova and Wodarz, 2005; Colijn et al., 2011), but
typically characterizing total drug effects with a single parameter. A small but growing
body of literature is investigating drug interactions through both models and experiments
(Hegreness et al., 2008; Michel et al., 2008; Torella et al., 2010; Ankomah and Levin, 2012;
Ankomah et al., 2013; Pena-Miller et al., 2013), while a few models incorporate host immune
response as well as drug action (Handel et al., 2009; Ankomah and Levin, 2014). However,
there appear to be few other studies in either field that consider environmental change via
multiple stressors, particularly with non-additive effects. Importantly, rescue theory suggests
a basis for comparison, both theoretical and empirical, among multifactorial stresses, given
by their net impact on key rescue parameters (see Section 4.6).
4.7.4

Spatiotemporal heterogeneity

Both nature and intensity of selection pressures can vary in space and time. Our understanding of the effects of spatiotemporal heterogeneity on rescue is still in its infancy, and
cross-field exchange of emerging work could accelerate progress. A comprehensive review
of the complex effects found thus far is beyond the scope of this article, but in this section
we provide pointers to references on each side to support this exchange. Moreover, a few
quite general analytical frameworks have recently been developed on both sides (Foo and Michor, 2010; Uecker and Hermisson, 2011; Kirkpatrick and Peischl, 2013) and could be further
exploited in developing a unified understanding of spatiotemporal heterogeneity.
Habitats clearly show spatial structure, both for macro-organisms in the wild and pathogens
within a host. Models in each field have tackled spatial structure using a variety of analytical
and simulation techniques (e.g. Pease et al., 1989; Kepler and Perelson, 1998; Boulding and
Hay, 2001; Greulich et al., 2012; Hermsen et al., 2012; Schiffers et al., 2013; Bourne et al., 2014;
Uecker et al., 2014). Spatially explicit models necessarily raise the issue of migration. Gene
flow can either help or hinder local adaptation (Garant et al., 2007), and additional complexities arise in the rescue setting due to the interplay of demographic and genetic effects. Spatially variable severity of environmental change implies that populations can decline slower
or even grow in certain locations, which retards overall demographic decline and can create source-sink dynamics (Holt and Gomulkiewicz, 2004; Uecker et al., 2014). Presence of
sources, e.g. tissues where drugs penetrate poorly, can promote rescue (Kepler and Perelson,
1998). Meanwhile, resistant/viable types face relaxed competition in locations where environmental change is more severe (Greulich et al., 2012; Hermsen et al., 2012; Uecker et al.,
2014). Finally, spatial structuring affects the SGV harboured by a population and thus its
contribution to rescue (Bakker et al., 2010), even if environmental change is homogeneous.
Moreover, spatially heterogeneous local selection pressures can constrain global spread of rescue mutations arising in locally adapted genetic backgrounds (Schiffers et al., 2013; Bourne
et al., 2014).
Temporal patterns of environmental change have typically been considered simplistically
in both models and experiments, often imposed as a step change. A few theoretical studies
have addressed more complex patterns, including environmental stochasticity modifying a
general environmental trend (Bürger and Lynch, 1995); varying rates of decay or oscillations
(Wu et al., 2014); and pharmacokinetics in medicine (Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Jumbe et al.,
2003). Both theoretical (Wu et al., 2014) and experimental (Lindsey et al., 2013) work so far
suggests that more gradual environmental change improves chances of rescue.
Spatiotemporal variation not only in intensity, but also in the nature of the stress, arises
with multifactorial environmental changes. A review of models and experiments dealing
with usage of multiple drugs or pesticides on a host population scale concluded that greater
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heterogeneity of selection pressure appears to yield more sustainable population control
(REX Consortium, 2013). However, the limited number of studies addressing this highdimensional problem calls for further investigation into the optimal strategy applying multiple stressors.
4.8

conclusions

Evolutionary rescue is at the heart of diverse applied problems. While conservation biologists
aim for rescue and medical doctors for eradication of target populations, both communities
face the same conceptual questions. Here, we have brought together literature from both
sides to illustrate that insights relevant to both fields can come from diverse contexts.
Integrating evolutionary and ecological processes on a common timescale, along with bidirectional feedback between demography and genetics, presents challenges for theoreticians.
These have been met using different tools in the medical and conservation communities.
Sharing techniques could thus accelerate progress, particularly concerning aspects that are
relevant across biological systems but so far addressed to a greater extent in one field than in
the other. For example, models developed for conservation settings have dealt with a wider
variety of genetic bases of adaptation (many small-effect loci or few large-effect loci), which
could prove useful when studying pathogens facing complex treatment regimes. Meanwhile,
ecological feedbacks are intrinsic to “compartmental” (ODE-based) drug resistance models,
whereas density-dependent processes have less frequently been included in other types of
rescue models. Stochasticity – a crucial aspect whenever the rescue outcome is in question
– has been addressed to variable degrees by different modelling approaches. While quantitative genetic and compartmental models have mainly treated stochasticity only in simulations, discrete genetic and Luria-Delbrück-style models have advanced analytical treatments,
at the expense of some model complexity. Extending stochastic modelling and inference
frameworks to a broader range of models is thus an important common goal. Finally, the
complexities of spatiotemporally heterogeneous environmental change could be more deeply
understood by linking emerging work in both fields.
Basic rescue models need not be divided by the applied field in which they are grounded,
and indeed most are not equipped to identify what could be distinguishing features among
biological systems. As we have seen, superficially different starting points can lead to equivalent mathematical results. Linking models in a common framework clarifies their essential
features and suggests extensions that may have been overlooked. We thus identify more
fundamental differences between models, including their treatment of genetic basis, densitydependent demography, and stochasticity. These features do not respect the boundaries of
applied fields, but rather challenge both sides to understand their consequences. Experimental testing is likewise a common ground between fields. Reporting experimental conditions
and results in similar terms (e.g. quantifying stress in terms of decay rate of the initial population) would make it easier to identify general patterns across systems, while recording
both demographic and genetic time series is important for comparing data and models.
We argue that a unification of rescue theory will yield not only more efficient progress, but
also key insights made precisely by digging deeper into similarities and differences across
biological systems. A truly comprehensive understanding of rescue necessarily includes both
conservation and medical applications, and is crucial for addressing challenges facing society
in both contexts.

4.8 conclusions
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APPENDIX

4.a

glossary

evolutionary rescue: genetic adaptation within a population facing environmental stress,
allowing demographic recovery where otherwise extinction would occur. In the context of
chemotherapeutic treatment of disease, this phenomenon is also called “emergence” of drug
resistance.
phenotypic plasticity: the ability of an individual, with a given genotype, to express a range
of phenotypes, particularly in response to different environments.
resistant/viable: a genetic variant having positive net growth rate under a given environmental condition in which the wild type (sensitive ancestor) decays. Note that this definition
puts a condition on absolute fitness, not only higher relative fitness than the ancestor. This
term is applied here in the context of any stressful environment.
standing genetic variation (SGV): genetic variation existing within a population prior to
an environmental change. “SGV” tends to be used in conservation and population genetics,
whereas drug-resistant variants are typically said to “pre-exist” in medical contexts.
de novo variation: genetic variation generated by mutation (or other processes such as recombination) after the onset of an environmental change, as opposed to standing or pre-existing
prior to this change. In medical contexts, such mutants are sometimes said to be “induced”
by drug treatment.
reaction norm: the phenotype or trait value of an individual or genotype, as a function of an
environmental variable. The resulting phenotype reflects environmental effects and plasticity
in the organism’s response.
pharmacokinetics: temporal pattern of drug concentration within a patient’s body, due to
dosing patterns and physiological processes such as uptake and breakdown of the drug.
pharmacodynamics: effects of drug(s) on a targeted pathogen population. The effect, in
particular pathogen replication or death rate, as a function of drug concentration is called
a “dose-response curve”. This can be seen as a particular kind of reaction norm, where the
response variable is usually a demographic parameter.
Malthusian fitness: expected instantaneous net exponential growth rate of a genotype; in
other words, the rate of change of the log-size of the subpopulation carrying a given genotype.
In a simple linear birth-death process, this is birth rate minus death rate.
cost of resistance: selection coefficient, i.e. reduction in fitness, of a resistant/viable mutant
compared to the wild type (sensitive ancestor) in permissive conditions (the ancestral environment). In a continuous-time model this is the mutant’s absolute reduction in Malthusian
growth rate, while in a generation-based model it is measured by proportional reduction in
surviving offspring.
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4.b

a common mathematical framework

The first model under consideration (Martin et al., 2013) uses a diffusion approximation
to model density-independent population dynamics in discrete or continuous time (Figure
4.3A). An arbitrary set of possible variants (genotypes) are each characterized by their mean
growth rate (r) and reproductive variance (σ) under stressful conditions, and cost relative to
the wild type under permissive conditions (c), which may be related to r and σ. Upon replication, the wild type mutates with given probability to a resistant variant with parameters
drawn from the distribution fR (r, σ).
The second model (Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012) considers a within-host viral infection
(Figure 4.3B). Two strains of virus, drug-sensitive and drug-resistant, are characterized by
replication cycle parameters, namely the rates at which free virus infects cells, infected cells
die, free virus is produced by infected cells, and free virus is cleared. Resistance bears a
cost through any one of these parameters, while drug treatment blocks either cell infection
or viral production of the sensitive strain with given efficacy. Mutation occurs with given
probability upon either cell infection or viral production. Although the replication cycle is
multi-step, mathematically it suffices to track the population of infected cells, taking effective
mutation rates and drug efficacies composed over the two-step cycle.
Figure 4.3C schematically illustrates the essential features of the rescue process common to
both models. The population reaches mutation-selection balance in the permissive (drug-free)
environment, followed by a switch to stressful (drug treatment) conditions. Resistance arises
via a single mutational step, and a “rescue mutant” is a resistant individual whose lineage
escapes stochastic extinction, i.e. establishes in the stressful environment. The general results
presented below encompass the results of both models in this scenario.
rescue by standing genetic variation: Provided the probability of establishment
per individual is small, the probability of rescue by SGV is approximately:


PSGV = 1 − exp −N0 uP πf (0)/c
Three parameters determine the mutation-selection balance under permissive conditions: total population size, N0 ; per capita rate of mutation from wild type to resistance per unit time,
uP ; and cost of resistance, c. If mutation occurs upon replication, uP should be derived as
the wild-type replication rate times probability of mutation per replication, as in the viral
dynamics model (Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012). In expectation (which suffices for the
approximation; Martin et al., 2013) N0 uP /c resistant individuals pre-exist in the permissive
environment. Then, πf (0) is the probability of establishment of a single resistant individual
in the stressful environment, if present at the onset of stress (time 0). Establishment probability can be approximated by the classical Feller diffusion result (Martin et al., 2013) or derived
from a birth-death process accounting for dynamics of multiple populations (Alexander and
Bonhoeffer, 2012). The over-bar denotes averaging over the distribution of mutational effects,
fR (r, σ), if there are multiple resistant variants (Martin et al., 2013).
rescue by de novo mutation: In the stressful environment, rescue mutants are produced de novo from the wild type according to a time-inhomogeneous Poisson process with
the following rate at time t:
ν(t) = N(t) × uS (t) × πf (t)
yielding the probability of rescue by de novo mutation:
 Z∞

PDN = 1 − exp −
ν(t)dt
0

4.B a common mathematical framework

The rate of production of rescue mutation is determined by the product of: (i) the wild
type population size, whose decline can be approximated deterministically with the form
N(t) = N0 exp(R(t)) in both models; (ii) per capita mutation rate per unit time in the stressful environment, uS (t); and (iii) probability of establishment, πf (t), again averaged over the
distribution of mutational effects if necessary. In the simplest case, R(t) = r0 t and the parameters r0 , uS , and πf can be assumed constant through time (Martin et al., 2013). However,
ecological feedbacks, namely rebound of resources (target cells in the viral dynamics model)
as the total population size declines, can introduce time dependencies (Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012). For multi-step life cycles, a correction term can be added to the expression
for PDN to account for a process neglected in the first approximation; see Alexander and
Bonhoeffer (2012) for details.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 4.3: Models of rescue from SGV and de novo mutations. (A) A branching process model of
population growth, whose dynamics can be described by a diffusion approximation (Martin et al., 2013). The wild type (pink) has mean growth rate r0 and reproductive variance
σ0 . At a reproduction event, mutation (lightning bolt) to a resistant variant (red) can occur. This variant has reproduction parameters drawn from a specified distribution fR . (B)
A viral dynamics model (Alexander and Bonhoeffer, 2012). Free virus (V) infects target
cells; infected cells in turn produce free virus. Two strains, drug-sensitive (wild type) and
drug-resistant, are characterized by their distinct rates of replication cycle events. Mutation (lightning bolt), for clarity shown only from the wild type, can occur upon either cell
infection or free virus production. Under treatment, a drug can block the sensitive strain at
either of these replication steps (inhibition arrows). (C) Schematic of population size over
time, leading to an outcome of either extinction or rescue. The size of ovals represents population size (pink, wild type; red, resistant), while circles indicate individuals within the
population. Resistant variants leading to rescue can arise from two sources. (i) Standing
genetic variation (SGV): Resistant individuals are maintained at mutation-selection balance
under permissive conditions. After the switch to stressful conditions, a resistant individual
is at a selective advantage and succeeds in establishing a lineage with probability πf (0).
(ii) De novo production: Under stressful conditions, the wild type population (size N(t))
declines, but residual replication leads to ongoing production of resistant mutants at per
capita rate uS (t). A resistant individual arising at time t has probability of establishment
πf (t).
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abstract
Following transmission, HIV-1 adapts in the new host by acquiring mutations at multiple
loci that allow it to escape from the host immune response. It also reverts mutations at loci
targeted in the transmitting host but not in the new host. Whether recombination expedites
this process of adaptation is not known. To elucidate the role of recombination, we have constructed a detailed population dynamics model that integrates viral dynamics, host immune
response at multiple epitopes through cytotoxic T lymphocytes, and viral evolution driven
by mutation, recombination, and selection. Our model allows estimation of the expected
waiting time until the first emergence of the strain that has gained escape and compensatory
mutations against the new host’s immune response, and reverted these mutations at epitopes
no longer recognized by the new host. We find that depending on the underlying fitness
landscape, adaptation proceeds via distinct pathways and is influenced differently by recombination. In particular, recombination influences immune escape and reversion differently.
When adaptation at a single epitope is involved, recombination tends to accelerate immune
escape but minimally affects reversion. When multiple epitopes are involved, recombination significantly accelerates reversion, but can accelerate or inhibit escape depending on the
adaptational pathway. Specifically, recombination tends to delay adaptation when a purely
uphill fitness landscape is accessible at each epitope. Our study points to the importance of
recombination in shaping the adaptation of HIV-1 following its transmission to new hosts, a
process central to T cell-based vaccine strategies.
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5.1

introduction

Cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes (CTLs) mount a powerful response to transmitted HIV in
the acute phase of infection and limit its spread within infected individuals (Walker and
McMichael, 2012). The CTL response, however, is inadequate to eradicate the virus. HIV
evolves to escape this CTL pressure and invariably establishes persistent infection. Understanding the forces driving this evolutionary arms race between HIV and the early immune
response is crucial to the design of preventive vaccines (McMichael et al., 2010; Walker and
McMichael, 2012). Recent advances in genomic sequencing technologies have yielded unprecedented insights into the nature of this arms race (Keele et al., 2008; Goonetilleke et al.,
2009; Salazar-Gonzalez et al., 2009; Fischer et al., 2010; Henn et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013).
First, in a majority of infected individuals, a single founder strain of the virus is observed to
establish infection (Keele et al., 2008; Salazar-Gonzalez et al., 2009; Fischer et al., 2010; Henn
et al., 2012). Second, multiple epitopes on the virus are targeted by CTLs, each epitope typically by a distinct CTL clone (Goonetilleke et al., 2009; Henn et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013).
Third, the diversity of the virus in regions targeted by CTLs increases significantly compared
to regions not targeted by CTLs, presenting evidence that early viral evolution is in response
to CTL pressure (Henn et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013). Fourth, immune escape mutations accumulate and get fixed at many of these epitopes, subverting CTL activity (Goonetilleke et al.,
2009; Henn et al., 2012). Fifth, some regions not targeted by CTLs also evolve (Goonetilleke
et al., 2009; Henn et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013). Since different individuals, depending on their
HLA types, target different HIV-1 epitopes, this latter evolution often represents reversion of
immune escape mutations in the transmitted strain at epitopes targeted in the donor but not
in the recipient (Leslie et al., 2004; Crawford et al., 2007; Chopera et al., 2008; Schneidewind
et al., 2009). Immune escape typically incurs a fitness cost, which such reversions serve to
recover (Friedrich et al., 2004; Leslie et al., 2004). The emerging paradigm of early HIV adaptation is thus one of rapid, multi-site, targeted evolution on a landscape determined by a
convolution of intrinsic viral replicative fitness and CTL pressure.
The large mutation rate of HIV coupled with its massive turnover rate allows the rapid
emergence of mutant genomes that could drive early viral adaptation (Coffin, 1995; Perelson
et al., 1996; Nowak and May, 2000). Two factors, however, pose limits on such mutationdriven evolution. First, at each epitope, evolution may have to pass through a fitness valley.
The mutation on the epitope that confers immune escape often compromises the intrinsic
fitness of the virus (Fernandez et al., 2005; Martinez-Picado et al., 2006; Schneidewind et al.,
2007; Crawford et al., 2009; Miura et al., 2009a,b, 2010). A second, compensatory mutation
may arise to restore this fitness at least in part (Kelleher et al., 2001; Schneidewind et al.,
2007; Goepfert et al., 2008; Schneidewind et al., 2008; Crawford et al., 2009; Schneidewind
et al., 2009; Crawford et al., 2011). Such compensatory mutations are however also expected
to lower viral fitness when alone (Althaus and De Boer, 2008; Hinkley et al., 2011). That is,
the escape and compensatory mutations exhibit positive epistasis and confer a fitness advantage together, but strains carrying either mutation alone may be poorly competitive against
the non-mutant strain. Consequently, the frequencies of these single mutant strains are low,
inhibiting the occurrence of the second mutation on these strains. Second, because multiple
epitopes are simultaneously targeted by CTLs, the accumulation of the escape and compensatory mutations at each of these epitopes onto a single viral genome is inhibited by “clonal
interference” (Gerrish and Lenski, 1998; da Silva, 2012; Ganusov et al., 2013; Kessinger et al.,
2013; Leviyang, 2013). Clonal interference is illustrated by the hypothetical scenario where
CTLs target two epitopes, and viral genomes carrying escape and compensatory mutations
to each but not both epitopes exist. Complete escape from CTL pressure would require accumulation of these mutations on a single genome. Until then, however, competition between
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the strains tends to drive the less fit strain extinct. A study of acutely infected HIV patients
revealed a median of eight epitopes targeted by CTLs 2-3 months after the onset of symptoms
(Turnbull et al., 2009). Under the simple assumption of one escape and one compensatory
mutation per epitope, this would suggest that ∼16 mutations must accumulate for optimal
immune adaptation within the first few months, and, if the previous host targeted completely
different epitopes, potentially an equivalent number of reversions. Given the intrinsic mutation rate of HIV in vivo and the size of the infected cell pool, genomes carrying more than
two mutations on the fittest genome are unlikely to exist in the viral quasispecies (Gao and
Wang, 2007; Gadhamsetty and Dixit, 2010; Pennings, 2012), requiring such accumulation to
occur sequentially, with intermediate strains left vulnerable to immune attack. The waiting
time for the sequential accumulation of all of these mutations may thus be large. Recombination, which can bring together mutations on distinct viral genomes, may allow HIV to
overcome these limitations and adapt rapidly. That recombination can help overcome clonal
interference has been recognized earlier as the Fisher-Muller effect (e.g., see Kim and Orr,
2005).
Recombination occurs during reverse transcription of viral RNA in an infected cell when
the HIV enzyme reverse transcriptase switches templates between the two strands of the viral
RNA contained in the infecting virion and produces a proviral DNA that is a mosaic of the
two strands. The crossover frequency of the HIV reverse transcriptase is ∼10 per genome per
reverse transcription, an order of magnitude larger than the HIV mutation rate (Levy et al.,
2004; Suryavanshi and Dixit, 2007). Specifically, if one of the two strands contains an escape
mutation on one epitope and the other on another epitope, recombination can yield a genome
carrying escape mutations on both epitopes. Similarly, recombination has been shown to accelerate the accumulation of drug resistance mutations (Moutouh et al., 1996). However, the
benefit of recombination to HIV is not clear for the following reasons. First, just as recombination can bring mutations together, it can also drive them apart. In particular, when fitness
interactions between mutations exhibit positive epistasis, recombination is expected to decelerate the growth of strains carrying multiple mutations (Bonhoeffer et al., 2004; Bretscher
et al., 2004). Second, recombination can influence genomic diversification only when the
two genomic strands in a virion are not identical; i.e., the virion is heterozygous (Rhodes
et al., 2003). The production of heterozygous virions requires cellular superinfection, which
appears not to be frequent: recent studies suggest that ∼10% of infected cells carry more than
one provirus (Josefsson et al., 2011, 2013), arguing for a limited role of recombination (Neher and Leitner, 2010; Batorsky et al., 2011). The influence of recombination then depends
on several factors including the frequency of multiple infections of cells, stochastic effects
from finite populations, epistatic interactions between escape mutations, and the number of
loci involved (Boerlijst et al., 1996; Otto and Lenormand, 2002; Bretscher et al., 2004; Althaus
and Bonhoeffer, 2005; Bocharov et al., 2005; Fraser, 2005; Rouzine and Coffin, 2005; Kouyos
et al., 2006; Gheorghiu-Svirschevski et al., 2007; Hartl and Clark, 2007; Kouyos et al., 2007;
Dixit, 2008; Vijay et al., 2008; Arora and Dixit, 2009; Rouzine and Coffin, 2010; Batorsky et al.,
2011; Mostowy et al., 2011; Moradigaravand et al., 2014). Broadly, recombination can differentially influence the dynamics of adaptation and the equilibrium frequencies of mutant
strains (reviewed, for example, in Dixit, 2008). It is a basic result of population genetics that
recombination lowers the magnitude of linkage disequilibrium. In a two-locus/two-allele
model, when recombination lowers the extent of negative linkage disequilibrium, the equilibrium frequency of double mutants rises and increases genomic diversity. The opposite
happens when recombination lowers positive linkage disequilibrium. Linkage disequilibrium depends on epistatic interactions between loci and on random genetic drift determined
by the effective population size. Specifically, random genetic drift introduces negative linkage
disequilibrium (the Hill-Robertson effect; Hill and Robertson, 1966), allowing recombination
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to increase diversity with small effective population sizes. With large population sizes, linkage disequilibrium tends to have the same sign as epistasis. Moreover, in the two-locus/twoallele model, recombination invariably expedites the first appearance of the strain that carries
both mutations, but may decelerate its subsequent growth as described above. With more
than two loci, the influence of recombination is thus more difficult to predict: recombination
may either accelerate or decelerate the emergence and fixation of higher mutants depending
on its influence on the emergence and growth of lower mutants. The conditions under which
recombination accelerates adaptation at multiple loci thus remain to be clarified.
Several previous studies have used mathematical models to investigate whether recombination is expected to accelerate or decelerate the emergence of multiple drug resistance
in HIV, with inconsistent conclusions (Bretscher et al., 2004; Althaus and Bonhoeffer, 2005;
Fraser, 2005; Carvajal-Rodriguez et al., 2007; Kouyos et al., 2009). The most recent of these
suggested that both population dynamics (changing population size) and stochasticity (via
the Fisher-Muller effect) have important influences on the results, clarifying the previous
inconsistencies and suggesting that recombination tends to have little if any accelerating effect on the emergence of resistance, especially when positive epistasis between mutations
is taken into account (Kouyos et al., 2009). The aforementioned studies considered twolocus/two-allele models. However, a recent study considering a large number of loci with
fitness parameterized empirically suggested that recombination could accelerate adaptation
of HIV over broad parameter ranges (Moradigaravand et al., 2014). A recent modelling study
specifically considering the role of recombination in immune escape found that recombination tends to accelerate escape, with the effect increasing with the number of loci involved
(Mostowy et al., 2011). The latter study suggested that recombination could have a greater
role when the cost of escape is smaller, but the main results illustrated an average over
randomly-drawn fitness costs (Mostowy et al., 2011). In the present study, we extend investigations of the role of recombination in adaptation of HIV to a host’s immune response, by
considering in detail how the fitness landscape affects this role. Moreover, we consider both
escape at targeted epitopes and reversion at non-targeted epitopes, which present distinct
features of the fitness landscape. We investigate these questions using a population dynamics model that treats co-infection and recombination mechanistically, and accounts for finite
population effects through a waiting time for new genotypes to appear.
Our model builds on our previous studies that explicitly consider the processes of cellular
superinfection, tempered by CD4 down-modulation; the production of novel viral genotypes
via mutation and recombination; and the dynamics and evolution of the virus under immunedriven selection (Bretscher et al., 2004; Althaus and Bonhoeffer, 2005; Suryavanshi and Dixit,
2007; Vijay et al., 2008; Arora and Dixit, 2009; Gadhamsetty and Dixit, 2010; Mostowy et al.,
2011). We use a modelling formalism similar to previous studies that were able to quantitatively capture in vitro dynamics of the growth of recombinant strains (Suryavanshi and Dixit,
2007) and the development of resistance to drugs with large genetic barriers (Arora and Dixit,
2009). Here, we advance the formalism to include the influence of CTLs in vivo and apply
it to examine the role of recombination in immune escape and reversion. We compute the
expected waiting times for the emergence of strains carrying highly adapted combinations
of escape and reversion mutations. We find that recombination may accelerate or decelerate
this emergence, depending on the number of epitopes involved in the adaptation process
and on the fitness landscape, as determined by immune pressure and the cost of escape.
Interestingly, recombination influences immune escape and reversion differently.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of early HIV-1 adaptation. Illustration showing a viral sequence consisting
of three epitopes with escape mutations e1 , e2 and e3 and corresponding compensatory
mutations c1 , c2 and c3 . Epitopes 1 and 2 are targeted by CTL clones E1 and E2 , whereas
epitope 3 is not targeted in this host. The corresponding founder sequence and the final
adapted strain are shown with mutations indicated by ‘1’.

5.2

materials and methods

We construct a mathematical model to describe within-host HIV-1 evolution in the context of
immune pressure from CTLs. The model consists of a system of ordinary differential equations describing the dynamics of all viral strains that are present, combined with an expected
waiting time until mutant strains appear derived from a stochastic process approach. This
modelling approach is based on the multi-strain viral dynamics model presented in Arora
and Dixit (2009), extended to take into account the host’s immune response.
We consider n epitopes on the viral genome undergoing adaptation (Figure 5.1). “Targeted” epitopes are those newly recognized by the immune response in the new host, while
“reverting” epitopes are no longer recognized and thus undergoing reversion of mutations
fixed in the previous host. On each epitope, we consider two positions at which mutations
affect viral fitness, one an escape mutation and the other a compensatory mutation. Thus, a
total of 22n different viral variants can arise of which S = 22n − 1 are mutants and one is
the wild-type. We denote the different strains with the index i where i ∈ {0, 1, ..., S}. We let
infection begin with the founder strain that carries no mutations on the targeted epitopes and
both mutations on each of the reverting epitopes. We assume that the most highly adapted
strain is the one that carries both mutations on all the targeted epitopes and none on the
reverting epitopes. (Note that both the founder and highly adapted strains are generally
distinct from the “wild type” that carries no mutations.) We construct dynamical equations
to estimate the time of emergence of this highly adapted strain.
The equations track the temporal dynamics of populations of uninfected target cells, T ;
cells infected with a single provirus i, Ti ; cells infected with two proviruses i and j, Tij ; free
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virions carrying strains i and j, Vij ; and CTL effector cells of clone a, Ea , where i ∈ {0, 1, ..., S},
j ∈ {i, i + 1, ..., S} and a ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}:
X
dT
= λ − dT T − k 0 T
H(t − wi )qi
dt
i=0


i−1
S
X
X
dTi
= H(t − wi )k0 T qi − k1 Ti 
H(t − wji )qj +
H(t − wij )qj 
dt
S

j=0

m
X

− δTi − kCT L Ti

a=1

j=i

aiα Ea
h + Gii + Ua

m
X
dTii
2αia Ea
= H(t − wii )k1 Ti qi − δTii − kCT L Tii
dt
h + Gii + Ua
a=1

m
X

dTij
(αia + αja )Ea
= H(t − wij )k1 Ti qj + Tj qi − δTij − kCT L Tij
dt
h + Gij + Ua
a=1


i−1
S
dVii
1X
1 X
= p Ti + Tii +
Tji +
Tij  − cVii
dt
4
4
j=0

(i 6= j)

j=i+1

dVij
p
= Tij − cVij
dt
2

(i 6= j)

X
X X (αja + αka )Tjk
dEa
αia Ti
= σ − δE Ea + gEa
+ gEa
dt
Ka + Gii + Ua
Ka + Gjk + Ua
S

i=0

S

S

j=0 k=j

where we denote the total rate of infection producing provirus i as
qi :=

S X
S
X

Qi (jk)Vjk fjk ;

j=0 k=j

the total population of CTLs recognizing strain i and/or j as
Gij :=

m
X

(αia + αja − αia αja )Ea ;

a=1

and the total population of infected cells (singly or doubly) containing at least one provirus
recognized by effector clone a as
Ua :=

S
X
j=0

αja Tj +

S X
S
X

(αja + αka − αja αka )Tjk .

j=0 k=j

Here, uninfected CD4+ target cells, T , are produced at the rate λ and die at the rate dT .
Further, uninfected cells are lost to infections by virions Vjk at the infection rate constant
k0 scaled by the relative infectivity fjk . After infection of a target cell, a virus of type jk
mutates and recombines during the process of reverse transcription producing provirus i
with a probability Qi (jk) (see below).
Singly infected cells are produced from infections of uninfected cells and are lost to double
infections with the rate constant k1 , again scaled by relative infectivity. They die at the rate δ
per day and are lost due to CTL killing, by recognition of epitopes on their surfaces, according
to a saturating rate (see below). CTLs recognizing epitope a, Ea , kill infected cells Ti , Tii and
Tij that expose such epitopes on their surface. The entries of the binary recognition matrix,
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αia , are 1 if Ea recognizes Ti , otherwise 0. We assume that the killing efficiency is the same
for any CTL clone once its target epitope is recognized.
In a finite population, the formation of the infected cell Ti is stochastic as the rate of infection leading to these cells can be small for a genome i several mutational steps away from
the founder strain. We determine the time to emergence, ti , of the first cell Ti assuming that
infections occur according to a time-inhomogeneous Poisson process. We denote the expectation of this time to emergence as wi . We assume, as an approximation, that Ti emerges at
its expected waiting time, wi (Arora and Dixit, 2009). Thus, if the time elapsed from the start
of this adaptation process, t, is less than wi , then Ti is yet to be formed, which is captured by
the Heaviside function: H(t − wi ) = 0 if t < wi , otherwise H(t − wi ) = 1. A similar condition
applies to the doubly infected cells. The evaluation of waiting times is described below.
Doubly infected cells are produced from singly infected cells with the rate constant k1 ,
lower than k0 , as subsequent to single infection, CD4 receptors are down-modulated reducing the susceptibility to new infection (Chen et al., 1996; Piguet et al., 1999). If the same
provirus i infects the singly infected cell Ti , then the doubly infected cell Tii is homozygous.
If a different provirus j infects the singly infected cell Ti (or i infects Tj ), then the doubly
infected cell Tij is heterozygous. We ignore more than two infections per cell following
previous studies (Suryavanshi and Dixit, 2007; Arora and Dixit, 2009; Batorsky et al., 2011;
Josefsson et al., 2013). We assume next that doubly infected cells Tii present epitopes to twice
the extent of singly infected cells Ti , rendering Tii twice as susceptible to CTL killing as Ti .
Similarly, the susceptibility of cells Tij to immune killing equals the sum of that of Ti and Tj .
(Modifying this assumption does not alter our qualitative conclusions; see Supplementary
Figure 5.7.)
While cells of type Ti and Tii produce only homozygous virions Vii , cells Tij produce
virions Vii , Vjj , and the heterozygous virions Vij in the proportion of 1/4, 1/4, 1/2, representing random assortment from a pool of strands i and j (assumed to be in excess). Infected
cells produce virions at rate p, and virions are cleared at rate c. (We assume that singly and
doubly infected cells produce virions at the same rate, but again, qualitative conclusions are
robust to modifying this assumption; see Supplementary Figure 5.7.)
Effector cells Ea are produced at an intrinsic rate σ and proliferate following their interactions with infected cells at a saturating rate (see below). The distribution of the saturation
parameter Ka would define the immunodominance pattern of the effector response (Mostowy
et al., 2011); however, for our results we will take Ka the same for all clones a. The effector
cells die at the rate δE .
In both CTL proliferation and killing, we employ saturating functional forms, which reflect
the limitations in the rate of cellular interactions, for instance due to the time to find interacting partners and the handling time spent in each interaction (Miller et al., 2004; Beauchemin
et al., 2007; Graw and Regoes, 2009; Gadhamsetty et al., 2014). These considerations imply
that interactions cannot occur at an arbitrarily high rate even as both cellular populations
(infected cells and CTLs) become large, unlike in a mass action functional form. However,
mass action can be recovered in the limit as both maximal rates and saturation parameters
become large, i.e., both kCT L and h in the CTL killing term or both g and Ka in the CTL
proliferation term. The functional forms we use can be derived from kinetic considerations
of complex formation and dissociation and making use of the “total quasi-steady state assumption” (Borghans et al., 1996; De Boer, 2007). Here, saturation occurs with respect to the
populations of both interacting partners. We note that previous models of immune escape
have also made use of saturating functional forms in CTL proliferation (De Boer, 2007; Althaus and De Boer, 2008; Mostowy et al., 2011) and/or killing (De Boer, 2007; Althaus and
De Boer, 2008).
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Parameter

Description

Value

λ

Influx rate of target cells

2 × 107 cells/day

dT

Death rate of uninfected target cells

0.05/cell/day

k0

Infection rate of uninfected cells

10−11 /cell/virion/day

Superinfection rate

0.7k0 unless otherwise noted

k1

(of already singly-infected cells)
fij
D∗

Relative infectivity of virus carrying

1 for wild type,

genomes i and j (multiplies k0 and k1 )

variable (< 1) otherwise

Total death rate of singly infected cells at steady state,

1/day

assuming susceptibility to immune killing


Proportion of infected cell death due to

variable

CTL killing, assuming no escape
δ

D∗ (1 − )

Death rate of infected cells
due to sources other than CTL killing

kCT L

Maximum rate of CTL killing of singly infected cells

Calculated from other parameters
(see Supplementary Material, 5.A.1)

h

Saturation parameter of CTL killing

5 × 108

α

Binary immune recognition matrix

αia = 1 if viral strain i is recognized

σ

Influx rate of CTLs

20 cells/day

g

Proliferation rate constant of CTLs

1/cell/day

Ka

Saturation parameter of CTL

108

δE

Death rate of effector cells

0.02/cell/day

p

Production rate of virions by infected cells

5 × 104 virions/cell/day

c

Clearance rate of virions

by CTL clone a, 0 otherwise

proliferation for clone a

Mutation rate

µ

23/virion/day
3 × 10−5

mutations/site/replication

unless otherwise noted
ρ

Recombination rate

8.3 × 10−4 crossovers/site/replication

n

Number of epitopes

variable

S

Number of non-wild type

S = 22n − 1

viral strains (types of genomes)

Table 5.1: Parameter values used for simulation.

We estimate the values of the parameters involved based on available experimental/clinical observations and previous modelling studies (see Supplementary Material, 5.A.1). The
parameter values we use are listed in Table 5.1. We solved the above equations numerically
with the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm using a computer program in C.
5.2.1 Reverse Transcription
We now describe how we calculate the probability of producing a given provirus during reverse transcription of a given double-stranded infecting virion. For this purpose, we follow
previous authors in decoupling mutation and recombination (Boerlijst et al., 1996; Bocharov
et al., 2005; Arora and Dixit, 2009). The procedure closely follows that developed in Arora
and Dixit (2009). The probability of producing genome k from genomes j and h via recombination is denoted as Rk (jh), while the probability of producing genome i via mutation from
the recombinant k is denoted by Pik . In all, 2d different recombinants k, where d is the
number of sites at which j and h differ, can be produced. Summing over the product of the
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probability of producing any recombinant k and the probability of mutating k to i yields the
total probability of producing genome i by reverse transcription of genomes j and h,
Zi (jh) =

d −1
2X

Pik Rk (jh)

k=0

Whereas the above is the probability of producing a strain i following reverse transcription,
we recognize in our dynamical equations that such a strain may only arise after its waiting
time is crossed. Thus, we determine a normalized probability by restricting the appearance
of proviruses to those genomes whose waiting times have been crossed, obtaining
Qi (jh) = PS

H(t − wi )Zi (jh)

k=0 H(t − wk )Zk (jh)

5.2.1.1

Recombination

We begin with genomes j and h that differ at d sites separated by distances (number of base
pairs) l1 , l2 , . . . , ld−1 . The enzyme reverse transcriptase (RT) initiates reverse transcription
on either of the two strands with equal probability. Subsequently, RT can cross over genomes
and thus combine genetic material from both strands in the process. To generate genome
k from genomes j and h, RT has to visit these d sites on the appropriate genomes. If RT
performs an even number of crossovers between successive sites, then it remains on the same
genome at these sites, otherwise it shifts to the other genome. If Pdes (x) is the probability
that RT is on the desired genome at the xth distinctive site via odd or even crossovers over
the length lx−1 , then the probability of generating genome k via recombination is
Rk (jh) =

d
Y

Pdes (x)

x=1

Based on the desired path to generate genome k, at the first site Pdes (1) = 1/2, as RT can
start on either genome with equal probability. If the next desired site on genome k is on the
same genome as the residing genome, then RT has to undergo an even number of crossovers
and hence Pdes (2) = Peven (l1 ). Otherwise, the desired site is on the other genome and RT
has to undergo an odd number of crossovers, so that Pdes (2) = Podd (l1 ). The probabilities
l

l

and 1−(1−2ρ)
respectively, where ρ is the per
Peven (l) and Podd (l) are given as 1+(1−2ρ)
2
2
site recombination rate of HIV, assuming a binomial distribution of crossover events over a
given number of sites (see Supplementary Material, 5.A.2).
5.2.1.2

Mutation

From the genome k derived from recombination of genomes j and h, we obtain the desired
genome i by mutation. If genomes i and k differ at u sites, then the probability that we arrive
at genome i from genome k is Pik = µu (1 − µ)2n−u , where 0 6 u 6 2n and µ is the per site
mutation probability.
5.2.2

Waiting times

The time to emergence, ti , of the first singly infected cell Ti can be modelled by a timeinhomogeneous Poisson process with the instantaneous rate ri (t) of the formation of provirus
i (Arora and Dixit, 2009). The probability that ti is smaller than s is then
 Zs

P(ti 6 s) = 1 − exp − ri (t)dt , 0 6 s < ∞
0
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The
waiting time for formation of the first singly infected cell of type i, wi = hti i =
R∞ expected
∂P
0 s ∂s ds or

 Zs

Z∞
∂
exp − ri (t)dt
ds
wi = −
s
∂s
0
0
Similarly for doubly infected cells, Tij , the expected waiting time for the first formation is

 Zs

Z∞
∂
exp − rij (t)dt
ds
wij = −
s
∂s
0
0
The required rates are given by:
ri (t) = k0 T (t)

S X
S
X

Zi (jk)Vjk (t)fjk ,

j=0 k=j

rii (t) = k1 Ti (t)

S X
S
X

Zi (jk)Vjk (t)fjk ,

j=0 k=j

rij (t) = k1

Ti (t)

S X
S
X
k=0 l=k

Zj (kl)Vkl (t)fkl + Tj (t)

S X
S
X

!
Zi (kl)Vkl (t)fkl

for i < j.

k=0 l=k

To evaluate the above integrals for wi and wij , we follow the numerical procedure developed
in Arora and Dixit (2009). This procedure dynamically updates the estimated wi and wij at
each time step in the numerical integration of the ODEs, with the rates calculated from
current population sizes in the system.
5.3

results

We focus on the effect of recombination on the waiting time until the highly adapted strain
−wnorec
, which is the relative change in this waiting
first appears, quantified by R = wrec
wnorec
time with versus without recombination. Thus R < 0 indicates that recombination has an
accelerating effect, while R > 0 indicates a decelerating effect on adaptation. In the results
that follow, we always compare maximal (free) recombination, achieved in approximation by
setting a large distance between sites, with no recombination (complete linkage), achieved by
setting the distance between sites to zero. Note that the ordering of loci does not matter in
these two extreme cases. We initialize the system to the steady state where only the founder
strain is present (see Supplementary Material, 5.A.1).
5.3.1 Single epitope
We first consider immune escape and reversion at a single epitope. The pathway of adaptation depends strongly on the underlying fitness landscape, which combines intrinsic fitness
(mediated in our model by the relative infectivity, f) and susceptibility to immune attack to
yield the overall or effective fitness, denoted F. The effective fitness landscape of the virus,
determining the direction and strength of selection, depends on the current availability of
target cells and the presence of CTLs recognizing this epitope, and will thus generally show
complex temporal dynamics (see Supplementary Material, 5.A.1). For intrinsic fitness, we
assume fwt > fec > fe , fc ; that is, the wild type strain has the highest relative infectivity,
while e and c mutations come with a cost but demonstrate positive epistasis (compensation).
CTLs recognizing a strain affect its survival. If D∗ is the steady state total death rate of
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singly infected cells and δ the background death rate from sources other than CTL killing,
then  = 1 − δ/D∗ is a measure of the proportion of infected cell death due to CTL killing.
Since the total death rate of infected cells is better known than the relative contributions of
background death rate and immune killing (see Supplementary Material, 5.A.1), we fix D∗
for an immune-susceptible strain, and vary the proportion of death due to immune killing, .
The parameter  thus mediates the fitness advantage that can be gained by immune escape.
In the escape scenario, where CTLs targeting the epitope are present, the founder strain
is the wild type carrying no mutations, denoted wt, and the highly adapted strain is ec,
carrying both the escape, e, and compensatory, c, mutations. That is, Fec > Fwt . Further,
Fc < Fwt , representing the fitness penalty associated with the compensatory mutation alone.
Although fe < fwt , indicating the intrinsic fitness loss associated with the escape mutation,
Fe could be greater or smaller than Fwt depending on the strength of immune killing. If the
proportion of death due to immune killing, , is large, then Fe is likely to be larger than Fwt ,
owing to the large fitness gain associated with immune escape. If  is small, however, Fe is
likely to be smaller than Fwt . Thus, depending on  and on f, and hence on whether Fe is
smaller or larger than Fwt , the immune escape pathway either must pass through a fitness
valley or can access a purely uphill trajectory (Figure 5.2A).
In the reversion scenario, CTLs do not target the focal epitope, thus adaptation occurs
under fixed immune pressure on all strains, which we suppose is due to CTLs targeting
other epitopes (e.g., see Pandit and de Boer, 2014). Thus, the total death rate is the same for
all strains, and overall fitness is mediated by relative infectivity. Adaptation therefore always
passes through a fitness valley (Fe , Fc < Fec < Fwt ) (Figure 5.2B). Note that we still use e and
c to refer to the mutations, although e does not confer immune escape in the new host.
Below, we examine the role of recombination in the adaptation process under each of these
circumstances. We consider a range of intrinsic fitness landscapes defined by the parameters
fe and fc . In the one-epitope case, the fully adapted strain is two mutational steps from the
founder, and recombination, by potentially bringing together single-mutants, can thus only
have an accelerating effect on its first appearance. That is, the direction of the effect is clear,
but the question is its magnitude. Note that once the highly adapted strain appears, however,
recombination can slow its spread by breaking up the two mutations again, though we do
not focus on this phase.
5.3.1.1

Escape

During escape, from the wt strain present initially, the single mutant genomes e and c are
produced by mutations at the same expected waiting times, as their production rates depend
only on the replication rate of the wt and the mutation rate and not on the relative fitness
values of the mutants (Figure 5.3A and Supplementary Figure 5.8). Following its emergence,
the strain c is competitively suppressed by wt, because Fc < Fwt , and thus settles to a
low frequency. When fe and/or  are sufficiently large such that Fe > Fwt , the strain e
has a selective advantage and can outcompete the wt. It thus rises rapidly following its
emergence (fe = 0.8 in Figure 5.3A). When, as a consequence, the e strain becomes dominant,
the rate at which the ec strain arises by mutation of the e strain is much larger than by
recombination between the e and c strains. Recombination, therefore, plays a negligible
role in the emergence of the ec strain under these circumstances. If, on the other hand, fe is
smaller, so that Fe ≈ Fwt , then e does not have a significant advantage over the wild type, but
the rate at which it superinfects cells infected by c remains significant. Then recombination
can accelerate the accumulation of the two mutations and hence the emergence of the ec
strain (fe = 0.2 in Figure 5.3A). If fe is too low, then e settles to such a low frequency that
coinfection of cells by e and c becomes rare, and recombination again does not accelerate
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Escape
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Reversion

e

Overall fitness
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c

e
c

wt

e/c

e

ec

ec

e/c

wt

Strain
Figure 5.2: Fitness landscapes at one epitope. The overall fitness (F) of strains carrying no mutations
(wt), an escape mutation (e), a compensatory mutation (c), and both escape and compensatory mutations (ec) are shown. Adaptation can pass through a fitness valley (solid) or a
purely uphill trajectory (dashed) during escape (A), but must pass through a valley during
reversion (B).

escape (fe = 0 in Figure 5.3A). Indeed, we find that for the chosen parameters, R is nearly
zero when fe = 0.8 and gradually increases as fe decreases to 0.2, while decreasing fe further
diminishes the impact of recombination (Figure 5.3B, left). Similar trends are observed as fc
is altered for fixed fe .
We examine next the influence of parameter variations on R. Increasing the frequency of
doubly infected cells, by increasing the superinfection rate k1 of singly infected cells, enhances the effect of recombination (Supplementary Figure 5.9). For smaller mutation rates
(µ), the relative influence of recombination is larger, as evidenced by higher values of R
(Supplementary Figure 5.10A). For large values of µ, the influence of recombination is overwhelmed by mutation and R is zero across fitness landscapes (Supplementary Figure 5.10B).
Decreasing  lowers the fitness advantage associated with escape and hence the uphill immune escape pathway only becomes accessible at higher intrinsic fitness of the escape strain.
Thus, while the qualitative pattern remains similar, the accelerating effect of recombination
is evident at correspondingly higher values of fe when  is smaller (Supplementary Figure
5.11).
5.3.1.2 Reversion
We next consider the reversion of an escape mutant in a new host. Here, we begin with
the ec strain. Both the single mutant e and c strains again arise due to mutation of the ec
strain. Because the fitness landscape always passes through a valley, they both remain at
low frequencies relative to the ec strain. The rate at which cellular superinfection with the
e and c strains occurs is thus substantially smaller than superinfection with the ec strain.
Consequently, the production of heterozygous virions, which provide the substrate for recombination, is minimal. R thus remains nearly zero throughout, until fe and fc become
comparable to fec , which here is set to 0.9 (Figure 5.3B, right). Recombination thus does not
have a significant effect on the reversion of a single epitope. This result is robust to variations
in the parameters k1 , µ, and  (Supplementary Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11).
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Figure 5.3: Escape and reversion at a single epitope. We set fwt = 1 and fec = 0.9 throughout, while
values of fe and fc are given in the panels. The relative contribution of immune killing
is  = 0.9. Other parameter values are listed in Table 5.1. (A) Temporal dynamics of
escape at a single epitope for varying intrinsic fitness values of the escape strain (given
by fe in the legend on each panel). Populations of singly infected cells with proviruses
wt, e, c and ec (top panel) and populations of doubly infected cells carrying proviruses
e and c (red) and various other pairs of proviruses (grey) (bottom panel). Solid lines are
without recombination and dashed lines with recombination. (B) The percentage change
in the expected waiting time with versus without recombination (R ∗ 100%) for different
fitness combinations of escape and compensatory mutations for the cases of escape (left)
and reversion (right).
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5.3.2 Two epitopes
We now consider adaptation at two epitopes. At each epitope, we let mutations affect intrinsic
fitness as defined in the single epitope case above. Thus, fe1 is the intrinsic fitness of the
single mutant strain carrying the escape mutation on the first epitope. For simplicity, we
assume that the intrinsic fitness landscapes governing the two epitopes are identical, so that
fe1 = fe2 , and so on. We thus isolate the effect of simply having more sites at which adaptive
changes are required. Further, we assume that the intrinsic fitness effects exhibit no interepitope epistatic interactions, so that, e.g., fe1 e2 = fe1 fe2 .
To examine the influence of recombination, we consider two arrangements of loci. In the
first, the escape and compensatory mutations are all sufficiently far apart on the genome to
allow maximal recombination between all loci. In the second, the escape and compensatory
mutations associated with a given epitope are proximally located but the epitopes are far
apart, so that recombination has no influence on adaptation at any one epitope, but can exert
its influence across the epitopes. For each scenario, we explore the influence of recombination
across a range of fitness landscapes defined by the parameters fe (= fe1 = fe2 ) and fc
(= fc1 = fc2 ). Three cases arise: 1) escape at both epitopes, 2) reversion at both epitopes, and
3) escape at one and reversion at the other epitope.
5.3.2.1

Escape at both epitopes

In this case, the founder strain is the wild type, wt. We examine the effect of recombination
on the expected waiting time for the strain that accumulates escape and compensatory mutations at both epitopes, denoted e1 c1 e2 c2 , where the subscripts indicate the epitope number.
In contrast to the single epitope results, we find here that recombination can accelerate or
decelerate adaptation depending on the underlying fitness landscape (Figure 5.4A). For instance, for the chosen parameter values, as fe increases with fc fixed, recombination exhibits
a complex, non-monotonic influence. We can understand these effects by again looking at
temporal dynamics, illustrated in Figure 5.5 for the example where fc = 0.4 and fe varies
from 0.4 to 0.7. Note that by symmetry, the two epitopes are interchangeable, and thus the
corresponding strains (e.g. e1 c1 and e2 c2 ) have identical dynamics.
Starting from the wt strain, all single mutant strains (e1 , c1 , e2 , and c2 ) are produced
at the same expected time. The strains however settle to low frequencies given their poor
fitness relative to wt. Because Fe > Fc (due to the advantage of escaping at one epitope and
given that fe > fc here), the e1 and e2 strains are slightly higher in prevalence than c1 and
c2 , and their prevalence increases with fe across panels. The double mutant e1 e2 appears
next, closely followed by e1 c1 and e2 c2 . Due to the lower fitness of c, the double mutant
c1 c2 appears somewhat later and remains at very low frequencies, thus playing a negligible
role in the dynamics. Though recombination among the corresponding single mutants could
potentially play a role in the emergence of the double mutants, it appears that this effect is
minimal.
Under the chosen parameter settings (fec = 0.9, combined with the advantage of escape at
one epitope), e1 c1 and e2 c2 are fitter than wt and thus grow. Here, recombination inhibits
their growth because recombination predominantly occurs with the wild type, breaking each
ec into its constituent single mutants. The effect is evident in the significantly delayed emergence of all triple mutant strains in the presence of recombination. Nonetheless, the possibility of recombining e1 c1 and e2 c2 to produce the desired quadruple mutant e1 c1 e2 c2 points
to a counteracting advantage of recombination.
The net effect of recombination varies with fe across the panels. (Note that as fe increases,
the quadruple mutant emerges faster in absolute terms, either with or without recombina-
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tion; however, we focus on the relative effect of recombination for each fe .) This variation can
be traced to the dynamics of the strains e1 e2 , e1 c1 e2 , and e1 e2 c2 , which depend on fe . When
fe = 0.4 (Figure 5.5A), the aforementioned double mutant does not rise in frequency, and
the triple mutants rise relatively slowly due to only a small advantage over wt. Recombination plays a significant role in bringing together e1 c1 and e2 c2 to accelerate the appearance
of e1 c1 e2 c2 (R ≈ −20%). When fe = 0.5 (Figure 5.5B), the triple mutants rise faster and
the rate of production of e1 c1 e2 c2 by one additional mutation is larger. Consequently, the
relative role of recombination declines (R ≈ −5%). Once fe = 0.6 (Figure 5.5C), the double
mutant e1 e2 also becomes significantly fitter than the wt and thus rises in frequency. The
predominant pathway of adaptation now begins to shift from being dominated by the accumulation of mutations on the ec background to that on the e1 e2 background. Once the
triple mutants e1 c1 e2 and e1 e2 c2 appear, recombination can bring them together to produce
the quadruple mutant. However, the inhibitory effect of recombination in breaking up the
e1 e2 strain (through recombination with wt) is also evident, delaying the emergence of the
triple mutants. The net effect of recombination on the emergence of the quadruple mutant
becomes inhibitory (R ≈ 10%). As fe increases further to 0.7 (Figure 5.5D), the intermediate
strains e1 e2 , e1 c1 e2 , and e1 e2 c2 all rise rapidly after their appearance, and the emergence of
e1 c1 e2 c2 through sequential accumulation of mutations swamps the effect of recombination.
The net effect of recombination remains inhibitory here, but is subdued to R ≈ 5%.
When recombination within epitopes is set to zero, recombination tends to have a more
beneficial (or less inhibitory) effect on the emergence of the quadruple mutant throughout
(Figure 5.4A, right). Essentially, this is because we eliminate the detrimental effect of recombination in breaking up e from c at each epitope by recombination with the wild type, while
leaving its main benefit of bringing together e1 c1 and e2 c2 intact. Only at the highest fe does
sequential mutation swamp recombination and R ≈ 0.
Decreasing the relative strength of immune killing () shifts the balance increasingly toward the inhibitory effects of recombination when recombination is allowed between all loci
(Supplementary Figure 5.12). As  decreases, and correspondingly the background death
rate is higher, the overall fitness Fe and Fec of strains carrying escape mutations decreases
for the same intrinsic fitness values fe and fec . This reduced fitness implies that e1 c1 and
e2 c2 are present at reduced frequencies, and when recombination is allowed, it occurs primarily with the wild type. When  is small, recombination thus strongly inhibits the growth
of e1 c1 and e2 c2 by breaking up the two combinations (Figure 5.5), while co-infection with
both e1 c1 and e2 c2 is rare and therefore recombination can play only a small role in bringing these two pairs of mutations together. Consequently, recombination strongly decelerates
the emergence of the quadruple mutant when maximal recombination between all loci is allowed (Supplementary Figure 5.12B, left). When only inter-epitope recombination is allowed,
recombination remains beneficial (with even a slightly increased magnitude) over most of
the range, but the inhibitory effect seen at high fe becomes stronger (Supplementary Figure
5.12, right).
5.3.2.2

Reversion at both epitopes

Reversion of ec at any given epitope involves passing through a fitness valley (i.e. a single
mutation, here the loss of e or c alone, reduces fitness) to a higher peak on the other side
(i.e. two mutations, here the loss of both e and c, increases fitness relative to the founder).
Thus reversion at two epitopes involves adaptation on a fitness landscape similar to the case
of escape at two epitopes with low fe (creating a fitness valley at each epitope) and high 
(implying elevated fitness of the double mutant at each epitope). The outcome is thus also
similar: recombination uniformly accelerates reversion at two epitopes (Figure 5.4B). Starting
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Figure 5.4: Escape and reversion at two epitopes. We set fwt = 1 and fec = 0.9 throughout, while
values of fe and fc are given in the panels. The relative contribution of immune killing
is  = 0.9. Other parameter values are listed in Table 5.1. The percentage change in the
expected waiting time for the emergence of the fully adapted strain with versus without
recombination (R ∗ 100%) when (A) both epitopes are subject to immune escape, (B) both
subject to reversion, (C) one subject to escape and the other to reversion. The left panel
illustrates the case when recombination can occur both within and between epitopes. The
right panel illustrates the case when recombination can occur between epitopes but not
within epitopes.
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with maximal recombination between all loci (dashed lines) and without recombination
(solid lines). The other parameter values employed are the same as in Figure 5.4A.
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with the quadruple mutant (e1 c1 e2 c2 ), the triple mutants are produced first. The double
mutants are produced next, of which the e1 c1 and e2 c2 strains grow due to elevated fitness
(Supplementary Figure 5.14). Recombination with the quadruple mutant slows their rise by
breaking them into their precursor triple mutants. At the same time, recombination can bring
the two mutants together and produce the wild-type, completing the reversion process. The
latter effect of recombination predominates, resulting in the net benefit of recombination to
reversion.
If recombination is only allowed between epitopes and thus unable to break the escape and
compensatory mutations within an epitope, its inhibitory effect is suppressed and a greater
acceleration of reversion is observed. Further, as all strains are assumed equally susceptible
to immune killing in the reversion process, altering  alters the influence of recombination
only marginally (Supplementary Figure 5.15).
5.3.2.3 Escape at one and reversion at the other epitope
When escape at one and reversion at the other epitope are involved, the effects of recombination appear as a composite of the effects observed above with escape and reversion at both
epitopes. Now, supposing epitope 1 is targeted and epitope 2 is reverting, adaptation begins
with the strain e2 c2 , with both escape and compensatory mutations on the reverting epitope
and none on the targeted epitope. We follow the adaptation until the emergence of the e1 c1
strain where both escape and reversion are complete. Although we assume that the intrinsic
fitness landscape is identical for the two epitopes, the targeted epitope has superimposed
on this landscape pressure from the immune system, and thus the overall fitness landscapes
of the two epitopes differ. Consequently, evolution at the two epitopes does not proceed
symmetrically, unlike the cases above. For instance, the single mutants e1 and e2 now have
different fitnesses and thus follow different dynamics, introducing an additional dimension
of inter-epitope competition.
The reverting epitope undergoes adaptation on a fitness landscape that contains a valley.
Consequently, single mutations at this epitope remain at low frequencies, whereas the wt
once it appears can outcompete the founder. The targeted epitope, on the other hand, either must pass through a fitness valley or may access a purely uphill trajectory depending
on fe . In the former case, the triple mutants e1 e2 c2 and c1 e2 c2 arise but remain at low
frequencies, whereas in the latter case, e1 e2 c2 can grow. An additional mutation gives rise
to the quadruple mutant e1 c1 e2 c2 . The subsequent growth of the wt and the quadruple
mutant are influenced by recombination and the fitness advantage gained by immune escape. The wt always enjoys a fitness advantage relative to the founder strain, whereas the
quadruple mutant has a fitness advantage only when  is sufficiently high. The growth of
both strains can be inhibited by recombination with the founder strain, but recombination
with one another can produce the maximally adapted e1 c1 strain (Supplementary Figure
5.16). Accordingly, when  is large, recombination accelerates adaptation (Figure 5.4C). As
 decreases, the benefit of recombination to adaptation diminishes (Supplementary Figure
5.17A), and eventually recombination becomes detrimental (Supplementary Figure 5.17B).
When recombination within epitopes does not occur (Supplementary Figure 5.17, right), the
ec combinations are not split, so that recombination always benefits adaptation. In all cases,
the influence of recombination is intermediate to that in the scenarios involving escape or
reversion at both epitopes.

5.4 discussion

5.4

discussion

Early adaptation of HIV-1 following its transmission typically combines escape from CTLs
in the new host and the reversion of escape mutations in the transmitted viral genome at
epitopes that were targets in the donor but not in the new host. Despite the large mutation
and turnover rates of HIV, mutation may prove inadequate as the sole driving force for this
adaptation: The fitness loss of genomes upon acquiring escape or compensatory mutations
alone, together with clonal interference, significantly inhibits the accumulation of the requisite adaptive mutations at multiple loci. Recombination can then play an important role in
accelerating this adaptation, under circumstances that we clarified here.
Using a detailed model of viral dynamics combining immune response by CTLs and viral evolution driven by mutation, recombination and selection, we investigated the expected
waiting time for the first appearance of the adapted strain, carrying all of the requisite mutations, in the presence and absence of recombination. We find, interestingly, that the dominant
pathway of adaptation can differ substantially based on the underlying fitness landscape and
that recombination can have opposite net influences on adaptation depending on the pathway involved. We summarize our findings using the scenario where adaptation involves
immune escape at two identical epitopes (Figure 5.6). If escape mutations carry a significant
fitness penalty, then adaptation at each epitope passes through a fitness valley on the way to
the ec double mutants. Subsequently, recombination can separate the double mutants into
their constituent e and c single mutants, slowing adaptation. At the same time, it can bring
the two double mutants together to yield the highly adapted quadruple mutant. So long as
immune escape at each epitope confers a sufficient benefit, so that the ec double mutants
reach high enough frequency for substantial coinfection together, the latter effect dominates
and recombination accelerates adaptation. If however immune escape at one epitope does
not confer a sufficient benefit, the ec double mutants remain at lower frequency and coinfection is primarily with the wild type, so that the former effect dominates and recombination
decelerates adaptation. Of course, if the e and c mutations on each epitope are proximally
located and hence tightly linked, then recombination is ineffective in separating the double
mutants, so that its overall effect tends to be beneficial.
If escape mutations have a fitness advantage alone (even without compensation), adaptation at each epitope can proceed on a purely uphill trajectory. The e mutants then grow,
yielding the double mutant e1 e2 . Adaptation now proceeds on the background of the e1 e2
strain rather than the ec strains above. Since c1 c2 is of low fitness and thus rare, recombination bringing together e1 e2 and c1 c2 is negligible. The predominant effect of recombination
is thus to separate the e1 e2 double mutant, delaying the emergence of triple mutants and
hence further adaptation. This delay outweighs the subsequent possibility for recombination
to accelerate adaptation by bringing the triple mutants together.
To summarize, when adaptation passes through a fitness valley to a sufficiently high fitness gain at each epitope, recombination acting between epitopes brings well-adapted pairs
of mutations together and has the net effect of accelerating adaptation. When an uphill
trajectory is accessible at each epitope, the primary role of recombination is to separate mutations on the dominant intermediate double mutant, delaying subsequent adaptation. This
difference in the dominant adaptation pathway underlies the different roles of recombination
during immune escape and reversion. While reversion always occurs on the former type of
landscape, escape can fall into either scenario. When both escape and reversion are involved,
the effect of recombination tends to be in between its effects on escape and reversion. We
furthermore predict that the distance between loci associated with escape and compensation
at the same and at different epitopes influence the net effect of recombination. Our study
thus sheds light on the complex effects of recombination in the early adaptation of HIV-1.
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In the present study, we have restricted our analysis to a maximum of two epitopes. With
two epitopes, the effects of recombination in both bringing together and breaking up mutations, thus affecting both appearance and growth of intermediate strains, already become
evident, while the system still remains amenable to efficient computation and a thorough understanding of dynamics. Our model is nonetheless constructed more generally and can be
applied to adaptation at more than two epitopes. We expect computational speed, however,
to become prohibitive beyond three or four epitopes, in which case it would be worthwhile
to investigate approximations to certain processes in the model. If more reverting epitopes
are considered, we anticipate, based on our one- and two-epitope results, that recombination
will expedite adaptation. If more targeted (escaping) epitopes are considered, the influence
of recombination would depend on the fitness landscape, as determined by both the intrinsic
replicative capacity and the relative contribution of immune killing. A previous study, using
a less detailed model, considered up to 15 targeted epitopes and predicted that recombination has an increasingly accelerating effect on adaptation as the number of epitopes increases
(Mostowy et al., 2011). However, averaging results over randomly drawn fitness costs of
escape in that study precluded such a detailed understanding of the role of the fitness landscape as we achieved here. We recognize though that as the number of epitopes increases, it
may become increasingly important to account for fitness interactions among epitopes. More
realistic fitness landscapes of HIV-1, including epistatic interactions, are beginning to be unraveled (Hinkley et al., 2011; Ferguson et al., 2013), though incorporating these lies beyond
the scope of the present study.
We also restricted our analysis of parameter space to a manageable scope. Firstly, we assumed that all effector clones behave identically, and did not deal with immunodominance
or different killing efficiencies at different epitopes. Previous studies have nonetheless indicated that asymmetries among effector cell clones can affect escape dynamics (Althaus and
De Boer, 2008; Mostowy et al., 2011; van Deutekom et al., 2013). Secondly, in the two-epitope
studies, we assumed the intrinsic fitness effects at the two epitopes to be identical. This assumption helps in delineating the influence of recombination while keeping the complexities
of clonal interference to a minimum. Fitness effects, however, are unlikely to be identical at
any two epitopes. This asymmetry is considered in our study in the case where one epitope
is escaping and the other is reverting, such that the two epitopes then have different overall fitness landscapes. Further exploration of such parameter effects using our model could
provide interesting directions for future work.
Our model in its present form is fully deterministic, allowing ready exploration of parameter space and rendering it amenable to data analysis. Unlike many deterministic models, it
has the advantage of capturing delays in the emergence of mutant strains in a finite population, which enables it to capture the Fisher-Muller effect. Indeed, a similar formalism in the
context of drug resistance, based on which the current study is built, quantitatively captured
the in vitro development of resistance to tipranavir, an HIV protease inhibitor with a large
genetic barrier (Arora and Dixit, 2009). A limitation of the formalism is that stochastic variations around the mean are ignored, though these may contribute substantially to immune
escape and control (Read et al., 2012; Kessinger et al., 2013). In particular, in a stochastic
setting, strains requiring the same number of mutational steps may appear at different times,
and strains with the same expected fitness may vary in their growth. This will affect the
availability of relevant strains for recombination, even if we continue to assume identical
fitness effects across epitopes.
Significant efforts are ongoing to quantify the emergence and growth of escape strains by
using mathematical models to analyze the rich patient data obtained using next generation
sequencing and single genome amplification techniques (Asquith et al., 2006; Ganusov and
De Boer, 2006; Ganusov et al., 2011, 2013; Kessinger et al., 2013; Pandit and de Boer, 2014).

5.4 discussion

Statistical techniques are also being employed, combined with models, to accurately identify
escape mutations (Fryer et al., 2012). Epitopes that are least likely to escape may be better vaccine targets. The available data, however, allow estimation of only a few underlying
parameters; in particular, they have not been employed to quantify the influence of recombination. The models either ignore recombination (Asquith et al., 2006; Ganusov and De Boer,
2006; Ganusov et al., 2011; Kessinger et al., 2013) or consider it in an approximate manner
(Ganusov et al., 2013), precluding estimation of its role in immune escape and reversion. Our
findings suggest that recombination may affect escape rates significantly. In particular, recombination may underlie the observed disparate escape rates of epitopes, especially when
simultaneous evolution at multiple epitopes is involved. Analysis of the patient data using
a model that incorporates recombination may thus lead to more accurate inferences about
potential vaccine targets.
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the influence of recombination on early HIV-1 adaptation. We consider the
scenario involving escape at two epitopes. Upon infection, the wild-type, wt, produces
single mutants e1 , c1 , e2 , and c2 via mutation. Depending on the overall fitness of the escape mutation (Fe ), two dominant pathways, shown in green and red, respectively, emerge
hereon. When Fe is small (green lines), implying a fitness valley, single mutants form
double mutants e1 c1 and e2 c2 via mutation (solid lines) and recombination (dashed lines).
The double mutants e1 c1 and e2 c2 recombine to yield the quadruple mutant e1 c1 e2 c2 ,
hastening the adaptation process. When Fe is large (red lines), allowing access to a purely
uphill fitness trajectory, the double mutant e1 e2 dominates. e1 e2 can acquire compensatory mutations c1 or c2 to form the triple mutants, e1 c1 e2 and e1 e2 c2 . Recombination
can act at this stage to yield the quadruple mutant e1 c1 e2 c2 and complete the adaptation
process. Note that recombination can also slow down the growth of intermediate mutants
by separating mutations, and thus inhibit the adaptation process (lighter lines pointing
backwards). Circles with dual colors indicate coinfection with the respective color-coded
strains.

APPENDIX

5.a
5.a.1

supplementary material
Parameter values and initial conditions

We parameterize this model by taking into consideration current empirical estimates, realistic dynamics of the model, and consistency with previous modelling studies (especially
Althaus and De Boer, 2008; Mostowy et al., 2011). To set basic parameters, our approach is
first to consider a simplified model considering only one viral strain, the wild type (which
is fully susceptible to immune killing, but has maximal intrinsic fitness of fwt = 1), and not
allowing mutation or recombination. Furthermore, we neglect superinfection, which eliminates doubly infected cells. We decouple effector cell dynamics from the rest of the system
by considering “total” infected cell death at steady state as a constant rate, D∗ . The model
for uninfected and infected T cell and viral populations then reduces to the standard viral
dynamics model (Nowak and May, 2000):
Ṫ = λ − dT T − k0 T V00
Ṫ0 = k0 T V00 − D∗ T0
V̇00 = pT0 − cV00
HIV appears to infect activated CD4+ T cells most readily, implying that this population
should be considered the target cells (T ) in our model. We set λ = 2 × 107 (Althaus and
De Boer, 2008; Mostowy et al., 2011). The median death rate of uninfected, activated T cells
has been estimated as 0.07-0.11/day (Ribeiro et al., 2002b); we take dT = 0.05/day. These
values together yield an uninfected steady state level of 4 × 108 target cells. The total death
rate of infected cells has been consistently estimated at around D∗ = 1/day (Markowitz et al.,
2003; Murray et al., 2011). Assuming infected cells produce virus at a constant rate p, we have
p = N/D∗ where N is the burst size (average number of virions produced by an infected cell
in its lifetime) and 1/D∗ is the average lifetime of an infected cell. Recent estimates suggest
N = 5 × 104 (Chen et al., 2007), which yields p = 5 × 104 . Estimates of viral clearance rate
vary by orders of magnitude (Perelson et al., 1996; Murray et al., 2011), but we take an oftenused moderate value of c = 23/day (Ramratnam et al., 1999; De Boer et al., 2010). Finally,
we note that the basic reproductive number in this model (when the virus enters an target
cell population at its uninfected steady state, but nonetheless taking a constant infected cell
death rate of D∗ ) is R0 = λk0 p/(dT cD∗ ). Taking k0 = 1 × 10−11 together with the previous
estimates yields R0 ≈ 8.7, in line with recent estimates obtained from patient data in the
early acute phase (Ribeiro et al., 2010). These parameter values also yield infected steady
state values of T0∗ = 1.77 × 107 infected cells (close to recent estimates, e.g. Goldberg et al.,
∗ = 3.85 × 1010 free virions.
2012) and V00
We briefly note that the overall fitness of two strains can be roughly compared through
their values of R0 in the above model, ignoring double infections. In our model, strains
differ only in their relative infectivity f, which scales k0 , and in their death rates when
immune escape is possible. This yields the relative fitness Fi /Fj ≈ fi /fj × D∗j /D∗i . This rough
approximation provides an indication of whether strain i can outcompete strain j, as long as
the ratio is not too close to 1. A more accurate approximation of invasion fitness, accounting
for double infections and recombination, can be derived using the next generation matrix
method (Hurford et al., 2010).
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We next put doubly infected cells back into the model, while continuing to consider only
the wild type strain, which yields the modified equation:
Ṫ0 = k0 T V00 − k1 T0 V00 − D∗ T0
and the additional equation:
Ṫ00 = k1 T0 V00 − D∗2 T00
The total death rate of doubly infected cells, D∗2 , could be different than that of singly infected
cells. We typically assume (everywhere except the alternative model presented in Figure 5.7)
that the background death rate, δ, is the same for both doubly and singly infected cells, but
doubly infected cells are subject to twice the rate of CTL killing. If CTL killing contributes
a portion  of the total death rate of singly infected cells at steady state, then we have
D∗2 = (1 + )D∗ . We suppose that already-infected cells are less susceptible to infection than
uninfected cells, due to down-regulation of CD4 on the cell surface; we take k1 = 0.7k0
(Suryavanshi and Dixit, 2007). Numerically, the equilibrium state is slightly modified when
∗ = 1.59 × 107 infected
double infection is allowed: when  = 0.9 we have a total of T0∗ + T00
cells, of which around 11% are doubly infected. The proportion of doubly infected cells
increases as  decreases, since the killing rate of doubly infected cells is reduced; at  = 0.1
we obtain 19% doubly infected cells. These values are thus on the higher end, but not
completely out of line with empirical estimates (Josefsson et al., 2011).
We now turn to the decoupled effector cell dynamics. To set basic CTL parameters, we
first consider one clone in isolation:
Ė0 = σ + gE0

T0
− δE E0
K0 + E0 + T0 + T00

Note that the model equation is a phenomenological description capturing the most important dynamics relevant to our system, rather than a mechanistic description that can be
strictly linked to stages of T cell differentiation and activation. This lack of direct correspondence to particular physical parameters, as well as the relative dearth of measurements of
such immune parameters, makes parameterization of this model equation less straightforward. We take g = 1.0/day (Davenport et al., 2004; also used by Althaus and De Boer, 2008;
Mostowy et al., 2011), which represents the maximum per capita proliferation rate of effector
cells in the limit of high infected cell levels. We also follow previous authors (Althaus and
De Boer, 2008; Mostowy et al., 2011) in setting the uninfected steady state level of effector
cells σ/δE = 1000, which (though of arguable biological meaning) provides a small initial
population such that the effector cell population can grow initially, without making a large
contribution to growth when infected cell-induced proliferation occurs. The remaining effector cell parameters are primarily set to obtain reasonable dynamical behaviour. We take
δE = 0.02/day; although the death rate of effector cells appears to be as high as ≈ 0.1/day
(Davenport et al., 2004), such a high rate led to unrealistically many immune escape events
per year in a similar model (C. Althaus, personal communication). Given steady state values of infected cells, an analytical expression for the infected steady state value of CTLs is
available:
E∗ =

1
∗
∗
gT0∗ + 2gT00
− (K0 + T0∗ + T00
)δE + σ
2δE
!
q
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
2
+ 4(K0 + T0 + T00 )δE σ + (gT0 + 2gT00 − (K0 + T0 + T00 )δE + σ)
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We choose the remaining parameters to balance a reasonable steady state effector cell level
(E∗ ) and rate of approach to equilibrium: if δE is smaller, K0 must be larger to achieve a
given value of E∗ ; however, taking K0 too large leads to very slow growth of the effector cell
population. We compromise on K0 = 108 , which is in line with the maximum Ka value used
previously in similar models (Althaus and De Boer, 2008; Mostowy et al., 2011) and yields
(for  = 0.9) E∗ = 7.66 × 108 , on the higher end of the effector cell population sizes appearing
in Althaus and De Boer (2008), while roughly in line with the concentration of effector cells
of a given clone observed in Davenport et al. (2004) and scaled up to a human.
If multiple CTL clones of equal strength (same Ka ) are present, then by symmetry, they
will all be present at the same equilibrium frequency. We find that, to a good approximation
when infected cell-induced proliferation is large compared to influx (σ is small relative to the
other terms), the total steady state CTL population size remains approximately constant as
n increases, with each clone present at frequency 1/n.
Finally, we consider the breakdown of infected cell death into CTL killing and other
sources. Supposing that CTLs all together account for a proportion  of singly infected
cell death at steady state, we have δ = (1 − )D∗ and:
D∗ = kCT L

E∗tot
∗
h + E∗tot + T0∗ + T00

where E∗tot is the total population size of CTLs of all clones recognizing the strain. We take
h = 5 × 108 cells, which is within the range suggested by Althaus and De Boer (2008), and
on the same order of magnitude as E∗tot , implying that the saturation effect is significant. We
will vary  to investigate the impact of the extent of CTL killing on the results; in particular,
the higher  is, the greater the advantage of immune escape. Given the steady state values
∗ obtained as described above, and a chosen value of , we can then solve
E∗tot , T0∗ , and T00
for kCT L . Note, the finding that E∗tot remains approximately constant with varying number
of epitopes/clones (n) implies that we can leave kCT L fixed for given , regardless of the
number of epitopes being investigated.
In extending the model to multiple viral strains, we use the fairly standard values of
mutation rate (µ = 3 × 10−5 base changes per site per replication; Mansky and Temin, 1995
and recombination rate (ρ = 8.3 × 10−4 crossovers per site per replication; Suryavanshi and
Dixit, 2007. Relative infectivity of a virus carrying strands i and j, fij (scaling k0 ), is assumed
to be one for the wild type (i = j = 0) and less than one otherwise, on the assumption that
immune escape and compensatory mutations carry some cost in infectivity. These costs are
varied in simulations to explore their effects. For a strand i consisting of n epitopes, the
Q
intrinsic fitness is assumed to be multiplicative across epitopes, i.e. fi = n
m=1 ξmi , where
th
ξmi is the intrinsic fitness at the m epitope. The relative infectivity of a double stranded
virus containing strands i and j is taken to be fij = (fi + fj )/2.
We start simulations at the infected steady state with a single viral strain, using the approximate steady state values calculated as described above. For a given epitope, we consider two
scenarios: (1) Escape: we start with the strain carrying no mutations at this epitope. Only
strains lacking the escape mutation are recognized by the CTL clone at the corresponding
epitope. (2) Reversion: we start with the strain carrying both escape and compensatory at the
relevant epitope. The appropriate steady state population sizes can readily be re-calculated,
replacing the infectivity k0 with fi k0 for a starting strain i. (However, for consistency we
leave kCT L the same; this leads to little discrepancy in the actual steady state as long as the
starting strain does not have a very low relative infectivity.) We suppose that, effectively, all
strains are recognized by the CTL clone at this epitope, resulting in the same infected cell
death rate for all strains (no benefit of escape mutations), while keeping the overall fitness of
the non-mutated strain identical to the “Escape” scenario for direct comparison.
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Parameter values used for simulation are summarized in Table 5.1 of the main text.
5.a.2 Crossover probability
We denote the probability of reverse transcriptase crossover per site by ρ. Assuming that the
number of crossovers over length l follows a binomial distribution,
 
l k
fk (ρ, 1 − ρ) =
ρ (1 − ρ)l−k
k
To determine the odd number of crossovers over length l, we use the following expressions,
l
X

fk (ρ, 1 − ρ) = (ρ + 1 − ρ)l = 1

(5.1)

fk (−ρ, 1 − ρ) = (−ρ + 1 − ρ)l = (1 − 2ρ)l

(5.2)

k=0

l
X
k=0

The difference between Equations 5.1 and 5.2 yields,
2

l
X
k=1,3,5,...
l
X

k=1,3,5,...

 
l k
ρ (1 − ρ)l−k = 1 − (1 − 2ρ)l
k

 
l k
1 − (1 − 2ρ)l
ρ (1 − ρ)l−k =
2
k

Similarly, the probability of even crossovers over length l is,
l
X
k=0,2,4,...

 
l k
1 + (1 − 2ρ)l
ρ (1 − ρ)l−k =
k
2
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Figure 5.7: Effect of recombination under alternative models of doubly infected cell characteristics. The percentage change in the expected waiting time with versus without
recombination(100 ∗ R%) for different intrinsic fitness combinations of escape and compensatory mutations for the cases of escape (left) and reversion (right). In (A), doubly infected
cells produce virus at twice the rate of singly infected cells and are subject to twice the rate
of immune killing (while inducing twice the stimulation of effector proliferation). In (B),
doubly infected cells behave identically to singly infected cells with regards to both viral
production and immune recognition. The other parameter values employed are the same
as in Figure 5.3B.
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Figure 5.8: Long term dynamics of escape and reversion at a single epitope. Dynamics of escape at a
single epitope for different fitness values of the escape strain (given in the legend of each
panel) until 500 days. Populations of singly infected cells with proviruses wt, e, c and ec
are shown. Also shown are populations of CTLs. Solid lines are without recombination
and dashed lines with recombination. The other parameter values employed are the same
as in Figure 5.3A.
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Figure 5.9: Escape and reversion at a single epitope for a higher superinfection rate, k1 = 0.9k0 .
The percentage change in the expected waiting time with versus without recombination
(R ∗ 100%) for different fitness combinations of escape and compensatory mutations for the
cases of escape (left) and reversion (right). The other parameter values employed are the
same as in Figure 5.3B.
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Figure 5.10: Escape and reversion at a single epitope for varying mutation rate, µ. The percentage
change in the expected waiting time with versus without recombination (R ∗ 100%) for
different fitness combinations of escape and compensatory mutations for the cases of
escape (left) and reversion (right) when (A) µ = 6 × 10−6 per site per replication and (B)
µ = 6 × 10−5 per site per replication. The other parameter values employed are the same
as in Figure 5.3B.
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Figure 5.11: Escape and reversion at a single epitope for varying relative contribution of immune
killing, . The percentage change in the expected waiting time with versus without
recombination(R ∗ 100%) for different fitness combinations of escape and compensatory
mutations for the cases of escape (left) and reversion (right) when (A)  = 0.5 and (B)
 = 0.2. The other parameter values employed are the same as in Figure 5.3B.
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Figure 5.12: Escape at two epitopes for varying relative contribution of immune killing, . The percentage change in the expected waiting time for the emergence of the fully adapted strain
with versus without recombination (R ∗ 100%) when (A)  = 0.7 and (B)  = 0.5. The
other parameter values employed are the same as in Figure 5.4A. The left panel illustrates the case when recombination can occur both within and between epitopes. The
right panel illustrates the case when recombination can occur between epitopes but not
within epitopes. For  = 0.5 and full recombination (panel B, left), waiting times could be
extremely long with recombination and simulations were thus stopped at a cut-off time
of 5000 days. These cases are coloured according to the maximal value of R on the scale,
though this actually provides a lower bound on the real R.
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Figure 5.13: Dynamics of escape at two epitopes with weaker relative immune killing of infected cells.
Time evolution of populations of various singly infected cells for different fitness values
of the escape mutation, as indicated in each panel, with maximal recombination between
all loci (dashed lines) and without recombination (solid lines) when  = 0.5. The other
parameter values employed are the same as in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.14: Dynamics of reversion at two epitopes. Time evolution of populations of various singly
infected cells with maximal recombination between all loci (dashed lines) and without
recombination (solid lines). The other parameter values employed are the same as in
Figure 5.4B.
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Figure 5.15: Reversion at two epitopes for varying relative contribution of immune killing, . The
percentage change in the expected waiting time for the emergence of the fully adapted
strain with versus without recombination (R ∗ 100%) when (A)  = 0.7 and (B)  = 0.5. The
other parameter values employed are the same as in Figure 5.4B. The left panel illustrates
the case when recombination can occur both within and between epitopes. The right
panel illustrates the case when recombination can occur between epitopes but not within
epitopes.
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Figure 5.16: Dynamics of adaptation at two epitopes with escape at one and reversion at the other
epitope. Time evolution of populations of various singly infected cells with maximal
recombination between all loci (dashed lines) and without recombination (solid lines).
The other parameter values employed are the same as in Figure 5.4C.
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Figure 5.17: Adaptation at two epitopes when one epitope is subject to escape and the other to reversion, for varying relative contribution of immune killing, . The percentage change
in the expected waiting time for the emergence of the fully adapted strain with versus
without recombination (R ∗ 100%) when (A)  = 0.7 and (B)  = 0.5. The other parameter
values employed are the same as in Figure 5.4C. The left panel illustrates the case when
recombination can occur both within and between epitopes. The right panel illustrates
the case when recombination can occur between epitopes but not within epitopes.
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abstract
The reconstruction of phylogenetic trees based on viral genetic sequence data sequentially
sampled from an epidemic provides estimates of the past transmission dynamics, by fitting epidemiological models to these trees. To our knowledge, none of the epidemiological
models currently used in phylogenetics can account for recovery rates and sampling rates
dependent on the time elapsed since transmission, i.e. age of infection. Here we introduce an
epidemiological model where infectives leave the epidemic, either by recovery or sampling,
after some random time which may follow an arbitrary distribution. We derive an expression
for the likelihood of the phylogenetic tree of sampled infectives under our general epidemiological model. The analytic concept developed in this paper will facilitate inference of past
epidemiological dynamics and provide an analytical framework for performing very efficient
simulations of phylogenetic trees under our model. The main idea of our analytic study is
that the non-Markovian epidemiological model giving rise to phylogenetic trees growing
vertically as time goes by, can be represented by a Markovian “coalescent point process”
growing horizontally by the sequential addition of pairs of coalescence and sampling times.
As examples, we discuss two special cases of our general model, described in terms of influenza and HIV epidemics. Though phrased in epidemiological terms, our framework can
also be used for instance to fit macroevolutionary models to phylogenies of extant and extinct
species, accounting for general species lifetime distributions.
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6.1

introduction

Phylogenetic trees, which are reconstructed from genetic data, describe the genealogical relationships within a population. The analysis of these trees can provide important insights into
the underlying population dynamic processes. For instance, in a group of species descending
from a common ancestor, one can construct a tree based on homologous gene(s) sequenced
from these species, and thus infer speciation and extinction rates (Nee et al., 1994b). As
another example, viral genetic sequences extracted from patient samples can provide information on the rate at which an infectious disease transmits in the host population (Stadler
et al., 2012).
Maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference are common techniques for estimating such
parameters, given a model of the underlying population dynamics. However, the complexity
of models that can be applied is limited by the need to derive the likelihood of a phylogenetic
tree. Until recently, approaches using a birth-death model framework were limited to death
rates of individuals being independent of the age of the individual (see e.g. Nee et al., 1994b;
Morlon et al., 2011; Stadler, 2011; Etienne et al., 2012 for species phylogenies and Stadler
et al., 2012, 2013 for virus phylogenies). Meanwhile, a coalescent-based framework, which
epidemiological applications have more widely used (e.g. Pybus et al., 2001; Drummond
et al., 2002; Pomeroy et al., 2008; de Silva et al., 2012; Dearlove and Wilson, 2013), does not
separately estimate birth and death rates (Stadler et al., 2012).
For phylogenetic trees in which all tips are sampled at one point in time, such as extant
species phylogenies, Lambert (2010) and Lambert and Stadler (2013) introduced a framework
to calculate the likelihood of a phylogenetic tree accounting for general lifetime distributions.
Here we build upon this approach to additionally allow for sequential sampling. Sequential
sampling allows analysis e.g. of virus sequence data obtained throughout the course of an
epidemic. In the model exposition and worked examples to follow, we focus on an epidemic
model in which “births” (branching events) represent transmission events and “deaths” represent events of becoming non-infectious either with or without sampling. The model also
applies to non-epidemic scenarios in which individuals are sampled at different time points,
for instance when dated fossils are included in a species tree.
Allowing age-dependent death/recovery and sampling agrees with the common observation that lifetimes (time being infectious, in the epidemic model) are not generally exponential. For example the infectious period of influenza typically lasts for 5-7 days, according
to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (http://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/
disease/spread.htm). Extending the model to age-dependent removal will allow the use of
genetic sequence data to quantify the death/recovery dynamics more accurately and to test
whether parameter estimates (such as the basic reproductive number, R0 ) have been biased
by the more simplistic assumption of age-independent removal rates. Furthermore, our approach will allow for rapid simulation of phylogenies under age-dependent death/recovery
rates even for huge epidemic outbreaks, thus allowing for efficient investigation of the impact
of age-dependent rates on the structure of the phylogenetic tree.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First we introduce more precisely the general
model of infection and sampling. The forward-in-time (vertical) process which determines
the phylogeny is non-Markovian due to age-dependent removal rates. We then describe
the jumping chronological contour process (JCCP, or simply “contour process” for short), a
systematic way of exploring trees. The contour process analysis (horizontal) makes use of a
Markovian process giving rise to the phylogeny by sequentially adding pairs of coalescence
and sampling times in a way that only depends on the previous sampling time.
We proceed to apply Lévy process theory in order to obtain explicit expressions for the
Markov process transition probabilities in terms of the so-called scale function associated
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with the contour process. This leads to the key result of the paper, an explicit formula for the
likelihood of a given sampled tree as a function of the parameters of the population dynamic
process (Theorem 6.6.3).
Two worked examples then illustrate application of the general mathematical results: an
influenza model, where the lifetime of individuals is not dependent upon whether they leave
the epidemic by recovery or sampling; and an HIV model, where sampling occurs after some
exponential time during the (independently distributed) infectious period.
We conclude the paper by discussing future challenges of creating a computational inference tool based on this theoretical framework that can be used to analyze pathogen genetic
sequence data collected during an epidemic.
6.2

model of infection and sampling

We model the dynamics of a population of infectives by a (possibly non-Markovian) branching process, where
• Each infective independently gives birth to a new infective at constant rate b;
• Each infective is removed from the population at rate ρ1 , because of recovery, and independently, at rate ρ2 , because of sampling/detection, where ρ1 and ρ2 are functions of
the time elapsed since transmission, hereafter called the age of the infective.
The process is assumed to start with one infective at time 0 and is stopped after an overall
time duration of t. Let us comment on these assumptions.
Here, a “birth” event is interpreted as the transmission of the infection to a susceptible
individual. The assumption that transmissions occur independently and at constant rate
(branching property) is due to the implicit assumption that susceptibles are in excess. The
branching property implies in particular that the population of infectives either becomes
extinct or asymptotically grows exponentially. Note that we do not assume any latent period,
that is, the new infective is assumed to be infectious immediately after infection.
Here, the “death” of an individual is the removal of an individual from the infective population. An infective is removed from the population either because he/she naturally recovers (or actually dies) without detection, or because his/her infection is detected, and
by assumption, immediate behavioral changes or successful treatment prevents any further
transmission after detection. Removals due to recovery are said to be of type 1, and removals
following detection are said to be of type 2. At a detection time, a sample is simultaneously
taken from the removed individual and is included in the phylogeny, hence the synonymy
between detection and sampling.
The assumptions on ρ1 and ρ2 are equivalent to saying that individuals with ‘age’ a leave
the epidemic at rate ρ(a) := ρ1 (a) + ρ2 (a) (i.e., an individual is removed at the first point of a
time-dependent Poisson process with instantaneous rate ρ, where time is reset at birth), and
that upon leaving the epidemic at age a, they leave it by recovery (without sampling) with
probability ρ1 (a)/ρ(a) and by sampling with probability ρ2 (a)/ρ(a).
Mathematically, we can equivalently assume that the type (1 or 2) is chosen upon infection
(birth) with probabilities c1 and c2 = 1 − c1 respectively, independently from other individuals. Individuals of type 1 live a duration distributed as V1 after which they are removed
without being sampled. Individuals of type 2 live a duration distributed as V2 after which
they are simultaneously sampled and removed. This description agrees with the previous
one if one sets for i = 1, 2,
Z∞
Rz
Rz
− 0 ρ(a) da
ci :=
ρi (z) e− 0 ρ(a) da dz and P(Vi ∈ dz) := c−1
ρ
(z)
e
dz.
i
i
0
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Our analyses and results apply to the general model just described, but we will later use
the following two cases as examples. In the first case (framed as an influenza model), V1
and V2 are identically distributed, meaning the duration of infectiousness does not depend
on being sampled. In the second case (framed as an HIV model), natural infectious lifetimes
are distributed as some random variable V, while sampling is assumed to occur after some
independent exponential duration with parameter µ, meaning individuals are sampled with
a constant rate µ while being infectious. The type of an individual is determined by the first
event to occur (removal with or without sampling).
The binary random tree, embedded in continuous time, of this two-type population can
be viewed as a two-type splitting tree, where in addition the tip of every edge corresponding
to the life of an individual of type 2 is marked as a sampling point, see Figure 6.1. Splitting
trees (Geiger and Kersting, 1997; Lambert, 2009, 2010; Lambert and Trapman, 2013) are those
random trees generated by a so-called homogeneous, binary Crump–Mode–Jagers process (CMJ),
that is, a branching process where individuals give birth singly and at constant rate b, during
lifetimes that are independent and identically distributed (iid), distributed as some random
variable V, which is not necessarily exponentially distributed. In particular, the process
counting the total population size is not necessarily Markovian. The law of a splitting tree is
characterized by the measure π(·) := bP(V ∈ ·) usually called the lifespan measure.
Here, the law of our two-type splitting tree is characterized by the knowledge of the two
lifespan measures π1 := bc1 P(V1 ∈ ·) and π2 := b(1 − c1 )P(V2 ∈ ·). Notice that regardless
of types/marks, the genealogical tree of the whole population (i.e., on both sampled and
unsampled individuals) is a splitting tree with lifespan measure π := π1 + π2 .
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Figure 6.1: a) The oriented phylogeny of the epidemics showing transmission events (horizontal
dashed lines) and sampling events (black dots), for 3 infectives sampled before present
time t (dotted line), and 3 infectives alive at time t; b) Sampling times (Si ) and coalescence
times (Ri ) characterizing the oriented sampled tree (see main text).

We call the sampled tree the part of the marked splitting tree which is spanned by its marks
and the root, that is, the phylogenetic tree of samples (i.e., when all lineages without sampled
descendants are pruned). See Figure 6.1b for a graphical representation. Assuming that the
sampled tree can be reconstructed exactly from the patient samples, our goal is to provide
a method for computing the probability density (likelihood) of a sampled tree for given parameters under our model. The method can also be used to compute the posterior likelihood
of the parameters given the data, in a Bayesian framework where parameters are given a
prior distribution. The likelihood thus allows us to infer parameters of the epidemiological
process from the sampled tree using maximum likelihood or Bayesian methodology.
From now on, we assume that the tree is embedded in the plane, employing the natural
orientation where each daughter edge sprouts to the right of its mother edge (see Figure
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6.1). Our next step is to describe a process which allows us to systematically explore plane
splitting trees, and elucidates how plane sampled trees under our model may be represented
simply by successive pairs of coalescence and sampling times.
6.3

the contour process

Lambert (2010) has considered the so-called jumping chronological contour process (JCCP),
or simply contour process, of the plane splitting tree truncated up to height (time) t. This
process can be seen as the path of a ball that follows an outline of the oriented tree, decreasing
at unit speed along its edges (which are vertical and embedded in the plane), and jumping
instantaneously to the tip of the daughter edge when reaching a node. Figure 6.2 shows the
contour process associated with the tree in Figure 6.1a.
The contour process can also be seen as an alternative representation of the transmission
process. The ball starts at the “death” of an infective and slips back until the corresponding
infective transmits. Due to transmission being a Poisson process, we can have the ball slip
backward in time until transmission, rather than forward in time until transmission. At transmission, the ball jumps to the time of “death” of the newly infected individual, and again the
ball slips back until the next transmission occurs. Once the ball reaches the time of infection
of the current infective, it returns to the donor in the infection event of consideration.
Observe that the number of visits of t by the contour process is exactly the number of
individuals in the population at time t. Details can be found in Lambert (2010) and Lambert
and Trapman (2013). We now seek to uncover the law of this process under our model.
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Figure 6.2: The marked contour process, with jumps in solid line, which is associated to the marked
tree of Figure 6.1. Exploration time is denoted by u, and times u1 to u6 are all jump times
of the contour process corresponding to lifetimes of individuals who are either alive at t
or sampled before t. The process terminates at time u7 .

Now let X denote the stochastic process with derivative −1 almost everywhere, which
jumps at rate bc1 , with jump sizes distributed as V1 . In probabilistic terms, X is a compound
Poisson process with jump measure π1 compensated at rate −1. In the absence of sampled individuals, we have shown (Lambert, 2010, Theorem 4.3) that the contour process has exactly
the same law as the process X reflected below t (meaning sent back to exactly t whenever it
overshoots), and killed upon hitting 0.
From now on, X will denote this stochastic process, which properly reflected and killed, is
the contour process of the population on unsampled individuals. The idea is that the subpaths
between sampled individuals, into which we will later break up the process, can be seen as
independent realizations of X. We denote the law of X by P, writing Px when conditioning
on X0 = x. Nevertheless, unless otherwise specified, the denomination ‘contour process’ will
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be reserved for the contour process of the whole population, that we will denote by Z. It is
straightforward that when forgetting about the types of individuals, Z is just the compound
Poisson process with jump measure π compensated at rate −1 and reflected below t. Notice
that Z is reflected and killed, whereas X is not.
The statement regarding Z can also be seen by the following argument. Recall that regardless of their types, individuals give birth to type 2 individuals at rate bc2 . Since the
contour process visits the tree at unit speed, by the lack-of-memory property of the exponential distribution, it is easy to see that the contour process of the two-type splitting tree can be
obtained from X by adding jumps, whose sizes are distributed as V2 , and which occur after
independent exponential random variables with parameter bc2 (further reflecting this new
process under t and killing it upon hitting 0). By analogy with the representation in Figure
6.2, we will call these jumps the marked jumps of the contour process Z.
6.4

the coalescent point process with sampling times

In this section we show that pairs of consecutive sampling times and coalescence times in
the sampled phylogeny extracted from the contour process give rise to a so-called coalescent
point process. This observation will allow us to provide an expression for the probability of
the sampled tree.
Assume that we label sampled individuals (i.e., type 2 individuals) 1, 2, . . . in the order
of the contour, that is, from left to right. We denote by Si the sampling time of individual i,
which is, by assumption, the time at which this individual is removed from the infective population (and simultaneously sampled). We further denote by Ri the coalescence time between
individuals i − 1 and i, that is, the time at which their most recent common ancestor in the
epidemic transmitted the disease to an ancestor of i (which can be assumed, for practical
applications, to also be the coalescence time between the pathogens carried by i − 1 and i).
Straightforward consequences of the definition of the contour process are the following:
1. the sampling time Si is the value of the contour process at its i-th marked jump;
2. the coalescence time Ri is the infimum of the contour process between the (i − 1)-th and
the i-th marked jump.
In the special case when the progenitor is sampled (before time t), S1 is actually the lifetime
of the progenitor.
More formally, let σi denote the time of the i-th marked jump. Formally, if the progenitor
of the epidemic is not sampled, then σ0 := 0 and for any i > 1
σi = inf {s > σi−1 : Zs− < Zs < t and this jump of Z at time s is marked} ,
with the convention that σi = +∞ when there is no marked jump after σi−1 . Otherwise, if
the progenitor is sampled, σ1 := 0 and the previous definition only holds for i > 2. If σi < ∞,
then
Si = Z(σi ) and Ri = inf{Z(s); σi−1 6 s < σi };
otherwise if σi = +∞, then (Ri , Si ) = (0, 0). Our first remark is that the pairs (Ri , Si )
characterize the (plane) sampled tree, as seen in Figure 6.1. By analogy with phylogenies
spanned by extant individuals (where one can consider Si = t for all i), we will say that
(Ri , Si ) form a coalescent point process with sampling times (Aldous and Popovic, 2005; Lambert,
2010; Lambert and Stadler, 2013).
Since each σi is a stopping time for Z, observe, by the strong Markov property of Z, that
conditional on σi < ∞ and Z(σi ) = x, the subpath {Z(s); s > σi } is independent of the
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subpath {Z(s); s 6 σi }. In particular, conditional on Si , the pair (Ri+1 , Si+1 ), which is a
function of {Z(s); s > σi }, is independent of {Z(s); s 6 σi }. Since all the pairs {(Rj , Sj ); j 6 i}
are functions of {Z(s); s 6 σi }, we deduce that conditional on Si = x > 0, the pair (Ri+1 , Si+1 )
is independent of {(Rj , Sj ); j 6 i}. In other words, the pairs (Ri , Si ) form a Markov chain,
where the transition probability only depends on the second component.
More accurately, they form a killed Markov chain, that is, a Markov chain with a possibly
finite (random) lifetime, which is the first i such that (Ri , Si ) = (0, 0). More specifically, the
transition kernel p(x, ·) of a killed Markov chain M with values in some space E is a subprobability kernel, in the sense that p(x, E) 6 1. Then at each time step n, conditional on
Mn = x, the Markov chain is killed (has lifetime n) with probability 1 − p(x, E), and with
probability p(x, E), makes a transition according to the probability kernel p(x, ·)/p(x, E).
We can record the previous discussion in the next statement.
Lemma 6.4.1. The pairs (Ri , Si ) form a killed Markov chain whose transition probability only depends
on the second component. In addition, if we set for any x ∈ (0, t], y ∈ (0, x) and z ∈ (y, t),


p(x; dy dz) := P
inf Z(s) ∈ dy, Z(σ1 ) ∈ dz | Z0 = x ,
06s<σ1

then for any i > 1,
P(Ri+1 ∈ dy, Si+1 ∈ dz | Si = x) = p(x; dy dz),
and conditional on Si = x, the Markov chain is killed at step i with probability
Z
Z
k(x) := 1 −
p(x; dy dz) = P (σ1 = +∞ | Z0 = x) .
(0,x) (y,t)

From now on, we will use the notation Px to denote the law of Z when Z0 = x (recall that
Px is the law of X when X0 = x). With a slight abuse of notation, we define the random pair
(R, S) by
Px (R ∈ dy, S ∈ dz) := p(x; dy dz),
and (R, S) := (0, 0) with probability k(x).
Our goal is now to give a finer characterization of the distribution of (R, S), i.e., of the
transitions of the coalescent point process with sampling times. For any y ∈ [0, t), we can
classify paths of the contour process according to the three following events:
Ay0 – exit of (y, t) from the bottom, i.e. hit y before hitting t and before the first marked
jump;
By0 – arrival of a marked jump (with terminal value in (0, t)) before exit of (y, t);
Cy0 – exit of (y, t) from the top and before the first marked jump.
Notice that the events Ay0 , By0 , Cy0 form a partition. If we denote by TA the first hitting time
of the set A, that is,
TA = inf{s > 0 : Z(s) ∈ A},
and if we write σ for σ1 , we can express the events Ay0 , By0 and Cy0 as follows
Ay0 = {Ty < Tt ∧ σ},

By0 = {σ < Tt ∧ Ty },

Cy0 = {Tt < Ty ∧ σ},

where we used the usual notation a ∧ b = min(a, b). Now an iterative application of the
strong Markov property of Z at its successive hitting times of t shows that
X
Px (R > y, S ∈ dz) = Px (By0 , Z(σ) ∈ dz) + Px (Cy0 )
Pt (Cy0 )n Pt (By0 , Z(σ) ∈ dz)
= Px (By0 , Z(σ) ∈ dz) +

n>0
0
Px (Cy )
Pt (By0 , Z(σ)
1 − Pt (Cy0 )

∈ dz).
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Similarly,
k(x) = Px (A00 ) +

Px (C00 )
Pt (A00 ).
1 − Pt (C00 )

Apportioning the paths of Z as we just did will now allow us to express the law of (R, S)
in terms of the law of the Lévy process X rather than of the contour process Z. We stick to
the notation TA for the first hitting time of the set A by X. Now recall that the paths of Z can
be obtained by adding independent jumps, distributed as V2 , to the paths of X, at rate
q := bc2 ,
and further reflecting those paths below t. As a consequence, if e denotes an independent
exponential random variable with parameter q, and if V2 is assumed independent of e and
X, the events Ay0 , By0 , Cy0 have the same law under Px , respectively, as the events Ay , By , Cy
under Px , where
Ay := {Ty < T(t,+∞) ∧ e},
By := {e < Ty ∧ T(t,+∞) , Xe + V2 6 t},
Cy := {T(t,+∞) < Ty ∧ e} ∪ {e < Ty ∧ T(t,+∞) , Xe + V2 > t}.
More precisely, we arrive at the following statement, where X and X denote respectively
the infimum and supremum processes of X, that is,
Xs =

inf Xu

06u6s

and

Xs = sup Xu .
06u6s

Proposition 6.4.2. Let x ∈ (0, t], y ∈ (0, x) and z ∈ (y, t). Then
Px (R > y, S ∈ dz) = Px (Xe > y, Xe 6 t, Xe + V2 ∈ dz)
+
and
k(x) = Px (A0 ) +

Px (Cy )
Pt (Xe > y, Xe 6 t, Xe + V2 ∈ dz),
1 − Pt (Cy )
Px (C0 )
Pt (A0 ).
1 − Pt (C0 )

We will now use the fact that X is a Lévy process in order to obtain explicit expressions
for the above probabilities, finally leading to an explicit expression for the probability of a
sampled tree in Theorem 6.6.3. In the following section, we first introduce the necessary
background results on Lévy processes.
6.5

lévy processes and scale functions

The standard results presented in this section can be found in Bertoin (1996, 1997) and Lambert and Trapman (2013). We state these results in terms of an arbitrary compound Poisson
process Y with jump measure π on (0, +∞) with total mass b, compensated at rate −1. We
stick to the notation defined earlier for X (law Px when started from x, first hitting time TA
of A and extremum processes Y and Y). It can be convenient to characterize the law of this
process by its Laplace exponent ψ defined by
Z∞
ψ(λ) := λ −
π(dx)(1 − e−λx )
λ > 0.
(6.1)
0

The function ψ is differentiable and convex and we denote by η its largest root. Then ψ is
increasing on [η, +∞) and we denote by φ its inverse on this set, so that φ is a bijection from
[0, ∞) to [η, ∞).

6.6 the likelihood of the sampled tree

The probability of exit of an interval (from the bottom or from the top) by Y has a simple
expression (see e.g. Bertoin, 1996), in the form
Px (T0 < T(t,+∞) ) =

W(t − x)
W(t)

t > x > 0,

(6.2)

where the so-called scale function W is the non-negative, nondecreasing, differentiable function such that W(0) = 1, characterized by its Laplace transform
Z∞
1
dx e−λx W(x) =
λ > η.
(6.3)
ψ(λ)
0
Equation 6.2 gives the probability that Y exits (0, t] from the bottom of the interval. The
following formula gives the Laplace transform of T on this event, where T denotes the first
exit time of (0, t], that is,
T = T0 ∧ T(t,+∞) .
For any q > 0,

 W (q) (t − x)
,
Ex e−qT 1{T0 <T(t,+∞) } =
W (q) (t)

(6.4)

where the so-called q-scale function W (q) is the non-negative, nondecreasing, differentiable
function such that W (q) (0) = 1, characterized by its Laplace transform
Z∞
1
dx e−λx W (q) (x) =
λ > φ(q).
(6.5)
ψ(λ)
−q
0
Note that W (0) ≡ W. Last, the q-resolvent of the process killed upon exiting (0, t] is given by
the following formula
!
ZT
W (q) (t − x) W (q) (z)
q
−qs
ut (x, z) dz := Ex
− 1{z>x} W (q) (z − x). (6.6)
ds e
1{Ys ∈dz} =
(q) (t)
W
s=0
Observe that by the Fubini–Tonelli Theorem
!
Z
quq
t (x, z) dz = Ex

T

s=0

1{e∈ds} 1{Ys ∈dz}

= Px (e < T , Ye ∈ dz) = Px (Y e > 0, Y e 6 t, Ye ∈ dz),
(6.7)

where e denotes an independent exponential random variable with parameter q. The previous formula is key to computing the probabilities involved in Proposition 6.4.2 (see Appendix). We will use the following useful lemma (proved in the Appendix) several times.
Lemma 6.5.1. For any z, q > 0,
Zz
W (q) (z − x) π(dx) = (q + b)W (q) (z) − W (q)0 (z).
0

6.6

the likelihood of the sampled tree

We now apply the results from Section 6.5 to the process X (the contour process on nonsampled individuals), in order to give an explicit formula for the probabilites displayed in
Proposition 6.4.2. Let ψ1 be the Laplace exponent of X:
Z∞
ψ1 (λ) = λ −
bc1 P(V1 ∈ dx)(1 − e−λx ),
0
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(q)

and W1 the q-scale function associated with ψ1 and defined in (6.5), required now for the
specific q = bc2 . Note that all formulae given in the previous section hold for a general q,
but that from now on we will always assume q = bc2 . We will use the following definitions
Zz
(q)
(q)
C1 (z) := q W1 (z − u)P(V2 ∈ du),
(6.8)
0

and
(q)
U1 (z)

Zz
:= 1 +
0

(q)
C1 (x) dx

Zz
= 1+q
0

(q)

(6.9)

W1 (z − u)P(V2 6 u) du.

The last equality comes from an application of Fubini–Tonelli theorem and a change of vari(q)0
(q)
able. Notice in particular that U1 = C1 . Then we have the following results, for which
proofs can be found in the Appendix.
Lemma 6.6.1. Let x ∈ (0, t], y ∈ [0, x) and z ∈ (y, t). Then
!

(q)

Px (Xe > y, Xe 6 t, Xe + V2 ∈ dz) =

W1 (t − x)
(q)

W1 (t − y)

(q)
(q)
C1 (z − y) − 1{z>x} C1 (z − x)

dz.

Lemma 6.6.2. Let x ∈ (0, t] and y ∈ [0, x). Then
(q)

(q)

Px (Cy ) = U1 (t − x) −

W1 (t − x)
(q)
W1 (t − y)

(q)

U1 (t − y).

We can now state the main result of this article.
Theorem 6.6.3. The sequence S1 , (R2 , S2 ), (R3 , S3 ), . . . is a killed Markov chain where the transition
probability only depends on the second component (Si ), and for any x ∈ (0, t], y ∈ [0, x) and z ∈ (y, t),
the starting point has distribution
!
Zz
(q)
(q)
(t)
(z)C
C
(q)0
P(S1 ∈ dz) = c2 P(V2 ∈ dz) + c2 P(V2 ∈ du) W1 (z − u) − 1 (q) 1
dz,
0
bU1 (t)
the transition probability p(x; dy dz) = Px (R ∈ dy, S ∈ dz) is characterized by
!

(q)

Px (R > y, S ∈ dz) =

(q)

C1 (z − y)

U1 (t − x)
(q)
U1 (t − y)

(q)

− 1{z>x} C1 (z − x)

dz,

and the killing probability is
(q)

k(x) =

U1 (t − x)
(q)

U1 (t)

.

(6.10)

The probability p that at least one individual is sampled before time t (i.e., the sequence is not empty),
is given by
Zt

(q)

P(S1 ∈ dz) =

p=
0

C1 (t)
(q)

bU1 (t)

.

(6.11)

When the chain is conditioned upon the number n of sampled individuals, it remains a Markov chain
((Ri , Si ); 1 6 i 6 n), but the transition probability becomes p(x; dy dz)/(1 − k(x)), which now
integrates to 1.

6.7 worked examples

The formula for the transition probability is a direct consequence, by elementary calculus,
of Proposition 6.4.2 and Lemmas 6.6.1 and 6.6.2. The remaining statements are proved in the
Appendix.
In the rest of this section, we assume that V2 has a density, say g2 , in the sense that P(V2 ∈
(q)
du) = g2 (u) du, so that C1 is differentiable with derivative
Zz
(q)0
(q)0
C1 (z) = q g2 (z) + q W1 (z − u) g2 (u) du,
(6.12)
0

where the first term comes from differentiating the integral as a function of its upper bound
and the second one comes from differentiating the function of z inside the integral. The first
consequence is that S1 has a density, say g, given by
!
(q)
(q)
C1 (z)C1 (t)
(q)0
−1
g(z) = b
C1 (z) −
.
(6.13)
(q)
U1 (t)
The second consequence is that the transition probability has density, say f,
Px (R ∈ dy, S ∈ dz) = p(x; dy dz) =: f(x; y, z) dy dz,
where, by differentiating the expression given in Theorem 6.6.3 for Px (R > y, S ∈ dz)/dz with
(q)
(q)0
respect to y and recalling that U1 = C1 , we get
"
#
(q)
(q)
(t
−
y)
U1 (t − x)
C
(q)
(q)0
f(x; y, z) = (q)
C1 (z − y) − C1 (z − y) 1(q)
.
(6.14)
U1 (t − y)
U1 (t − y)
Then we can directly write down the likelihood of a given oriented tree as follows.
Corollary 6.6.4. For any given oriented tree T with coalescence times (yi )26i6n and sampling times
(zi )16i6n , where tips are labeled from left to right, the likelihood LS (T) of this tree under the general
epidemiological model observed at time t, conditional on at least one sampled individual, is
n
g(z1 ) k(zn ) Y
LS (T) =
f(zi−1 ; yi , zi ),
p
i=2

where k and p are given by (6.10) and (6.11) in Theorem 6.6.3, and g and f are given respectively by
(6.13) and (6.14).
Alternatively, we can condition on the number n of sampled individuals (n > 1). Applying the
remark in Theorem 6.6.3, we obtain the conditional likelihood Ln (T)
Ln (T) =

n
g(z1 ) k(zn ) Y f(zi−1 ; yi , zi )
.
p
1 − k(zi−1 )
i=2

6.7

worked examples

For illustration, we now describe two specific cases of the general model, meant as simplistic descriptions of influenza and HIV epidemics, respectively. We apply our mathematical
results to these cases by deriving the expressions required for the likelihood under certain
simplifying assumptions. We emphasize, however, that any practitioner working with data
should carefully consider whether the assumptions made below are suitable for their disease of interest, or whether a different specification of the general model would be more
appropriate.
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6.7.1 Influenza
In one special case of the model, which we envision as a description of influenza, we assume
that the outcome of an infection is clear after a certain (random) amount of time, on the
order of a few days: either the individual has a normal, mild case of influenza, and recovers
at this point (without sampling), or it becomes apparent that the infection is severe and the
individual is hospitalized, with concomitant sampling of their virus. We assume that hygiene
and isolation measures in the hospital imply that such an individual is also removed from
the infectious population. We suppose the former outcome occurs with given probability
c1 and the latter with probability c2 = 1 − c1 ; realistically for influenza, c1 is likely to be
much larger than c2 , except when restricted to particular sub-populations at risk (e.g. the
elderly). Furthermore, we assume that V1 and V2 are equal in distribution, i.e. the time until
the outcome is “decided” does not depend on the outcome itself. Recall that, as per the
general model, all infective individuals are assumed to have the same transmission rate (b)
regardless of the outcome (severity) of their infection.
The following statement is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 6.5.1 and is needed
for practical applications of Theorem 6.6.3. In the case when V1 = V2 has a density, it is
recommended to use Equations 6.12, 6.13, 6.14 for such practical applications.
Proposition 6.7.1. In the influenza model, we have
(q)

(q)

(q)0

C1 (z) = (c2 /c1 )(bW1 (z) − W1
so that
(q)
U1 (z)

(z)),



Zz
(q)
(q)
= 1 + (c2 /c1 ) 1 + b W1 (s) ds − W1 (z) .
0

6.7.2 HIV
In a second special case of the model, which we envision as a description of HIV, we suppose
that individuals have a “natural” infectious lifetime, denoted V; we leave the distribution
of V arbitrary in the following derivations. This lifetime would apply if there were no intervention, and since HIV is incurable, the end of this lifetime would indeed correspond
to the individual’s death. Without treatment, the time until death (shortly after the onset
of AIDS) is typically several years (median around 10 years but with substantial variation;
Collaborative Group on AIDS Incubation and HIV Survival, 2000).
We then apply sampling at a constant rate, µ, “on top” of these natural infectious lifetimes. That is, sampling occurs after an independent exponential duration, say e 0 , with rate
parameter µ; if this time falls before the end of an individual’s “natural” lifetime, he/she
is considered to be sampled. A constant rate is not entirely unreasonable since, outside the
relatively short acute phase of the infection, the disease is asymptomatic until the onset of
AIDS. Importantly, we assume that sampling occurs concomitantly with an effective intervention (successful drug treatment and/or behavioral adjustments) that permanently prevents
this individual from transmitting further, i.e. removes him/her from the infectious population. That is, (i) all individuals receiving interventions that may affect the “natural” lifetime
defined above have their virus sampled (otherwise the definition of lifetime for non-sampled
individuals should be adjusted accordingly), and (ii) any such individual immediately and
completely ceases any transmission. Assumption (i) requires that viral sequencing occurs
upon diagnosis, which is now common for drug resistance testing in some countries. Assumption (ii) is of course never perfectly accurate, but can be partially justified by the high
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efficacy of modern drug treatment regimens when available, and has been used in previous HIV data analysis (Stadler et al., 2012). These assumptions may be reasonable in some
resource-rich countries, but likely not in many resource-poor countries. Note that the model
used in Stadler et al. (2012) is in fact a special case of the model described here, where both
“natural death” (removal without sampling) and removal with sampling occur at constant
rates. We deal with this Markovian case at the end of the section, but first present derivations for an arbitrary distribution of “natural” lifetime V.
Setting V µ := min(V, e 0 ), where V and e 0 are assumed independent, we have the probability of sampling:
c2 = P(V µ = e 0 ) = P(e 0 < V) = 1 − E(e−µV )
which we can rewrite as:
Z
0
c2 = P(V > e ) =

Z
e−µr P(V ∈ dr) = 1 − c1 .

(6.15)

−µr
−µr
P(V1 ∈ dr) = c−1
P(V ∈ dr) and P(V2 ∈ dr) = c−1
P(V > r)dr.
1 e
2 µe
R∞
Taking ψ(λ) := λ − b 0 (1 − e−λr )P(V ∈ dr) and manipulating Equation 6.15 yields

(6.16)

µe

−µr

P(V > r)dr = 1 −

(0,∞]

(0,∞]

Furthermore,

c2 =
while,

Z∞

ψ1 (λ) := λ − bc1

(1 − e

−λr

µ − ψ(µ)
,
b
Z∞

)P(V1 ∈ dr) = λ − bc1 + b

0

e−(λ+µ)r P(V ∈ dr) = ψ(λ + µ) − ψ(µ).

0

Now since ψ1 (λ) = ψ(λ + µ) − ψ(µ) and q = bc2 = µ − ψ(µ), notice that ψ1 (λ) − q =
ψ(λ + µ) − µ.
The following statement is needed for practical applications of Theorem 6.6.3. The proof
is found in the Appendix.
Proposition 6.7.2. In the HIV model, we have

Zz
Zz

 
(q)
(q)
(q)
−µx (q)0
−µx
C1 (z) = µ e
W1 (z − x) dx = µ W1 (z) − 1 − µ e
W1 (z − x) − 1 dx ,
0

(q)

0

Zz

U1 (z) = 1 + µ

0



(q)
(q)
(q)
dx e−µx W1 (z − x) − 1 = W1 (z) − µ−1 C1 (z),

and the initial distribution of S1 is given by:
µ
P(S1 ∈ dz) =
b

(q)

(q)0
W1 (z) −

(q)

C1 (z)W1 (t)
(q)

!
dz.

U1 (t)

We make further computations in the Markovian case, that is, when the “natural” lifetime
of individuals ends at constant rate δ. Then π(dr) = bδe−δr dr and
ψ(λ + µ) − µ =

Q(λ)
,
λ+µ+δ

where Q(λ) = λ2 + λ(µ + δ − b) − bµ. Then the polynomial Q has two distinct real roots




q
q
2
2
−α1 = b − δ − µ − (µ + δ − b) + 4bµ /2 and α2 = b − δ − µ + (µ + δ − b) + 4bµ /2,
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where α1 and α2 are both positive. Using α2 − α1 = b − δ − µ, we get


1
1
α2 − b α1 + b
=
,
+
ψ(λ + µ) − µ
α1 + α2 λ + α1 λ − α2
so that
(q)

W1 (x) =

α2 − b −α1 x
α1 + b α2 x
e
+
e
α1 + α2
α1 + α2

x > 0.

We demonstrate in the Appendix that applying Theorem 6.6.3 with the above expression for
(q)
W1 (x) leads to the same expression for the likelihood as derived previously using methods
particular to this Markovian case (Stadler et al., 2012).
6.8

discussion

We introduced a stochastic population dynamics model giving rise to phylogenetic trees with
sequentially sampled tips. The lifetime of the individuals within the population may follow
an arbitrary distribution, while the production of “daughter” individuals occurs with a constant rate. We showed that the coalescent point process with sampling times formed by pairs
of coalescence and sampling times in the left-to-right order satisfies the Markov property. We
characterized the law of this Markov chain, providing a framework to calculate the likelihood
of a phylogenetic tree, as displayed in Theorem 6.6.3 and especially in Corollary 6.6.4.
Evaluating the likelihood of a phylogenetic tree requires the numerical evaluation of the
(q)
function W1 . This evaluation can be performed either by solving the inverse Laplace transform in (6.3) or the integro-differential equation in Lemma 6.5.1. We leave the numerical
challenges for a future study. However, for the special case of exponentially distributed lifetimes, analytic solutions for the inverse Laplace transform and thus also for the likelihood
of the sampled tree are available (Stadler, 2010; Stadler et al., 2012). A special section is
dedicated to this case in the Appendix.
We envision using the model on epidemiological data in the following way. Pathogen
genetic sequencing data from different hosts is used to reconstruct the genealogical relationship of the data, i.e. the phylogenetic tree. This phylogenetic tree is treated as a proxy for
the transmission tree (i.e. branching events are transmission events). We do not deal with
this reconstruction and assume for our method that the reconstructed tree is provided. We
then assume that the model introduced in this paper gave rise to the transmission tree, and
want to fit the model to the tree using the likelihood function. There are two ways to do
the fitting. First, the likelihood of the tree can be used for determining maximum likelihood
parameter estimates for a given sampled phylogenetic tree, by optimizing the expression for
the likelihood of the sampled tree over the parameters. Second, the likelihood together with
prior distributions on the model parameters can be used in a Bayesian framework to obtain
the posterior distribution of parameters given a sampled tree.
We stress that real data (i.e. sequences, sampling times and/or the associated phylogenetic
tree) do not come with the information on the orientation of the tree. However, different
orientations lead to different likelihoods, since different orientations can give rise to different
precise pairings of successive coalescence and sampling times (R and S). An additional
computational challenge is thus to sum the likelihood over all valid (R, S) pairings.
The second useful application of our framework is concerned with the simulation of phylogenetic trees. If simulating the model forward in time, one must simulate many non-sampled
individuals, and thus it takes much computational time to obtain the required number of
samples. However, using the Markov chain property of our coalescent and sampling time
pairs, we can sample once from the distribution for the starting point and n − 1 times from

6.8 discussion

the distribution specifying the Markov chain in order to obtain a tree on n tips of a specified
tree age (observation time t).
So far we had to assume a constant birth rate. Generalizing the results to time-dependent
birth rates, as well as death/sampling rates, should be conceptually straightforward: the
ball in the contour process is simply rolling back towards 0 with a varying speed. However,
generalizing to age-dependent birth rates, i.e. an arbitrary distribution of time until birth of
a new individual, will most likely be unachievable with the current framework, as we can no
longer let the ball in the contour process roll back along an edge without knowing the age of
the individual it represents.
We conclude by emphasizing that our analyses were performed with an epidemiological
application in mind; however, any implementation may also be useful for analyzing phylogenetic trees with sequentially sampled tips arising in different applications, such as species
phylogenies with fossil tips.
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APPENDIX

6.a

proofs

6.a.1

Proof of Lemma 6.5.1

By an integration by parts, the Laplace
Rz (q)transform (as a function of λ > φ(q)) of the non(q)0
negative function z 7→ W
(z) + 0 W (z − x) π(dx) equals
R∞
π(dx) e−λx
λ
λ
ψ(λ) − λ + b
q+b
−λz (q)
∞
[e
W (z)]0 +
+ 0
= −1 +
+
=
,
ψ(λ) − q
ψ(λ) − q
ψ(λ) − q
ψ(λ) − q
ψ(λ) − q
where we used successively the facts that the Laplace transform of W (q) is 1/(ψ(λ) − q), that
the Laplace transform of a convolution product is the product of Laplace transforms, and
that W (q) (0) = 1. Now the right-hand side is also the Laplace transform of the non-negative
function z 7→ (q + b)W (q) (z).
6.a.2

Proof of Lemma 6.6.1

Set
H(q) (x, t; dz) := Px (Xe > 0, Xe 6 t, Xe + V2 ∈ dz).
By (6.7), defining uq
t the q-resolvent of the process X killed upon exiting (0, t], we get
Zz
(q)
H (x, t; dz) = q
uq
t (x, dr) P(V2 ∈ dz − r),
0

so by Equations (6.6) and (6.8),
(q)

H(q) (x, t; dz)/dz =

W1 (t − x)
(q)
W1 (t)

(q)

(q)

C1 (z) − 1{z>x} C1 (z − x).

In conclusion,
!

(q)

Px (Xe > 0, Xe 6 t, Xe + V2 ∈ dz) =

W1 (t − x)
(q)

W1 (t)

(q)
(q)
C1 (z) − 1{z>x} C1 (z − x)

dz. (6.17)

Invariance by translation yields the result.
6.a.3

Proof of Lemma 6.6.2

Integrating over z the equality in the previous lemma and applying Equation (6.9) yields
(q)

Px (Xe > y, Xe 6 t, Xe + V2 6 z) =

W1 (t − x)
(q)
W1 (t − y)

(q)

(q)

(U1 (z − y) − 1) − 1{z>x} (U1 (z − x) − 1).
(6.18)

Now observe that

Px (Cy ) = Px T(t,+∞) < Ty ∧ e + Px (Xe > y, Xe 6 t, Xe + V2 > t).
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For the first term, we get
Px T(t,+∞) < Ty ∧ e





= 1 − Px e < Ty ∧ T(t,+∞) − Px Ty < T(t,+∞) ∧ e
 W (q) (t − x)
= 1 − Px e < Ty ∧ T(t,+∞) − 1(q)
,
W1 (t − y)

where the last equality is due to (6.4). For the second term, we have
Px (Xe > y, Xe 6 t, Xe + V2 > t) = Px (Xe > y, Xe 6 t) − Px (Xe > y, Xe 6 t, Xe + V2 6 t)
(q)

= Px e < Ty ∧ T(t,+∞) −


W1 (t − x)
(q)
W1 (t − y)

(q)

(U1 (t − y) − 1)

(q)

+(U1 (t − x) − 1),
where the last equality follows by applying (6.18) with z = t.
As a conclusion,
(q)

W1 (t − x)

(q)
(q)
− (q)
(U1 (t − y) − 1) + U1 (t − x) − 1
(q)
W1 (t − y) W1 (t − y)
(q)
W (t − x) (q)
(q)
− 1(q)
U1 (t − y) + U1 (t − x),
W1 (t − y)

Px (Cy ) = 1 −
=

(q)

W1 (t − x)

which was the announced result.
6.a.4 Proof of Theorem 6.6.3
Recall that the formula for the transition probability is a direct consequence of Proposition
6.4.2 and Lemmas 6.6.1 and 6.6.2.
The computation of the killing probability can be obtained by two methods. The first
method uses the formula in Proposition 6.4.2. Taking y = 0 in Lemma 6.6.2, we get
(q)

(q)

Px (C0 ) = U1 (t − x) −

W1 (t − x)
(q)
W1 (t)

(q)

U1 (t).

Also by (6.7),
(q)

Px (A0 ) =

W1 (t − x)
(q)

W1 (t)

,

which suffices to terminate the computation. The second method uses the fact that 1 − k(x)
is the total mass of the measure p(x; ·). Taking y = 0 in the transition probability, one gets
!
(q)
U1 (t − x)
(q)
(q)
Px (S ∈ dz) = C1 (z)
− 1{z>x} C1 (z − x) dz.
(6.19)
(q)
U1 (t)
The present alternative proof ends integrating the last density over [0, t] and using (6.9).
As a last step, we express the distribution of S1 . To compute the law of S1 , observe that
either the progenitor of the genealogy is sampled before t, or otherwise, conditional on the
lifetime x of this progenitor, S1 is distributed according to Px (S ∈ ·). This can be written
as follows, integrating over the different possible values of x, greater than t (in which case
reflection occurs) or smaller than t:
P(S1 ∈ dz) = c2 P(V2 ∈ dz) + (c1 P(V1 > t) + c2 P(V2 > t))Pt (S ∈ dz)
Z
+
c1 P(V1 ∈ dr) Pr (S ∈ dz).
(0,t)
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From (6.19), we get, after some algebra,
(q)

P(S1 ∈ dz) = c2 P(V2 ∈ dz) +
where

C1 (z)
(q)

U1 (t)

(c1 P(V1 > t) + c2 P(V2 > t)) + b−1 A(q) (t)) dz − b−1 B(q) (z) dz,

Z

A

(q)

(q)

(t) := bc1
(0,t)

=

P(V1 ∈ dr)U1 (t − r)
Zt

Z t−r
P(V1 ∈ dr)

bc1 P(V1 < t) + bc1 q
0

and

0

Z

(q)

B(q) (z) := bc1
(0,z)

P(V1 ∈ dr)C1 (z − r)

Z

=

(q)

W1 (t − r − u)P(V2 6 u) du,

Z z−r
P(V1 ∈ dr)

bc1 q
(0,z)

(q)

W1 (z − r − u)P(V2 ∈ du).

0

Using the commutativity of the convolution product and Lemma 6.5.1, and recalling that
q = bc2 = b(1 − c1 ), we get
Zt
A

(q)

(t) = bc1 P(V1 < t) + q

Z t−u
du P(V2 < u)

0

0

Zt

(q)

W1 (t − r − u)bc1 P(V1 ∈ dr)
(q)0

(q)

du P(V2 < u)(bW1 (t − u) − W1 (t − u))
0
Zt
(q)
(q)0
= bc1 P(V1 < t) + b(U1 (t) − 1) − q du P(V2 < u)W1 (t − u)
0
Zt
(q)
(q)
= bc1 P(V1 < t) + b(U1 (t) − 1) + bc2 P(V2 < t) − q P(V2 ∈ du)W1 (t − u)
= bc1 P(V1 < t) + q

= b(c1 P(V1 < t) + c2 P(V2 <

0
(q)
(q)
t)) + b(U1 (t) − 1) − C1 (t).

Similarly,
Zz
B(q) (z) = q

Z z−u
du P(V2 ∈ du)

Z0z
P(V2 ∈

= q
0

=

0

(q)

W1 (z − r − u)bc1 P(V1 ∈ dr)

(q)
(q)0
du)(bW1 (z − u) − W1 (z − u))

(q)
bC1 (z) − q

Zz
0

(q)0

P(V2 ∈ du)W1

(z − u).

Substituting the final expressions for A(q) and B(q) into the previous expression for P(S1 ∈
dz) finally yields:
!
Zz
(q)
(q)
C
(z)C
(t)
(q)0
P(S1 ∈ dz) = c2 P(V2 ∈ dz) + c2 P(V2 ∈ du) W1 (z − u) − 1 (q) 1
dz,
0
bU1 (t)
which was to be proved.
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Finally, the probability p that at least one individual is sampled before time t is given by
Zt
p =
P(S1 ∈ dz)
0

Zt

= c2 P(V2 6 t) + c2

Zz
0

Zt
P(V2 ∈ du)

= c2 P(V2 6 t) + c2
0

Zt
= c2 P(V2 6 t) + c2
0

C1 (t)

Zt

(q)
C1 (z) dz
(q)
bU1 (t) 0
(q)



C (t)  (q)
(q)
W1 (t − u) − 1 − 1(q)
U1 (t) − 1
bU1 (t)

P(V2 ∈

dz
0

(q)

(q)0
du) W1 (z − u) −

(q)

(q)

(q)

P(V2 ∈ du) W1 (t − u) − c2 P(V2 6 t) − b−1 C1 (t) +

C1 (t)
(q)

bU1 (t)

(q)

=

C1 (t)
(q)

bU1 (t)

,

which is the announced result.
6.a.5 Proof of Proposition 6.7.2
First, using the convolution rule for Laplace transforms and then Equation (6.16), the Laplace
(q)
transform (as a function of λ) of C1 is
R∞
−µr P(V > r)e−λr dr
qE(e−λV2 )
0 bµe
=
ψ1 (λ) − q
ψ1 (λ) − q
=
=
=

bµ 1 − E(e−(λ+µ)V )
λ+µ
ψ1 (λ) − q
µ λ + µ − ψ(λ + µ)
λ+µ
ψ (λ) − q
 1

µ
λ
−1 +
.
λ+µ
ψ1 (λ) − q

Now since the first factor in the final product is the Laplace transform of the exponential
(q)0
density with parameter µ and the second factor is the Laplace transform of W1 , we get
(q)
(by the convolution rule) the first proposed expression for C1 . The second one follows by
(q)
an integration by parts. By substituting the first expression for C1 into Equation (6.9), one
(q)
obtains the first expression proposed for U1 (z). The second follows by rearranging terms
(q)
in the second expression for C1 .
Let us now compute the initial distribution of S1 . To this end, we compute an expression
Rz
(q)0
for I(z) := µ−1 c2 0 P(V2 ∈ du) W1 (z − u). Applying Equation (6.16) (the laws of V1 and
V2 ), we get
Zz
(q)0
I(z) =
e−µu P(V > u)W1 (z − u) du
0
Zz
(q)
(q)
−µu
z
= [−W1 (z − u)e
P(V > u)]0 − W1 (z − u)(c2 P(V2 ∈ du) + c1 P(V1 ∈ du))
= −µ

−1

c2 P(V2 ∈

0
(q)
(q)
(q)
(q)0
dz)/dz + W1 (z) − b−1 C1 (z) − b−1 (bW1 (z) − W1 (z)),

where the second equality is an integration by parts and the last one is due to Lemma 6.5.1
and Equation (6.8). Then we get
Zz
(q)0
(q)
(q)0
µI(z) = c2 P(V2 ∈ du) W1 (z − u) = −c2 P(V2 ∈ dz)/dz + µb−1 (−C1 (z) + W1 (z)).
0
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Using the general expression for the initial distribution of S1 in Theorem 6.6.3, we get
(q)

P(S1 ∈ dz)/dz = µb

−1

(q)
(q)0
(−C1 (z) + W1 (z)) −

(q)

C1 (z)C1 (t)
(q)

bU1 (t)
(q)

(q)0

= µb−1 W1
=

µ
b

(q)

(z) − µb−1 C1 (z)
(q)

(q)0
W1 (z) −

(q)

C1 (z)W1 (t)
(q)

U1 (t)

(q)

U1 (t) + µ−1 C1 (t)
(q)

U1 (t)
!
,

which ends the proof.
6.a.6

Likelihood in the Markovian case

In the Markovian case, individuals die at constant rate δ and are sampled at constant rate µ.
µ
In this competing-exponentials case, we have c2 = µ+δ
and P(V2 ∈ dr) = (µ + δ)e−(µ+δ)r dr.
(q)

The scale function W1 was already presented in Section 6.7.2, and we now compute the
remaining functions required for the expression of the likelihood. To obtain simple expressions, we note the following useful relationships, where α1 and α2 are defined in Section
6.7.2.
α1 α2 = bµ
(α1 − µ − δ)(α2 + µ + δ) = −bδ
(α1 + b)(α1 − µ − δ) = −bδ
(α2 − b)(α2 + µ + δ) = −bδ
α1 (α2 − b)(α2 + µ) = −bδµ
α2 (α1 + b)(α1 − µ) = bδµ
(q)

Then, using the definitions of C1
obtain:
(q)

W1 (x) =
(q)0

W1

(x) =

(q)

C1 (x) =
(q)0

C1

(q)

(x) =

U1 (x) =

(q)

and U1

in Equations (6.8) and (6.9), and simplifying, we

α2 − b −α1 x
α + b α2 x
e
+ 1
e
α1 + α2
α1 + α2

b
(α1 − µ)e−α1 x + (α2 + µ)eα2 x
α1 + α2

bµ
eα2 x − e−α1 x
α1 + α2

bµ
α1 e−α1 x + α2 eα2 x
α1 + α2
α2 e−α1 x + α1 eα2 x
.
α1 + α2

We can now proceed to calculate the factors involved in the likelihood (Corollary 6.6.4). Substituting the required functions and simplifying, we have


µeα2 z1 α2 + α1 e(α1 +α2 )(t−z1 )
g(z1 ) =

k(zn ) =
p=

α + α1 e(α1 +α2 )t

 2
eα1 zn α2 + α1 e(α1 +α2 )(t−zn )
α2 + α1 e(α1 +α2 )t
(α
+α
µ(e 1 2 )t − 1)
α2 + α1 e(α1 +α2 )t




bµeα1 (zi−1 −yi ) eα2 (zi −yi ) α2 + α1 e(α1 +α2 )(t−zi−1 ) α2 + α1 e(α1 +α2 )(t−zi )
.
f(zi−1 ; yi , zi ) =
2
α2 + α1 e(α1 +α2 )(t−yi )
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For direct comparison to the likelihood derived previously for the Markovian case (Stadler
et al., 2012), we consider the likelihood given the time of observation (t) but not conditioned
on sampling, which we denote L(T). Substituting the above factors and simplifying, we have
L(T) = g(z1 )k(zn )

n
Y

f(zi−1 ; yi , zi )

i=2

=

Qn


2
−(α1 +α2 )(t−zi ) α + α e(α1 +α2 )(t−zi )
e
2
1
i=1
2 · Qn
 .
(α
+α
)t
−(α1 +α2 )(t−yi ) α + α e(α1 +α2 )(t−yi ) 2
α2 + α1 e 1 2
2
1
i=2 e
(6.20)

bn−1 µn
e−(α1 +α2 )t

On the other hand, the likelihood was previously derived (Stadler et al., 2012) as the following, adjusted to match present notation:
Qn
bn−1 µn
i=1 q(t − zi )
Q
L(T) =
· n
q(t)
i=2 q(t − yi )

(6.21)

with the definitions
q(x) = 2(1 − γ22 ) + e−γ1 x (1 − γ2 )2 + eγ1 x (1 + γ2 )2 ,
q
b−δ−µ
γ1 = (b − δ − µ)2 + 4bµ, γ2 = −
.
γ1

Note that γ1 = α1 + α2 and γ2 =
q(x) =

α1 −α2
α1 +α2 .

We can thus rewrite

2
4e−(α1 +α2 )x 
(α1 +α2 )x
α
+
α
e
.
2
1
(α1 + α2 )2

Cancelling the constant factors in q(·), it immediately follows that Equations (6.20) and (6.21)
precisely agree.

7

QUANTIFYING AGE-DEPENDENT EXTINCTION FROM SPECIES
PHYLOGENIES

Under review at Systematic Biology as:
HK Alexander, A Lambert, T Stadler (2014). Quantifying age-dependent extinction from
species phylogenies.
abstract
Several ecological factors that could play into species extinction are expected to correlate with
species age, i.e. time elapsed since the species arose by speciation. To date, however, statistical
tools to incorporate species age into likelihood-based phylogenetic inference have been lacking. We present here the first computational framework to quantify age-dependent extinction
through maximum likelihood parameter estimation based on phylogenetic trees. Testing on
simulated trees shows that neglecting age dependence can lead to biased estimates of key
macroevolutionary parameters. We then apply this method to two real datasets, namely a
complete phylogeny of birds (class Aves) and a clade of self-compatible and -incompatible
nightshades (Solanaceae), uncovering possible signals of age-dependent extinction.
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The proposition that extinction of species could depend on their age, i.e. time since arising
by speciation, has a long history of investigation and debate. In a seminal 1973 paper, Leigh
Van Valen proposed that the rate of extinction of taxa is independent of their age, presenting
apparently log-linear survivorship curves of taxa within defined groups as evidence of this
effect (Van Valen, 1973). The methodology behind this result was subsequently criticized on
several grounds (Raup, 1975; McCune, 1982; Pearson, 1995) and application of more sophisticated statistical methods later suggested that species extinction is indeed age-dependent in
some groups (Pearson, 1995; Doran et al., 2006). Nonetheless, the sum of evidence remains
ambiguous (Liow et al., 2011).
An increased risk of extinction with age has specifically been hypothesized for asexual
or selfing plant species, due the accumulation of deleterious mutations not broken up by
recombination, i.e. Muller’s ratchet (Muller, 1964; Johnson et al., 2011a). More generally, an
age-dependent signal could arise through various processes, not necessarily requiring “genetically inbuilt ‘senescence’ ” (Pearson, 1995, p. 134). Several hypotheses have emphasized
the role of biotic interactions, i.e. competition and co-evolution among species. Such factors
have been invoked to explain age-independent extinction in Van Valen’s Red Queen Hypothesis (Van Valen, 1973; Liow et al., 2011), or on the other hand to suggest that old species are
more prone to extinction, due to a failure to keep up with newer species through evolution
(Pearson, 1995). Cope’s Law of the Unspecialized also suggested that species become more
prone to extinction with age, but due to an increasing degree of specialization (reviewed in
Fortelius et al. 2014). Species lifetime has also been associated to ecological variables, such as
range and dispersal characteristics (reviewed by McCune, 1982); age dependence then arises
insofar as age correlates with these ecological variables. Indeed, a distinctive pattern in geographic range with respect to species age has been observed, in turn proposed to arise via
changing biotic interactions (Liow and Stenseth, 2007). We speculate that new species also
face distinct challenges that could result in higher extinction risk, particularly when speciation is triggered by a founder event (initiated by a small population prone to demographic
stochasticity) or by environmental stress (cf. Doran et al., 2006).
Quantitative tests of hypotheses regarding age-dependent extinction have so far been based
on paleontological data, thus on a limited set of species, and have suffered from problems
associated with defining durations of species existence from the fossil record (Pearson, 1995;
Liow et al., 2011). On the other hand, phylogenetic trees based on genetic data of extant
species have become increasingly available in recent years, with a corresponding development of statistical inference methods to quantify macroevolutionary processes from these
trees. Birth-death models have been extensively used to model the distribution of phylogenetic trees. In reverse, given a reconstructed tree, its structure (topology and branch lengths)
can be used to infer rates of birth and death (Thompson, 1975; Nee et al., 1994b). In the
context of species trees, these rates are interpreted as speciation and extinction rates. Recent
advances have allowed the incorporation of greater biological realism by modelling dependence of these rates on factors such as time, number of species in a clade, or a species trait
(recently reviewed by Pyron and Burbrink 2013; Stadler 2013b; Morlon 2014). Very few phylogenetic models have considered age dependence (reviewed in Morlon, 2014), and to the best
of our knowledge, no likelihood-based method is yet available to infer age-dependent rates.
Likelihood-based approaches have the advantages of maximal statistical power (by using all
information about the tree) and readily comparable output across different models (Morlon,
2014). In this article we will present an inference method under a model that incorporates
age-dependent death and a constant birth rate (age-dependent birth cannot yet be treated;
see Discussion), where all sampling occurs at the present. This model applies to trees on
extant species, which we consider here, but could also be applied to data on the individual
organism or cell level. The necessary mathematical results have recently been developed

7.1 methods

(Lambert, 2010; Lambert and Stadler, 2013), and our aim here is to implement and test a
computational framework.
The manuscript is organized as follows. We first describe the model, present the mathematical likelihood expression, and explain our computational approach. Though alreadyexisting mathematical results are more general (Lambert, 2010), we confine ourselves here
to lifetimes described by gamma distributions, a family of unimodal distributions where
both mean and variance can be controlled independently. We apply the inference method
to simulated trees in order to rigorously confirm the method’s accuracy, investigate power,
and identify biases to be expected when age dependence is neglected. Finally, we apply our
method to two real data sets: (1) a complete phylogeny of birds (class Aves) (Jetz et al., 2012),
where we ask whether there is a signal of age-dependent extinction robust to phylogenetic
uncertainty; and (2) a phylogeny of self-incompatible and -compatible nightshade species
(Solanaceae), where we shed new light on the question of whether breeding system affects
species survival (Goldberg et al., 2010; Goldberg and Igić, 2012).
7.1

methods

7.1.1

Model

The general model giving rise to a sampled phylogenetic tree, T, is described by the following
key assumptions (Lambert, 2010; Lambert and Stadler, 2013):
• The process is initiated by one individual at time 0 and stopped at a fixed time Ts . In
other words, we observe a tree with stem age Ts .
• Each individual gives birth at constant rate λ.
• The lifetime of each individual is random, with an arbitrary distribution characterized
by probability density g, and realized lifetimes are independent of one another.
• T is the tree spanned by all individuals sampled at time Ts , where each extant individual at time Ts is independently sampled with probability p (i.e., Bernoulli sampling).
We consider the context where each “individual” is a species, with “birth” corresponding to
a speciation event and “death” to extinction of a species, and will thus refer to speciation
and extinction rates, rather than birth and death rates, throughout the article. All definitions
of model parameters and functions are collected in Table 7.1.
Note that the model (forwards in time) needs a stopping criterion: either the tree growth
is stopped once time Ts has elapsed or once n tips are reached. The mathematical likelihood
expression will be conditioned on the former. However, for a constant-rate model, it has been
shown with simulated trees that either formulation leads to very similar inference results
(Stadler, 2013a; see also the discussion of simulated trees in the Supplementary Material,
7.A.6).
For computational implementation, we suppose here that lifetimes are gamma-distributed.
The properties of this distribution and justification for its selection are clarified in the following sub-section. Furthermore, for the purposes of inference, we will assume throughout that
p is a fixed, known quantity, while λ and the parameters of the lifetime distribution g are to
be estimated. Often in data sets there is indeed a good independent estimate of the proportion of species sampled in a clade. Fixing p reduces the number of parameters to estimate,
and is thus expected to make the inference faster and more precise for the remaining parameters. In fact, in the case of exponentially distributed lifetimes, we know from analytical
expressions that the likelihood is fully characterized by two composite parameters (λ − 1/θ
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Symbol

Definition

λ

per-lineage speciation rate

g(a)

probability density of the lifetime distribution as a function of age, a

µ(a)

extinction rate as a function of age, a

k

shape parameter of gamma lifetime distribution

θ

scale parameter of gamma lifetime distribution

`

mean lifetime, equal to kθ under the gamma distribution

η

net diversification rate, i.e. asymptotic exponential growth rate
of number of extant lineages, given by Equation 7.3



turnover, i.e. relative extinction fraction, given by  = 1 − η/λ

n

number of extant species at the time of sampling

p

probability that an extant lineage is sampled at the present

Ts

stem age of tree, i.e. time since progenitor arose

Tc

crown age of tree, i.e. time since first speciation event
Table 7.1: Definitions of model parameters and functions.

and λp), and thus p cannot be estimated together with λ and θ (Stadler, 2009). However, in
the case of gamma distributed lifetimes, all four parameters λ, θ, k and p are identifiable
and thus could be estimated given enough data, as we show in the Supplementary Material
(7.A.1).
7.1.2

Lifetime Distribution and Extinction Rate

The gamma lifetime distribution with shape parameter k and scale parameter θ is characterized by the following density:
g(a) =

ak−1 exp(−a/θ)
Γ (k)θk

(7.1)

The gamma density is unimodal, and its mean (kθ) and variance (kθ2 ) can be varied independently. It contains as a special case (when k = 1) the exponential distribution.
Macroevolutionary models of the “birth-death” type have generally been formulated in
terms of an extinction rate, µ, which may depend on various factors (Stadler, 2013b). In our
model, µ is a function of age, a. The relationship between lifetime distribution and extinction
rate is given by (Lambert and Stadler, 2013):
g(a)
µ(a) = R∞
.
a g(s) ds

(7.2)

Taking g to be the gamma density, we have a constant extinction rate µ(a) = 1/θ if and only
if k = 1, i.e. in the special case of an exponentially distributed lifetime. When k 6= 1, there
is no explicit formula for µ(a), but it can be shown (see Supplementary Material, 7.A.2) that
for k < 1 the extinction rate decreases with age, while for k > 1 the extinction rate increases
with age. In the limiting case where k → ∞ and θ → 0 simultaneously, with kθ → `, the
distribution approaches a Dirac delta, i.e. lifetime have a fixed duration of `. The choice of
a gamma lifetime distribution therefore captures qualitatively different extinction patterns,
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while containing the previously studied age-independent case (exponentially distributed lifetime), over which it introduces just one additional parameter.
7.1.3

Composite Parameters

While we have described our model in terms of the parameters λ, k, and θ, composite parameters can provide further insight into the diversification process. As we will see later,
composite parameters are furthermore sometimes more precisely estimated than individual
model parameters.
Firstly, we will often refer to the mean lifetime, `, equal to kθ for a gamma-distributed
lifetime. This composite parameter allows direct comparison of estimates under the gamma
and the exponential models.
Secondly, in diversity-independent diversification processes such as that considered here,
the number of lineages grows asymptotically exponentially at a rate η called the net diversification rate, a widely used measure in macroevolutionary analyses (Pyron and Burbrink, 2013;
Moen and Morlon, 2014). More generally, this exponential growth rate of a population is
classically known as the Malthusian parameter (Rice, 2004, p. 16). For given lifetime density g
and speciation rate λ, η is a solution (Lambert, 2010) to
Z∞

η=λ
g(x) 1 − e−ηx dx.
(7.3)
0

If λ` > 1, η is the unique positive solution to (7.3). If λ` < 1, η is negative, and when g is the
gamma density, η is the unique negative solution to (7.3). In the critical case where λ` = 1,
η = 0.
When g is the gamma density, η(λ, k, θ) must be found numerically, except when lifetimes
are distributed exponentially, where η(λ, 1, θ) = λ − 1/θ. However, it can be proven (see
Supplementary Material, 7.A.3) that: i) for given k and θ, η(λ, k, θ) increases (asymptotically
linearly) with speciation rate λ, and ii) for given λ and mean lifetime `, η(λ, k, `/k) increases
with k, approaching an asymptotic value corresponding to the case when all lifetimes are
fixed equal to `. This last observation shows that the net diversification rate η(λ, k, θ), and
correspondingly the expected number of lineages after a given time, varies with k even when
λ and ` are fixed. That is, η(λ, k, `/k) depends not only on speciation rate λ and mean lifetime
`, but also on the particular distribution of lifetimes, as characterized by k.
The final composite parameter used here is turnover, or relative extinction fraction, which
we denote . In a constant-rate model, this parameter has been defined as µ/λ where µ is
the extinction rate and λ is the speciation rate (Pyron and Burbrink, 2013). Similarly to the
net diversification rate, this definition should be adjusted when extinction is age-dependent.
We propose to define  := (λ − η)/λ, which is the asymptotic population-level extinction rate
divided by the (still constant) speciation rate.
7.1.4

Mathematical Likelihood Formulae

According to the coalescent point process (CPP) representation (Popovic, 2004; Lambert, 2010;
Lambert and Stadler, 2013), a tree T generated by our model, with stem age Ts and n sampled
tips, can be fully characterized by the list of its node depths, {xi }n−1
i=1 . The node depths are the
times since present of speciation events in the tree (cf. Figure 1 in Lambert and Stadler, 2013),
not to be confused with the times between speciation events. Under our model, for given
lifetime density g, speciation rate λ, and sampling fraction p, there is a random variable
H with density f, such that the node depths form a sequence of independent copies of H,
stopped at its first value larger than Ts (Lambert and Stadler, 2013).
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If f is known, then the tree likelihood is given by the formulae in Section 3.2 of Lambert
and Stadler (2013), along with their Proposition 2 to account for sampling. The likelihood is
conditioned on sampling at least one tip (event S) and on either the stem age Ts or the crown
age Tc , i.e. the time since the first speciation event in T. Conditioning on stem age we have:
Ls (T|Ts , S) =

n−1
1 Y
f(xi ),
F(Ts )

(7.4)

i=1

while conditioning on crown age (assuming Tc ≡ xn−1 ) we have:
n−2
Y
1
f(xi ).
F(Tc )2

Lc (T|Tc , S) =

(7.5)

i=1

R∞
where F(t) := 1/ Pr(H > t) = 1/ t f(s) ds. In accordance with the CPP representation,
these likelihood expressions make it clear that any ordering of node depths is equally likely
under this model (see Section 4 in Lambert and Stadler, 2013). We will typically consider
the likelihood conditioned on the crown age, since this quantity tends to be better known
from data than the stem age. We will however use conditioning on stem age applied to
individual sub-clades of self-compatible nightshades (see Section “Nightshades (Solanaceae):
Self-compatibility and -incompatibility”). However, computationally there is no difference in
the ease of use of either formula.
It remains to characterize f from the model ingredients. For given lifetime density g,
speciation rate λ, and sampling fraction p, Proposition 6 in Lambert and Stadler (2013) yields
F(t) = 1/ Pr(H > t) = 1 − p + pW(t)
and
f(t) = −

d
pW 0 (t)
(1/F(t)) =
2
dt
1 − p + pW(t)

where W is the so-called scale function associated with g and λ. W is a differentiable function
defined by its Laplace transform:
Z∞
L(W)(y) :=
exp(−ys)W(s)ds = 1/ψ(y)
for y > η
0

where

Z∞
g(x)(1 − exp(−yx))dx

ψ(y) := y − λ

for y > 0

0

is called the Laplace exponent. Incidentally, the net diversification rate η is a root of ψ (see
Equation 7.3) and W(t) is the expected number of species extant at time t conditional on there
being at least one (Lambert, 2010). Taking g to be the gamma density given by Equation 7.1,
we can write ψ in closed form as:

ψ(y) = y − λ 1 − (1 + θy)−k
7.1.5 Numerical Evaluation of the Likelihood
Analytical expressions for the scale function W, and in turn the likelihood, are available in
the special case k = 1 (exponentially distributed lifetimes; Lambert and Stadler, 2013), but
not for general k. We thus implement a numerical computational method in Matlab. A
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numerical inverse Laplace transform method has previously been developed for stability in
calculating scale functions of spectrally negative Lévy processes (Surya, 2008), which includes
the scale function W required here (Lambert, 2010). As a basis we use the Matlab code
provided in Surya (2008), with parameters of the inverse Laplace transform itself (controlling
numerical error in W) set as chosen there. The derivative of W is then approximated with
a central difference, where numerical error is controlled through the spacing between points
at which W is evaluated. We take 500 grid points evenly spaced on the interval [0, T ] (see
Supplementary Material, 7.A.4), where T is either the stem age, Ts , or the crown age, Tc ,
according to the choice of conditioning in the likelihood formula. Node depths in a tree
(simulated or constructed from real data) are rounded to the nearest grid point value, thus
rounding errors in W are also reduced with a finer grid.
Notice that the gamma distribution has the advantage of presenting a simple, closed-form
expression for its Laplace transform (1/ψ). Lifetime distributions for which such a closedform expression is not available would require a significantly more computationally intensive
implementation, either calculating ψ numerically or evaluating the likelihood instead via
Equation 15 in Lambert and Stadler (2013).
7.1.6

Maximum Likelihood Inference and Model Selection

Likelihood optimization is performed using the built-in Matlab function ‘fmincon’. The
likelihood is optimized over the parameters (λ, k, θ) under the gamma model, or over (λ, θ)
with k fixed to one under the exponential model. Optimization is run from multiple initial
points, accepting the result that yields the highest maximized likelihood (see Supplementary
Material, 7.A.5 for details). Maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of parameters for a given
phylogeny are denoted with a hat (e.g. λ̂). We compare the gamma and exponential lifetime
distribution models using the likelihood ratio test at a 5% significance level.
7.1.7

Availability of Code in Matlab and R

Our numerical method of likelihood evaluation and optimization is implemented in Matlab.
We additionally compile the necessary functions (using ‘mcc’ in Matlab) into stand-alone
applications, which can be used on compatible systems without requiring a Matlab license,
thanks to the Matlab Compiler Runtime (MCR) freely available from Mathworks at http:
//www.mathworks.com/products/compiler/mcr/. Our Matlab source code and compiled application files are available to download from https://github.com/cevo-public. We further
provide an interface to call these functions in R, included in the package TreePar v3.2 (Stadler,
2011) available on CRAN. The steps to set up MCR and apply our method in R are described
in the R help pages of the functions (‘create.mat’, ‘LikAge’, and ‘bd.age.optim.matlab’).
7.1.8

Simulations

We simulate trees on a given number of tips (extant species) with complete sampling (p = 1)
using the R package TreeSimGM (Hagen and Stadler, 2013). The stem age and list of node
depths (including the crown age) are recorded and used for maximum likelihood inference
as described above. Further details are available in the Supplementary Material (7.A.6).
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7.1.9 Confidence Intervals
We use two types of confidence intervals here. Firstly, from a set of simulated trees, the
“95% (bootstrap) confidence interval” on a parameter estimate refers to the smallest interval
containing the MLEs of 95/100 simulated trees. Secondly, for any individual tree (in practice
applied only to single trees reconstructed from real data), we can find the profile likelihood
(95%) confidence interval on a parameter estimate. The boundaries of this interval are the
minimum and maximum values of the focal parameter for which the likelihood, optimized
over the remaining parameters with the focal parameter value fixed, would not be rejected
by a likelihood ratio test (at 5% significance level) in comparison to the likelihood optimized
over all parameters.
7.2

results: simulation study

We test the computational method on simulated trees under chosen parameter sets. We
select a range of values of the lifetime distribution shape parameter: k = 1 (exponential
distribution), k = 0.5 (more variable than exponential, with mode at zero), k = 5 and k = 100
(bell-shaped and progressively less variable). The scale parameter, θ, is set to 1/k such that
the mean lifetime ` is always equal to one; that is, time is scaled in units of average lifespan.
Supplementary Figure 7.6 illustrates the chosen lifetime distributions. We also select a range
of values for the net diversification rate η (0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5), and tune speciation rate λ to yield
the chosen η. Our main findings (using all η values) are derived from 1000-tip simulated
trees, while we compare the performance on 100-tip trees only for the example of η = 0.5.
Below we outline general observations on the performance of the inference method. The
median and 95% confidence intervals of the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) for all
parameter sets are reported in Supplementary Tables 7.3-7.8. Lineages-through-time (LTT)
plots (Figure 7.1) provide an additional way to visualize the influence of the parameters on
the trees (Harvey et al., 1994). Note that since all topologies are equally likely under our
model (Lambert and Stadler, 2013), all information relevant to the likelihood of the tree is
contained in the set of branching times, or equivalently the accumulation of lineages through
time.
7.2.1 Inference under the Gamma Lifetime Distribution
7.2.1.1 Accuracy of inference
Firstly, and most importantly, inference assuming the gamma model is essentially effective
in recovering parameter values accurately. For all 16 sets of parameter values tested for 1000tip trees, the median MLE (across 100 simulated trees per parameter set) is close to the true
value used for simulations, and the true value is well within the 95% confidence interval
(Supplementary Tables 7.3 and 7.4). This result also generally holds for 100-tip trees, but
unsurprisingly, confidence intervals are much larger for the smaller trees; see Figure 7.2 and
Supplementary Tables 7.6 and 7.7. A slight bias in parameter estimates, which decreases with
tree size, can be attributed to the simulation method (as opposed to the inference method
itself); see the Supplementary Material (7.A.6) for details.
7.2.1.2 Limited precision in estimating individual lifetime parameters
The variability in the MLEs of the lifetime distribution parameters, k and θ, is much greater
than that of the speciation rate, λ. However, the mean lifetime, ` = kθ, is much more
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Figure 7.1: Mean lineage-through-time curves for simulated trees under various parameter sets,
i.e. number of lineages (on a base 10 log scale), averaged over all 100 simulations, versus
time since present. All trees have n = 1000 extant species at present. Net diversification
rate η is fixed to 0.25 in panel (a) or 1.5 in panel (b), and lifetime shape parameter k varies
(black dashed: k = 0.5; black solid: k = 1; grey solid: k = 5; black dotted: k = 100).

tightly estimated than k and θ individually, reflected by a strong negative correlation between
these estimates (Supplementary Material, 7.A.7). A large k value is particularly difficult to
infer precisely; this is unsurprising, since the gamma distribution converges to a limiting
distribution as k → ∞, such that large k values result in very similar distributions. For fixed
η, the normalized sizes of the confidence intervals of k and θ indeed tend to increase with
true k (those of λ, however, decrease).
7.2.1.3

Decreasing precision in lifetime parameter estimates with increasing net diversification rate

The variability across trees in estimated k and θ tends to increase with the true value of the
net diversification rate η (Figure 7.3 and normalized 95% confidence intervals reported in the
supplementary tables). There is an intuitive reason for this trend. For fixed k and θ, larger
net diversification rate η corresponds to lower turnover, i.e. fewer species have lived and died
by the time the phylogeny reaches a given size and is observed. In turn, the tree contains less
information about the lifetime distribution. The difficulty in inferring parameters at large η
is visually indicated in the LTT plots: for smaller η (Figure 7.1a), there is a clear separation
between curves for different k values, while this separation virtually disappears for larger η
(Figure 7.1b).
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of inference under the gamma model for 100-tip versus 1000-tip trees. Illustrated is the distribution of MLEs for each parameter across 100 simulated trees of each
size, using true values of η = 0.5 and k = 5. Note that k and θ are plotted on base-10
log scales. The box contains the interquartile range with the median marked as a line.
The solid black line indicates the true parameter value. Where MLE ranges are large, the
dashed black line indicates an arbitrary upper data limit, beyond which outliers are drawn
between the grey lines for clarity of presentation. For the 100-tip trees, ten estimates of λ
fall above a value of 5 (actual values ranging from 7.19 to 99.3) and three estimates of ` fall
above a value of 3 (actual values ranging from 61.7 to 561).
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7.2.2

Inference under the Exponential Lifetime Distribution

We now turn to the results when the exponential model (age-independent extinction) is
assumed for parameter inference. When simulations are indeed conducted under an exponential lifetime distribution (i.e. true k = 1), inference either under the general gamma
distribution or constrained to the exponential return similar median MLEs for corresponding parameters. However, biases in parameter estimates arise when true k deviates from one.
When simulations use a lifetime distribution that is more variable than exponential (k = 0.5),
speciation rate (λ) and net diversification rate (η) tend to be underestimated; conversely,
when simulations use a less variable lifetime distribution (k = 5 or 100), they tend to be overestimated (Figure 7.4). This result can be explained by recalling that less variable lifetimes
(smaller k) result in larger η for given λ and ` (see Section 7.1.3). When k is actually larger
than one, using an exponential distribution supposes that lifetimes are more variable than
they actually are. Speciation rate (λ) and net diversification rate (η) are then over-estimated
to compensate in explaining the observed growth of the tree, and vice versa when k is actually less than one. A bias in estimated mean lifetime (`) is also apparent, but shows a more
complex pattern. Mean lifetime is overestimated at small η and underestimated at large η
when k < 1, with the reverse for k > 1. The effect on turnover () is less clear. For k = 0.5,
 is consistently but only slightly underestimated by the median MLE, while for k > 1, the
results are inconsistent. In all cases, the true value of  still falls within the 95% confidence
interval of the estimates. It is possible that the slight bias in the simulated trees themselves,
which inflates the values of  (see Supplementary Material, 7.A.6), masks any bias introduced
in inference by assuming the exponential model.
Further insight into these biases can be gained from the LTT plots (Figure 7.1). A “pull
of the present” effect has been described by Nee et al. (1994a) for the exponential model
when turnover is large: in the very recent past, the LTT plot has a steeper slope, indicating
faster lineage accumulation, because species that arose recently have not yet gone extinct.
Specifically, the slope is initially η and increases to λ near the present. For the gamma
model, we find that this pull of the present effect is intensified when k is large. This can be
understood by considering the extreme case as k → ∞, such that all lifetimes last exactly
` time units: then no lineages arising within the past ` time units have yet gone extinct. In
contrast, a smaller k value (more variable lifetime distribution) tempers the pull of the present
by the early extinction of some lineages. This effect is not explained by different speciation
rates: for fixed η, larger k actually corresponds to smaller λ, which would be expected to
produce a shallower recent slope under the exponential model. Indeed, this effect clarifies
the observed biases in inference under the exponential model. If k is large, the LTT curve
bends upward earlier than expected, and fitting a line through the initial portion of the curve
yields an overestimate of η. Furthermore, the curve for large k is steeper than expected in
the recent past, resulting in overestimation of λ.
7.2.3 Power to Distinguish between Gamma and Exponential Lifetime Distributions
Table 7.2 reports the proportion of simulated trees in each parameter set for which the likelihood ratio test rejects the exponential model. When simulations actually are conducted
under an exponential distribution (k = 1), this proportion is close to the expected Type I error of 5% (the significance level used for the test), ranging from 3-10/100 simulations. When
true k 6= 1, the proportion rejected represents the power of the statistical test, and as expected,
the power increases as k deviates further from one. The power is lower for larger η: this reflects the greater difficulty in precise lifetime parameter identification noted above for larger
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of inference under the gamma model for net diversification rate η = 0.25
versus η = 1.5. Illustrated is the distribution of MLEs for each parameter across 100
simulated trees of 1000 tips, using a true value of k = 5. Note that k and θ are plotted on
base-10 log scales. The box contains the interquartile range with the median marked as
a line. The solid black line indicates the true parameter value in each case. Where MLE
ranges are large, the dashed black line indicates an arbitrary upper data limit, beyond
which outliers are drawn between the grey lines for clarity of presentation. For true η
of 1.5, five estimates of λ fall above a value of 3 (with actual values ranging from 3.3 to
141) and six estimates of ` fall above a value of 4 (with actual values ranging from 5.4 to
1.07 × 104 ).
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true η

tree size

η = 0.25

true k
k = 0.5

k=1

k=5

k = 100

n = 1000

0.41

0.10

0.89

1.00

η = 0.5

n = 1000

0.31

0.05

0.81

0.95

η = 0.5

n = 100

0.12

0.03

0.13

0.21

η=1

n = 1000

0.28

0.03

0.42

0.76

η = 1.5

n = 1000

0.22

0.07

0.28

0.38

Table 7.2: Proportion of simulated trees (out of 100) rejecting the exponential model (k = 1) using the
likelihood ratio test at a significance level of 5%, depending on true η and k values and on
tree size.

η. Furthermore, 100-tip trees yield substantially lower power than 1000-tip trees to reject the
exponential distribution.
7.3
7.3.1

results: application to data
Birds (Class Aves)

We apply our method to a recently published complete phylogeny of 9993 extant bird species
(Jetz et al., 2012). Though we have no a priori hypothesis as to the distribution of lifetimes,
this large phylogeny serves as a useful first case to test whether it is possible to detect a
signal of age-dependent extinction in real data.
Phylogenetic trees were previously constructed (Jetz et al., 2012) in a Bayesian framework,
yielding a posterior distribution of trees (available at http://birdtree.org). The construction
was repeated with four approaches: based on either of two backbones (Hackett or Ericson)
and either the full set of 9993 species or only those 6670 species for which genetic sequence
data is available (see Jetz et al., 2012 for details). To test robustness of our results to phylogenetic uncertainty, we analyze a set of 100 trees randomly drawn from the posterior distribution in each of the four approaches. That is, we apply our inference approach separately to
each tree to obtain a maximum likelihood point estimate, and then look at the range of point
estimates across sets of 100 trees, to get a sense of the variation introduced by phylogenetic
uncertainty. We assume sampling is complete (p = 1) for the set of all known bird species,
and account for incomplete sampling (p = 6670/9993 ≈ 0.67) in the set of species with available genetic data. Likelihood is conditioned on crown age (which is generally different in
each tree, ranging from 89.0-149 My).
Figure 7.5 illustrates the range of MLEs obtained under the gamma model from each set of
100 trees. The patterns observed here are comparable to those seen in the simulation study:
speciation rate (λ) and composite parameter (`, η and ) estimates vary across much less than
an order of magnitude among trees, while estimated individual parameters of the lifetime
distribution (k and θ) each vary across a few orders of magnitude but are highly negatively
correlated (not shown). Thus, phylogenetic uncertainty appears to induce similar patterns
of variability in parameter estimates as stochasticity in realizations of trees generated under
fixed parameter values. Furthermore, the range of parameter estimates is similar, regardless
of the tree construction method. Important qualitative results are extremely consistent across
trees. All 100 trees from each of the four sets yields an estimated lifetime shape parameter
(k) significantly larger than one (corresponding to a more bell-shaped distribution); that is,
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the exponential distribution is rejected by the likelihood ratio test, indeed with extremely
high significance (p < 10−15 in every case). Furthermore, consistent tendencies appear when
the exponential model is used for parameter estimation: every single tree yields a point
estimate of higher speciation rate (λ) and net diversification rate (η), larger mean lifetime
(kθ), and lower turnover () under the exponential model as compared to the gamma model.
Quantitative results, specifically the median MLE for each parameter in each set of 100 trees,
estimated under both the gamma and exponential models, are reported in Supplementary
Table 7.9. Note that the time scale here is in millions of years; when rescaled to average
lifetime, parameter estimates are comparable to those used in the simulation study.
We next conduct a more detailed analysis, obtaining confidence intervals as well as point
estimates, on one “typical” tree, to get a sense of the uncertainty in parameter estimates
under our model applied to a fixed tree. We take one tree from the set constructed under
the Hackett backbone including all species (H-full), which has a crown age (107.9 My) and
MLE point estimates (see Supplementary Table 7.10) close to the median values in the set
of 100 trees. The magnitude of confidence intervals on MLEs in this tree are thus expected
to be reasonably representative of the majority of trees. Uncertainty in our model fit to
a particular tree appears comparable in magnitude to the phylogenetic uncertainty under
any particular reconstruction method, and smaller than the phylogenetic uncertainty across
reconstruction methods (Figure 7.5 and Supplementary Table 7.10). The estimated lifetime
distribution shape parameter, k̂, has a large confidence interval, but due to the asymptotic
convergence of the gamma distribution for large k, the extremes of the confidence interval
still correspond to reasonably similar, bell-shaped distributions (Supplementary Figure 7.10).
All 100 bootstrap simulated trees reject the exponential model with very high significance
using the likelihood ratio test (p < 10−9 in all cases), and the exponential model estimates
higher speciation and net diversification rates, larger mean lifetime, and lower turnover than
the gamma model.
7.3.2

Nightshades (Solanaceae): Self-compatibility and -incompatibility

A phylogeny of 356 nightshade (Solanaceae) species has previously been constructed and
analyzed with particular attention to the differences between self-incompatible (SI) and selfcompatible (SC) species (Goldberg et al., 2010). The tree contains 135 extant SI species and
221 extant SC species, representing sampling fractions of p = 0.162 and 0.150 respectively
(see Supplementary Material of Goldberg et al., 2010; we follow these authors in assuming
independent sampling). Under a model where rates only depend on the trait (SI/SC), the authors concluded that SC species have significantly higher rates of extinction, which outweigh
a higher speciation rate to produce significantly lower (even negative) net diversification
(Goldberg et al., 2010; Goldberg and Igić, 2012). In light of the hypothesis that extinction
rates of selfing plants may increase with species age (Johnson et al., 2011a), we revisit the
species-level differences between SI/SC with our age-dependent extinction model.
Since our model does not incorporate transitions between character states, we separate SI
and SC species in the previously constructed maximum likelihood tree (Goldberg et al., 2010)
for our analysis. While transitions from self-incompatibility to self-compatibility are common,
there is strong evidence that reverse transitions have not occurred within the family (Goldberg and Igić, 2012 and references therein). We therefore consider the monophyletic subtree
of SI species obtained simply by pruning all SC clades. The end of a species lifetime on this
subtree should thus be interpreted as either extinction or a transition to self-compatibility. In
contrast, each clade consisting of only SC species is treated as an independent realization of
the identical model (i.e. with the same parameter values) arising from one event of losing
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Figure 7.5: Range of maximum likelihood estimates inferred across sets of 100 Aves trees. The first
four columns represent sets drawn from the posterior distribution of trees reconstructed
from data using either a Hackett (H) or Ericson (E) backbone and either including all
species (full) or only those with genetic data (gen). The far right column represents bootstrap simulations using the maximum likelihood parameters estimated for a single “typical” tree in the ‘Hfull’ set.

7.4 discussion

self-incompatibility. The overall likelihood is thus taken as the product of the likelihood of
each individual clade. Since many (35) SC clades are singletons, we conduct two analyses:
one including all clades with likelihood conditioned on stem age, and one including only
non-singleton clades with likelihood conditioned on crown age as usual.
As a check, for both SI and SC species, our parameter estimates under the exponential
model (Supplementary Tables 7.11 and 7.12) are in close agreement with previous work
(Goldberg et al., 2010). Small deviations in the SC case may be explained by clades where the
transition from SI to SC occurred later in the clade’s history, rather than at the earliest split
from the SI tree as we assume.
7.3.2.1

Self-incompatible nightshades

Under the gamma model we estimate a lifetime shape parameter of k̂ = 4.53, while applying
ˆ and η̂ that are consistent
the exponential model shows a tendency toward biases in λ̂, `,
with those seen in the simulation study when k > 1 (Supplementary Table 7.11). However,
confidence intervals are wide and the exponential model is not rejected by the likelihood
ratio test (p-value: 0.24). Bootstrap simulations (see Supplementary Material, 7.A.8) indicate
that power is indeed low (14%) for this tree size under the gamma MLEs.
7.3.2.2

Self-compatible nightshades

Our key qualitative results are robust to the choice of conditioning likelihood on either stem
or crown age of clades. In both cases, the exponential model is rejected by the likelihood
ratio test (p-value 6 0.025) in favour of the gamma model with lifetime shape parameter
k̂ < 1, i.e. an over-dispersed lifetime with highest extinction rate when young. Overall, the
gamma model gives a clear signal for fast speciation during a lifetime that is on average
short but relatively variable (Supplementary Table 7.12). A slightly negative estimated net
diversification rate of SC clades is consistent with previous results (Goldberg et al., 2010) and
with the observation that these clades are typically small. In line with our simulation study
when k < 1 and η is small, the exponential model underestimates λ and overestimates `.
7.3.2.3

Comparing self-incompatible and self-compatible macroevolutionary dynamics

Finally, we test whether self-compatible and -incompatible nightshade species show significantly different lifetime distributions. We find (see Supplementary Material, 7.A.8) that the
full model, with lifetime distribution parameters individually set for SC and SI species, fits
the data significantly better than restricted models where either the shape parameter (k) or
the mean (` = kθ) of the lifetime distribution is constrained to be the same for SC and SI
species. We can thus support the previous conclusion (Goldberg et al., 2010) that SC species
face a shorter mean time to extinction than self-incompatible species. (Note that by including transitions to self-compatibility in “extinction” of SI species, if anything we over-estimate
true extinction of SI species.) We uncover the additional factor that SC species appear have
especially high extinction rate at young age (k̂SC < 1) and higher lifetime variance-to-mean
ratio than SI species (θ̂SC > θ̂SI ), which could make an additional contribution to the demise
of SC clades. Interestingly, in concordance with previous results (Goldberg et al., 2010), we
also estimate a higher speciation rate for SC than for SI lineages.
7.4

discussion

Here we have presented a significant methodological advance in phylogenetic inference, extending the arsenal of available birth-death-type models to allow the death/extinction rate to
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depend on the age of a lineage. In a macroevolutionary context, species age has been hypothesized to reflect extinction risk due to its correlation with characteristics such as population
size, ecological traits, and nature of biotic interactions. While the role of species age in extinction has previously been investigated using the fossil record (Van Valen, 1973; Pearson,
1995; Doran et al., 2006), the development of statistical inference methods for phylogenetic
trees on extant species (possibly incompletely sampled) opens new avenues for exploring
these hypotheses. Our results suggest that including age dependency in extinction rates may
significantly improve model fits to real data sets, and that ignoring age dependency can bias
parameter estimates.
In this first computational implementation, we have chosen the gamma distribution family
to describe species lifetime. This family includes the exponential distribution, facilitating
comparison to standard age-independent models, but allows both mean and variance to be
controlled independently. If the lifetime distribution is not exactly gamma, but qualitatively
similar, we expect minimal effects on parameter estimates. For instance, we find (Supplementary Figure 7.11) that lifetime mean and variance can be recovered with good accuracy
assuming a gamma distribution, even when trees are simulated under a Weibull distribution
(another two-parameter, unimodal family). Nonetheless, the gamma family may poorly capture other patterns, such as a bimodal lifetime distribution, where extinction risk is elevated
for both very young and very old species. While likelihood formulae allow an arbitrary distribution of species lifetime (Lambert, 2010), implementation under other distribution families
is expected to be more computationally intensive than the gamma, and, if described by more
parameters, to require larger datasets for precise inference.
Our inference method applies to a given tree with known branching times. However, trees
reconstructed from genetic sequence data obviously contain phylogenetic uncertainty, which
should be taken into account in parameter estimates. We can get an idea of this impact by
running maximum likelihood inference separately on multiple individual trees supported
by the data, for instance drawn from the posterior distribution in a Bayesian approach to
tree reconstruction (as applied here to Aves data). In the future, the age-dependent extinction model could be incorporated into a Bayesian framework (e.g. BEAST; Drummond and
Rambaut, 2007) for simultaneous inference of trees themselves and their macroevolutionary
parameters.
A simulation study confirmed that our inference method is effective (on sufficiently large
trees) in recovering true parameter values when trees actually arise under our model, i.e. constant speciation rate and gamma-distributed time until extinction. For fixed tree size and
fixed mean species lifetime, inference is more effective on slower-growing (older) trees. The
individual parameters of the lifetime distribution (shape and scale) are the most difficult to
infer precisely; however, their estimated values are highly correlated, such that mean lifetime
is estimated much more precisely. Furthermore, uncertainty in the shape parameter (k) is
moderated by the approach to a limiting distribution for large k. We expect that estimation
of age-dependent extinction/death rate will be improved on trees that are sampled through
time (Lambert et al., 2014), such as species trees supplemented with fossils or phylogenies of
quickly evolving viral populations during an epidemic.
We also found that neglecting age dependence biases parameter estimates. Specifically,
when younger species are more prone to extinction, applying an age-independent model results in underestimation of speciation rate and net diversification rate, and vice versa when
older species are more prone to extinction. Estimated mean lifetime is also biased according
to a more complex pattern. Effects on estimated turnover were ambiguous from the simulation study, but interestingly, the exponential model consistently returned lower turnover
than the gamma model in the Aves data. The possible biases in estimated mean species
lifetime and turnover are particularly noteworthy, as it has been observed that trees derived
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from sequence data often result in inference of a lower extinction rate or turnover than that
estimated from the fossil record (discussed by Morlon et al., 2011 and references therein).
Depending on the typical parameter regime applicable to real species clades, age-dependent
extinction could be one factor helping to resolve this discrepancy.
We illustrated the application of our method to real data with two test cases. We emphasize that we do not wish to put forward definitive biological explanations, but simply to
test the performance of our method while raising interesting new hypotheses. Firstly, in the
Aves phylogeny, we found that a model where extinction rate increases with age provided
a significantly better fit than age-independence. Parameter estimates under an exponential
model showed deviations from the best fit consistent with the biases seen in the simulation
study, and turnover was consistently underestimated. These signals were extremely robust to
phylogenetic uncertainty, holding across all 100 reconstructed trees from the posterior distribution under each of four reconstruction methods (Jetz et al., 2012). Phylogenetic uncertainty
furthermore appears to be a larger source of uncertainty in model parameter estimates than
the fit of our model to a typical individual tree in this dataset.
Nonetheless, we do not expect age to exert the only effect on diversification in a clade as
large and heterogeneous as Aves, and indeed several other factors at play have previously
been suggested. For instance, Jetz et al. (2012) found a signal of rate changes over time,
as well as differences in rates among sub-clades. An earlier analysis based on clade size
of passerine birds suggested that net diversification rate tends to be higher in clades with
broader geographic distribution and in tropical as opposed to temperate regions, and that
net diversification rate decreases over time, possibly due to saturation of ecological niches
(Ricklefs, 2006). There are also direct clues that an age-dependent extinction model fails to
capture all features of the data. Lineage-through-time plots of reconstructed Aves trees show
a qualitatively distinct pattern from bootstrap simulated trees under the best-fitting gamma
lifetime distribution model (Supplementary Figure 7.12; see also Figure 1c in Jetz et al., 2012).
Furthermore, reconstructed Aves trees are less balanced than expected under our model, indicated by comparing the Colless statistic (results not shown). It has been more generally
observed that trees derived from real species data tend to be less balanced than those generated under a broad class of models that give rise to a uniform distribution on ranked oriented
trees, including constant speciation and extinction rates, diversity- or time-dependent speciation and/or extinction, or age-dependent extinction as considered here (Blum and François,
2006; Lambert and Stadler, 2013; Stadler, 2013b). Thus an age-dependent extinction rate cannot explain the imbalance observed in real trees. Intriguingly, simulations indicate that an
age-dependent speciation rate can produce realistic levels of imbalance (Hagen et al., 2014).
However, a statistical inference method accounting for age-dependent speciation is currently
lacking, as trees generated under such a model can no longer be represented by a coalescent
point process, and thus the likelihood cannot be derived with previously used mathematical
approaches (Lambert and Stadler, 2013).
Our second data analysis, involving a phylogeny of self-incompatible and self-compatible
nightshades (Solanaceae), extended previous results concerning the species-level disadvantage of self-compatibility. Our results suggested that the lifetime of self-compatible species
not only has a significantly lower mean than that of self-incompatible species, in agreement
with previous results (Goldberg et al., 2010; Goldberg and Igić, 2012), but also that it has a
higher variance-to-mean ratio. Among self-compatible species, the exponential model was
rejected in favour of a gamma model where extinction rate decreases with age. This result is
surprising in light of the hypothesis that selfing or asexual species face increasing extinction
risk with age due to the accumulation of deleterious mutations (Johnson et al., 2011a). One
possible explanation is that the accumulation of mutations in a parent species, though not
hindering speciation, continue to have deleterious effects on daughter species; that is, age of
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the entire clade and not only of the individual species is relevant. Our analysis may also be
limited by the small size of the dataset and our method of considering each self-compatible
clade independently; thus, these initial results should be interpreted with caution. We are
not aware of any existing larger reconstructed trees containing both asexual/selfing and
sexual/non-selfing species that are suitable for our analysis. Nonetheless, our framework is
ready to be used as larger datasets become available.
Our focus here was on developing methodology to infer macroevolutionary rates under
an age-dependent extinction model, and testing its accuracy when phylogenies are actually
generated under this model. Future work should test the effects of model mis-specification,
i.e. whether spurious signals of age-dependence arise, or conversely true signals are obscured,
when macroevolutionary rates depend on other factors. For instance, the importance of
disentangling dependence of extinction rate on real time from dependence on species age
has been emphasized in the paleontological literature (Pearson, 1995; Doran et al., 2006). An
extension of our model to allow rates of speciation and extinction additionally to vary with
time would be mathematically fairly straightforward (Lambert and Stadler, 2013).
While elucidating the effects of model mis-specification is beyond the scope of the present
work, we emphasize that our work represents an important addition to the set of models available for inference. Other factors potentially influencing speciation and extinction
rates have also individually been incorporated into models generating phylogenetic trees (reviewed in Pyron and Burbrink, 2013; Stadler, 2013b; Morlon, 2014). An important advantage
of using a likelihood-based inference method is that alternative models can be compared
side-by-side based on their likelihood given the data, for instance using the Akaike Information Criterion (Johnson and Omland, 2004). Assessing the best explanation for the data
would however ideally involve integration of all these proposed factors in one model. We
thus echo previous calls for the development of an integrated inference framework (Pyron
and Burbrink, 2013; Stadler, 2013b; Morlon, 2014), adding that age dependence now can and
should be included in such a synthesis. With increasing model complexity, larger datasets
will be required for meaningful inference. The growing availability of large reconstructed
phylogenies thus provides an unparalleled opportunity to gain insight into the biological
and ecological factors shaping macroevolutionary dynamics.
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APPENDIX

7.a
7.a.1

supplementary material
Identifiability of the Gamma Model

It is known that the model of diversification with sampling at present and constant speciation
and extinction rates is not identifiable (Stadler, 2009). Here, we prove that when species
lifetimes are no longer exponentially distributed, but gamma distributed (i.e., extinction rate
is not constant but age-dependent), the model becomes identifiable. Let us state this in a
more specific way.
Theorem 7.A.1. Consider two models of diversification with sampling probabilities of extant species
p1 and p2 respectively, constant speciation rates λ1 and λ2 respectively, and where species lifetimes
are gamma-distributed, with parameters (k1 , θ1 ) and (k2 , θ2 ), respectively. If these two models induce
the same distribution on reconstructed trees and if at least one of them is really age-dependent (k1 6= 1
or k2 6= 1), then (p1 , λ1 , k1 , θ1 ) = (p2 , λ2 , k2 , θ2 ).
Put another way, a model with gamma distributed lifetimes is not identifiable if and only
if the lifetimes are actually exponentially distributed. We will now prove the theorem.
To this end, we will first consider a generic age-dependent model of diversification with
sampling probability p, speciation rate λ, and lifetime density g. We will also denote by V a
random variable with density g, and by ϕ the Laplace transform of V, that is,
Z∞

ϕ(y) := E e−yV =
g(t) e−yt dt.
0

We will use later the well-known fact that if V has a finite variance, then ϕ is twice differentiable and we have
ϕ 0 (0) = −E(V)

and

ϕ 00 (0) = E(V 2 ).

(7.6)

Recall from main text that the node depths of the reconstructed tree all have the same distribution as some random variable H, satisfying
(Pr(H > t))−1 = 1 − p + pW(t),
where W is the unique nonnegative function with Laplace transform
Z∞
1
W(t) e−yt dt =
.
y − λ + λϕ(y)
0
From the last two equations, we get
Z∞
Z∞
Pr(H 6 t) −yt
p
p
e
dt =
p (W(t) − 1) e−yt dt =
− .
y − λ + λϕ(y) y
0 Pr(H > t)
0
So if we set
φ(y) :=

p
p
pλ(1 − ϕ(y))
− =
,
y − λ + λϕ(y) y
y(y − λ + λϕ(y))

we get the following statement: If two models have the same reconstructed tree in distribution (i.e., the same distribution of node depths), then the function φ is the same for both
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models. Now it is easy to see that limy→∞ y2 φ(y) = pλ. So these two models have the same
pλ, and consequently, they have the same function B, where
B(y) :=

pλ
y
=
− λ.
yφ(y)
1 − ϕ(y)

Now thanks to (7.6), assuming that V has a finite variance, elementary calculus shows that B
is continuously differentiable at 0, with
B(0+ ) =

1
−λ
E(V)

and

B 0 (0+ ) =

E(V 2 )
.
2E(V)2

(7.7)

Now focus on the special case when V is a Gamma(k, θ) random variable. Recall that E(V) =
kθ and that Var(V) = kθ2 , so that E(V 2 ) = θ2 k(1 + k). Also, ϕ(y) = (1 + θy)−k ∼ (θy)−k , as
y → ∞, so that
B(y) − y =

yϕ(y)
−λ
1 − ϕ(y)

(7.8)

has three possible behaviors at +∞. If k < 1, then B(y) − y ∼ θ−k y1−k . If k = 1, then
B(y) − y ∼ θ−1 − λ. If k > 1, then B(y) − y ∼ −λ.
Now we apply these results to the two models with gamma-distributed lifetimes of the
theorem, assumed to have the same reconstructed tree in distribution. From what precedes,
they have the same pλ, i.e.,
p 1 λ1 = p 2 λ 2 .

(7.9)

Moreover, they have the same B, so recalling the expressions for the expectation and variance
of a gamma random variable, (7.7) yields
1
1
− λ1 =
− λ2
k1 θ1
k2 θ2

and

k1 = k 2 .

(7.10)

Now by assumption, one of the two models is really age-dependent (k1 6= 1 or k2 6= 1), so
k := k1 = k2 6= 1. Let us use the equivalent expressions for B(y) − y as y → ∞, according
1−k ∼ θ−k y1−k , which
whether k < 1 or k > 1. If k < 1, then as y → ∞, B(y) − y ∼ θ−k
1 y
2
forces θ1 = θ2 . So by (7.10), we get λ1 = λ2 , and by (7.9), we get p1 = p2 . If k > 1, then
B(y) − y ∼ −λ1 ∼ −λ2 , which forces λ1 = λ2 . So by (7.10), we get θ1 = θ2 , and by (7.9), we
get p1 = p2 . In any of these two cases, we can conclude that (p1 , λ1 , k1 , θ1 ) = (p2 , λ2 , k2 , θ2 ),
which proves the theorem.
Actually, we conjecture that the same theorem should hold without even assuming that lifetimes are gamma distributed. More specifically, we suspect that if two age-dependent models
of diversification have the same B (this must be the case if they have the same reconstructed
trees), but not the same λ, then they must both be exponential.
7.a.2 Effect of Lifetime Shape Parameter k on Extinction Rate as a Function of Age
We want to prove that, given a gamma-distributed lifetime with shape parameter k, the
extinction rate µ(a) as a function of age a is decreasing if k < 1 and increasing if k > 1 (recall
that it is constant in the exponential case when k = 1). From Equation (7.2), we get that µ is
the only solution to µ 0 (a) = µ(a)h(a) with terminal value µ(∞) = 1/θ, where
h(a) :=

k−1 1
− + µ(a).
a
θ
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Note that µ 0 and h always have the same sign. Assume k > 1. Then note that if µ is
decreasing with a, h is also decreasing with a. Further assume that there exists a0 > 0 such
that µ 0 (a0 ) < 0, so that h(a0 ) < 0. An additional consequence is that µ(a0 ) < 1/θ, since
1
0
k > 1 and µ(a0 ) = h(a0 ) − k−1
a0 + θ . Since µ(∞) = 1/θ, we cannot have µ (a) < 0 for all
0
a > a0 . As a consequence, a1 := inf{a > a0 : µ (a) > 0} is finite, and by continuity, it satisfies
µ 0 (a1 ) = 0. Now since µ is decreasing on [a0 , a1 ), h also is. This contradicts the fact that
h(a0 ) < 0 while h(a1 ) = 0, and shows that µ 0 cannot take negative values when k > 1. The
same reasoning shows that µ 0 cannot take positive values when k < 1.
7.a.3

Net Diversification Rate as a Function of Speciation Rate λ and Lifetime Shape Parameter k

We prove the following two claims, given a gamma-distributed lifetime where k and θ are
assumed to vary in such a way that the mean lifetime ` = kθ remains constant: (i) for
given k, η increases(asymptotically linearly) with λ and (ii) for given λ, η increases with k,
approaching an asymptotic value corresponding to the case when all lifetimes are fixed equal
to `.
First recall that the net diversification rate η is zero if and only if λ` = 1, and is otherwise
the nonzero root of the Laplace exponent ψ defined as
"

 #
Z∞
y` −k
ψ(y) := y − λ
g(x)(1 − exp(−yx))dx = y − λ 1 − 1 +
for y > 0.
k
0
Let us show (i) in the case of a general density g. It is easy to see that for any fixed density
g, ψ decreases as λ increases. Since ψ is a convex function with two roots, of which one is
zero and the other is η, this ensures that η increases with λ. Let us show that this increase is
asymptotically linear. Writing
Z∞
η
=
g(x)(1 − exp(−ηx))dx,
(7.11)
λ
0
we see that η cannot tend to a finite value as λ → ∞, so that η →
R∞∞ as λ → ∞. Now by
dominated convergence, the last displayed equation yields η/λ → 0 g(x)dx = 1.
Let us now prove (ii). We assume that λ is fixed and we define the two-variable function φ
as
"
 #

y` −k
for y, k > 0.
φ(k, y) := y − λ 1 − 1 +
k
In particular, η(k) is defined implicitly by φ(k, η(k)) = 0. Since φ is continuously differentiable, the implicit function theorem implies that η is also continuously differentiable and
η 0 (k) = −

∂φ
∂φ
(k, η(k))/
(k, η(k)).
∂k
∂y

Let us compute these two partial derivatives. Elementary calculations show that


 
∂φ
y` −k
y`
(k, y) = λ 1 +
H
,
∂k
k
k
z
− ln(1 + z), and
1+z


∂φ
y` −k−1
(k, y) = 1 − λ` 1 +
.
∂y
k

where H(z) =
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Using the fact that φ(k, η(k)) = 0, we get


`η(k) (λ − η(k))(1 + `η(k)/k)
0
η (k) = −H
,
k
J(k)
where J(k) := 1 − λ` + `η(k)(k + 1)/k. Now because φ(k, η(k)) = 0, we have η(k) 6 λ, and it
is easy to see that H(z) only takes negative values on z > 0, so that η 0 (k) is of the sign of J(k).
Let us show that J cannot change sign. If J did change sign, there would be some value of
k for which η(k) = k(λ`−1)
`(k+1) . Plugging this into φ(k, η(k)) = 0 would yield G(λ`) = 0, with

G(y) :=

k+y
k+1

k+1
− y.

Now
0

G (y) =



k+y
k+1

k
−1

is positive iff y > 1, and since G(1) = 0, G(y) = 0 iff y = 1. Thus unless λ` = 1 (in which case
η(k) = 0 for all k), we cannot have G(λ`) = 0. As a consequence, J cannot change sign.
Now that we know that η(k) is monotonic, it makes sense to define Y := `η(∞). Letting
k → ∞ in the equation φ(k, η(k)) = 0, we find that Y is a solution to
γY − 1 + e−Y = 0,
with γ := (λ`)−1 . By an application of the implicit function theorem to the last equality,
where Y is thus seen as a function of γ, we get
Y 0 (γ) =

1 − γY(γ) − γ
λ` − `η(∞) − 1
J(∞)
=
=− 2
.
2
Y(γ)
λ` η(∞)
λ` η(∞)

But Y is easily seen (e.g., graphically) to be a decreasing function of γ, so that Y 0 (γ) < 0 and
J(∞) has the sign of η(∞).
Recalling that J(k) cannot change sign, and that η 0 (k) has the sign of J(k), we have the
following result: In the supercritical case where λ` > 1, η(k) > 0 increases with k to the value
η(∞), easily computable as `−1 Y, where Y is the unique positive solution to (λ`)−1 Y − 1 +
e−Y = 0. Similarly, in the subcritical case where λ` < 1, η(k) < 0 decreases with k, and in the
critical case where λ` = 1, η(k) = 0 for all k.
7.a.4 Choice of Grid Points for Numerical Evaluation
Computation of the likelihood value requires numerical evaluation of the scale function W
at discrete points, which we take as an evenly spaced grid on [0, T ], where T is the stem or
crown age of the tree. Increasing the number of grid points reduces numerical error in the
derivative of W, but requires more computational time and memory. In a preliminary study,
we determined an appropriate number of grid points to use. Although we could instead
have investigated the grid spacing, number of points provides more consistency across trees
of different ages, and is thus expected to be more transferable across data sets.
For this trial we used η = 1 and k = 1, and performed maximum likelihood inference on
the same set of 100 simulated 1000-tip trees, with either 125, 250, or 500 grid points. The
results yield two main insights. Firstly, the maximum likelihood estimates of each parameter
remained similar as number of grid points was varied. Figure 7.7a illustrates the distribution
of actual MLEs across the 100 trees. This distribution is very similar, and in particular the
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median shows little if any trend, as we increase the number of grid points. Figure 7.7b
illustrates the distribution of differences in the MLEs for each individual tree as we increase
the number of grid points, i.e. the MLE evaluated at the higher number of points minus that
evaluated at the lower number. This shows that not only the overall distribution, but also the
individual estimates for each tree, typically change very little as the number of grid points
increases. There are some exceptions, which importantly remain for particular trees when we
go from 250 to 500 points, as well as 125 to 250 points. These are likely to correspond to trees
which contain a relatively weak signal and are thus difficult to infer consistently, making
them sensitive to small changes, such as different initial points chosen for the inference.
The second insight is that the numerical method appears to overestimate the likelihood
value, at least at its peak. This tendency can be seen directly for inference under the exponential model, where we can compare the numerically evaluated maximum log likelihood to
that found using analytical computations, as illustrated in Figure 7.8a. As expected, the numerical value approaches the analytical value as the number of grid points increases; furthermore, it approaches from above. The tendency to overestimate likelihood is also indirectly
indicated under the gamma model, as illustrated in Figure 7.8b. With a greater number of
grid points, expected to yield a more accurate evaluation, the maximum likelihood value
tends to be lower.
We can explain this bias by considering the properties of the scale function. W(x) is an
increasing function of x (Lambert, 2010) and asymptotically proportional to eηx (Surya, 2008).
Ignoring errors in rounding branching points to the nearest grid point, the second-order
central difference approximation of the derivative yields an overestimate of W 0 (x) whenever
W is concave up, which is the case at least for sufficiently large x. This in turn yields an
overestimate of the likelihood as calculated in Equation 7.4 or 7.5 of the main text. Rounding
branching points results in errors in both W(x) and W 0 (x), with a tendency to increase some
terms of the likelihood and decrease others. The overall effect is thus unclear from examining
the likelihood formulae, but based on the aforementioned numerical results, it would appear
that the overall effect is to increase the likelihood in the cases examined. Analytically, we
expect the magnitude of both kinds of errors to be reduced as the grid spacing is reduced.
To summarize the approach developed, since the use of more than 500 grid points becomes
computationally prohibitive, and since there appears to be little effect on the MLEs with increasing numbers of grid points, we chose to use 500 grid points for all further inference. At
this point, there remains a tendency to slightly overestimate the actual likelihood value at the
peak. For this reason, we choose to use the numerical evaluation for inference under both
the gamma and the exponential models, despite the availability of an analytical likelihood
formula in the exponential case, in order to give a fair basis of comparison under the likelihood ratio test. The results of the simulation study suggest that this approach is appropriate:
when the lifetime distribution is indeed exponential, the proportion of simulated trees for
which the exponential model is rejected is close to the expected Type I error rate of 0.05
(Table 7.2 in the main text). The numerical over-estimation of likelihood under our model
could still potentially be problematic when comparing to other models. However, with 500
grid points, we see that the median error remaining in the likelihood value (by comparison
to the analytical result for the exponential model) is around 0.1 log likelihood units, which
is small compared to the likelihood differences relevant for model comparison.
Finally, we note that although we have for simplicity used an evenly spaced grid of points,
this is not a requirement: the scale function W can in fact be numerically evaluated (i.e. the
inverse Laplace transform computed) as a function of arbitrary points. Generally, to evaluate
the likelihood we require, at each node depth x in the data, an estimate of W(x) and of its first
derivative, W 0 (x), thus minimally requiring one neighbouring point W(x + ∆x) for numerical
approximation of the derivative. Given an evenly spaced grid of points, we rounded each
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node depth to the nearest grid point and took the nearest neighbouring points to evaluate
the derivative (in fact using a second-order approximation for interior points). Purely in the
interests of accuracy, it would obviously be preferable not to round off, but rather to evaluate
W exactly at the node depths, {xi }, and at a near neighbour of each, {xi + ∆x}. For a tree on n
tips, we would then have 2(n − 1) points to evaluate (assuming crown age conditioning). If
n is small, this approach is more efficient than our present method (500 evenly spaced grid
points), as well as more accurate. But for larger n, including trees of the size examined here,
this approach becomes more computationally intensive. Nonetheless, given a fixed number
of points at which we wish to evaluate W (say 500), it should be possible to distribute these
points over [0, T ] to achieve better accuracy than with an evenly spaced grid. For instance,
since deep nodes are sparse, one could evaluate W at the m deepest nodes plus m near
neighbours, and then create an evenly spaced grid of 500 − 2m points covering the dense
nodes closer to the present. A full investigation of this approach is beyond the scope of this
paper, but could be considered for future computational implementations aiming to improve
accuracy and/or efficiency.
7.a.5 Initial Points for Likelihood Optimization
Since the likelihood under our model does not have a simple closed form expression, but
rather is computed through numerical inverse Laplace transforms, the inference framework
is complex and has potential for numerical problems. To avoid spurious results, we suggest
that likelihood optimization should always be run from multiple initial points, reducing the
chance of accepting a local but not global peak. Furthermore, variation around the same peak
in the final value found by multiple runs gives an indication of the flatness of the likelihood
surface and thus the size of confidence intervals. A rather flat likelihood surface suggests
that the tree contains an inherently weak signal. However, if numerical error is suspected to
be a problem, one can adjust the grid size used for numerical evaluation (as explored aboved)
and/or the parameters of the inverse Laplace transform itself (Surya, 2008).
For the simulation study, we selected six initial points for likelihood optimization under
the gamma lifetime model, as follows:
1. Use two points each with k = 0.5, 1, or 10 (representing an exponential or a higher- or
lower-variance distribution).
2. Draw γ := 1/(λkθ) (representing the reciprocal of the average number of branching
events in a lifetime), uniformly at random on [0.1, 0.9].
3. Draw the net diversification rate, η, uniformly at random on [ηmin , ηmax ], Considering η
as a function of (λ, k, θ), we take ηmin = 0.05 and ηmax = min(2, η(5, k, θ)). These upper
limits are set to avoid numerical issues that can arise when parameters are too far from
the true values used for simulations.
4. Calculate λ and θ from the above values of k, γ, and η.
For inference under an exponentially-distributed lifetime, three initial points for optimization
are chosen in a similar fashion (with k now fixed to one). In practice, the above algorithm
can easily be modified or initial points can be chosen by trial and error for data analysis. The
point is simply to obtain several initial points, not too close together, to check that the final
result is not an artifact of a single starting point.
For the Aves trees, we use the following initial points for likelihood optimization. Under
the gamma model: (λ, k, θ) = (0.115, 1, 36.6), (0.115, 0.5, 100), (0.115, 10, 1.8), (0.080, 1, 100),
(0.150, 1, 15), (0.100, 10, 10). Under the exponential model: (λ, θ) = (0.080, 100), (0.100, 50),
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(0.150, 15). The MLEs inferred for each tree are largely consistent across runs from different
initial points. Under the exponential model, relative differences between the best MLE and
the MLE obtained from any other initial point for a given tree never exceeded O(10−4 ) for
either λ or θ. Under the gamma model, the median relative difference was O(10−5 ) for λ
and O(10−2 ) for k and θ. A few trees showed much larger relative differences, examined
in detail in the ‘Hfull’ set. In 4/100 trees, a large relative difference arose from only one
initial point where the optimization appeared to fail (returning extreme parameter values
with substantially lower likelihood). In another 11/100 trees, the six initial points yielded
variable MLEs that nonetheless all had very similar likelihood, suggesting that the likelihood
surface was rather flat for these trees. The remaining 85/100 trees showed much smaller
deviations (< 0.001% in λ and a few percent in k and θ).
For the self-incompatible nightshades, we use the following initial points for likelihood optimization. Under the gamma model: (λ, k, θ) = (3, 1, 0.35), (3, 0.5, 0.7), (3, 10, 0.035), (1, 1, 1.1),
(5, 1, 0.2), (5, 5, 0.05). All six runs returned similar results. Under the exponential model:
(λ, θ) = (3, 0.5), (1, 2), (5, 0.3). Two out of three runs returned very similar results, while the
third appeared to find a lower local peak.
For the self-compatible nightshades, under the gamma model we began with the initial
points (λ, k, θ) = (4, 1, 0.25), (4, 0.5, 0.5), (4, 5, 0.05), (2, 1, 0.5), (6, 1, 0.15), (6, 5, 0.03). Under
stem age inference, four out of these six initial points converged to very similar optima, and
under crown age inference, five out of six, with the remainder appearing to find lower local
peaks. Despite this consistency, further exploration indicated that the likelihood actually
continued to gradually increase in some direction, as explained later in Section 7.A.8. Under
the exponential model, we used the initial points (λ, θ) = (4, 0.25), (2, 0.5), (6, 0.15); two out
of three runs under stem age inference and all three under crown age inference returned very
similar optima, and there was no indication that the likelihood could be further increased.
7.a.6

Simulated Trees

We simulate trees on a given number of tips (extant species), n, with complete sampling
(p = 1) using the R package TreeSimGM (Hagen and Stadler, 2013). Although our likelihood
functions (Equations 7.4 and 7.5) instead condition on the age of the tree, with n being
a random variable, a preliminary study indicated that simulating trees of fixed age and
variable size resulted in highly variable inference performance, making patterns difficult to
elucidate. It has been recommended not to condition on both tree age and size (Stadler,
2013a). We therefore aim to understand the method’s performance on trees of given size,
which moreover tends to be better known in real data than tree age. Furthermore, it has
been found for the constant-rate birth-death model that likelihood formulae conditioning on
different features of the tree generally show similar performance, especially for larger trees
(Stadler, 2013a).
The simulation package TreeSimGM allows two options for obtaining trees on a fixed
number of tips: either (i) stop the process once the tree attains n tips for the first time
(setting the option ‘gsa=FALSE’) or (ii) simulate until the tree reaches a size substantially
larger than n, such that it is unlikely to return to size n again, and then choose a time point
uniformly at random among the time periods when the tree had n coexisting lineages (setting
the option ‘gsa=TRUE’). Scenario (ii) is equivalent to assuming a uniform prior on (0, ∞) for
the stem age and then conditioning on n coexisting lineages at present (Hartmann et al.,
2010). For time-dependent birth-death processes, it has been shown that the assumption of a
uniform prior for tree age is equivalent to assuming that the clade of interest and the sister
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clade evolved under the same process (Hallinan, 2012). It is however not clear if the exact
equivalence holds for age-dependent processes.
Trees simulated under (i) obviously tend to be shorter than those under (ii), and it has previously been observed that resulting parameter estimates can be slightly different, especially
for small n and (in a constant-rates model) high extinction rate (Hartmann et al., 2010). Note
that the population, which is growing in expectation, will spend less time fluctuating around
n coexisting species when n is large; thus stopping the first time it reaches the desired number becomes less problematic. We chose to use method (i) for the simulation study presented
in the main text, due to its faster computational time.
Our simulation study also reveals a tree size-dependent bias in the parameter estimates
obtained under the gamma model. Among 1000-tip simulated trees (Supplementary Tables
7.3-7.4), λ and  are slightly overestimated (i.e. median MLE higher than the true value)
in all but one parameter set, while k and ` are usually slightly underestimated, with these
tendencies especially apparent for smaller true k. These biases are consistent, and much
more striking, among 100-tip simulated trees (Figure 7.2 in the main text and Supplementary
Tables 7.6-7.7). We tested our hypothesis that these biases arise from stopping trees the first
time they reach n species, thus biasing toward shorter trees, by simulating an additional
set of 100-tip trees with method (ii) described above (stopping the simulations at 150 tips
and then selecting a time when the tree had 100 lineages), using the same parameters as
in the main simulation study (η = 0.5 and varying k). The results (Supplementary Tables
7.6-7.8) confirmed that the bias in parameter estimates was reduced by using this alternative
simulation method. We thus conclude that the biases described above can be attributed to
biases in the simulated trees used for the study, rather than a problem with the inference
method itself.
7.a.7 Correlation in Estimated Lifetime Distribution Parameters
In the simulation study, the maximum likelihood estimates of the lifetime distribution parameters, k̂ and θ̂, are observed to be negatively correlated, such that the estimated mean
lifetime `ˆ = k̂θ̂ is much more precise than either individual parameter. An example of the
estimated (k̂, θ̂) pairs across 100 trees simulated under identical parameters is illustrated in
Supplementary Figure 7.9. With true ` = kθ fixed, we observe that the higher the true k
value (the smaller the true θ value), the stronger the correlation between k̂ and θ̂. This observation can be explained analytically. The model parameters come into the Laplace exponent
ψ (see Section 7.1.4 in the main text), which determines the scale function W and in turn the
likelihood. Under the gamma lifetime distribution model, ψ takes the form:

ψ(y) = y − λ 1 − (1 + θλ)−k
Taking a Taylor series expansion, which converges when |θy| < 1, we have:

ψ(y) = y − λ 1 − exp −k(θy − (θy)2 /2 + . . .)
Thus, for sufficiently small θ, ψ(y) ≈ y − λ (1 − exp(−kθ)), such that k and θ become almost
indistinguishable in the likelihood expression. This statement is exact in the limit as k →
∞ and θ → 0 such that kθ ≡ ` is fixed (a Dirac delta distribution). On the other hand,
if θ is not small, the higher order terms of the Taylor expansion are non-negligible, and
k and θ make distinct contributions. Expressed more intuitively, the gamma distribution
has mean kθ, variance kθ2 , etc. So k and θ do not generally play symmetric roles, but
the information to distinguish these two parameters disappears as variance in the lifetime
distribution decreases.
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7.a.8

Analysis of Nightshades Trees

For the self-incompatible nightshade species, we conducted a bootstrap analysis by running
100 simulations of trees with n/p = 135/0.162 = 833 tips using TreeSimGM, under the MLE
parameter values of the gamma model. Twenty-six simulations exceeded computational
capacity and thus failed; this appears to be due to the accumulation of too many extinct
lineages, which occurs quite frequently due to the high turnover in this parameter set. In
each of the remaining 74 successfully simulated trees, 135 tips were sampled uniformly at
random. (Though not precisely meeting our assumption of Bernoulli sampling, uniform
sampling is much less computationally intensive and expected to be reasonably similar.)
Analysis of this set of trees yields the approximate bootstrap confidence intervals reported in
Table 7.11. We also note that the median MLEs across the set of simulated trees (not shown)
are reasonably close to the true parameter values used for simulation. This result indicates
firstly that the inference method also works for incompletely sampled trees, and secondly
that discarding the failed simulations did not introduce any obvious bias.
For the self-compatible nightshade species, we found that the likelihood surface under the
gamma model was rather flat. Likelihood appeared to increase very gradually and indefinitely with dramatic increases in λ and concurrent decreases in k and ` = kθ. (Meanwhile, θ
itself remains at a similar value.) Specifically, log likelihood increased from -337.2335 at the
point (λ, k, `) = (53.4, 0.0324, 0.0186) to -337.1480 at the point (λ, k, `) = (973, 0.00171, 0.00102)
under stem age inference, and from -241.0257 at the point (λ, k, `) = (84.6, 0.0220, 0.0116) to
-240.9605 at the point (λ, k, `) = (801, 0.00228, 0.00122) under crown age inference. Further
optimization steps were not taken and the latter points were accepted as lower bounds on
the maximum possible likelihood. This implied that no confidence interval upper bound on
λ, nor lower bounds on k or `, could be determined, and we report conservative estimates
of the remaining bounds determined by taking the conservative maximum likelihood estimate. If likelihood under the gamma model indeed continues to increase with more extreme
parameter values, i.e. our conservative maximum likelihood estimate is not yet completely
optimized, the reported confidence interval bounds would become more stringent and any
improvement over the exponential model would only be strengthened.
In testing whether there are significant differences between SI and SC nightshade species,
we compare the full model used above where all parameters are allowed to differ between
SC and SI species (thus characterized by the six parameters λSI , kSI , θSI , λSC , kSC , θSC ) with
two restricted models: (1) where the shape parameter of the lifetime distribution does not
differ (kSI = kSC ), or (2) where the mean lifetime does not differ (`SI = `SC ; but individual
values of both k and θ may differ). For each restricted model, we optimize the likelihood
jointly over both the SC and SI datasets with the focal parameter restricted to be the same
in both. To check robustness of the results, we perform optimization conditioned on either
stem age or crown age of clades among the self-compatible species, and in each case, from
several initial points, which returned reasonably similar values. These results are compared
to the total log likelihood of the full (six-parameter) model, obtained by summing the log
likelihoods of the SI and SC data determined individually. The restricted model with kSI =
kSC ≡ k returns the MLE k̂ = 0.225 with λ̂SI = 7.58, θ̂SI = 0.604, λ̂SC = 9.53, θ̂SC = 0.463
(under stem age conditioning), or k̂ = 0.112 with λ̂SI = 13.6, θ̂SI = 0.675, λ̂SC = 18.5,
θ̂SC = 0.472 (under crown age conditioning). In both cases, the likelihood ratio test (with
one degree of freedom) rejects the restricted model (p-values of 0.023 and 0.021 respectively).
The restricted model with `SI = `SC ≡ ` returns the MLE `ˆ = 0.0682 with λ̂SI = 15.1,
k̂SI = 0.101, λ̂SC = 14.5, k̂SC = 0.132 (under stem age conditioning), or `ˆ = 0.0315 with
λ̂SI = 32.7, k̂SI = 0.0436, λ̂SC = 31.1, k̂SC = 0.0626 (under crown age conditioning). Again,
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in both cases the restricted model is rejected (p-values of 0.020 and 0.019 respectively). We
thus conclude that both k and ` differ significantly between SI and SC species.

Parameter set
True η

λ

k

True k

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

0.5

1.36

1.49, [0.984, 2.30]

0.964

0.500

1

1.25

1.33, [1.04, 1.92]

0.703

1.00

5

1.15

1.19, [1.06,1.31]

0.215

100

1.13

1.14, [1.07, 1.26]

0.5

1.71

1

1.50

5

θ
true

estimate

norm. |CI|

0.455, [0.161, 0.890]

1.46

2.00

2.00, [0.997, 3.42]

1.21

0.903, [0.257, 1.68]

1.42

1.00

1.06, [0.531, 2.18]

1.65

5.00

4.59, [1.70, 25.9]

4.83

0.200

0.212, [4.21e-3, 0.511]

2.53

0.162

100.

116, [4.18, 1.61e3]

16.0

0.0100

8.67e-3, [4.23e-4, 0.127]

12.6

1.77, [1.30, 4.84]

2.08

0.500

0.467, [4.66e-3, 0.926]

1.84

2.00

1.90, [0.764, 6.16]

2.70

1.55, [1.18, 1.96]

0.517

1.00

1.03, [0.246, 2.36]

2.12

1.00

0.981, [0.390, 2.08]

1.69

1.32

1.34, [1.21, 1.50]

0.221

5.00

5.41, [1.04, 39.1]

7.60

0.200

0.178, [3.92e-4, 0.538]

2.69

100

1.27

1.29, [1.18, 1.41]

0.180

100.

78.8, [1.66, 3.24e3]

32.4

0.0100

0.0130, [1.88e-4, 0.276]

27.6

0.5

2.37

2.56, [1.68, 13.4]

4.93

0.500

0.417, [3.77e-3, 1.36]

2.71

2.00

2.35, [0.0840, 15.0]

7.46

1

2.00

2.06, [1.62, 2.92]

0.650

1.00

0.955, [0.117, 2.88]

2.77

1.00

1.01, [0.0897, 4.79]

4.70

5

1.67

1.69, [1.59, 1.91]

0.189

5.00

4.10, [0.521, 139]

27.6

0.200

0.224, [1.83e-4, 1.26]

6.31

100

1.59

1.61, [1.47, 1.75]

0.177

100.

116, [1.30, 6.42e3]

64.2

0.0100

8.47e-3, [1.11e-4, 0.485]

48.5

0.5

3.00

3.26, [2.21, 43.4]

13.7

0.500

0.368, [2.74e-3, 1.39]

2.78

2.00

2.73, [0.318, 20.9]

10.3

1

2.50

2.57, [2.09, 31.9]

11.9

1.00

0.892, [2.66e-3, 3.74]

3.74

1.00

1.03, [1.43e-4, 46.5]

46.5

5

2.05

2.07, [1.90, 2.74]

0.405

5.00

5.82, [7.44e-4, 8.11e3]

1.62e3

0.200

0.170, [8.40e-5, 35.1]

175

100

1.94

1.98, [1.80, 2.97]

0.603

100.

27.1, [6.77e-4, 9.57e4]

95.7

0.0100

0.0419, [8.67e-5, 5.38e5]

5.38e5

0.25

0.5

1

1.5

Table 7.3: Results of inference under the gamma model on 1000-tip simulated trees. We report true values used for simulation; the median and 95% confidence
interval of the maximum likelihood estimates across 100 trees per true parameter set (under “estimate”); and the width of the confidence interval
normalized by the true parameter value (under “norm. |CI|”). Here: results for the model parameters λ (speciation rate), k (lifetime shape parameter),
and θ (lifetime scale parameter).
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norm. |CI|
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202

`

η



True k

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

0.5

1.00

0.901, [0.614, 1.27]

0.656

0.250

0.238, [0.200, 0.308]

0.431

0.816

0.841, [0.787, 0.917]

0.160

1

1.00

0.936, [0.697, 1.16]

0.463

0.250

0.247, [0.193, 0.316]

0.494

0.800

0.821, [0.774, 0.875]

0.127

5

1.00

0.975, [0.878, 1.10]

0.225

0.250

0.251, [0.180, 0.317]

0.549

0.784

0.792, [0.725, 0.850]

0.160

100

1.00

0.998, [0.884, 1.08]

0.200

0.250

0.259, [0.187, 0.358]

0.685

0.779

0.775, [0.692, 0.838]

0.187

0.5

1.00

0.900, [0.354, 1.40]

1.05

0.500

0.500, [0.425, 0.625]

0.399

0.707

0.728, [0.599, 0.913]

0.444

1

1.00

0.962, [0.724, 1.19]

0.462

0.500

0.490, [0.427, 0.613]

0.371

0.667

0.678, [0.587, 0.765]

0.267

5

1.00

0.980, [0.837, 1.14]

0.300

0.500

0.486, [0.356, 0.589]

0.465

0.621

0.635, [0.538, 0.709]

0.275

100

1.00

0.987, [0.838, 1.13]

0.294

0.500

0.498, [0.384, 0.599]

0.429

0.607

0.613, [0.531, 0.729]

0.326

0.5

1.00

0.870, [0.0892, 1.42]

1.33

1.00

1.00, [0.808, 1.17]

0.365

0.577

0.618, [0.446, 0.919]

0.819

1

1.00

0.921, [0.708, 1.38]

0.673

1.00

0.980, [0.791, 1.15]

0.356

0.500

0.532, [0.410, 0.654]

0.487

5

1.00

0.988, [0.797, 1.37]

0.573

1.00

0.989, [0.765, 1.17]

0.401

0.402

0.418, [0.276, 0.540]

0.657

100

1.00

1.01, [0.833, 1.27]

0.434

1.00

1.01, [0.864, 1.20]

0.339

0.370

0.375, [0.251, 0.461]

0.568

0.5

1.00

0.929, [0.0381, 1.76]

1.72

1.50

1.51, [1.31, 1.74]

0.284

0.500

0.549, [0.377, 0.991]

1.23

1

1.00

0.964, [0.215, 1.80]

1.58

1.50

1.50, [1.29, 1.75]

0.307

0.400

0.439, [0.308, 0.981]

1.68

5

1.00

1.00, [0.711, 5.40]

4.69

1.50

1.52, [1.26, 1.84]

0.387

0.269

0.277, [0.074, 0.447]

1.38

100

1.00

1.05, [0.712, 658]

658

1.50

1.51, [1.26, 1.88]

0.413

0.226

0.247, [0.000, 0.437]

1.94

0.25

0.5

1

1.5

Table 7.4: Results of inference under the gamma model on 1000-tip simulated trees. We report true values used for simulation; the median and 95% confidence
interval of the maximum likelihood estimates across 100 trees per true parameter set (under “estimate”); and the width of the confidence interval
normalized by the true parameter value (under “norm. |CI|”). Here: results for the composite parameters ` (mean lifetime), η (net diversification rate),
and  (turnover).
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Parameter set
True η

Parameter set
True η

λ

`

True k

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

0.5

1.36

1.10, [0.978, 1.22]

0.175

1.00

1

1.25

1.29, [1.17, 1.42]

0.201

1.00

5

1.15

1.46, [1.32, 1.60]

0.243

1.00

100

1.13

1.49, [1.36, 1.62]

0.227

1.00

0.5

1.71

1.42, [1.27, 1.57]

0.175

1.00

1

1.50

1.52, [1.37, 1.70]

0.217

1.00

5

1.32

1.59, [1.35, 1.70]

0.264

1.00

100

1.27

1.56, [1.40, 1.68]

0.224

0.5

2.37

2.01, [1.83, 2.24]

1

2.00

2.02, [1.81, 2.26]

5

1.67

100

η



true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

1.13, [0.945, 1.30]

0.351

0.250

0.218, [0.179, 0.270]

0.364

0.816

0.806, [0.746, 0.843]

0.119

0.964, [0.820, 1.12]

0.299

0.250

0.246, [0.201, 0.302]

0.402

0.800

0.810, [0.741, 0.848]

0.133

0.858, [0.724, 1.02]

0.292

0.250

0.302, [0.231, 0.388]

0.626

0.784

0.794, [0.720, 0.846]

0.161

0.872, [0.750, 1.04]

0.286

0.250

0.348, [0.241, 0.467]

0.904

0.779

0.771, [0.666, 0.831]

0.212

1.03, [0.815, 1.27]

0.455

0.500

0.463, [0.391, 0.553]

0.323

0.707

0.673, [0.589, 0.747]

0.224

0.983, [0.800, 1.21]

0.409

0.500

0.496, [0.428, 0.588]

0.322

0.667

0.673, [0.591, 0.739]

0.221

1.01, [0.757, 1.21]

0.454

0.500

0.584, [0.475, 0.714]

0.477

0.621

0.631, [0.554, 0.723]

0.272

1.00

1.09, [0.765, 1.45]

0.687

0.500

0.639, [0.507, 0.765]

0.516

0.607

0.589, [0.453, 0.695]

0.398

0.173

1.00

0.921, [0.715, 1.25]

0.537

1.00

0.936, [0.821, 1.08]

0.261

0.577

0.539, [0.434, 0.631]

0.341

0.223

1.00

0.964, [0.730, 1.27]

0.544

1.00

0.981, [0.830, 1.12]

0.291

0.500

0.516, [0.421, 0.614]

0.385

1.87, [1.69, 2.06]

0.221

1.00

1.36, [0.798, 2.20]

1.40

1.00

1.13, [0.956, 1.36]

0.405

0.402

0.396, [0.251, 0.549]

0.740

1.59

1.75, [1.60, 1.94]

0.220

1.00

1.92, [1.03, 3.16]

2.13

1.00

1.22, [1.02, 1.36]

0.338

0.370

0.303, [0.181, 0.466]

0.773

0.5

3.00

2.61, [2.37, 2.91]

0.182

1.00

0.852, [0.597, 1.18]

0.585

1.50

1.43, [1.22, 1.62]

0.271

0.500

0.449, [0.348, 0.584]

0.472

1

2.50

2.50, [2.25, 2.75]

0.198

1.00

1.00, [0.658, 1.51]

0.850

1.50

1.50, [1.30, 1.70]

0.264

0.400

0.406, [0.281, 0.509]

0.571

5

2.05

2.16, [1.98, 2.49]

0.247

1.00

2.01, [0.883, 6.89]

6.00

1.50

1.68, [1.44, 1.92]

0.323

0.269

0.226, [0.0430, 0.398]

1.32

100

1.94

2.04, [1.87, 2.31]

0.224

1.00

3.00, [1.16, 1.96e4]

1.96e4

1.50

1.72, [1.48, 1.96]

0.317

0.226

0.162, [3.81e-10, 0.323]

1.43

0.25

0.5

1

1.5

Table 7.5: Results of inference under the exponential model on 1000-tip simulated trees. We report true values used for simulation; the median and 95%
confidence interval of the maximum likelihood estimates across 100 trees per true parameter set (under “estimate”); and the width of the confidence
interval normalized by the true parameter value (under “norm. |CI|”). We report results for the parameters λ (speciation rate), ` (mean lifetime), η (net
diversification rate), and  (turnover).
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norm. |CI|

estimate

203

204

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Method

0.5

1

5

100

λ

k

θ

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

gsa=F

1.71

3.86, [0.969, 130.]

75.7

0.500

0.163, [1.73e-3, 58.4]

117

2.00

2.18, [2.96e-4, 18.1]

9.03

gsa=T

1.71

1.68, [0.750, 83.1]

48.2

0.500

0.565, [2.34e-3, 2.21e3]

4.42e3

2.00

1.61, [2.16e-4, 18.0]

9.01

True k

gsa=F

1.50

1.95, [1.03, 89.3]

58.8

1.00

0.664, [2.26e-3, 1.63e3]

1.63e3

1.00

1.03, [3.03e-4, 11.6]

11.6

gsa=T

1.50

1.46, [0.958, 58.2]

38.1

1.00

1.08, [3.54e-3, 1.51e3]

1.51e3

1.00

0.898, [1.91e-4, 6.76]

6.76

gsa=F

1.32

1.54, [0.999, 39.7]

29.3

5.00

3.83, [2.84e-3, 2.20e3]

439

0.200

0.208, [1.25e-4, 26.9]

135

gsa=T

1.32

1.43, [0.899, 5.73]

3.66

5.00

5.97, [5.19e-3, 5.54e3]

1.11e3

0.200

0.149, [9.64e-5, 5.62]

28.1

gsa=F

1.27

1.38, [1.01, 11.5]

8.27

100.

29.2, [2.48e-3, 4.84e3]

48.4

0.0100

0.0342, [1.26e-4, 7.80]

780

gsa=T

1.27

1.35, [0.951, 2.28]

1.05

100.

46.4, [6.21e-3, 5.35e3]

53.5

0.0100

0.0175, [1.60e-4, 2.02]

202

Table 7.6: Results of inference under the gamma model on 100-tip simulated trees, under two simulation methods (using the option ‘gsa=F’ versus ‘gsa=T’ in
TreeSimGM; see Supplementary Material, 7.A.6 for details). We report true values used for simulation; the median and 95% confidence interval of the
maximum likelihood estimates across 100 trees per true parameter set (under “estimate”); and the width of the confidence interval normalized by the
true parameter value (under “norm. |CI|”). Here: results for the model parameters λ (speciation rate), k (lifetime shape parameter), and θ (lifetime
scale parameter).
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Parameter set
True η

Parameter set
True η
0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Method

0.5

1

5

100

`

η



true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

gsa=F

1.00

0.461, [8.69e-3,1.40]

1.39

0.500

0.445, [0.218, 0.710]

0.984

0.707

0.878, [0.570, 0.998]

0.606

gsa=T

1.00

0.852, [0.0125, 1.83]

1.81

0.500

0.446, [0.219, 0.744]

1.05

0.707

0.780, [0.490, 0.997]

0.717

gsa=F

1.00

0.650, [0.0157, 1.24]

1.22

0.500

0.468, [0.173, 0.781]

1.22

0.667

0.815, [0.566, 0.996]

0.646

gsa=T

1.00

0.928, [0.0156, 1.67]

1.65

0.500

0.438, [0.144, 0.732]

1.18

0.667

0.721, [0.486, 0.996]

0.765

True k

gsa=F

1.00

0.799, [0.0485, 1.45]

1.41

0.500

0.436, [0.137, 1.03]

1.78

0.621

0.757, [0.464, 0.989]

0.846

gsa=T

1.00

0.940, [0.0292, 1.48]

1.45

0.500

0.502, [0.133, 0.811]

1.36

0.621

0.695, [0.394, 0.959]

0.910

gsa=F

1.00

0.934, [0.120, 1.70]

1.58

0.500

0.501, [0.140, 0.968]

1.66

0.607

0.677, [0.360, 0.986]

1.03

gsa=T

1.00

0.946, [0.547, 1.59]

1.05

0.500

0.491, [0.148, 0.832]

1.37

0.607

0.659, [0.375, 0.886]

0.843
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Table 7.7: Results of inference under the gamma model on 100-tip simulated trees, under two simulation methods (using the option ‘gsa=F’ versus ‘gsa=T’ in
TreeSimGM; see Supplementary Material, 7.A.6 for details). We report true values used for simulation; the median and 95% confidence interval of the
maximum likelihood estimates across 100 trees per true parameter set (under “estimate”); and the width of the confidence interval normalized by the
true parameter value (under “norm. |CI|”). Here: results for the composite parameters ` (mean lifetime), η (net diversification rate), and  (turnover).

205

206

True η
0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Method

1

5

100

`

η



true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

true

estimate

norm. |CI|

gsa=F

1.71

1.52, [1.05, 2.25]

0.703

1.00

0.901, [0.433, 1.68]

1.25

0.500

0.410, [0.176, 0.670]

0.988

0.707

0.732, [0.484, 0.929]

0.629

gsa=T

1.71

1.36, [0.938, 2.02]

0.635

1.00

1.05, [0.471, 2.12]

1.65

0.500

0.438, [0.244, 0.691]

0.893

0.707

0.695, [0.396, 0.894]

0.705

gsa=F

1.50

1.66, [1.07, 2.23]

0.773

1.00

0.799, [0.432, 1.53]

1.10

0.500

0.444, [0.195, 0.734]

1.08

0.667

0.729, [0.472, 0.889]

0.626

gsa=T

1.50

1.53, [1.04, 1.94]

0.599

1.00

1.01, [0.498, 2.00]

1.50

0.500

0.462, [0.233, 0.825]

1.18

0.667

0.681, [0.444, 0.913]

0.704

gsa=F

1.32

1.74, [1.19, 2.22]

0.778

1.00

0.842, [0.451, 2.28]

1.83

0.500

0.548, [0.221, 1.06]

1.67

0.621

0.703, [0.339, 0.889]

0.886

gsa=T

1.32

1.57, [1.21, 2.14]

0.710

1.00

1.03, [0.538, 3.08]

2.54

0.500

0.578, [0.285, 1.08]

1.59

0.621

0.639, [0.239, 0.890]

1.05

gsa=F

1.27

1.63, [1.17, 2.19]

0.804

1.00

1.03, [0.457, 5.02]

4.56

0.500

0.631, [0.227, 1.11]

1.76

0.607

0.590, [0.149, 0.893]

1.22

gsa=T

1.27

1.56, [1.07, 2.04]

0.767

1.00

1.11, [0.531, 3.45]

2.92

0.500

0.646, [0.243, 1.00]

1.52

0.607

0.583, [0.250, 0.885]

1.05

True k
0.5

λ

Table 7.8: Results of inference under the exponential model on 100-tip simulated trees,under two simulation methods (using the option ‘gsa=F’ versus ‘gsa=T’ in
TreeSimGM; see Supplementary Material, 7.A.6 for details). We report true values used for simulation; the median and 95% confidence interval of the
maximum likelihood estimates across 100 trees per true parameter set (under “estimate”); and the width of the confidence interval normalized by the
true parameter value (under “norm. |CI|”). We report results for the parameters λ, ` (mean lifetime), η (net diversification rate), and  (turnover).
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Parameter set
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H-full

E-full

H-gen

E-gen

Parameter

Gamma

Exp

Gamma

Exp

Gamma

Exp

Gamma

Exp

speciation rate, λ

0.1267

0.1379

0.1321

0.1451

0.1371

0.1570

0.1343

0.1541

lifetime shape parameter, k

46.46

–

39.33

–

68.08

–

66.89

–

lifetime scale parameter, θ

0.2529

–

0.2888

–

0.1567

–

0.1581

–

mean lifetime, `

12.31

24.11

11.55

21.32

10.61

16.29

10.96

16.28

net diversification rate, η

0.07695

0.09602

0.07846

0.09822

0.07540

0.09465

0.07323

0.09203

turnover, 

0.3923

0.3029

0.4100

0.3244

0.4472

0.3912

0.4544

0.4004

Table 7.9: Maximum likelihood parameter estimates for the Aves phylogeny under the gamma and
exponential lifetime distribution models. We report the median MLE across each set of 100
trees drawn from the posterior distribution of phylogenies, under each of four construction
methods: using a Hackett (H-) or Ericson (E-) backbone, and included all species (full) or
only those with genetic data (gen). Time is in units of millions of years.

Gamma model

Exponential model

Parameter

MLE

Bootstrap 95% CI

Profile likelihood 95% CI

MLE

Profile likelihood 95% CI

speciation rate, λ

0.1226

[0.1204, 0.1254]

[0.1197, 0.1255]

0.1351

[0.1301, 0.1403]

lifetime shape parameter, k

45.23

[9.289, 269.1]

[14.47, 293.5]

–

–

lifetime scale parameter, θ

0.2796

[0.003121 0.9731]

n.d.

–

–

mean lifetime, `

12.65

[12.02, 13.48]

[11.91, 13.53]

23.03

[19.45, 28.14]

net diversification rate, η

0.07409

[0.06988, 0.07828]

n.d.

0.09170

n.d.

turnover, 

0.3955

[0.3602, 0.4300]

n.d.

0.3214

n.d.

Table 7.10: Maximum likelihood estimates and 95% confidence intervals, under the gamma and exponential lifetime distribution models, for one “typical” tree from the posterior distribution
of Aves phylogenies, constructed under the Hackett backbone and including all species.
Time is in units of millions of years. Bootstrap confidence intervals were determined for
all parameters under the gamma model. Profile likelihood confidence intervals were additionally determined for parameters of particular interest (λ and ` under both models, as
well as k under the gamma model); the rest were not determined (n.d.).
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208

MLE

Bootstrap 95% CI

Exponential model

Profile likelihood 95% CI

MLE

Profile likelihood 95% CI

speciation rate, λ

1.946

[1.464, 3.692]

[1.306, 7.450]

2.955

[2.179, 3.992]

lifetime shape parameter, k

4.528

[0.4375, 98.28]

[0.2331, > 1010 ]

–

–

lifetime scale parameter, θ

0.1160

[0.003312, 0.4500]

n.d.

–

–

mean lifetime, `

0.5251

[0.2718, 0.6749]

[0.1379, 0.7935]

0.3470

[0.2540, 0.4797]

net diversification rate, η

0.06782

[0.03834, 0.1345]

n.d.

0.07305

n.d.

turnover, 

0.9651

[0.9314, 0.9824]

n.d.

0.9753

n.d.

Table 7.11: Maximum likelihood estimates and confidence intervals for the parameters of the self-incompatible nightshade species tree, under the gamma and
exponential lifetime models. Time is in units of millions of years. Bootstrap confidence intervals were determined for all parameters under the gamma
model. Profile likelihood confidence intervals were additionally determined for parameters of particular interest (λ and ` under both models, as well
as k under the gamma model); the rest were not determined (n.d.). Under the gamma model, the profile likelihood CI upper bound for k is not
precisely determined as increasingly large values of k continued to fall within the likelihood boundary; this outcome is not unreasonable, in light of
the convergence to an asymptotic distribution as k → ∞.
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Gamma model
Parameter

Gamma model

Exponential model

Stem age

Crown age

Stem age

Crown age

Parameter

MLE

Prof. llhd. 95% CI bound

MLE

Prof. llhd. 95% CI

MLE

Prof. llhd. 95% CI bound

MLE

Prof. llhd. 95% CI

speciation rate, λ

> 973

> 4.32

> 801

> 4.96

3.87

[2.95, 5.05]

4.24

[3.12, 5.72]

lifetime shape parameter, k

6 0.00171

6 0.729

6 0.00228

6 0.655

–

–

–

–

lifetime scale parameter, θ

≈ 0.597

n.d.

≈ 0.537

n.d.

–

–

–

–

mean lifetime, `

6 0.00102

6 0.229

6 0.00122

6 0.197

0.256

[0.196, 0.337]

0.231

[0.171, 0.314]

net diversification rate, η

≈ −0.0248

n.d.

≈ −0.0785

n.d.

-0.0399

n.d.

-0.0996

n.d.

turnover, 

≈ 1.00

n.d.

≈ 1.00

n.d.

1.01

n.d.

1.02

n.d.

7.A supplementary material

Table 7.12: Maximum likelihood estimates and profile likelihood confidence intervals for the parameters of the self-compatible nightshade clades, under the
gamma and exponential lifetime models, with likelihood conditioned on the stem age or crown age of clades. Time is in units of millions of years.
Bootstrap confidence intervals were not determined for this data set, since it is not clear how to simulate an appropriate set of clades. Profile likelihood
confidence intervals (CIs) were only determined for parameters of particular interest (λ, k, and `); the rest were not determined (n.d.). Under the
gamma model, a rather flat likelihood surface precluded determination of a precise likelihood peak (see Supplementary Material, 7.A.8) and we can
thus give only conservative bounds on the MLEs λ̂, k̂, and `ˆ and their CIs, and approximate values of the MLEs θ̂, η̂ and .
ˆ
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Figure 7.6: Lifetime distributions used in simulation study: gamma distributions with mean 1 and
shape parameter k = 0.5 (black dashed), 1 (black solid), 5 (grey solid), or 100 (grey dashed).
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of maximum likelihood estimates of each parameter, across choices of grid
points, in a set of 100 trees simulated under true η = 1 and true k = 1. (a) Distribution
of MLEs across 100 simulated trees. The horizontal line is the true parameter value. (b)
Distribution of tree-by-tree difference in MLE as number of grid points is increases from
125 to 250 or 250 to 500 (i.e. the MLE obtained using the larger number of points minus that
obtained using the smaller number of points). The horizontal line is at zero for reference.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of maximum log likelihood values, across choices of grid points, in a set
of 100 trees simulated under true η = 1 and true k = 1. (a) Distribution of differences
between numerically and analytically evaluated maximum log likelihood under the exponential model, at each given number of grid points. (b) Distribution of differences between
maximum log likelihood evaluated numerically under the gamma model with successive
numbers of grid points (i.e. the maximum log likelihood obtained using the larger number of points minus that obtained using the smaller number of points). In both panels, a
horizontal line is at zero for reference.
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Figure 7.9: Scatter plot of MLEs for k and θ (on base-10 log scales) inferred in each of 100 trees on
1000 tips simulated under η = 0.25 and k = 5.
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Figure 7.10: Estimated lifetime distribution, i.e. species age at extinction, for the Aves phylogeny.
Black lines: estimates under the gamma model – solid: MLE; dashed: limits of 95%
profile likelihood confidence interval. Grey line: MLE under the exponential model.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of MLEs inferred assuming the gamma model, from sets of 100 trees simulated under either a gamma lifetime distribution (left box in each plot) or a Weibull
lifetime distribution (right box in each plot). The trees simulated under the gamma distribution are those from the simulation study described in the main text. The parameters
of the Weibull distribution are chosen to match both the mean (always one) and variance in each case. Top row: variance = 2 (shape parameter of the gamma distribution
is kG = 0.5); second row: variance = 1 (kG = 1); third row: variance = 0.2 (kG = 5);
bottom row: variance = 0.01 (kG = 100). Note that when kG = 1, both the gamma and
the Weibull distribution are identical, namely collapsing to the exponential distribution;
thus, this case illustrates the variability between two sets of simulations under the same
model.
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Figure 7.12: Lineage-through-time plots for complete Aves trees on 9993 species. (a) One “typical”
tree, as described in the main text, from the posterior distribution of reconstructed trees
using the Hackett backbone (Jetz et al., 2012) (black), along with the mean (thick line) and
5-95% quantile range (shaded area) of 100 bootstrap trees simulated under the maximum
likelihood parameters inferred under the gamma model (red) or the exponential model
(blue). (b) Mean (thick line) and 5-95% quantile range (shaded area) of 100 reconstructed
trees from the posterior distribution using the Hackett backbone (Jetz et al., 2012).
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

8.1
8.1.1

the state of affairs: summary and future directions
Evolutionary rescue and the emergence of drug resistance

In Chapter 4, I synthesized theoretical approaches to studying “evolutionary rescue” in two
contexts: the emergence of drug resistance in medical treatments and the adaptation of
species of conservation concern to global environmental changes. A review of the literature revealed a diversity of approaches to modelling evolutionary rescue, to a large extent
divided by applied field. Nonetheless, the concepts and some of the conclusions are widely
similar. I argued that (i) many models use a level of simplification that implies they are not
specific to a biological system on one side or the other; (ii) qualitative insights can come from
diverse contexts; (iii) model features and analytical techniques developed to a greater extent
in one field could profitably be adopted by the other; and (iv) several key themes represent
important research directions on both sides.
As a more detailed case study of modelling evolutionary rescue, one can take Chapter 2,
which considered the emergence of drug resistance in chronic viral infections (HIV, Hepatitis
B, and Hepatitis C). This work was motivated by questioning the generality of previous conclusions regarding the relative contributions of pre-existing and de novo drug resistance. To
this end, I derived several novel insights. Firstly, the life history trait affected by the cost of
resistance (for a fixed basic reproductive number) affects the prevalence of pre-existing mutants and the chance that mutants avoid loss during treatment due to demographic stochasticity. Secondly, an interaction effect between the step at which mutations arise and the step
blocked by the drug affects the probability of resistance emergence. Thirdly, competition
between viral strains for the limiting resource of host cells to infect mediates a “competitive
release” effect (in the sense of de Roode et al., 2004; Read et al., 2011; Huijben et al., 2013) that
favours survival of later-arising mutants. Simultaneous consideration of both the ecological
setting and stochastic effects thus pushes the balance of contributions further towards de novo
mutation than previously thought.
Nonetheless, the essential question from the outset remains: how much more general are
these conclusions, and which other factors mediate the balance between pre-existence and
de novo mutation? I see further theoretical explorations of this question, in a variety of
pathogens and treatment scenarios as well as other biological settings, as a key direction for
future work (cf. Chapter 4). It remains challenging, however, to test hypotheses by empirically identifying whether pre-existing or de novo mutants are responsible for an observed
rescue event. Some empirical approaches have been proposed (Barrett and Schluter, 2008)
and further development on this front would lend important tools for verifying our theoretical understanding.
Chapter 2 also proposed an innovative approach to analysis of emergence probabilities
which was expected to generalize across systems, and has indeed since been taken up by others, with adaptations to describe drug resistance in Hepatitis C virus under varying drug concentration (Qi et al., 2014, Supplementary Material) and in bacteria carrying chromosomes
and plasmids (Tazzyman and Bonhoeffer, 2014). The starting point is a reasonably complex “compartmental” population dynamics model of the sort commonly used to describe
infectious diseases, including life cycle details and density-dependent interactions among
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populations. This type of model is typically analyzed deterministically, with stochasticity
sometimes treated by simulation. I showed how to obtain good analytical approximations
to the probability that mutants appear and survive in the stochastic model. This analysis
succeeded through a hybrid approach that treats the dominant resident population(s) deterministically and the rare emerging mutant stochastically. By setting demographic rates of the
mutant depending on the dynamics of the dominant population, this approach retains important density-dependent effects. A subsequent review of the broader evolutionary rescue
literature (Chapter 4) revealed that this technique is not the only one of its kind (cf. Uecker
and Hermisson, 2011; Tomasetti, 2012; Uecker et al., 2014), but still does not appear to be
widespread. It nonetheless seems to offer considerable potential to study evolutionary rescue settings by combining biological or ecological features from more complex models with
analytical approaches available for simpler stochastic processes.
8.1.2 Drug dynamics and the optimization of treatment strategies
From an applied perspective, the ultimate goal of studying the evolutionary dynamics of
drug resistance is to use this understanding to improve treatment strategies. Treatment can
be optimized in many dimensions: total volume of drug or duration of use (“aggressiveness”
of treatment; Read et al., 2011; Kouyos et al., 2014); how a given amount of drug is distributed
into doses over time (Lipsitch and Levin, 1997; Foo and Michor, 2009); and, when multiple
drugs are available, whether to use them simultaneously or separately (Bonhoeffer et al.,
1997a; REX Consortium, 2010).
In Chapter 3, I investigated how best to distribute a fixed amount of drug into regular
doses, when taking into account pharmacokinetics (PK) of the drug and pharmacodynamics (PD) of a focal bacterial strain exposed to this drug. Importantly, and unusually among
PK/PD models, my model explicitly accounted for stochasticity in the demographic dynamics of the bacterial population. Specifically, I derived not only the expected growth rate of
a given strain, but also its probability of avoiding loss when rare. The model is thus intended for understanding how dosing strategies may affect initially rare antibiotic-resistant
strains. I also deviated from the common modelling assumption that resistance is “complete” or simply rescales the effective drug concentration experienced by bacteria. The way
in which resistance mutations alter dose-response curves is thereby predicted to be crucial
to resistant strains’ dynamics (cf. Rosenbloom et al., 2012), and by extension, the optimal
treatment strategy. The model developed here is obviously simplistic, but the possibility of
obtaining analytical results implies that one can easily explore parameter effects and gain an
understanding of how dosing schedules affect the stochastic emergence of resistance. This
approach allows the efficient generation of hypotheses, which may subsequently be tested
by simulation in more complex scenarios that cannot be studied analytically.
This work currently remains under development, and a number of immediate future directions on the modelling front were outlined within the chapter. In particular, an extension
to simultaneous consideration of two strains and subsequent investigation of mutation and
selection dynamics (cf. Chapter 2) is a key goal. Moreover, in this chapter of the thesis I see
the most immediate potential for connection to experimental approaches. Firstly, theoretical
predictions concerning optimal drug dosing schedules could potentially be tested in vitro.
Secondly, the theoretical results add further motivation to emerging investigations of the
extent to which antibiotics affect cell division and/or death (Ocampo et al., 2014). Single-celllevel time-lapse microscopy techniques could be extended in scale to quantify dose-response
curves of both wild-type and drug-resistant strains in selected antibiotics. Such a dataset
would also likely reveal a much greater level of complexity than captured by the model pre-
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sented in Chapter 3. For instance, the cell population may exhibit heterogeneous behaviour;
the time until cell division or death may not be exponentially distributed; and antibiotics
in the media are not likely to exert instantaneous effects. Such observations could motivate
further modelling directions to understand the significance of these empirical realities for the
emergence of resistance.
8.1.3

The complexities of recombination and immune escape

Chapter 5 investigated the role of recombination in accelerating or decelerating the adaptation of HIV to the multi-epitope immune response of a new host. This scenario is substantially more complex than the two-locus, fixed-fitness cases long studied in population
genetics (see e.g. Rice, 2004, Ch. 2). Firstly, the details of the viral life cycle, particularly the
need for coinfection to generate heterozygous virions, affect the possibility for recombination
to generate new genotypes. Secondly, the large number of loci involved (we analyzed up to
four, though in reality there could be many more) imply that there are many intermediate
strains to be shuffled. Finally, the fitness landscape is determined by changes in two viral
life history traits: infectivity (through which the cost of escape is incurred) and death at
the infected cell stage (due to the immune response), with the latter changing through time
according to the dynamics of immune cells. These model features yielded a rich array of
dynamical behaviours that hint at a complex role of recombination in adaptation in natural
systems. As soon as there were more than two loci, the counteracting effects of recombination in bringing together and breaking up adaptive combinations of mutations became
apparent, with the result that recombination could either expedite or delay the appearance
of a highly adapted variant. The outcome was strongly dependent on the underlying fitness
landscape and the distances between pairs of mutations exhibiting positive epistasis (escape
and compensatory mutations associated with a given epitope). Stochastic effects are expected
to introduce further complexities (cf. Kouyos et al., 2009), as variations in appearance times
and growth rates of strains will affect the rate of coinfection yielding heterozygous virions
and the degree of linkage disequilibrium.
The model used in Chapter 5 is the most detailed and arguably realistic one presented in
this thesis. Versions of the model without the immune response were even shown previously
to quantitatively explain in vitro viral dynamics data (Suryavanshi and Dixit, 2007; Arora
and Dixit, 2009), though I expect the immune response to be more challenging to capture
accurately. Despite the complexity already in this model – or perhaps because of it – one
can readily think of further extensions to incorporate those biological details that were still
neglected, particularly in describing the immune response. Immunodominance, for instance,
has been investigated in other models (which sacrificed details in other aspects) and predicted to shape viral/immune dynamics (Althaus and De Boer, 2008; Mostowy et al., 2011;
van Deutekom et al., 2013). We also used a fitness landscape that is still based on far fewer
loci and simpler fitness effects than what is suggested by large-scale analysis of empirical
data (Hinkley et al., 2011). It is at this stage unclear which, if any, of these extensions are
crucial for explaining the patterns of immune escape seen in data.
This case reveals the classic tension in modelling between realism and tractability. There
are (at least) two drawbacks to increasing realism. Firstly, analytical insights become increasingly infeasible and one must resort to numerical/simulation methods, where at some
point computational capacity becomes limiting. Secondly, even if computation is possible,
the parameter space to explore becomes vast and it becomes difficult to fully understand
even the model system, for instance to trace effects to their underlying causes. The model
thus becomes less effective in serving its purpose as a simplification of reality used to distill
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essential processes. When more complex models are used to try to gain insight into a specific biological system, these challenges indicate the need for two parallel developments: on
the theoretical side, clever approximations of certain processes that yield minimal sacrifices
in accuracy while reducing both computational complexity and, ideally, the number of parameters; and on the empirical side, quantitative measurements that can be used to narrow
down the range of unknown parameter space to search. Meanwhile, the large gaps between
models so far used to explore the role of recombination in adaptation – ranging from simple,
abstract two-locus population genetics models to our detailed, HIV-specific model – call for
more studies exploring the middle ground. Theoretical work bridging the gaps from few to
many loci and simple to complex fitness landscapes could suggest more general features that
affect the evolutionary role of recombination.
8.1.4 Advancing phylogenetic inference tools
Chapters 6 and 7 dealt with the inference of demographic parameters from phylogenetic
trees under a “birth-death”-type model where the death rate is age-dependent, i.e. under
a general lifetime distribution. These chapters primarily presented methodological developments, which could be applied in various biological contexts, though the focus was on
applications in epidemiology (Chapter 6) and macroevolution (Chapter 7). Technically, the
main difference between the models used in these two chapters is whether sampling of data
at the tree tips occurs effectively all at one time point (Chapter 7) or continually through
time (Chapter 6). Taken together, these chapters illustrate two steps in the development of
a likelihood-based inference method: (i) the mathematical derivation of a likelihood expression under the model of interest (Chapter 6), and (ii) the computational implementation of
an inference method based on this likelihood (Chapter 7).
An obvious next step is the development of a similar inference framework under the
sampling-through-time model, for which we so far have only the likelihood formula. The
mathematical derivations for both sampling cases followed similar approaches, making use
of Lévy process theory to write the likelihood in terms of a scale function, whose relation
to the model parameters is identified in its Laplace transform. Many of the numerical techniques should thus similarly carry over. A novel challenge is raised in the sampling-throughtime case by the issue that reorientations of the tree, all providing valid representations of
the sampled data, are associated with different likelihoods in the mathematical description of
the tree-generating process. This issue comes about because the likelihood calculation relies
on transition probabilities between successive pairs of branching and sampling times, with
sampling times now distinct. The total likelihood of a given reconstructed tree must thus
be summed over all possible orientations associated with the sample. Motivation for overcoming this obstacle is provided by the high potential for application of inference methods
to the rapidly growing wealth of data sampled from infected patients in the epidemiological
context. Furthermore, in this context there is the interesting possibility to check the realism
of estimates derived from phylogenetic methods against independent clinical evidence of
infectious duration.
Developing the methodology for likelihood-based inference allows the age-dependentdeath model to be added to the phylogeneticist’s toolbox. In particular, by making the
computer code available and incorporating the method into a publicly available R package,
I hope that other researchers will be able to make use of this advance for their own applications to data. Crucial for drawing biological conclusions, however, is to test the explanatory
power of many different models incorporating different biological factors. Though the agedependent-death model can now readily be fit to data in the sampling-at-present case, we
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have not yet investigated how model mis-specification may either falsely indicate age dependence or obscure true age dependence. For instance, time dependence or inter-lineage
heterogeneity in the demographic rates might give rise to signals of age dependence, or vice
versa. It thus remains to be seen how important a role age-dependent death actually plays in
explaining empirical patterns.
8.2
8.2.1

conclusions
What are the roles of stochasticity and life history?

Demography feeds directly into evolution, in that fitness is the fundamental currency of
natural selection. Biologists generally recognize that fitness has many components, relating
to survival and reproduction over all stages of life. Models, which are meant to be simplifications of reality, understandably start by reducing this complexity as much as possible.
Fitness, and by extension fitness differences, are thus typically quantified with simple onedimensional measures: in a discrete-time model, the expected number of offspring left in the
next generation (standardly denoted W in population genetics or R0 in epidemiology); in a
continuous-time model, the Malthusian growth rate (r). It is obvious, mathematically, that
information will generally be lost when projecting a multi-dimensional variable onto just
one dimension. Nonetheless, the biological significance is not immediately clear. Exploring
more complex scenarios, where “fitness” can be affected via various life history traits, was a
key theme of this thesis. The results help to indicate when key conclusions are robust to the
means by which fitness varies, and when classical one-dimensional measures are insufficient
for prediction.
Life history sets the stage for demographic and evolutionary dynamics to play out in a
population. A second key theme in this thesis was the recognition of stochasticity in these
dynamics. The results presented here illustrate that stochasticity does not simply add noise
around an average (deterministically predicted) outcome, but can qualitatively alter conclusions. In the context of population biology, arguably the most dramatic qualitative outcome
is survival versus extinction of a population. Stochasticity plays a fundamental role in determining this outcome when novel or rare genetic variants are required to rescue a population
from severe environmental change. The stochastic loss of rare beneficial mutations, which
sensitively depends on their replication potential early in the lineage’s history, can furthermore shift the balance contributed to rescue by standing versus de novo genetic variation
when the environment changes continually. The source of rescue has implications for the
level of variation maintained on the genome scale following a selective sweep (Hermisson
and Pennings, 2005), which affects the population’s adaptive potential in the face of future
environmental changes, as well as for management strategies in applied contexts (see Chapter 4). In a medical context, stochastic effects are thus expected to alter the optimal treatment
strategy for driving a pathogen population extinct.
The impact of life history on the outcome of stochastic population dynamics has been
previously recognized in the establishment of new alleles (reviewed in Patwa and Wahl, 2008).
Interestingly, the results presented here (Chapters 2 and 3) concur with previous findings
that net beneficial mutants with high death rate face greater extinction risk than “equally fit”
mutants with low birth rate (Alexander and Wahl, 2008). Nonetheless, I conjectured (Chapter
2) that the life history strategy minimizing extinction probability may depend on whether
resource availability is increasing or decreasing. Conclusions should also be taken with the
caution that the choice of a one-dimensional measure (e.g. R0 ) onto which to project various
life histories for comparison is not unique. However, we can generally say that through
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establishment probability, stochasticity and life history act together in shaping evolutionary
trajectories.
Several chapters investigated adaptation of pathogens to a strong selective pressure, namely
drug treatment or the host immune response. In these cases, resistance or escape mutations
can confer large fitness advantages, essentially by altering life history parameters compared
to the sensitive strain at the point targeted by the drug or immune system. However, empirical evidence (reviewed in the relevant chapters) indicates that these adaptations come at a
cost, which could potentially arise in any life history trait. Chapters 2, 3 and 5 explored some
of the ways in which these trade-offs play out in evolutionary population dynamics. The consideration in Chapter 3 of complete dose-response curves for demographic parameters in
fact describes how life history depends on a continuous environmental variable (drug concentration), and empirical information on the dose-response curves of mutants would thus
elucidate how trade-offs play out in a function-valued trait. The finding that different life
histories lead to different population dynamics in the aforementioned systems suggests the
potential for evolution of life history itself, a topic of key interest in ecology and evolutionary
biology (Roff, 1992; Stearns, 1992). This topic has indeed been raised for pathogens, both on
the within-host level (Alizon, 2009) and, more prominently, in the epidemiological context regarding evolution of virulence, which is postulated to show a trade-off with transmissibility
(reviewed in Alizon et al., 2009). It would be interesting to extend the investigations presented in this thesis, which compared single mutants that unilaterally modify one or another
life history trait to gain a large fitness advantage, to consider the range of mutational effects
available to the pathogen (including correlations among life history traits) and identify which
strategy would thus be optimal among this multi-dimensional set.
Shifting from the perspective of prediction to inference, the work in this thesis also showed
how model assumptions about life history can have implications for parameter estimates.
Specifically, in Chapter 7 I explored how neglecting age-dependent mortality can bias estimates of demographic rates derived from phylogenetic trees, and found biases not only in
mortality-related parameters (e.g. expected lifetime), but also in birth rate and the population’s Malthusian growth rate. This issue is not unique to phylogenetic methods, but has also
previously been identified for more traditional model-fitting techniques. For instance, parameter estimation in deterministic viral dynamics models, which have been widely used in the
interpretation of clinical data from HIV, Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C patients, is sensitive to
the inclusion of realistic life history details (Lloyd, 2001).
There are, of course, always more complexities that can be added to a model – whether
in details of life history or other facets. The selection of an appropriate model to use for
prediction or inference, balancing realism with tractability, is thus a pervasive issue with
no single correct solution. Developing mathematical and computational tools to analyze a
larger set of models, and using these to explore the impact of added complexities one at a
time, at least allows one to recognize when conclusions drawn from simpler models may
break down and to make a more informed choice of the model to use for a given purpose.
Formal model selection tools exist for data analysis (Johnson and Omland, 2004), though
with the caveat that there may always be a “better” model left out of the set. The issue of
model choice is unavoidable and should not stand in the way of trying to derive insights
about the world from simplified systems. It does however call for an understanding of
the biological system of interest, awareness of the assumptions underlying a model, and
ultimately synthesis and comparison of results derived from a variety of models addressing
the same biological question, in order to identify which conclusions are robust.

8.2 conclusions

8.2.2

Applied implications for infectious diseases

In the infectious disease context, the main focus of this thesis, the conclusions presented here
have a number of applied implications. While remaining far from ripe for translation to clinical and public health initiatives, they nonetheless provide some first steps toward suggesting
where to focus resource-intensive empirical testing efforts. This point is exemplified by investigations into optimal drug treatment regimes. In the context of a model, one can readily
explore alternatives to current treatment recommendations and thus put forward promising
strategies to consider for empirical testing. At a time when drug resistance poses a growing threat to successful treatment (World Health Organization, 2014), suggestions of how to
better use available drugs (Laxminarayan, 2014) have never been more necessary.
The investigation of life history effects also pointed to an important direction for further
empirical work. Compared to the large number of studies aiming to quantify overall fitness
costs of resistance, there are relatively few identifying the life history trait that incurs this
cost. My work predicts that this mechanism affects the rise of resistance (or other pathogen
adaptations) and thus encourages greater attention to life cycle details. Though technical limitations pose a practical barrier to such investigations, recently developed techniques make
such quantification possible in many cases, even if more labour-intensive than standard assays. For cellular populations (bacteria, cancer), cell sorting with live-dead stains (Berney
et al., 2007) and time-lapse observations in microfluidic devices (Ocampo et al., 2014) open
the door to quantitatively separating cell division from death, on the population and singlecell levels, respectively. For viruses, genetic engineering that renders viruses incapable of
completing an entire replication cycle allows the isolation of effects on specific steps: for instance, burst size has been estimated in SIV (a virus closely related to HIV) using a knockout
strain that is incapable of secondary infection (Chen et al., 2007). Techniques to measure
replication rate (ratio of burst size to time spent in the host cell) and decay rate of virions
outside host cells have also been described for bacteriophages (Keen, 2014).
Finally, where quantification of parameters is important, the development of well-specified
models and the corresponding methods for inference are invaluable. In this thesis I developed tools to infer demographic parameters in a population from phylogenetic data under
a model with age-dependent mortality. Applied to an epidemiological setting, this factor is
extremely relevant given that recovery/death rates of infected individuals clearly depend on
the time since they were infected. Using a simpler constant-rate model is expected to bias
estimates of the basic reproductive number, R0 , which is a key quantity for informing public
health measures (Anderson and May, 1991).
8.2.3

Broader contributions

In this thesis, I have studied simultaneous demographic and genetic change in populations,
using novel approaches that give strong consideration to stochasticity, challenge standard
modelling assumptions about life history, and yield new analytical methods. This work
has thereby contributed to advancing theoretical understanding on several topics in biology,
focused on – but not restricted to – the realm of infectious diseases.
Beyond the specific biological insights discussed above, I see the most important contribution of this thesis as bridging gaps, both conceptually and methodologically, among applied topics and mathematical approaches. For instance, the loss of rare beneficial mutations
through demographic stochasticity is a classic topic in population genetics, but its role in
shaping evolutionary trajectories is often overlooked in infectious disease modelling. On the
other hand, the more complex models typically applied to infectious diseases, including life
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cycle details and ecological interactions, offer new twists to old problems in population genetics: for example, competition can affect the establishment of new alleles (Chapter 2) and
high-dimensional, temporally dynamic fitness landscapes can affect the role of recombination in adaptation (Chapter 5). A prime example of methods I developed to bridge such gaps
is the analytical approximation derived in Chapter 2 for the probability of emergence of drug
resistance in a viral pathogen population.
The beauty of theoretical approaches, especially relatively abstract ones, is that they can
often be translated across systems. This potential is exemplified in the context of evolutionary rescue, for which in Chapter 4 I integrated two distinct bodies of literature dealing
with conservation and medical applications. Taking this perspective yields several benefits.
Synthesizing the results to a common question derived from very different models and methods suggests which conclusions are general and which are system-specific – perhaps even
highlighting hidden assumptions made in a given field. Furthermore, one can identify techniques that have been primarily developed in one field but could be translated to another. I
hope that this bridge between communities will help to drive further research on common
challenges.
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